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MAPPING THE BISHOP OF AVIGNON: 
SOURCES OF EPISCOPAL POWER IN THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY 
(Order No.          ) 
CHRISTINE AXEN 
Boston University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, 2015 
Major Professor: Deeana Klepper, Professor of Religion and History 
ABSTRACT 
This dissertation explores the medieval bishop’s deployment of power in thirteenth-
century Provence, arguing that control of a diocese required the efficient use of both sacred 
and temporal power.  Although a bishop’s authority derived from his ordained status (potestas 
ordinis) and his administrative status (potestas jurisdictionis), regarding these categories as 
mutually exclusive obscures the nature of episcopal power as a flexible, dynamic force.  This 
project considers a bishop’s activity in terms of new local/universal categories rather than 
across a traditional spiritual/temporal divide.  Such an approach provides a clearer 
understanding of the manner in which both spiritual and temporal powers operated in 
tandem in the bishop’s diocesan and international milieux.  The case study of the Italian 
canon lawyer and papal legate Zoen Tencarari (c. 1200-61), who served as bishop of 
Avignon from 1241-61, reveals concrete mechanisms by which a medieval bishop 
centralized ecclesiastical power.  In the century between the Albigensian crusade (1209-29) 
and the relocation of the papal curia there (1309-78), Avignon supported the pope’s long-
term adversary, the Holy Roman Emperor.  As a foreigner educated in the pro-papal 
university of Bologna, Zoen used his experience with thirteenth-century debates on spiritual 
and secular power to shape his attack on imperial claims on Provence. 
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On the frontier between imperial and French land, Avignon was a contested space 
that can be recreated, read, and analyzed through digital mapping.  Space is a forum for 
power display: on the local level, Bishop Zoen centralized his power by laying claim to 
border towns and holy sites, while on the universal level, his itinerant episcopacy and 
attendance at councils ensured his influence over Provence more broadly.  Mapping Zoen’s 
movement in and domination over the urban and rural topographies of Avignon illuminates 
the bishop’s carefully attuned use of spiritual and temporal powers in local and universal 
arenas.  By tracking Zoen’s activity in Provence, this study emphasizes both the singularity 
and the universality of a medieval bishop’s experience, which, though part of a Church-wide 
bureaucracy bound by tradition and legal precedent, was nonetheless rooted in local events 




The archival documents used in this study follow the codes used by the 
Departmental Archives of Vaucluse (ADV), which generally adhere to the format of series 
and folio number or, if unbound, by piece number (thus 1G15 fol. 88r or Pintat 66 no. 
2211).  For documents from large, uninventoried boxes designated collectively by a numéro de 
boîte, I have appointed each loose parchment a number, chosen according to the order in 
which I removed the document from the box, followed by the year.  Thus the second 
charter written in the year 1259 from boîte 43 of the fonds of St Catherine would be cited as 
ADV 71H 43 1259^2.  Where relevant, I have also included the name of the principal 
transactor.  In thirteenth-century Provence, the New Year began on 25 March, the Feast of 
the Annunciation.  In cases where the modern calendar differs from the medieval year, I 
have opted to retain the medieval year as written, intended, and understood by its authors, 
with the modern date added in brackets.  Thus the charter of Novas written on the 4th 
kalends of February 1267, or January 19, receives the citation ADV 71H 36^4 1267 [1268]. 
Names have been standardized to a version that is most authentic and most 
recognizable to a modern audience (thus the Provençal “Guilhem” for the name written as 
“Guillelmus,” “Willelmus,” or any variant spelling thereof).  For place names, I have 
endeavored to match to the written (Latin) record rather than modern French versions that 
are not immediately recognizable in English; thus the Avignonese parish recorded in charters 
as Sanctus Stephanus is rendered St Stephen, not St-Étienne.  For Provençal currency, see 
Peter Spufford’s Handbook of Medieval Exchange (Wolfeboro, 1986), Section IV.  Unless 
otherwise noted, translations are my own.  
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Tradition held that in the moments of the most important decisions made by the city 
leaders, the people of the Southern French metropolis of Avignon would crowd together at 
the foot of the Rocher des Doms, an imposing hundred-foot-high limestone outcropping 
that dominated the heart of the medieval city.1  The varied gathering, which no doubt drew 
the socially marginal as well as the enfranchised bourgeoisie, clustered at the foot of a steep 
staircase on the eastern flank of the Rocher, today the curving steps named after Christ’s 
grandmother (escalier Sainte-Anne).  This area was used only when the throng overflowed 
from the bishop’s courtyard (pratum episcopi), revealing ways in which the physical geography 
of the inner walled city contoured the political traditions of the citizenry.2  From their site at 
the base of the escalier, the Avignonese people could attend the proclamations from the 
commune and bishop, whose limestone palace compounds occupied the peak of the Rocher. 
The topography of the city was a stage for interactions between the citizens of 
Avignon, from parish priest to shoemaker to prostitute.  Yet it also played a more active role 
in framing how these various members of society interacted with each other.3  Boundaries 
and shared spaces like walls, roads, and cemeteries—ordinary spaces as well as sanctified 
ones—give shape to our understanding of the rhythm of urban life in the thirteenth century.  
In the first half of the twelfth century, the commune and the bishop of Avignon shared 
                                                
1 Recounted by Joseph Girard in his works Evocation du vieil Avignon (Paris, 1958), pp. 24-25, and Avignon: histoire 
sommaire, guide des monuments (Avignon, 1923), p. 11. 
2 Girard, Evocation, p. 25. 
3 Kathleen Ashley and Pamela Sheingorn, “Discordia et lis: Negotiating Power, Property, and Performance in 
Medieval Sélestat,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 26.3 (1996): 419-46, esp. p. 436. 
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jurisdiction over the city as well as the best real estate on the Rocher des Doms.4  As the 
Avignonese counts drifted from the capital to the hinterlands in the twelfth century, the 
commune settled in the old aristocratic palace; thus political change was manifested as real 
space changing hands.  As the relationship between the commune and the bishop became 
frayed during a century of political instability exacerbated by crusade and inquisition (1150s-
1251), each party’s drive to expand its ownership of space reflected this increased tension.  
In 1251, when the Capetian princes annexed Provence and eradicated municipal 
government, the commune even seized episcopal property to serve the resistance.  While the 
commune dramatically collapsed, the bishop managed to emerge from this coup with his 
power intact.  This bishop, an Italian named Zoen Tencarari (r. 1241-61), maneuvered and 
outlived the civic upheaval that occurred halfway through his long episcopacy.  His success 
can be attributed to his ambidextrous use of the two swords of episcopal power—sacred and 
temporal.  Bishop Zoen’s activity during his twenty-year tenure elucidates how bishops 
understood, constructed, and wielded their own multivalent authority in the crucible of a 
chaotic medieval city. 
A bishop serves as a useful entry point into the dynamic realities of medieval urban 
life, because he was the fulcrum upon which politics and religion moved.5  As a spiritual and 
feudal leader of his metropolitan center, the medieval bishop united the two realms of 
worldly and otherworldly.  With the same hands he baptized, collected taxes, resolved 
                                                
4 On one- and two-pole patterns of communal and episcopal power centers, see Maureen C. Miller, 
“Topographies of Power in the Urban Centers of Medieval Italy,” in Beyond Florence: the Contours of Medieval and 
Early Modern Italy, ed. Paula Findlen, Michelle Fontaine, and Duane J. Osheim (Stanford, 2003), pp. 181-89.  
See also René De Maulde, Coutumes et règlements de la république d’Avignon au XIIIe siècle (Paris, 1879), esp. the 
introduction. 
5 John Ott and Anna Trumbore Jones, The Bishop Reformed: Studies in Episcopal Power and Culture in the Central 
Middle Ages (Burlington, 2007), esp. the introduction [hereafter “Ott and Jones”]. 
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disputes, and converted bread into the Body of Christ.  Having these varied duties bound up 
in the same individual renders the medieval bishop a worthy and fascinating focal point.6  
How did the bishop, as a spiritual and temporal agent, manage a population in a time of 
stress?  How did he carve out a zone of influence, and how did he define and defend its real 
and imagined borders?  What does the concrete activity of a bishop reveal about the power 
structures and mentalities of the medieval world? 
The gathering of the Avignonese populace at the foot of the Rocher des Doms 
grants us a visual slice of the sociopolitical arrangement of Avignon in the thirteenth century.  
Within the limited, enclosed space of the walled city—less than two square miles in area—
the two dominating authorities of bishop and commune jockeyed for room in the dense 
“downtown” area on the Rocher, while the townsfolk surrounded, resisted, and infiltrated 
that space.  Since the acquistion of land is a zero-sum game, the territorial advances of one 
party indicate a loss for the other.  Marking deliberate acquisitions of space can therefore 
help us track the more abstract interactions between two parties—those very negotiations 
that remain unarticulated in the documentary record. 
For a pre-industrial civilization intimately and immediately bound to the land for 
sustenance and protection, the natural and built landscapes served as a forum for daily 
experience.  Then as now, a landscape comprised multiple layers of meaning: political, 
economic, social, and religious, as well as charitable, gendered, sacral, and contested.  Cities 
in particular forced a meeting of these various layers, whose interstices and overlappings 
provide fruitful areas for examining the daily workings of the machines of Church and State 
                                                
6 Michel Parisse, “The Bishop: Prince and Prelate,” trans. Barbara Rosenwein, in The Bishop: Power and Piety at the 
First Millennium, ed. Sean Gilsdorf (Münster, 2004), pp. 1-22. 
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on the ground level.  In the midst of the competing desires and pressures of urban life, the 
medieval bishop trod a delicate line between worldly and otherworldly power.  In the words 
of John Ott and Anna Trumbore Jones, the bishop “did not simply stand at the center of 
things—he was the center.”7  By rooting Bishop Zoen in the urban landscape that he 
controlled, we can examine a thirteenth-century bishop as a willful actor, rather than as a 
holder of an abstracted ecclesiastical office that was presumed to be static across place and 
time.  Although the particular stimuli were his alone, a cross-section of Bishop Zoen’s 
episcopal experience can nonetheless be viewed as representative of medieval bishops 
because his powers were available to all prelates, and thus, in a sense, were completely 
ordinary.  As an “ordinary exception,” therefore, Bishop Zoen provides a model for how a 
prelate could use those powers to navigate the urban landscape.  
 
The Centrality of Bishops 
The medieval bishop was both a lord of this world, as a feudal, landowning seigneur to 
whom dependents owed their allegiance and rents, and a lord of the next, as a consecrated 
descendent of the Apostles responsible for Christian souls in his diocese.8  In the Regula 
pastoralis, Pope Gregory the Great’s sixth-century manual for bishops, the seemingly 
contradictory duties of a prelate precipitated confusion and disparity in subsequent 
centuries.9  Inherent in the office of bishop were two sets of powers: one set deriving from 
                                                
7 Ott and Jones, p. 1. 
8 Anna Trumbore Jones, “Lay Magnates, Religious Houses, and the Role of the Bishop in Aquitaine (877-
1050),” in Ott and Jones, pp. 21-39; Robert L. Benson, The Bishop-Elect: a Study in Medieval Ecclesiastical Office 
(Princeton, 1968), p. 3ff [hereafter “Benson”]. 
9 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, ed. Henry Davis (New York, 1978). 
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religious orders (potestas ordinis) and the other from administrative status (potestas 
jurisdictionis).10  In spite of this division, the bishop did not don and doff two identities; rather, 
like dual-natured Christ, the bishop simultaneously engaged both.  The canon lawyers who 
explored the office conceived of a theoretical, idealized, static episcopate that varied greatly 
from the ad hoc actions of a bishop in a particular place and time.  In reality, a bishop drew 
upon both spiritual and temporal authority in order to manage an onslaught of pressures, 
anxieties, and demands from a host of players, which included popes, kings, urban 
municipalities, cathedral chapters, local aristocrats, and the personnel of religious houses.11 
In order to retain his place at the center of the city, the medieval bishop walked a 
tightrope between the sacred and the secular.12  Some bishops were unsuccessful in this 
regard; others, like Zoen Tencarari (r. 1241-61), who serves as the subject of this 
dissertation, were highly adept and adaptive.  Expanding on older studies of episcopal 
intervention in politics and Gregorian reform, scholars have begun to explore the shift from 
monastic to bureaucratically minded bishops, a characteristic that defined the thirteenth-
century episcopate.13  Zoen Tencarari, a canon lawyer from Bologna, was the epitome of a 
new corps of ecclesiastical agents, whom the pope delegated and dispatched to troubled 
locales.  Closer examination of the ways in which a bishop like Zoen managed the numerous 
voices in the city under his jurisdiction clarifies how medieval prelates manipulated their 
authority to suit their immediate, practical needs.  Though many of the problems besetting 
                                                
10 Benson, pp. 45-55. 
11 Anna Trumbore Jones, Noble Lord, Good Shepherd: Episcopal Power and Piety in Aquitaine, 877-1050 (Boston, 
2009). 
12 Ott and Jones, pp. 1-20, esp. p. 6. 




Avignon in the mid-thirteenth century were common in other cities of Provence, the 
specifics of Zoen’s experience enable a comprehensive view of the ways in which he turned 
his intellectual theories about power into concrete realities.  The versatility demanded of 
medieval bishops required them to fill many roles concurrently: mediator, celebrant, judge, 
gift-giver, reprimander.  Because of this flexibility, recent work has pointed out that “the 
bishops’ position at the junction of various networks of power gave them a very particular 
type of authority, which made them effective as judges and mediators.”14  In other words, 
the bishop’s challenging place at the nexus was the very source of his specific and potent 
influence.15  As Bishop Zoen drew from this unique, multivalent authority, he translated 
abstract episcopal power into practical action that can be observed, parsed, and catalogued. 
Scholarly interest in bishops qua bishops has come to the foreground only recently.  
This new direction for episcopal studies can be seen in the formation of the scholarly group 
EPISCOPUS and in increased attention to it at American and international academic 
conferences.16  In the last century, scholars studied bishops in the context of two dominant 
political narratives: first, that of the post-Carolingian world, in which ninth- and tenth-
century feudal bishops became integral pawns and players in the Reichskirche, a view that 
tended towards an understanding of Church in the clutches of Empire.17  Second, Pope 
                                                
14 Ott and Jones, p. 9. 
15 Gilsdorf, op. cit. 
16 The group’s bibliography and members are available on www.Episcopus.org.  EPISCOPUS’ upcoming panel 
“Bishops and their Towns” at the 2015 International Congress on Medieval Studies (14-17 May 2015) indicates 
renewed interest in episcopal impact on urban life.  The biennial conference “The Power of the Bishop in 
Western Europe, 1000-1300,” hosted by Cardiff University, honors the unique circumstances and characters of 
specific bishops: in 2013, the conference addressed power “‘In the Hands of God’s Servants,’” and the 
upcoming meeting in June 2015 will explore “The Personality of the Bishop.” 
17 Studies of post-Carolingian state-building period include Heinrich Fichtenau, Living in the Tenth Century: 
Mentalities and Social Orders (Chicago, 1991); Steven Fanning, A Bishop and His World before the Gregorian Reform: 
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Gregory VII’s reform, whose clarion call of libertas ecclesie sought to remove eleventh-century 
bishops from the feudal system, has overshadowed the subject of bishops who did not fit 
neatly into pro- or anti-reform categories.18  The nature of bishops, as titled landholders, 
judges, and royal advisors, “inextricably enmeshed [them] in the machinery of monarchical 
government.”19  Yet these overarching political themes have contributed to an incomplete 
view of religiosity, imposing on medieval bishops a polarizing spectrum from “feudal” to 
“spiritual,” and favoring the latter as a virtue while treating the former as a corrupting 
element requiring elimination.20  The title of a work written at the forefront of the recent 
swell in episcopal studies, namely Constance Bouchard’s Spirituality and Administration, clearly 
illustrates the dimensions of the problem by echoing the cleavage in episcopal powers (i.e., 
spiritualia and administratio serving as antonyms).21  In moving away from totalizing definitions 
of a bishop’s pro- or anti-reform status, historians become free to treat bishops as self-aware 
leaders with multiple objectives and goals. 
As part of this scholarly aim to “transform bishops from mere actors in the larger 
tale of political transformation to the focus of their own story,” recent work in episcopal 
studies has focused instead on cross-sections of the episcopal experience across Europe, 
turning to interdisciplinary sources like art, architecture, music, and poetry for new points of 
                                                                                                                                            
Hubert of Angers, 1006-1047 (Philadelphia, 1988); Edgar N. Johnson, The Secular Activities of the German Episcopate, 
919-1024 (Lincoln, 1932); Jean Pierre Poly and Eric Bournazel, La mutation féodale, Xe-XIIIe siècle (Paris, 1980).  
18 See the work of H. E. J. Cowdrey, such as The Cluniacs and the Gregorian Reform (Oxford, 1970), Pope Gregory 
VII, 1073-1085 (New York, 1998), Lanfranc: Scholar, Monk, and Archbishop (New York, 2003), inter alia.  On the 
peace movement, see Thomas Head and Richard A. Landes, The Peace of God: Social Violence and Religious Response 
in France around the Year 1000 (Ithaca, 1992).  See also Kathleen G. Cushing, Reform and the Papacy in the Eleventh 
Century: Spirituality and Social Change (New York, 2005), ch. 3. 
19 Benson, p. 1. 
20 Jones, Noble Lord, p. 10. 
21 Bouchard, op. cit. 
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entry.22  Most importantly, these works have restored attention to religion as a seminal and 
organic factor in episcopal rule, theory, and practice.23  Rather than viewing bishops as either 
lay lords masquerading as holy men or as monks unwittingly entangled in administrative 
roles, these scholars have reincorporated religious motivation as a serious driving force for 
medieval bishops.24  This angle has promoted a more faithful understanding of religion in the 
Middle Ages as part and parcel of lordship on this earth, and as an ubiquitous force in 
Christendom, where the calendar was liturgical, saint’s name days took precedence over 
birthdays, and even the hours of the day were announced by cathedral bells.  Such an 
approach furthermore contextualizes the relationship between a bishop and his community, 
because—regardless of a bishop’s personal spiritual sentiments—religion was the language in 
which they spoke to each other.25  Above all else, bishops were the intercessors between 
their communities and the divine, a role that justified their worldly power.26  Coded and 
deeply symbolic, Christian images, words, practices, and rites all framed the interaction 
between people in the medieval West.  By reorienting the study of medieval bishops to 
restore focus on the variety and dynamism of the office, as well as on the impact of the 
                                                
22 Peter Coss et al., ed., ‘In the Hands of God’s Servants’: Episcopal Power and Local Society in Medieval Europe, 1000-
1400 (Turnhout, forthcoming 2015). 
23 Notable works include: Ott and Jones; Maureen C. Miller, The Bishop's Palace: Architecture and Authority in 
Medieval Italy (Ithaca, 2000); Adam J. Davis, The Holy Bureaucrat: Eudes Rigaud and Religious Reform in Thirteenth-
Century Normandy (Ithaca, 2006); Sean Gilsdorf, ed., The Bishop: Power and Piety at the First Millennium (Münster, 
2004); Elaine Graham-Leigh, “Hirelings and Shepherds: Archbishop Berenguer of Narbonne (1191-1211) and 
the Ideal Bishop,” English Historical Review 116, no. 469 (2001): 1083-1102; John S. Ott, “Urban Space, Memory, 
and Episcopal Authority: The Bishops of Amiens in Peace and Conflict, 1073-1164,” Viator 31 (2000): 43-77.   
24 Maureen C. Miller, “Religion Makes a Difference: Clerical and Lay Cultures in the Courts of Northern Italy, 
1000-1300,” American Historical Review 105, no. 4 (2000): pp. 1095-1130, esp. 1104-05. 
25 Keith D. Lilley, “Cities of God? Medieval Urban Forms and their Christian Symbolism,” Transactions of the 
Institute of British Geographers 29, no. 3 (2004): 296-313. 
26 Sean Gilsdorf, “Bishops in the Middle: Mediatory Politics and the Episcopacy,” in The Bishop: Power and Piety 
at the First Millennium, ed. ibid, pp. 51-73, here p. 52. 
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Christian Weltanschauung, recent research has privileged an understanding of medieval 
bishops on their own terms.27 
Scholars in the new vanguard of episcopal studies have broadened the inquiry about 
bishops’ experiences, eschewing a stable, theoretical model of episcopal power in favor of a 
carefully attuned consideration of the colorful, tumultuous, and daunting office of bishop in 
the midst of ever-changing medieval cities and communities.  This new concentration on the 
particularities of the office of bishop, rooted in space and time, employs a microhistorical 
approach that retains its hold on larger contexts, thus avoiding the pitfalls of narrow 
nineteenth-century scholarship on bishops.  By comparing a palace’s rectangular and square 
halls, Maureen C. Miller has articulated how architecture functionally suspended bishops in a 
sacramental role by mirroring the cathedral’s spatial placement of prelate and congregation; 
such subliminal arrangement determined how bishops received audiences in those halls.28  
Adam J. Davis has mapped out the path taken by the industrious Franciscan archbishop 
Eudes Rigaud, positing that an unscheduled extra day in Assisi betrayed the bishop’s affinity 
for the saint who founded his professed order.29  By incorporating non-textual sources like 
bishops’ portraits in liturgical texts, building campaigns, seals, their use of blank papal 
charters, and the practice of signing or not signing charters, scholars of the medieval 
episcopate have provided novel points of entry into how these leaders thought, ruled, and 
lived.30  This trend has focused on the nuances of medieval bishops in context, as they 
                                                
27 Ott and Jones, p. 6.  
28 Miller, “Religion Makes a Difference.” 
29 Davis, op. cit. 
30 Respectively: Eric Palazzo, L’évêque et son image: l’illustration du pontifical au moyen âge (Turnhout, 1999); Jeffrey 
A. Bowman, “The Bishop Builds a Bridge: Sanctity and Power in the Medieval Pyrenees,” Catholic Historical 
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shaped and were shaped by the specific constellation of circumstances that dictated their 
duties and place in their society, rooting them more firmly in their communities. 
 
Components of Episcopal Power  
In widening the scope of sources used to understand the role and experience of a 
medieval bishop, recent work has also addressed the fallacy that the practices of temporal 
and spiritual power could be readily distinguished and separately treated.  Bishops were 
implicated in two hierarchical systems that were not mutually exclusive.  As a result, they 
inevitably exercised a functional, “worldly” power in their roles as spiritual leaders, while 
their spiritual natures necessarily played out in the temporal world as well.31  General 
preconditions of authority—noble birth, wealth, education, gravitas—transcended the 
distinction between the sources of authority (consecration or investiture) and permitted 
appropriate candidates to access power in and across both spheres.  In addition, bishops 
used their claims on secular power in order to differentiate and distance the episcopate from 
monastic office.  Drawing upon the tradition of apostolic succession, bishops traced their 
original authority to Christ’s granting of the “keys of heaven” to St Peter, the bishop of 
Rome and first pope.32  Pope Leo the Great (440-61) interpreted the Gospel-sanctioned use 
of these keys to “bind and loose” as Christ’s injunction that Peter’s successors likewise use 
                                                                                                                                            
Review 88, no. 1 (2002): 1-16; Brigitte Bedos-Rezak, “The Bishop Makes an Impression: Seals, Authority and 
Episcopal Identity,” in The Bishop: Power and Piety at the First Millennium, ed. Gilsdorf (Münster, 2004): 137-54; 
Joel Anderson, presentation at Harvard University’s Medieval History Workshop, 28 October 2014; Jones, 
Noble Lord. 
31 Benson, pp. 3-22. 
32 Jesus said to Peter, “and to you I give the keys of the kingdom of heaven and whatever you bind on earth 
will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven” (“et tibi dabo claves regni 
caelorum et quodcumque ligaveris super terram erit ligatum in caelis et quodcumque solveris super terram erit solutum in caelis”).  
Matthew 16:19.  Biblia sacra iuxta vulgatam versionem, ed. Roger Gryson (Stuttgart, 2007), p. 1551. 
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priestly power to condemn sin (“binding”) and to reconcile the penitent (“loosing”), a 
formulation that set in motion the theory of the pope’s supremacy in the world.  Later in the 
fifth century, Pope Gelasius (492-96) used the image of “two swords” to describe the 
separate but influential powers of priests and kings.  He concluded that because priests were 
the ultimate judges of the immortal souls of kings, the sacred sword would always be 
supreme.33 
Far from being settled in the fifth century, questions about the precise nature of 
spiritual and temporal power continued to be pressing in the thirteenth century, as the papal 
practice of “fullness of power” (plenitudo potestatis) increasingly involved the pope in the 
temporal world.34  The papal and imperial vying for supremacy had roots in Charlemagne’s 
imperial coronation in the year 800 by Pope Leo III (795-816), an act that simultaneously 
recast the emperor as the defender of the Church and the pope as the bestower of office.35  
By the eleventh century, the Germanic tradition of royal appointment and investment of 
bishops precipitated a virulent dispute, known as the Investiture Controversy, wherein Holy 
Roman Emperor Henry IV (1084-1105) refused to cede control over German prelates, and 
in turn he and Pope Gregory VII (1073-85) denounced each other’s legal authority.36  
Though officially reconciled by the Concordat of Worms (1122), the hostility sparked by this 
                                                
33 Pope Gelasius’ letter to Emperor Anastasius, 494, reprinted in J. H. Robinson, ed., Readings in European 
History (Boston, 1905), pp. 72-73. 
34 Kenneth Pennington, Pope and Bishops: the Papal Monarchy in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries (Philadelphia, 
1984); I. S. Robinson, The Papacy, 1073-1198: Continuity and Innovation (New York, 1990); Colin Morris, The Papal 
Monarchy: the Western Church from 1050 to 1250 (New York, 1989). 
35 Ernst Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies: a Study in Medieval Political Theology (Princeton, 1957). 




issue persisted between the pope and the emperor, permeating and fueling the rancor during 
the period of this study. 
The work of thirteenth-century canonists codified the precise distinctions and 
nuances in episcopal power, although widespread variation has prevented any utilitarian 
index.37  Most notably, the university milieu of Bologna fostered a conclave of scholars who 
labored over the thorny problem of the exact nature of the relationship between temporal 
(imperial) authority and spiritual (papal) authority.38  While this problem was addressed in 
intellectual focus on legal precedent, historical texts, and tradition, nevertheless the real-life 
conflict between Emperor and pope was palpable and threatening to the scholars who 
wrestled with a satisfactory solution.  In the Decretum, the major legal text that sought to 
harmonize Church doctrine, the canonist Gratian strove to find a suitably specific legal 
vocabulary for the power deriving from orders and jurisdiction, and from the authority over 
people (spiritualia or auctoritas) and property (temporalia or administratio).39  In his seminal study 
of episcopal power, Robert L. Benson has attributed some of this clarity to Gratian’s 
formulation that the keys given to Peter in the Gospel of Matthew represented “knowledge,” 
pertaining to judging crimes in a court, and “power,” pertaining to excommunication, 
penance, and special cases.  This resulted in the distinction between the forum internum of 
penance and the forum externum of ecclesiastical courts, which Benson describes as “a 
                                                
37 Wilfried Hartmann and Kenneth Pennington, eds., The History of Medieval Canon Law in the Classical Period, 
1140-1234: from Gratian to the Decretals of Pope Gregory IX (Washington, D.C., 2008) [hereafter “HMCL”]. 
38 Benson, p. 10. 
39 Ibid., pp. 46-47 and 179. 
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considerable step toward a clear demarcation of the boundary between ‘orders’ and 
‘jurisdiction.’”40 
How were these two powers defined?  A sketch of fundamentals here will have to 
suffice due to variation over time and place.  A medieval bishop wielded potestas ordinis from 
the fact that he had taken the orders of at least a priest or deacon.  This entitled him to 
perform priestly duties such as liturgical, Eucharistic, and pastoral obligations.  Other 
sacramental prerogatives included a bishop’s ability to consecrate another bishop, to bless 
holy instruments in Church ceremonies (e.g., the chrism), and to ordain clerics to lower 
orders and kings to their royal thrones.  It is worth noting that bishops did not wield spiritual 
powers that were markedly different from those available by special delegation to any priest; 
to some extent, all bishops had at their disposal a normative, universal kind of spiritual 
power.  A medieval bishop’s potestas jurisdictionis derived from his authority over properties 
related to benefices, the cathedral, and the legal rights that accompanied those holdings.  
Among these powers included the right to rule over regalia, or portions of the ecclesiastical 
benefice, and other “governmental powers.”41  Concern about the exact moment that these 
powers came into effect likewise dominated canonist attention in the late twelfth and early 
thirteenth centuries.  The anxieties about bishops-elect coming into the fullness of their 
power has bearing on this study because of the three-year delay between Zoen Tencarari’s 
“approval” to bishop-elect (1240) and “confirmation” as bishop (1243).42 
                                                
40 Ibid., esp. pp. 48-49 and 120. 
41 Ibid., p. 4. 




In spite of medieval anxieties about spiritual purity and corruptive secularity, recent 
work has sought to recategorize the authority called ‘spiritual’ or ‘temporal’ in order to speak 
more fruitfully about the unique and occasionally contradictory power claimed by the 
medieval episcopate.  This project offers a study of both powers in tandem, as they operated 
in the immediate locale of the diocese of Avignon and in the broader universal arena of 
ecclesiastical power in the world.  Since bishops fluidly and continuously alternated between 
so-called spiritual and temporal powers, reinforcing that divide creates an inaccurate 
portrayal of a bishop’s own efforts as well as the community’s understanding of his position.  
Tracking episcopal power within two echelons, local and catholic, redirects our observation 
of the bishop’s flexible, creative, and simultaneous use of multiple, conjoined powers to 
handle pressures that, too, were multivalent and unclearly delineated.  The “catholic” 
echelon means universal, broad, or wide-ranging in extent, referring to the whole Christian 
body and the Church.  By replacing the spiritual/temporal divide with local/catholic 
categories, this study of episcopal power emphasizes both swords working together in lower 
and upper socio-political arenas.  Indeed, in the Middle Ages, spiritual and temporal spheres 
were mutually enforcing rather than mutually exclusive: power, status, and control over 
access to the divine were all inextricably linked.43  In Maureen Miller’s formulation, “power 
was bound up with the holy.”44 
Despite the inevitable imprecision of the terms “local” and “catholic,” this 
reclassification views a bishop’s behavior within two contexts outside of his cathedral 
                                                
43 Ott and Jones, introduction.  
44 Maureen C. Miller, “Topographies of Power in the Urban Centers of Medieval Italy: Communes, Bishops, 
and Public Authority,” in Beyond Florence, ed. Findlen, op. cit., pp. 181-89, here p. 188. 
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complex: in his metropolis or in Christendom at large.  We might call it local authority when 
a bishop engaged with his immediate urban milieu, performing in a way that was specifically 
relevant to his diocese, its inhabitants, and its space.  By contrast, bishops operated outside 
of their limited local sphere by interacting with superior lay and ecclesiastical powerbrokers 
and by invoking the international, abstract, or absolute prerogatives of the episcopate.  By 
way of brief illustration for our purposes here, a bishop regulating a dispute between his 
tenants or facilitating the movement of pilgrims in his diocese may be called local power.45  
On the other hand, a bishop intervening in royal politics or convoking widely attended 
ecclesiastical councils may be said to be drawing upon his universal power.46 
Bishops were not passive recipients of this model, but rather they actively pursued 
micro- and macro-programs for building and maintaining their hybrid power.  This 
framework of local and catholic removes the bishop’s activity from abstract categories and 
grounds it in the larger communities that a bishop controlled and to which he belonged.  
Just as bishops did not spontaneously choose when and how to express their potestas ordinis 
versus their potestas jurisdictionis, neither did their dependents break down the motivations and 
actions of that powerful intermediary.  Because this study seeks to explore the expression 
and construction of episcopal power in the midst of protean communities, focusing on a 
bishop’s local and catholic spheres more effectively mediates his interactions with adherents 
and competitors.  Finally, the increasingly honed definitions of potestas ordinis and potestas 
jurisdictionis pertained to the origins and sources of those powers, rather than their concrete 
                                                
45 As in the cases of the town of Saze and the priory of Bonpas (Chapter Four). 
46 As in the cases of the excommunication of Count Raymond VII or the Council of Albi (Chapter Three). 
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expression in convoluted, ad hoc episcopal practice, which was limited by the tools at hand 
and the bishop’s capability to wield them. 
 
Historiography of Medieval Avignon 
While studies of German and English bishops have focused on the status of the 
bishop vis-à-vis centralized secular rulers (emperor and king, respectively), the lack of regal 
control over the Midi has oriented the study of the Southern French episcopate towards the 
relationships between bishops and middling potentates, such as local aristocrats or monastic 
leaders.47  Much of the work treating the Church in Southern France has also focused on the 
growth of the military orders, the effects of Church reform, heresy, the Albigensian crusade 
(1209-29) and the aftermath of violence and repression.48  The tremendous archival 
endeavors of scholars like Constance Bouchard, Barbara Rosenwein, and Constance Berman 
have clarified the territorial distinctions and economic bonds that informed feudal religious 
                                                
47 On French aristocratic and ecclesiastical relations, see Florian Mazel, La noblesse et l'église en Provence, fin Xe-
début XIVe siècle: l'exemple des familles d'Agoult-Simiane, de Baux et de Marseille (Paris, 2002); Martin Aurell, La vielle et 
l’épée: troubadours et politique en Provence au XIIIe siècle (Paris, 1989); R. L. Mouliérac-Lamoureux, Le Comtat 
Venaissin pontifical, 1229-1791 (Vedène, 1977); Louis Stouff, L'Église et la vie religieuse à Arles et en Provence au Moyen 
Âge (Aix, 2001); Constance Bouchard, Holy Entrepreneurs: Cistercians, Knights, and Economic Exchange in Twelfth-
Century Burgundy (Ithaca, 1991) and Sword, Miter, and Cloister: Nobility and the Church in Burgundy, 980-1198 (Ithaca, 
1987). 
48 For studies of the Provençal nobility, see Jean-Pierre Poly, La Provence et la société féodale: 879-1166 (Paris, 
1976); Martin Aurell, Une famille de la noblesse provençale au Moyen Age: les Porcelet (Avignon, 1986); Elisabeth 
Magnou-Nortier, La société laïque et l’Eglise dans la province écclésiastique de Narbonne (zone cispyrénéenne) de la fin du 
VIIIe à la fin du XIe siècle (Toulouse, 1974); and Elaine Graham-Leigh, The Southern French Nobility and the 
Albigensian Crusade (Rochester, 2005).  On the military orders and crusade, see Damien Carraz, L’Ordre du Temple 
dans la basse vallée du Rhône (1124-1312): ordres militaires, croisades et sociétés méridionales (Lyon, 2005) and Mark 
Gregory Pegg, A Most Holy War: the Albigensian Crusade and the Battle for Christendom (New York, 2008).  On 
heresy and religious movements in the Midi, see Louisa Burnham, So Great a Light, So Great a Smoke: the Beguin 
Heretics of Languedoc (Ithaca, 2008); Gabriel Audisio, The Waldensian Dissent: Persecution and Survival, c.1170-1570 
(New York, 1999); and Head and Landes, op. cit. 
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authority in medieval France.49  This project contributes to the study of the practical 
interactions between religious establishments that frequently traded with, competed with, 
and gave gifts to one another in a shared geographical zone. 
In spite of its special case as the home of the Avignon Papacy (1309-78), Avignon 
stood at the intersection of both local and international powers.50  Nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century campaigns that sought to illuminate and publicize local history produced 
narrow studies on particular churches or eminent individuals.51  For these historians and 
antiquarians, the “deep sense of connectedness with those who had come before them in 
their city” fueled works of encomium that ignore wider contexts.52  However, as a rule, these 
works have compiled, transcribed, and edited many medieval sources—including originals 
that have not survived—and thus contribute much to the scholarship of the region.  This is 
the case for a seminal text on thirteenth-century Avignon, by former conservator of the 
Bibliothèque municipale Léon-Honoré Labande, which provides dozens of transcriptions of 
                                                
49 Especially Constance Berman, “Medieval Agriculture, the Southern French Countryside, and the Early 
Cistercians: a Study of Forty-three Monasteries,” Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 76, no. 5 (1986).  
See also work by Barbara Rosenwein, namely, Negotiating Space: Power, Restraint, and Privileges of Immunity in Early 
Medieval Europe (Ithaca, 1999), Rhinoceros Bound: Cluny in the Tenth Century (Philadelphia, 1982), and To Be the 
Neighbor of Saint Peter: the Social Meaning of Cluny’s Property, 909-1049 (Ithaca, 1989).  See also Amy Remensnyder, 
Remembering Kings Past: Monastic Foundation Legends in Medieval Southern France (Ithaca, 1995). 
50 On fourteenth-century Avignon see, inter alia, Bernard Guillemain, La Cour pontificale d'Avignon (1309-1376): 
étude d'une société (Paris, 1962); Anne-Marie Hayez, Le terrier avignonnais de l’évêque Anglic Grimoard, 1366-1368 
(Paris, 1993); Joëlle Rollo-Koster, The People of Curial Avignon: a Critical Edition of the Liber Divisionis and the 
Matriculae of Notre Dame la Majeur (Lewiston, 2009); and Jacques Chiffoleau, La Comptabilité de l’au-délà: les hommes, 
la mort et la religion dans la région d’Avignon à la fin du Moyen Âge, vers 1320-vers 1480 (Paris, 1980). 
51 Much nineteenth-century French scholarship on religious lords keeps a prohibitively tight geographic focus, 
partly due to the fact that these were civic pride projects for academic societies like the groups Annuaire de la 
société des amis du Palais des papes et des monuments d'Avignon, the Mémoires de l’academie de Vaucluse, and the Bulletin 
historique et archéologique de Vaucluse.  Many of these had archeological concentrations, often with tourist agendas.  
For example, Charles Dinet, S. Symphorien et son culte, avec tous les souvenirs historiques qui s'y rattachent (Autun, 1861); 
Léopold Duhamel, Les origines du palais des papes (Tours, 1883); Girard, Avignon: histoire sommaire; L.-H. Labande, 
“L'Eglise Notre-Dame des Doms d'Avignon des origines au XIIIe siècle,” Bulletin archéologique (Paris, 1907); 
Guy Barruol, “L'Église Notre-Dame-des-Doms d'Avignon au XIIe siècle,” Congrès archéologique de France 121 
(1963). 
52 Miller, Bishop’s Palace, p. 9. 
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charters from the archives of Avignon, Marseille, and the Vatican.  As the first text to take 
Zoen Tencarari as its main subject, Labande’s work provides an indispensable chronological 
narrative of the bishop’s movements and activity; however, the text lacks critical 
interpretation of Zoen’s actions.  Grounded in work done over the last century on topics 
such as charity, heresy, Gregorian Reform, and the role of women in urban religious life, this 
project seeks to provide a better contextualized view of both individual bishops and the 
nature of the episcopate within thirteenth-century urban dynamics.53 
 
Archival Sources 
The unedited sources for this work are predominantly contemporary manuscripts 
preserved in the Departmental Archives of Vaucluse (ADV) in the capital city of Avignon.  
The ADV became the central repository for various local archives in the department of 
Vaucluse, one of the administrative districts into which France was divided in 1793.  The 
earliest manuscripts held by the ADV date back to the Carolingian era, but the majority of 
medieval records pertain to the period from the late twelfth century through the fourteenth-
century Avignon Papacy.  During this time, the papal curia occupied the city and its educated 
bureaucracy saturated Avignon with scribes and lawyers who generated massive amounts of 
textual records—their own documents as well as copies of earlier charters that they deemed 
worthy of preservation.  When the papacy (and the curial archives) returned to Rome in 
                                                
53 On charity, see Daniel Le Blévec, La part du pauvre: l’assistance dans les pays du Bas-Rhône du XIIe siecle au milieu du 
XVe siècle (Rome, 2000); on the Templars, see Carraz, op. cit.; for an updated, comprehensive legal history, see 
Nicolas Leroy, Une ville et son droit: Avignon du début du XIIe siècle à 1251 (Paris, 2008). 
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1378, some material from the pre-papal period was also swept up and deposited in the 
Vatican archives.54 
This project centers on series in the ADV relating to the bishops of Avignon (Series 
G), religious houses in the region (Series H), and the municipal government (communal and 
city archives).  The overwhelming majority of these charters record the sales, donations, 
inheritances, and disputes of individuals whose fortunes were bound up in the property of 
the city and its hinterlands.  Though literary texts and histories exist from the preceding 
decades of the Albigensian crusade, the mid-thirteenth century lacks the extant chronicles, 
episcopal biographies, and hagiographies that would otherwise help to provide color or 
vibrancy to medieval economic records.55  Records of disputes preserved elsewhere often 
prove to be the most fruitful texts, since they allow a glimpse into a moment of breakdown 
in the inner workings of socio-political frameworks often taken for granted.  This is the case 
for the conflict between Bishop Zoen and the priory of Bonpas in 1241, discussed in 
Chapter Four, in which a territorial spat unveiled corollary complications related to control 
of sacred space, competition for jurisdiction over pilgrims, and recourse to ecclesiastical 
superiors. 
For this project, the records of the church of Avignon provide a contextualizing base 
for Bishop Zoen’s tenure (1241-61).  Episcopal charters, recording activity from 898 to 
1597, were recopied in a “splendid” confirmation register dubbed the Aureum vidimus (1G 8), 
                                                
54 These were not consulted for this study except where available in duplicate (e.g., the complete copy of 
Zoen’s will, reprinted by Labande, p. 357). 
55 For example, the anonymous continuator of William of Tudela’s tale of the crusade, the Chanson de la croisade 
albigeoise: texte original, ed. Henri Gougaud, Michel Zink, and Georges Duby (Paris, 1989), and The Chronicle of 
William of Puylaurens: the Albigensian Crusade and its Aftermath, ed. W. A. Sibly and M. D. Sibly (Rochester, 2003). 
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a 172-folio cartulary that was commissioned at the turn of the fifteenth century by Bishop 
Gilles de Bellamere (1398-1406).56  This collection, large portions of which have suffered 
water damage and mold, represents a “cleaned up,” incomplete record by favoring the 
entries pertinent to the compiler’s aim of enumerating the properties, rights, and taxes of the 
bishops of Avignon.  Further information about Zoen’s tenure must be gleaned from entries 
in the cathedral chapter’s cartulary (1G 553), loose documents from papal, imperial, and 
municipal collections (e.g., 1G 6), and charters from the records of local religious houses like 
the priory of Bonpas (21H) and the convent of St Catherine (71H).  While the limited 
collection for Bonpas (like the Aureum vidimus) primarily holds neat copies, the fonds of St 
Catherine offer over one hundred original charters for the thirteenth century, from which 
much more information about the quotidian workings of the convent and its parish can be 
extracted. 
 
The Methodology of Landscape 
Let us revisit the scenario with which this chapter began, namely the convocation of 
the townspeople at the foot of the Rocher des Doms.  Sprawled below the power center of 
the Rocher, thirteenth-century Avignon was composed of market places, churchyards, 
cemeteries, docks, and neighborhoods divided by profession: e.g., the skinners’ quarter 
(pelliparia) the tanners’ quarter (scofaria), and the zones for buying shoes, silverware, or 
horses.57  Those who did not live inside the enclosed portion of the city, itself only 1.75 
                                                
56 ADV 1G 8.  Partly inventoried by Léopold Duhamel, Inventaire sommaire des archives départementales de Vaucluse, 
Série G (Avignon, 1914), pp. 10ff. 
57 Hayez, Terrier, p. xlv. 
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square miles in area, built shacks against the outside of the defensive walls, settled at a short 
distance in suburban plots (clausi), or sought refuge in the city’s religious houses, hospitals, 
and leprosaria.  On any given day, the streets were crowded with fishmongers, 
leatherworkers, muleteers, and parish priests; Christians and Jews; orphans and widows.  In 
concert at the base of the Rocher, they all looked vertically up the escalier Sainte-Anne, towards 
the heart of power where the bishop and his advisors made the decisions that would impact 
the taxes, curfews, and religious traditions of the crowd.  In such a scene, it becomes clear 
that the common currency used by these varied inhabitants, both those who could finance 
finer houses and those who staked out street corners, was space.  Who controlled certain 
spaces, and how?  What were the shared borders, and how were they transgressed?  What 
did changes in spatial arrangements mean to the people who acted and lived amidst them? 
The physical landscape, both natural and manmade, gives an otherwise unarticulated 
voice to the actors who defined and inhabited it.  Boundaries and the elements that breach 
them—bridges, river passes, ferries, roads, gates in city walls—help frame the adjacent and 
overlapping authorities that use the landscape as a forum for power display.58  Joëlle Rollo-
Koster, Anne E. Lester, and Katie E. Clark have articulated how the finite but flexible 
concept of space—which certainly can be layered and superimposed, weighted with various 
meanings—enables us to track not only the behavior of the elite or the poor, the religious or 
the lay, but also the places where these groups came into contact.59  Indeed, medieval urban 
                                                
58 On the cultural significances of medieval bridges, see Marjorie Nice Boyer, Medieval French Bridges: A History 
(Cambridge, 1976); Alan Cooper, Bridges, Law, and Power in Medieval England, 700-1400 (New York, 2006); 
Michael Gerard Powell, “The Feast of Marvels: Restructuring Lyon, 1193-1400” (Ph.D. Diss., Yale University, 
1998). 
59 Joëlle Rollo-Koster, “The Politics of Body Parts: Contested Topographies in Late-Medieval Avignon,” 
Speculum 78 (2003): pp. 66-98; Anne E. Lester, “Crafting a Charitable Landscape: Urban Topographies in 
Charters and Testaments from Medieval Champagne,” in Cities, Texts and Social Networks, 400-1500: Experiences 
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topography revealed “the reality of co-existing contradictory interpretations of a space.”60  
Because spaces promote multiple uses and interpretations, such an angle permits us to 
appreciate multivalent meanings that transcend top-down or bottom-up narratives. 
The precept that geography shapes society over the longue durée, famously espoused 
by Fernand Braudel, demands analysis of the ways in which societies used their 
geographies.61  How did medieval people employ topographies as markers or makers of 
identity or community?  In part due to recent technological developments in digital mapping, 
topographical studies have become increasingly important to history as a discipline.  In 
conjunction with documentary and material sources, geographical and topographical data 
have helped flesh out previously inaccessible aspects of the medieval experience.  From the 
Greek words for “place” (topos) and “writing” (graphia), topography refers to the tangible 
layout of the earth’s physical features as well as the mapped representation of those areas. 
The term has been borrowed to categorize more abstract understandings of “the intricate 
connection between the physical topography of power and its mental counterpart,” a newly 
formed methodological bond between archeological and historical disciplines.62 
In its most straightforward sense, a landscape is a measurable, mappable space in 
which human activity occurs.  Both natural and built, it is riverbed and city street, mountain 
peak and cathedral.  It is a setting that can be cartographically duplicated to scale, with 
                                                                                                                                            
and Perceptions of Medieval Urban Space, ed. Caroline Goodson, Anne E. Lester, and Carol Symes (Burlington, 
2010): 125-48; Katie E. Clark, “Redefining Space in Early Fourteenth-Century Avignon: the St Etienne 
Episode,” in Locating the Middle Ages: the Spaces and Places of Medieval Culture, ed. Julian Weiss and Sarah Salih 
(London, 2012): 109-35. 
60 Clark, loc. cit. and p. 119 for “multiple narratives of use” for space. 
61 Fernand Braudel, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II, I, trans. Siân Reynolds 
(New York, 1972). 
62 Mayke de Jong, Frans Theuws, and Carine van Rhijn, Topographies of Power in the Early Middle Ages (Leiden, 
2001), p. 1.  
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altitudes and borders faithfully represented on a map.  Since the 1970s, however, the field of 
landscape studies has eschewed the empirical aim of charting morphology in favor of a 
“thick” reading of a landscape’s impact on cultural development.63  The articles in a volume 
by Will Coster and Andrew Spicer has explored sacred space as a stage for social growth, 
while Keith D. Lilley has looked past cartography to a symbolic, mystical mapping of 
Christian city planning.64  Such an angle has prompted scholars to treat the landscape as an 
actor in the formation of urban culture and religion.  Therefore in addition to being a precise 
depiction of the physical world, landscape is also a space that breeds social and political 
change over time.65 
In the last two decades, the study of topography and landscapes has proven very 
profitable for scholars of medieval and early modern history, religion, and archaeology.66  
First, it provides supplemental data to sparse medieval and early modern documentary and 
material sources by considering the landscape itself as another “text” to be read.67  Second, 
modern critical theories of space resonate well with the medieval Christian worldview 
because they interpret space as inherently layered, multivalent, and symbolic.  This view 
harmonizes with the medieval understanding of the physical earth as God’s creation, meant 
                                                
63 The term “thick description” was coined by Clifford Geertz in The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New 
York, 1973), discussed in Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels, The Iconography of Landscape: Essays on the Symbolic 
Representation, Design, and Use of Past Environments (New York, 1988), p. 4. 
64 Will Coster and Andrew Spicer, eds., Sacred Space in Early Modern Europe (New York, 2005); Lilley, “Cities of 
God?” 
65 Cosgrove and Daniels, op. cit. 
66 Replacing the earlier focus on nineteenth- and twentieth-century cities.  Katie Clark, “Sacred Space in 
Fourteenth-Century Avignon (1309-1379)” (Ph.D. Diss., Oxford, 2009); Michel Fixot and Elisabeth Zadora-
Rio, eds., L’Environnement des églises et la topographie religieuse des campagnes médiévales: actes du IIIe congrès international 
d’archéologie médiévale (Paris, 1994); Helen Gittos, Liturgy, Architecture, and Sacred Places in Anglo-Saxon England (New 
York, 2013); Barbara Hanawalt and Michael Kobialka, eds., Medieval Practices of Space (Minneapolis, 2000). 
67 On a landscape as a text, see Alexandra Walsham, The Reformation of the Landscape: Religion, Identity and Memory 
in Early Modern Britain and Ireland (New York, 2011), p. 5; Cosgrove and Daniels, op. cit., esp. the introduction. 
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to be invested, inscribed, and glorified by Christian rituals, iconographies, and practices. 
Lilley has compared scholarship of landscape to medieval experience, formulating that “in 
interpreting the religious meaning of medieval buildings, particularly churches and 
cathedrals, their architecture is studied in the same way that medieval Christians read Holy 
Scripture.”68  Tracing symbolism in the natural and constructed landscapes of the Middle 
Ages thus works in tune with the worldview of medieval Christians.  
Historian Alexandra Walsham has described the landscape as a palimpsest, 
emphasizing the traces of multiple experiences occurring in the same used and reused 
spaces.69  Far from being a passive backdrop, landscape actively shapes the behavior and 
ideologies of the people who live in it, just as the people who inhabit it inscribe it with their 
own values and needs.  Each successive generation superimposes another layer of loaded, 
meaningful spaces—a site of a new miracle, a rebuilt synagogue, a marketplace fallen into 
disuse—rendering both special and ordinary spaces “a repository of the collective memory 
of its inhabitants, a mnemonic to their knowledge of previous eras, and a source of ideas 
about their social identity.”70  Simultaneous, timeless, and numerous, these various 
landscapes—economic, political, gendered, charitable, holy—create a grand sum of 
complicated, multivalent space in which human and divine activity occurred.  In the vibrant 
words of an archaeologist:  
[T]he image [of the past] is of buildings being erected, embellished, enlarged, 
burning down, being repaired, being demolished and then replaced.  It is of a 
landscape being shaped by the activities of its inhabitants, as subject to 
change as the buildings.  Individuals also come into focus with all the variety, 
                                                
68 Lilley, op. cit., p. 298. 
69 Walsham, op. cit., pp. 6-7. 
70 Ibid.;  Lilley, “Cities of God?” esp. pp. 305-07.   
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strengths and failings of humanity—pious, ambitious, corrupt, efficient, lax, 
violent, caring.71   
 
In a work that considers the built environment as a manifestation of deliberately 
crafted power, Maureen C. Miller has asserted that “function, indeed, informs form: it 
inhabits, molds, expresses, and visualizes itself in the local currency of wood, stone, and 
mortar. [. . .] And form, in turn, communicates and generates meaning, affecting those who 
stand outside the building as well as those who live within it.”72  Thus the built landscapes of 
medieval cities—where architecture was densest and space most limited—enforced a 
spectrum of spatial experience, from central to marginal and back again, whose blurred 
boundaries fomented sharing and overlapping.  At a fundamental level, “urban landscapes 
were symbolic, and [the] mystical meanings of the city were constructed and conveyed 
through its form.”73  Shifts in liturgical and sacred practices, therefore, altered the ways in 
which an urban religious landscape was used and perceived.74  
Of the multiple layers articulated above, study of the “religious landscape” may hold 
the key to better understanding the practices and beliefs of a culture that knitted their 
religion to the earth on which Christ and his saints walked, a territory they deemed to be 
divinely and lovingly created.75  The medieval era was marked by “its vision of nature as an 
illuminated text replete with the signatures of divinity, glossed at the margins by the insights 
                                                
71 J. Patrick Greene, Norton Priory: The Archaeology of a Medieval Religious House (New York, 1989), p. ix. 
72 Miller, Bishop’s Palace, p. 13. 
73 Lilley, “Cities of God?” p. 299.  
74 Clarke, “Redefining Space” and “Sacred Space.”  
75 Sherry C. M. Lindquist, Agency, Visuality and Society at the Chartreuse de Champmol (Burlington, 2008); Goodson, 
Lester, and Symes, op. cit., especially the articles by Lester, op. cit., and by Joëlle Rollo-Koster and Aliza Holstein, 
“Anger and Spectacle in Late Medieval Rome: Gauging Emotion in Urban Topography,” pp. 149-74. 
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of faith.”76  From the early medieval phenomenon of Irish holy wells to the sacred ground of 
cemeteries, Christianity has long involved topography and landscape in its essential 
practice.77  The term “religious landscape” invokes the model, used by digital mapping, that 
views space as distinct but composite layers.  Examining the religious landscape is essentially 
an effort to “excavate the sedimentary layers of religious association that had been deposited 
upon it” for generations.78  It describes a continual overlay of sites invested with religious 
valences of varying intensities: from spiritually potent cathedral altars to the street corner 
boasting a niche statue of a saint.79  This term can apply both to abstract, broad views of 
religious identity, as in the case of Valerie Ramseyer’s work on Southern Italian ecclesiastical 
institutions, and to more literal studies of distinct points of sacrality in the urban topography, 
as in the case of Anne E. Lester’s studies of testaments.80 
Within this context of religious landscapes, Lester has coined the term 
“topographical imaginary” to describe the particular phenomenon that a testator experienced 
when calling to memory the properties and goods to be dispensed in his will.81  Lester’s 
contribution recasts testators as productive crafters of the landscape they inhabited in life.  
When mentally traversing the city in which they lived, “people were not simply stating what 
they saw; they were producing the space of their urban landscapes.”82  Lester writes:  
                                                
76 Cosgrove and Daniels, op. cit., pp. 5-6. 
77 Walter L. Brenneman, “The Circle and the Cross: Reflections on the Holy Wells of Ireland,” Natural Resources 
Journal 45, no. 4 (2005): 789-806. 
78 Walsham, op. cit., p. 18. 
79 Edward Muir, “The Virgin on the Street Corner: the Place of the Sacred in Italian Cities,” in The Italian 
Renaissance: the Essential Readings, ed. Paula Findlen (Malden, 2002), pp. 151-66. 
80 Valerie Ramseyer, The Transformation of a Religious Landscape: Medieval Southern Italy, 850-1150 (Ithaca, 2006). 
81 For this section, see Lester, “Charitable Landscape,” pp. 125-28. 
82 Ibid., p. 135. 
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As [a testator] Peter enumerated his goods and properties and  
had a scribe commit them to the parchment page, he recreated a long familiar 
landscape of personal possession and charity, which he inhabited in his 
memory and which he crystallized into a descriptive text.  [. . .] In this way, 
places, inside and outside the town, and spaces, charitable or profitable, 
function as the organizing framework in which both people and property take 
on meaning.  As he composed, Peter walked his landed possessions, from 
those places where he collected rents and held vineyards, to the hospices of 
the poor and the house of lepers.  Through his will, we are privy to his 
construction and experience of space as we walk with him, through his 
memory and perception of his neighborhood (vico) and its familiar streets and 
surroundings.  Likewise, as he dispenses alms in the second half of his 
testament, the reader progresses with Peter through a landscape of charity that 
rings the town of Bar-sur-Aube [in Champagne] and then radiates outward to 
the North and South.83 
 
This description gets to the heart of the relationship between landscape, memory, 
and identity.  Formulaic documents can reveal much about the particular way that a medieval 
individual conceived of, not just lived in, his world.  Indeed, testaments provide a unique 
access point into how medieval people internalized their landscapes, since these documents 
alone “required individuals to make choices about spiritual priorities with clear spatial 
analogues.”84   In her work on fourteenth-century Avignon, Katie Clark has written: 
Choosing where to be buried, where to donate money, and where to endow 
masses were all moments for an individual to make creative, sometimes 
contradictory, decisions that revealed preferences and values—decisions that, 
in many cases, were articulated and made manifest on the canvas of the built 
environment.85 
 
In the project at hand, these conceptualizations of the built landscape recast 
architecture as far more than “ornamentation and illustration.”86  Medieval communities 
responded to changes in the built landscape by adjusting mentalities and use of spaces, 
                                                
83 Lester, “Charitable Landscape,” pp. 125-26. 
84 Clark, “Redefining Space,” p. 115. 
85 Ibid. 
86 Miller, Bishop’s Palace, p. 6.   
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creating fruitful moments for historical examination.  When Bishop Zoen handed over an 
old hospital to a group of relocated nuns, he reinvested the architecture with religious 
significance.87  He physically altered the neighborhood’s space, creating a new landmark on 
one of the city’s central roads that would necessarily be experienced and interpreted by 
people moving through the parish.  This single act generated new understandings of space, 
new expectations, and new traditions among the parishioners whose everyday space was 
permanently changed after St Catherine’s settled next door. 
 
Chapter Outline  
Beginning with the history of Provence and the specific circumstances of Avignon in 
Chapter One, this project progresses from the universal view to the local, from Bishop 
Zoen’s origins across the Alps in Italy to his foundation of a convent inside the walls of 
Avignon.  Section I examines the macro-program that Zoen pursued as a papal legate and 
foreign bishop, considering his education and experience in Italy as a foundation for his 
program of centralization (Chapter Two) and his conciliar activity throughout Provence 
pertaining to the major disputes concerning Raymond VII and Frederick II (Chapter Three).  
Section II brings the focus closer, using Zoen’s activity in Avignon to explore his immediate 
program aimed at strengthening the local church, with attention to his maintenance of 
border spaces and holy sites (Chapter Four) and the meaningful foundation of a convent as a 
claim on religious power in the walled city (Chapter Five).  Zoen’s actions on the universal 
and local levels reorient our understanding of episcopal power from a sacred/secular 
                                                
87 On Zoen’s foundation of St Catherine, see Chapter Five. 
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construct to a view of bishops as agents in a larger thirteenth-century bureaucracy and as 
complicated leaders of local urban milieux. 
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1.  Topographies of Medieval Avignon 
The monuments of thirteenth-century Avignon were built upon the foundations of 
religious and civic life of the previous millennia.  Individuals who made decisions about 
founding convents, raising city walls, and carving out roads inevitably cast a long shadow 
over the subsequent generations that operated within those spaces, and altered the face of 
the city in their turn for their own ends.  Their reality was activated by “imaginative worlds 
or cosmologies [. . .] mapped onto the physical world of everyday experience.”1  The 
relationship between community and topography operates in two directions: space 
determines community and community crafts space.2  Accordingly, the components of 
political power and religious frameworks can be viewed jointly with topography in order to 
track how Avignon developed into its particular thirteenth-century incarnation, when the 
commune, crusade, and civic upheaval brought about serious changes that fundamentally 
restructured the ways in which Avignonese authorities, both sacred and secular, operated 
within the walled city and its wider environs. 
The topography, history, and politico-religious makeup of early Avignon set the 
stage for the events of the thirteenth century.  Avignon serves as an important case study for 
the particular constellation of overlapping powers in the Midi, a geographic unit that at this 
time was the target of expansion by the kings of France, the Holy Roman Emperor, and the 
papacy.  Like the nearby cities of Arles and Marseille, Avignon struggled to build up 
                                                
1 Powell, “Feast of Marvels.” 
2 On urban space, see Coster and Spicer, eds., Sacred Space in Early Modern Europe. 
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municipal independence in the face of royal, imperial, and papal aggression.3  The city 
experienced and responded to the same pressures felt by its sister cities, and handled the 
same challenges of heresy, competitive rulers, and internal factionalism resulting from the 
growth of a commune in the mid-twelfth century.  Despite the unique nature of the events 
that ultimately delivered Avignon into papal hands while the rest of the Midi achieved 
relative independence, the city showcased the general stresses of the medieval Mediterranean 
world.  
At the confluence of the Rhône and Durance rivers, the southern French city of 
Avignon (department of Vaucluse) was once the heart of the medieval region known as the 
Comtat Venaissin.  It was an entrepôt for merchandise and ideas traveling southward down 
the Rhône from the northern territories of the Capetians, and those traveling westward along 
the Durance from the Italian Alps.  Like its sister cities Arles and Marseille, Avignon was a 
vibrant Mediterranean city marked by the blended cultural influences of merchants and 
travelers to and from Aragon, Barcelona, Bologna, Genoa, Pisa, Provence, and the 
Piedmont.  Throughout the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the particular relationship 
between the citizens, local aristocracy, secular clerics, and territorial overlords kept Avignon 
on the forefront of political change.  It was both a model for other Mediterranean cities, and 
a contributor to the widespread movements that marked this place at that time.  
The term “topographies of power,” borrowed from a recent volume, refers to the 
intersection between spatial presence (through architecture, passages, and ownership of 
space) and the ideological framework that permits an individual or political entity to gain and 
                                                
3 The studies most useful to this project are those of Leroy, Une ville et son droit; Martin Aurell, Jean-Paul Boyer, 
and Noël Coulet, La Provence au Moyen Âge (Aix, 2005); Mazel, La noblesse et l’Église; Girard, Évocation du vieil 
Avignon; and Clark, “Sacred Space.” 
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maintain power and authority.4  Places were not “neutral,” so the natural and built 
topographies of Avignon offer evidence about the society that formed, used, and revised the 
urban and rural spaces.5  Examining the broader topography of Provence illustrates how 
certain power dynamics emerged organically from manmade and geographical borders.  
1.1.  Provençal Topography 
From the straightforward name (provincia, “province”) granted by its Roman 
occupiers, Provence is the southeastern French territory between the Alps to the east, 
Languedoc to the west (with the Rhône as its natural border) and the Mediterranean sea to 
the south.  The boundaries that shaped aristocratic power structures from the post-Roman 
period through the central Middle Ages derived from the conduits, continuities, and 
obstacles presented by the physical topography of Provence.  The robust Rhône and 
Durance served both as perilous obstructions to passage and as fluvial avenues for 
intellectual, cultural, and economic exchange.  A varied elevation, ranging from thirteen-
thousand-foot-high Alpine peaks in the north- and southeast to the sea-level river valleys 
that bisect the region, ensured the fortunes of the families like the Baux, who claimed the 
higher, better-protected sites.6  These limestone massifs also provided medieval communities 
with building material, resulting in an elegant standardized architectural style from local 
stone in churches and ramparts alike.  Provence boasted a comfortable Mediterranean 
climate that nevertheless demanded some fortitude when the mistral wind scoured the plains 
                                                
4 De Jong, et al., op. cit., pp. 1-2. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Pierre Conso, Les seigneurs des Baux, Xe-XVe siècle (Levallois, 2010). 
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at eighty miles per hour, forcing instantaneous twenty-degree drops in temperature that 
could last for days or even weeks.  
Avignon’s topographical location at the axis of two rivers enabled it to become a 
commercial powerhouse in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, which resulted in 
political advantages.  It occupied the liminal space between two rival kingdoms divided by 
the Rhône: the Holy Roman Empire to the east and the kingdom of France to the west.  The 
Rhône, running north to south, played a significant role in imperial-regal relations in this 
period.  In fact, it was central to Avignon’s growth as a pathway of trade and travel, 
integrating the city into the wider Provençal network.  Originating in Switzerland, the Rhône 
was a major artery of France that linked distant landlocked cities to the indispensable 
Mediterranean ports that provided access to the shoreline communities of Spain, Italy, the 
Balkans, Mediterranean islands, and North Africa.  A trip down the Rhône from its source 
to the sea could take three weeks by boat, along a route that was clogged with commercial 
barges and tax points.  Pilgrims traveled southward to connect with the Camino to Santiago 
de Compostela, or to cross the Mediterranean to the holy cities of Rome and even Jerusalem.  
Duty records attest to Provençal exports like wax, wood, saltfish, honey, and expensive 
textiles.  At Avignon, the Pont St Bénézet, the only stone bridge spanning the Rhône 
between Lyon and the sea, brought pilgrims and tolls to the city.  Control over this famous 
bridge permitted Avignon to regulate traffic between its imperial shores and those of 
France.7  Medieval islands, now vanished, dotted the riverbanks outside Avignon’s ramparts, 
                                                




providing natural docking ports for boats carrying wood and textiles.8  In addition, vessels 
unloaded along the northern and western edges of the city where the walls laid flush with the 
shore. 
Running east to west, the Durance river cut a swath from the Alps across the Midi 
until its confluence at with the Rhône at Avignon.  Unlike the broad, steady Rhône that was 
interrupted and tempered by the large body of Lake Geneva, the Durance was unmanageable 
and prone to flooding.9  In certain stretches, the Durance floated merchandise like salt, 
marble, and wood to downstream ports, but these were risky transactions.10  An old Roman 
road, the via Domitia, ran through the Durance valley and reinforced the river’s function as a 
conduit along the wishbone-shaped territory that spanned the Alps and connected eastern 
Provence with the Italian Piedmont region.11  Historians have often considered this 
geographical area as a space sui generis, and the history of Avignon certainly endorses such a 
characterization through its borrowing and blending with Italianate brands of culture, 
intellectual life, and political governance.12 
A treaty in 1125 intended to clarify the territorial borders but instead fomented 
longstanding competition between joint rulers in Provence.  This treaty divided the region in 
                                                
8 These tiny islands either have been submerged or incorporated into the existing Île de la Barthélasse. 
9 See Chapter Four for a more detailed description of the Durance river. 
10 Guy Barruol, et al., eds., La Durance de long en large: bacs, barques et radeaux dans l’histoire d’une rivière capricieuse 
(Forcalquier, 2005), pp. 43-46. 
11 The Via Domitia crossed the Durance at Cavaillon, east of Avignon.  There was a ferry at Cavaillon as early 
as the first century (ibid., pp. 31-40). 
12 Audisio has described this ‘wishbone’ as a region defined by its brand of heresy, not its ‘national’ borders, in 
The Waldensian Dissent.  One salient example is the Midi’s importation of the Italian office of podestà in a period 
of political turmoil, taking advantage of thirteenth-century confusion to experiment with new forms of 
municipal government (Leroy, pp. 132-44; Aurell, pp. 104-08).  On contemporary models of native podestàs in 
Italy, see Olivier Guyotjeannin, “Podestats d’Émilie centrale: Parme, Reggio et Modene (fin XIIe-milieu XIVe 
siècle,” in I podestà dell’Italia comunale, ed. Jean-Claude Maire Vigueur, I, part 1 (Rome, 2000), pp. 349-403. 
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three: the marquisate of Provence (also called the Comtat Venaissin), ruled by the house of 
Toulouse to the west; the county of Provence, ruled by the house of Barcelona to the south; 
and the county of Forcalquier, ruled by a local family that rescinded its control at the turn of 
the thirteenth century and was absorbed into the county of Provence (Fig. 1.1).  Further 
complicating this tripartite division, the treaty designated Avignon as an enclave to be 
divided in half—without further specification—between the marquis and the count of 
Provence.  Although natural markers like rivers and mountains naturally delineated the 
territories, technical confusion over how these co-seigneurs shared rule of Avignon 
precipitated decades of petty warfare, which reached a crescendo in the thirteenth century.13  
 
                                                
13 Leroy, pp. 21-26.  On the common use of co-seigneurship in Southern France, see Hélène Débax, La 




Fig .  1.1: Divis ions Accorded by the Treaty o f  1125 
 
The marquisate of Provence stretched along the eastern bank of the Rhône, bound 
in the north by the principality of Orange, in the south by the Durance, and on the east, by 
Mont Ventoux, a peak made famous by Petrarch’s illuminating ascent in 1336.14  In 1094, the 
marquisate of Provence passed to Raymond IV of St Gilles, count of Toulouse, whose 
descendants styled themselves marquis (marchio)—a mark of status though the term was 
functionally identical to the title of count—until the territory passed into Capetian hands 
after Raymond VII’s death in 1249 as reparation for the Albigensian crusade.  Provençal 
                                                
14 Recorded in a letter dated 26 April 1336 (Epistolae familiares IV, 1).  Reprinted in translation in The Italian 
Renaissance Reader, ed. Julia Conaway Bondanella and Mark Musa (New York, 1987), pp. 14-21. 
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loyalty to the Raymondine dynasty, even as it suffered ignominy and persecution during the 
crusade, factored heavily into the thirteenth-century rivalry between the marquis and counts 
of Provence.  
To the south of the marquisate, the county of Provence occupied a broad swath of 
land, roughly double or triple the size of the other Provençal counties, stretching from the 
Durance river to the Mediterranean coast.  The counts of Barcelona claimed the county of 
Provence by dynastic marriage: in 1112, Gerberga, the heiress of Provence, arranged the 
marriage of her eldest daughter Dulcia to Raimon Berengar III, count of Barcelona.  This 
enabled the house of Barcelona to extend its control beyond the Pyrenees into this 
geographically desirable territory.  With Christian wars of conquest against the Taifa 
kingdoms currently underway in Spain, the nobility of Aragon and Barcelona actively sought 
properties along the Mediterranean, and on several occasions married into diminishing 
Provençal dynasties.15  Though this territory seems “French” to a modern eye, 
contemporaries did not inherently view Iberian rulers in the Midi as foreign or invasive.  
Rather, the Aragonese nobility played an organic and accepted role in political development 
in the northwestern Mediterranean.16 
The short-lived county of Forcalquier occupied the space between the eastern border 
of the marquisate and the northern border of the county of Provence.  The regional nobility 
consistently disputed the ownership of the county, which was named for the huge defensive 
                                                
15 This military engagement began with the expulsion of the Umayyad caliphate in 1031.  See Abulafia, ed., 
Mediterranean in History (London, 2003), p. 176. 
16 Dynastic unions between the kingdom of Aragon and the Midi were not a rarity in the twelfth and especially 
early thirteenth century.  For example, the Aragonese king Peter II married Marie, heiress of Montpellier.  For a 




fortress in its capital city.  It ultimately became the portion of the house of Barcelona when 
its last heiress Garsenda married the Aragonese king Alfonso III (Count Alfonso II of 
Provence).17  As a result of Count Guilhem II of Forcalquier’s transfer of his rights to the 
consulate, this aristocratic branch played only a minimal role in the administration of 
Avignon, though the territory was often the focus of expansionist efforts.18 
The urban topography of Avignon mirrored the contested, imprecisely divided 
territory of Provence.  Within the finite space bound by the city walls, various authorities—
lay and spiritual, individual and collective, elite and common—negotiated, interacted, 
bought, sold, and competed for certain properties and places.  Shared spaces were imbued 
with different and occasionally conflicting valences of significance that related to memory, 
use, history, economic worth, or sacral value.19  As Katie Clark has noted, in the study of 
“the ‘consumption’ and usage of religious structures, whether built or ideological, a spatial 
approach encourages an appreciation of creativity, of variation, of personal preference, and 
even of the reality of co-existing contradictory interpretations of a space.”20  At the center of 
the city, the cathedral and its concomitant public and liturgical spaces fell under the control 
of the great medieval landholder, the bishop.  Tracking the bishop, just one thread in the 
snarl of competing regional powers, begins to untangle the overlapping claims and uses of 
                                                
17 The regnal ordinal is misaligned between the kings and counts, thus King Alfonso II was Count Alfonso I; 
King Alfonso III was Count Alfonso II. 
18 In 1206, Count Guilhem II conceded his portion of the jurisdiction of Avignon to Bishop Rostaing, the 
provost, and the consuls of the city (a vidimus exists in ADV 1G 8 fol. 87).  In 1209, the county of Forcalquier 
was joined to the county of Provence. 
19 See Stephen Rippon, Making Sense of an Historic Landscape (New York, 2012); Hanawalt and Kobialka, op. cit.; 
Katherine Giles and Christopher Dyer, Town and Country in the Middle Ages: Contrasts, Contacts, and Interconnections, 
1100-1500 (Leeds, 2005); Cosgrove and Daniels, op. cit.  On sharing medieval parishes, see Katie E. Clark, 
“Redefining Space.” 
20 Clark, op. cit. p. 110. 
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space, the preexisting and developing religious landscape, the socio-political interactions 
between various groups, and the reified power represented by urban space itself.  
1.1.1.  Topographies of City and Cathedral 
Approaching Avignon from the west by the famous Pont St Bénézet, or from the 
north by the Rhône river route used by merchants, pilgrims, popes, and kings, a visitor’s first 
glimpse of the city inevitably would be the towering ledge of the Rocher des Doms, crowned 
with the city’s cathedral and two grand palaces belonging to the counts and the bishop.21  
This enormous limestone outcropping continues to dominate the urban horizon: a rocky 
spar rising one hundred fifteen feet high over the city.  In early modern maps, its 
exaggerated size reflects its central place in the imagination.22  The Rocher was the cradle of 
the city, promising safety for early inhabitants with its intimidating elevation and protection 
on three sides by the Rhône.  Avignon’s principal structures were built upon its crest: the 
city’s first chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary (later expanded into the cathedral of Notre 
Dame des Doms), the count’s palace appropriated by the commune in the twelfth century, 
and the bishop’s palace—which may have lent its name, domus episcopalis, to the whole site 
(Fig. 1.2).23  Other significant structures included a baptistery, a hospital dedicated to the 
Virgin, and the charitable and residential structures belonging to the canons, all of which 
were crammed closely around the main landmarks.  Vineyards, an orchard, mills, a cemetery, 
                                                
21 The cathedral was built on the highest terrace of a series descending towards the south.  For archaeology, see 
Barruol, “L'Église Notre-Dame-des-Doms.” 
22 For example, the plate titled “Avenio vulgo Avignon” in the Dutch Atlas Van Loon, 1663. 
23 Scholars have contested this etymology.  See Gustave Ramette, Notre Dame et le Rocher-des-Doms: l’origine du mot 




and smaller houses interspersed with these commanding buildings, creating a city-within-a-
city atop the Rocher.24  In the eyes of the newcomer approaching the city, the glint of the 
white limestone towers in the bleaching Provençal sun would have rendered the Rocher a 
redoubtable Temple Mount, a paradisiacal white city upon a hill.25  
 
Fig. 1.2: Known Structures on the Rocher des Doms  
                                                
24 In addition, there were public places where the citizens of Avignon accessed vineyards, pasturage, and a 
communal press (trullatium communitatis).  Early modern maps of Avignon clearly depict windmills (likely 
belonging to the bishop) on the peak of the Rocher, which would have harnessed the intense Provençal mistral. 




Medieval cathedrals were the physical manifestation of divine might.  As such, they 
were built specifically to loom over urban sprawl, to cast imposing pointed shadows, and to 
audibly announce their presence with ringing bells marking the liturgical hour.  The seat of 
the bishop in Avignon was Notre Dame des Doms, which medieval lore traced back to a 
first-century chapel founded by Martha, sister of Mary and Lazarus, the Biblical siblings and 
friends of Christ.26  To the south of the cathedral, the bishop’s fortified palace touched the 
hem of sacred space, reinforcing ecclesiastical dominance over the Rocher.  The communal 
domicile of the canons bordered the cathedral cloister to the east.  Notre Dame des Doms 
served the elite: the bishop and canons claimed sole use of its space, while the parishioners 
living in that area worshipped at their own parish church of St Stephen.  Because of its prime 
location, St Stephen’s was later appropriated by Pope John XXII as a papal chapel, and, 
ultimately, became the very room in which the Departmental Archives are now located. 
The bishop’s palace was built c. 1140-60, though scanty material evidence has 
survived the fourteenth-century renovations and enlargements that converted it into the 
famous papal fortress.27  In spite of these lacunae, it is possible to deduce some details about 
its expression of power from its known placement on the Rocher.  Maureen C. Miller has 
drawn connections between episcopal authority and the spaces a bishop occupied, 
                                                
26 Labande cited a letter by Pope John XXII dated to 21 November 1316 (in L'Eglise Notre-Dame des Doms 
d'Avignon des origines au XIIIe siècle (Paris, 1907), pp. 12-13).  The nineteenth-century art collector and scholar 
Calvet had this history engraved in Latin on the chapel wall. 
27 On the architecture of the papal palace, see Dominique Carru, “Le palais des papes d’Avignon: essai de 
morphogenèse” (pp. 189-212) and Jean-Michel Poisson, “Le palais des papes d’Avignon: structures défensives 
et références symboliques” (pp. 213-28), both in Les palais dans la ville: espaces urbains et lieux de la puissance publique 
dans la Méditerrannée médiévale, ed. Patrick Boucheron and Jacques Chiffoleau (Lyon, 2004); Sylvain Gagnière, Le 
palais des papes d’Avignon (Paris, 1965); Léon-Honoré Labande, Le palais des papes et les monuments d’Avignon au 
XIVe siècle (Marseille, 1925); Léopold Duhamel, Les origines du palais des papes (Tours, 1883). 
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considering the episcopal palace as a projection of a particular type of power.28  As bishops 
were temporal lords as well as spiritual, it was fitting that they constructed fortified buildings 
on par with ostentatious lay palaces designed to broadcast might and wealth.  Pope Clement 
V attested to the impressive nature of the Avignonese palace when he demanded it as his 
residence in 1308, evicting the current bishop to a less prestigious building.  The palace’s 
location to the south of Notre Dame des Doms forced churchgoers and visitors to the 
cathedral to cross directly in front of the bishop’s threshold, as they approached it from a 
subordinate position while walking uphill.29  As a result, this episcopal palace reinforced a 
palpable, public experience of the bishop’s power.  Finally, its height provided the bishop 
with a vantage point for surveying the geographic ring of the church’s holdings: the city 
itself, as the heart of his diocese; the domains of Barbentane, Noves, and Verquières to the 
south; Saze to the west; Lirac, St Laurent-des-Arbres, and St Geniès-de-Comolas to the 
northwest; L’Hers and Châteauneuf-Calcernier (later Châteauneuf-du-Pape) to the north; 
and Bédarrides to the northeast (Fig. 1.3). 
 
                                                
28 Miller, The Bishop’s Palace, esp. the introduction and ch. 1. 
29 A comparable notion factored into the case of the new cathedral of Florence: in 1289, the city deliberately 
lowered a public street so that visitors approaching the baptistery would not perceive it to recede by optical 




Fig .  1.3: Propert ies  Belonging to the Bishop of  Avignon  
 
At the foot of the crowded Rocher sprawled the densely inhabited space of central 
Avignon.  Estimates of the city’s population inside the twelfth-century walls range widely 
from 5,000 to 20,000, but there is no doubt as to its animated urban energy.30  Commercial 
                                                
30 Girard’s estimate of 23,000 in Antiquity comes from his calculation that the Roman city had measured 46 
hectares (0.17 square miles) with approximately 500 inhabitants per hectare (Évocation du vieil Avignon, p. 170); 
A.-M. Hayez posited 10,000 at the largest (Terrier, p. x).  Leroy has cited 5-6,000 (p. 45).  According to Rollo-
Koster, the population swelled to 40,000 with the arrival of the papal curia (“Politics,” p. 74).  By comparison, 
the large city of Florence at the turn of the thirteenth century housed 50,000 (Daniel Waley, The Italian City-
Republics, 2nd. ed. (London, 1988), p. 15). 
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bustle and noise from the Rhône—ferrymen unloading merchandise, vendors hawking 
goods—would have mingled with church bells, the clatter of wagon-wheels, and the thrum 
of voices echoing in the lices and narrow alleys in the oval-shaped enclosure of the city walls.  
The constricted Roman walls around the Rocher had yielded to a wider enceinte renovated in 
the early thirteenth century; these in turn were dismantled during the papal construction 
program in the fourteenth century, though the imprint of the thirteenth-century walls can 
still be traced in Avignon’s modern street configuration.31  Outside the walls, sizable 
conglomerations of wooden houses began to materialize by the eleventh century—these 
settlements were literally below (sub) the walls of the city (urbs), on the margins of the 
enclosed, defined urban space.32  
Welding together religious and commercial space, outdoor markets sprang up weekly 
by the Pont St Bénézet and in the squares in front of the parish churches of St Peter and St 
Symphorian, while the fish and meat market occupied the parish of St Agricol.33  The 
blending of economic and sacred space was organic, as attested by a chart inscribed on one 
wall of the church of St Peter that listed the official weights and measure standards used by 
the markets.34  The central Place du Change provided money changing, exchange of precious 
stones, and other financial transactions.35  Neighborhoods radiating out from this central 
                                                
31 Clockwise along the modern rue Limas, rue Joseph Vernet, rue des Lices, rue Philonarde, rue Paul Sain, rue 
de la Campane, rue des Trois Colombes, and hugging the Rocher. 
32 Some of these suburban districts, known as bourgs or burgs, were later enclosed by the fourteenth century 
walls that were simply constructed around them as the city expanded.  In the fourteenth century, there were 
sixty-six known bourgs (Anne-Marie Hayez, “Les bourgs avignonnais du XIVe siècle,” Bulletin philologique et 
historique 1975 (1977): 77-102). 
33 Rollo-Koster, “Politics,” p. 78. 




financial zone were specialized in terms of trade: these included sectors for buying and 
selling spices, silverware, shoes, furs, ropes, textiles, wood, parchment, and horses.36   
Additional waterways connected Avignon to properties owned at a distance.  Two 
canals penetrated the medieval walls and flowed directly into the city.  The Sorgue river, 
originating in France’s largest spring at Fontaine-de-Vaucluse, was rerouted in the tenth 
century by the cathedral chapter to provide Avignon with a constant flow, enabling the 
textile industry to flourish in the southeast corner of the city, where the street named after 
the cloth dyers, rue des Teinturiers, attests to the industry’s use of the canal for rinsing away 
pigments.  In 1213, the bishop and commune of Avignon ordered the redirection of a 
branch of the Durance, called the Durançole, to accommodate the demands of agriculture in 
the northeast quadrant of the city.37  From its origin at the bridge of Bonpas, the Durançole 
irrigated the area of Montfavet, where the convent of St Catherine stood before Bishop 
Zoen moved it inside the city.38  Thus the Durançole enhanced the city’s connections with 
the two sites that would become critical to Bishop Zoen’s expression of power. 
Omnipresent reminders of Christianity were found in the religious architecture and 
layout of the city (Fig. 1.4).  Besides the ecclesiastical metropole on the Rocher, the city was 
marked by parish divisions, convents and monasteries, mendicant houses on the outskirts of 
the city, and small public mementos of the holy like the felicitous ‘Virgin on the street 
                                                
36 Hayez, Terrier, p. xlv. 
37 29 March and 7 November 1229.  BMA MS 2465 fols 6-7 (nineteenth-century copy).  The consuls of 
Avignon tasked Pierre Ruf and Isnard Morières with building the new Durançole canal, or the “canal of the 
hospital,” which stretched from the “rock of Bonpas” to intramural Avignon.  See Gustave Bayle, “Le moulin 
de la Folie,” Memoires de l’Academie de Vaucluse 10 (1891), p. 202. 
38 “Dom. Avinionensis episcopus et consules supradicti et judex [. . .] habuerunt consilium supra capitulis infra scriptis, cujus 
consilii formula hec est [. . .] quod aqua Durentie ad opus molendinorum deduceretur per rupem incisum ad pontem Boni 
passus...” (GXN VII no. 376; see also nos 354 and 375). 
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corner.’39  These physical sites, in addition to other perceptible phenomena like the constant 
tolling of church bells, the melodies of processions, and the perfume of incense, reminded 
urban inhabitants of the presence of the Church in every nook of the city.  Male 
Benedictines held control of the church of St Martial (parish of St Didier), while the 
Franciscans and Dominicans established houses in the mid-1220s on the western and 
southeastern edges of Avignon.40  As of 1233, the Knights Hospitaller owned a temple in the 
west of the city and their headquarters in the east.  The female religious houses in the twelfth 
century walls were more numerous: there were Benedictine nuns at the convents of St 
Laurent (in the northwest) and at Notre Dame des Fours (in the southwest), Clarissans (in 
the southeast), and, after 1251, Bishop Zoen’s foundation of Cistercians at St Catherine (in 
the northeast).41  These four establishments created something of a cross-shape on a map.  
On the southern margin, as well, was a home for reformed prostitutes (repenties).42 
Intramural Avignon was broken into seven parishes radiating from the geographical 
center of the city (the former Roman forum, now the Place de l’Horloge).  Divisions 
between the parishes were in place by the turn of the thirteenth century at the latest, because 
                                                
39 Muir, op. cit. 
40 The Dominicans occupied the parish of St Agricol; the Franciscans, the parish of St Geniès; the 
Augustinians, that of St Peter; and the Carmelites, that of St Symphorian (Rollo-Koster, “Politics,” p.78).  On 
the growth of Dominicans in Provence and the habit of occupying margins, see Marie-Humbert Vicaire, “Le 
développement de la province dominicaine de Provence (1215-1295),” CF 8 (1973), pp. 35-77.  For a 
historiographical analysis of treatment of mendicants in the urban context, see Caroline Bruzelius, “The 
Architecture of the Mendicant Orders in the Middle Ages: an Overview of Recent Literature,” Perspectives 2 
(2012): 365-86. 
41 This chapel dedicated to St Clare was where Petrarch first encountered Laura. 
42 On this particular house, see Joëlle Rollo-Koster, “From Prostitutes to Brides of Christ: the Avignonese 
Repenties in the Late Middle Ages,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 32, no. 1 (2002): 109-44, and Pierre 
Pansier, L’oeuvre des repenties à Avignon du XIIIe au XVIIIe siècle (Paris, 1910).  On prostitution more generally, see 
Leah Lydia Otis, Prostitution in Medieval Society: the History of an Urban Institution in Languedoc (Chicago, 1985) and 
Ruth Mazo Karras, Sexuality in Medieval Europe: Doing Unto Others, 2nd ed. (New York, 2012), esp. pp. 132-38. 
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in charters the parish name served as the primary criterion for locating properties.43  The 
parishes were dedicated to various saints: St Symphorian, a fifth-century beheaded martyr 
from Autun; St Peter the Apostle; St Geniès, a fourth-century beheaded Arlesian martyr; 
Notre Dame la Principale; St Didier (any one of several local martyrs with this name); and St 
Agricol, the saintly seventh-century bishop of Avignon, whose remains were housed in the 
cathedral.  Contiguous with the major roads (carreriae) of the city, the divisions between the 
parishes simply extended past the twelfth-century walls into the extramural space that would 
become enclosed in the fourteenth century. 
                                                
43 In the fonds of St Catherine (ADV 71H), charters locate properties first in terms of parish, then usually 





Fig .  1.4: Thirteenth-Century Rel ig ious Landscape with Parish Divis ions 
 
Each parish had particular factors that would have appealed to the parishioners who 
attached their family names and wealth to it.  The parish’s location, the particular saint 
honored by the parish church, and the landmarks that characterized the neighborhood (such 
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as Roman ruins in the oldest quarter) influenced the ways in which people viewed these 
parishes.  Thus, the parish churches represent the first layer of religious valence on the built 
landscape.  As shown by Anne E. Lester, the inhabitants of a city tangibly experienced the 
religious features of their landscape as they walked through the space.44  Particularly in walled 
medieval cities, the parish zones were crisscrossed with narrow, winding streets and alleys 
that opened out into squares and courtyards, promoting an intuitive, organic way of moving 
through the space.  Modern tourists in medieval cities can attest to the phenomenon of 
feeling disoriented on a crooked side road only to be delivered without warning to a square 
or plaza, which serves as a hub connecting other similarly crooked streets.  Often churches 
were the reason for these plazas: these more impressive buildings presided over centers or 
parvis where markets, performances, and ritual activities like processions unfolded.45  
Accordingly, the built religious landscape functioned on several levels and was fully 
integrated into the medieval experience of city life.  The topography of Provence, from its 
sweeping comital borders to the peak of the Rocher, provided a backdrop for the politico-
religious developments of thirteenth-century Avignon.   
1.2.  The Making of Avignon through the First Millennium 
Though occupied since the Neolithic era (c. 6000 BCE), the earliest mentions of 
Avignon, as ‘Aouenion’ and ‘Avenio,’ appear in the works of the Greek geographer Strabo 
                                                
44 Lester, “Charitable Landscape.”  
45  The concept of ritual space in medieval Avignon is handled by Joëlle Rollo-Koster, especially in her articles 
“Politics,” “Ritual, Liturgy and Political Legitimization in Schismatic Avignon,” in Procession, Performance, Liturgy 
and Ritual: Essays in Honor of Bryan R. Gillingham, ed. Nancy Van Deusan (Ottawa, 2007), 119-36; “Castrum 
Doloris: Rites of Vacant See and the Living Dead Pope in Schismatic Avignon,” in Medieval and Early Modern 
Ritual: Formalized Behavior in Europe, China and Japan, ed. Rollo-Koster (Leiden, 2002), pp. 245-77.  On 
processions in Avignon, see Marc Venard, “Itinéraires de processions dans la ville d'Avignon,” Ethnologie 
française n.s. 7, no. 1 (1977): 55-62.  
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(63 BCE-24 CE) and the Roman writer Pliny the Elder (23-79 CE).  According to these first-
century references, the nascent city of Avignon—along with its neighbors Marseille, Nîmes, 
and Orange—ranked among the largest settlements in Provence.  Since its inhabitation by 
the Cavare tribe around 500 BCE, the growing town of Avenio had engaged in trade with its 
contemporary sister town Massilia (Marseille), a Phocéen port that enabled Avenio to have 
contact with the larger Mediterranean sphere.  This commercial link enmeshed Avignon 
permanently in the networks created first by Greco-Roman sea routes, then by Roman 
roads, and finally by the medieval Christian pilgrim and trade routes that crisscrossed the 
landscape of the Midi.  In the second century, when Marseille requested Roman military aid 
against the encroaching Saluvii tribe in the Durance river valley, incoming Roman troops laid 
claim to major settlements in the region, including Avignon, and renamed the area simply 
Provincia.  Pliny termed the city a fortified town (oppidum), indicating protective walls, as early 
as the first century.  Under the reign of Claudius (41-54 CE), Avignon became a Latin 
colony—one more outpost on the viae Agrippa and Domitia, part of the Gallican road 
network that snaked for 13,000 miles, connecting Avignon to other Provençal centers.46   
Avignon oriented itself to various foreign power centers from the fifth century 
through the fourteenth, resulting in a composite character shaped by alternative external 
influences.  In addition to envelopment in the Burgundian empire in 474, medieval Avignon 
belonged to varying degrees to the trans-Pyrenean Aragonese empire, the southward-
spreading Angevin empire, the Holy Roman Empire, and the transalpine papal empire.  This 
flexibility and fluidity meant that Avignon was never fully integrated into any of these blocs.  
                                                
46 Roman ruins exist beneath Place de l’Horloge and rue Peyrolerie, though no monumental architecture has 




By playing assorted powers against each other and by freely borrowing from alternative 
politico-legal models, the powerbrokers and the municipal agents of Avignon managed to 
blaze their own path when political and religious crises reared up in the thirteenth century.  
A salient example was the commune’s decision to install a podestà in imitation of the Italian 
office that began under Emperor Frederick I.47  This political medley resulted in Avignon’s 
particular thirteenth-century civic characteristics, which in turn led the French king and the 
pope to target the advantageous but elusive city.  
Provence’s inclusion in the Holy Roman Empire precipitated much of the thirteenth-
century political antagonism from the papacy and French monarchy that swept Avignon, 
Arles, and Marseille into larger European controversies about supremacy.  The first step 
towards linking Provence and Germany occurred in 879, when Count Boso of Arles (850-
87) crowned himself king of Provence and Lower Burgundy (Fig. 1.5).48  His son and heir 
Louis the Blind acceded to the imperial throne in 901, bringing his patrimony of the 
kingdom of Arles directly under imperial control.  This connection established a historical 
prerogative for the twelfth- and thirteenth-century Hohenstaufen emperors, namely 
Frederick I and his grandson Frederick II, to reinforce their claims on Southern France.  
When Frederick I traveled to Arles in 1178 to be crowned king at the cathedral of St 
Trophime according to the ancient tradition, he invoked this centuries-old possession of the 
Midi in an ostentatious act that sent a clear message to the kings of France and the pope. 
                                                
47 See infra, p. 62. 
48 Boso was the brother-in-law of the Carolingian emperor Charles the Bald (r. 875-77).  On the Bosonids, see 




Fig. 1.5: The Kingdoms of  Two Burgundies49 
 
Though inclusion in the Empire was crucial for later events, it had little effect on the 
quotidian rule of Avignon.  Practical control instead fell to distant relatives of the 
Burgundians, a Provençal family of obscure origins who styled themselves the counts of 
Avignon, Arles and Vienne after the mid-tenth century.50  A military victory by Count 
Guilhem I “the Liberator” (c.955-93) over a small group of Muslim mercenaries in 974 
earned the family popular support and an air of prestige.51  With this display of might, the 
comital family established a dynasty that ruled the Comtat until 1125, when the treaty made 
by rival branches divided the territory and set competition in motion. 
                                                
49  Map by Marco Zanoli, 2009 (Public domain).  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Karte_Hoch_und_Niederburgund_EN.png, accessed 12 March 2014. 
50 Leroy, p. 21. 
51 These mercenaries had launched raids from their stronghold base on the massif of Fraxinet (la Garde-Freinet). 
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1.3.  The Making of Medieval Avignon, Eleventh to Thirteenth Centuries 
The late twelfth century saw the solidification of the municipal organization of the 
commune, governed by consuls and judges; the consolidation of episcopal strength and 
territorial claims; and the regulation of the city’s statutes, religious life, and economic norms.  
Over that century, the counts had successfully agglomerated a more centralized domain that 
superseded the aims and private war of the formerly powerful high aristocratic families.52  In 
other words, the last quarter of the twelfth century rendered Avignon a recognizable, 
cohesive body that would then mutate over the next half-century into a completely different 
entity, governed by different forms of political rules, overseen by a different sort of bishop, 
and populated by a different variety of citizens by then accustomed to representation.  
The geographical redistricting of the aforementioned treaty of 1125 led to a 
confusion of political organization.  Dynastic marriages and political territorial exchanges 
that implicated other local families further complicated government of the Comtat.  For 
example, the last count of Arles willed Provence to his granddaughter Dulcia (c.1090-1127), 
whose marriage to Raimon Berengar III of Barcelona (r. 1086-1131) passed the inheritance 
of the county of Provence to the house of Barcelona.  In addition, Dulcia’s sister Stephania 
married into the Baux family, overlords of the northern principality of Orange, a union that 
precipitated near constant interference from the Baux family in the political proceedings of 
the Comtat Venaissin.53  Over the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, members of the Baux 
family (notably the future podestà Barral des Baux) manipulated allegiances, intervened in the 
                                                
52 Aurell, p. 67. 
53 William Chester Jordan has suggested that the Baux family intervened in the Comtat because they were 
unsatisfied with the size of the imperial gift of the “principality” of Orange, which in reality was just the city 
and its suburbs.  See his article, “The Jews and the Transition to Papal Rule in the Comtat-Venaissin,” in 
Ideology and Royal Power in Medieval France (Burlington, 2001), pp. 213-32, esp. p. 216.  
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rivalry between Toulouse and Barcelona, and fomented rebellion and violence during the 
crisis years of the mid-thirteenth century.  The Baux, and families in similar positions, thus 
took advantage of innate confusion between the three territories of Provence in order to 
increase their own holdings. 
Beyond these local struggles for primacy, Avignon’s location also rendered it a forum 
for the larger politico-religious issues that dominated the relationship between leading 
Christian magnates.54  First, the major cities of Languedoc and Provence became the focus 
of French royal expansion, with its double aim of extending the geographical boundaries of 
Capetian holdings and limiting imperial control in lands bordering France.  Second, rivalry 
between the Holy Roman Emperor and the pope found expression in their competition in 
Provence.  The papacy also strove to limit imperial expansion into French lands in order to 
destabilize the emperor and thereby curb imperio-papal conflict.  Third, the outbreak of the 
Albigensian Crusade (1209-29) harmed Avignon during a three-month siege in 1226, though 
King Louis VIII punished the city for disloyalty rather than accused heresy.55  Finally, the 
growing pains of the communal movement forced a renegotiation of the power balance 
between the citizens, the bishop, and the local aristocracy. 
The roots of the problem between emperor and pope—which was ideological but 
also bore very real repercussions—dated back to the fifth century, but became a serious issue 
during a clash in the 1070s between Emperor Henry IV (r. 1065-1106) and Pope Gregory 
VII (r. 1073-85).  Both parties built upon the smaller steps taken by their forebears to 
crystallize their respective convictions about the true relationship between the regnum and the 
                                                
54 Leroy has described “un climat de tension ‘internationale’ qui se focalise sur la Provence” (p. 16). 
55 Mazel, La noblesse, pp. 388-94. 
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sacerdotium.  Questions about the extents of royal and papal power, both theoretical and 
practical, began a controversy that was partly political, based on the theoretical status of the 
relationship between these great temporal and spiritual powers, and partly religious, because 
it concerned the pure state of the episcopate and, by extension, the liturgy that these 
invested bishops performed for Christians.56  Both of these issues dovetailed with Pope 
Gregory VII’s eleventh-century reform program, which sought to regulate lay interference in 
ecclesiastical matters and to renew the Church through a purified, educated clergy free from 
simony (buying and selling Church offices) and nicolaitism (clerical marriage).  Kings and 
emperors viewed bishops as land-owning aristocrats functioning in the larger feudal milieu; 
the pope viewed bishops as spiritual agents whose power derived from God via investiture.  
Though technically resolved at the Council of Worms (1122), this issue remained inflamed 
because it represented the ongoing and high-stakes negotiation about the true nature of the 
nuanced balance between imperial and papal power. 
1.3.1.  The Albigensian Crusade and the Destabilization of Provence 
The Cathar heresy and the punitive Albigensian crusade (1209-29) that targeted it 
served as a breaking point in the Midi, prompting the Capetian statebuilding that would 
fundamentally alter medieval France, and forcing the Church to redefine its approach to 
heresy.  To orthodox Christians, the dualist heresy Catharism represented a serious threat 
that bled across religious and political lines as a result of Innocent III’s equation of heresy to 
                                                
56 For a concise, direct discussion of the conflict between Henry IV and Gregory VII, see Blumenthal, The 
Investiture Controversy, ch. 4.  On Gregorian reform and the eleventh century papacy, see Robinson, op. cit.; Gerd 
Tellenbach, Church, State and Christian Society at the Time of the Investiture Contest, trans. R. F. Bennett (Toronto, 
1991); Cushing, Reform and the Papacy; and H. E. J. Cowdrey, Pope Gregory VII and the collection Popes and Church 
Reform in the Eleventh Century (Burlington, 2000). 
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treason in the bull Vergentis in senium (1199).  Rhetoric, fear, and recourse to new legal 
procedures against “heretical depravity” (heretica pravitas) combined with the Capetians’ 
territorial gains after the war meant that the Albigensian crusade arose from a complex blend 
of motives.57  By the end of all military action in 1229, Languedoc and Provence were set in 
place to revert to the Crown after the deaths of Louis IX’s brothers. 
In his classic formulation, R. I. Moore has argued that heretics, along with minority 
groups like Jews and lepers, became targets for sanctioned violence in the twelfth century as 
a “persecuting society” took shape and sought to legitimate its position through the creation 
of a marginal group that could then be excluded.58  The definition and pursuit of heresy in 
the Middle Ages, however, was anything but a clear-cut undertaking.  “Heresy” itself is not a 
solid category, since its existence is contingent on orthodoxy, the opposing values of which 
give heresy its shape in any discrete historical moment.  Catharism as it is now understood 
could not have emerged in the thirteenth century without the increasingly codified 
institutional Church that recast it from a reform movement into a heresy.  The Church’s 
attitude and approach towards heresy finally congealed in the inquisitorial process, which 
Pope Gregory IX formulated in the 1230s to succeed where warfare and mendicant 
preaching campaigns had failed.   
The nature of extant heresy texts, like the hostile sources of inquisitorial manuals, 
inevitably challenges the accuracy of classification, the propriety of seeing unified and 
coherent sects where there were none, and the disparities of language when a scribe rendered 
                                                
57 Called such, for example, in the letter from Alphonse of Poitiers and Charles of Anjou to Zoen in 1251 
(ADV 1G 8 fol. 88). 
58 R. I. Moore, The Formation of a Persecuting Society: Power and Deviance in Western Europe, 950-1250 (New York, 
1987).  See also Pegg, op. cit., and Peter Biller, “Goodbye to Waldensianism?,” Past and Present 192 (2006): 3-33, 
here p. 7. 
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a vernacular confession into Latin.59  These unstable factors have led some scholars to view 
heresy as an invented construct, while others see multiple self-aware movements in 
opposition to standard avenues to piety.  In the Midi, the perfecti (Cathars) and the Poor of 
Lyon (Waldensians) challenged and critiqued the ecclesiastical hierarchy, offering viable 
alternatives to a Christianity that, in their opinion, was too deeply invested in this world.  As 
part of a perceived Christian duty to defend coreligionists, the Church, and God from the 
menace of heretics who chose—from the Greek haeresis, “choice”—to revolt against 
orthodoxy, the Albigensian crusade resorted to some of the most atrocious acts of violence 
of the medieval era.  At the end, bloodshed, divided families, and serious political losses 
fractured the ascendant power of the House of Toulouse, ushering in a decade of rebellion, 
bellicosity, and suspicion that confronted Zoen Tencarari when he arrived in Provence. 
The Cathars and the Waldensians have been treated in detail elsewhere, and their 
spiritual endeavors are relevant only in the fact that these prompted recourse by crusaders 
and inquisitors.60  Theologically and socially objectionable to the Church, both heresies were 
condemned by Lateran III (1179) and by Pope Lucius’ bull Ad abolendam (1184), which 
                                                
59 On the Cathars and inquisition, see John Arnold, Inquisition and Power: Catharism and the Confessing Subject in 
Medieval Languedoc (Philadelphia, 2001); Malcolm Barber, The Cathars: Dualist Heretics in Languedoc in the High 
Middle Ages (New York, 2000); Claire Taylor, Heresy, Crusade, and Inquisition in Medieval Quercy (Rochester, 2011).  
On the treatment of women in inquisitorial culture, see Burnham, op. cit., and Dyan Elliott, Proving Woman: 
Female Spirituality and Inquisitional Culture in the Later Middle Ages (Princeton, 2004). 
60 On the beliefs of the Cathars, see Carol Lansing, Power and Purity: Cathar Heresy in Medieval Italy (New York, 
1998).  Briefly, the Cathars fundamentally rejected the role of the Church, provoking anticlericalism and 
repudiating other social norms such as marriage, eating meat, or taking oaths.  They appeared in the Midi and 
northern Italy somewhere in the 1160s, and adhered to a dualist dogma, upholding that a good God created the 
spirit while an evil demiurge created the material world.  This belief obviously undermined orthodox teachings 
about the human and divine identities of Jesus, and therefore about his salvific role.  The Waldensians followed 
a path of apostolic poverty after their founder, Peter Waldo of Lyon, renounced his worldly goods.  They 
clashed with the Church over the right to preach freely.  See Biller, op. cit., and Balossino and Chiffoleau, 
“Valdesi e mondo comunale in Provenza nel duecento,” in Valdesi medievali: bilanci e prospettive di ricerca, ed. 
Audisio and Benedetti (Turin, 2009), pp. 61-102. 
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placed the Cathars and the Waldensians under anathema.61  In January 1208, in the midst of 
an attempt at diplomacy between the houses of Toulouse and Baux orchestrated by 
Innocent III, the papal legate Peter Castelnau was murdered, purportedly on the request of 
Count Raymond VI.62  Because Raymond was considered a Cathar sympathizer, this flagrant 
act of violence lit the fuse against the Cathars and their supporters in the Midi, and provided 
papal impetus to sanction the activities of the northern crusade-ready armies under the 
Capetians.  Whether Raymond himself subscribed to Catharism is a moot point: the 
Raymondines put themselves in a position to require papal correction for failing to persecute 
enemies of the Church.  The crusade ideology that had come to fruition in the twelfth 
century was applied to the Midi, offering the same plenary indulgences that the Church 
granted to soldiers in the Holy Land. 
Provence was spared the worst of the violence, which ruptured Languedoc to the 
west of the Rhône.63  The houses of Toulouse and Trencavel suffered the most egregious 
defeat, losing territories as well as soldiers in the massacres at Béziers, Marmande, Muret, 
and elsewhere.64  The city of Avignon nevertheless became a target for Capetian reprisal in 
1226 when King Louis VIII besieged the city for three months.  In June of that year, 
following conciliar canons asserting that Louis would inherit Raymond’s properties, the king 
                                                
61 “Imprimis ergo Catharos et Patarinos et eos, qui se Humiliatos vel Pauperes de Lugduno falso nomine mentiuntur, Passaginos, 
Iosephinos, Arnaldistas perpetuo decernimus anathemati subiacere.”  Giovanni Gonnet, Enchiridion fontium valdensium I 
(Turin, 1958), pp. 50-53. 
62 Graham-Leigh, The Southern French Nobility. 
63 On the stages of military action, see Walter L. Wakefield, Heresy, Crusade, and Inquisition in Southern France, 
1100-1250 (Berkeley, 1974). 
64 Pegg, op. cit., p. 164. 
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traveled down the Rhône with an army.65  Louis’ trip to the Midi has been called a crusade, 
though its primary aim was to consolidate his control over properties newly ceded to the 
crown rather than any attack on Cathars.  In the case of Avignon, it was not heresy but 
loyalty to the Raymondines that stirred King Louis VIII’s military retribution against the city.  
He had planned to cross the river with his royal armies at the Pont St Bénézet, following an 
old Roman road that led directly through Avignon.  However, the citizens of Avignon 
refused to open the city gates to the royal armies—both out of solidarity with the abased 
Raymondines and out of the fear of reprisal once the king’s armies were permitted inside the 
city walls.  The consuls agreed that the king could enter with a small retinue, but the insult 
had been made.66  King Louis responded by laying siege to the city from June to September 
1226.  At this point, Raimon Berengar V committed to the crusade cause and added his 
strength to that of the northern armies under Louis VIII, a move that made him unpopular 
with the Provençals who resented Capetian intervention in the Midi.  Yet the typical 
Southern summer interfered with the king’s success: a heat wave struck the armies, and the 
putrid corpses eventually fomented an epidemic that finally dispersed the beseigers, although 
the damage had already been done.  When Avignon’s sister cities did not send support, the 
city formally capitulated on 10 September 1226.67 
Though Avignon avoided the notoriously bloody fates of Béziers (1209) and 
Montségur (1243), it nonetheless endured debilitating reparations as a result of disobeying 
the French king.  Louis ordered that the city dismantle its protective ramparts, demolish 
                                                
65 They arrived on 7 June 1226, Pentecost eve (ibid., p. 175). 
66 Ibid., p. 176. 
67 GXN VII no. 421. 
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three hundred fortified houses, yield up three hundred hostages, and pay 6,000 silver marks 
to the king; in addition, on behalf of the Church, the legate Roman Frangipani demanded a 
thousand silver marks and men to serve future crusades, and excommunicated the entire 
population.68  In addition, both ends of the essential Pont St Bénézet were destroyed, either 
by the king or by the proud citizens, depending on the account.69  Since the bridge was 
featured on the commune’s seal (replacing the heads of four consuls), this destruction struck 
at the symbol of municipal pride and independent government.70 
In light of the lack of “ennemis dangereux et terribles” and the very real possibility of 
reprisal by Frederick and his allies, Simone Balossino has recast the French king’s dramatic 
punishment of the foreign city under imperial jurisidiction as an exemplum for southern 
cities.71  In punishing a city that did not host heretics, King Louis VIII made the public 
statement that those hindering a Christian army on a mission should be punishable in the 
same fashion as heretics and their abettors.  This conceptualization is echoed in the 
                                                
68 Simone Balossino, “‘Elle ne voulait obéir ni à Dieu ni aux hommes.’  Avignon, 1226,” in Le châtiment des villes 
dans les espaces méditerranées (antiquité, moyen âge, époque moderne), ed. Patrick Gilli and Jean-Pierre Guilhembet 
(Turnhout, 2012), pp. 279-96.  Balossino has challenged the extent to which the walls were destroyed, positing 
instead that there was a symbolic destruction of the towers rather than a full-scale dismantling, which would 
have been too costly to rebuild (p. 290).  The citizens began rebuilding what had been dismantled as 
punishment (including the bridge, gates, ditches, lices, and walls) in 1237 in spite of papal warnings to desist, 
resulting in a renewal of citywide excommunication.  On Roman Frangipani’s role, see Leroy, pp. 187-89. 
69 Leroy, p. 187 n. 104.  See also Ivan Gobry, Louis VIII (Paris, 2009), in whose account the bourgeois hostages 
sent out to appease the king destroyed the bridge on purpose to prevent royal passage.  Astonishingly, though 
published in 2009, Gobry has cast the entire event as an act of “enfantillage” by a petulant Avignon, designed to 
anger and provoke the good king Louis VIII, who responded with “une lettre courtoise” to Frederick (pp. 161-62).  
Such a depiction ignores any critical evaluation of the Capetian king’s motives and illegitimates the self-
protective decision of the city.  The bridge was subsequently rebuilt between 1234-37 and a temporary ferry 
was installed while the bridge was out of commission (Le Blévec, “Une institution d'assistance en pays 
rhodanien: les freres pontifes,“ CF 13 (1978): 87-110). 
70 For reproductions of the communal seals, see Labande, pl. II (between pp. 284 and 285).  The transition 
from the four heads of the consuls to a robust cityscape, featuring three gates, ramparts, towers, and five arches 
of the Pont Saint Bénézet, broadened the sense of community and evoked pride in the city itself. 
71 Balossino, op. cit., p. 280. 
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comparison between Avignon, a disobedient city “abandoned by God,” and Ninevah.72  
Thus the punishment was designed to correct religious and civil disobedience, making a 
model of Avignon for the rest of the rebellious Provençal cities.  The destruction of 
ramparts, therefore, made physical the king’s and Church’s shaming of the city by depriving 
it of military protection and the strength for future insults. 
The Capetian victory was, however, far from absolute: Louis’ armies suffered heavy 
losses and a general debasement of morale, and the king himself contracted an illness during 
the siege that killed him weeks later.73  In addition, after he supported the Capetians Raimon 
Berengar V’s reputation plummeted among his Provençal subjects.  While initially even the 
cities allied with the Raymondines did not object to Raimon Berengar, he began to lose 
control once he participated in the siege.  Raymond VII took the opportunity to provoke 
rebellions against the count of Provence that revealed the latter’s more severe side.  For 
example, when the inhabitants of Tarascon rebelled, Raimon Berengar harshly revoked their 
municipal charter.74  Though bloodless, the siege provoked a shift towards firmer hostility in 
the South’s attitudes towards the houses of Bologna and Capet. 
The Treaty of Meaux-Paris officially ended military engagement in April 1229, 
instituting a highly unfavorable situation for the house of Toulouse.  Besides formally 
capitulating, Raymond VII was compelled to cede half his territories west of the Rhône to 
the king, and the marquisate of Provence to the pope; at this point, however, such a cession 
                                                
72 Ibid., pp. 286-87. 
73 Louis VIII died on 8 November 1226.  Before departing the marquisate, Louis VIII established a seneschal 
at Beaucaire who would represent Capetian dominance in Provence. 
74 Marguerite Vivoli, Raymond-Bérenger V de Provence et ses quatre filles (Paris, 2000), pp. 65-66. 
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was only nominal.75  The rest of his holdings would revert to the crown at his death, fully 
disenfranchising the dynasty.  Yet Raymond VII ignored the terms of the treaty and instead 
fought to retain his patrimony.  The crusade exacerbated the already acute divisions between 
the factionalized regional nobility by hardening the growing camp of Raymond VII, which 
looked to him as the only true possibility of resistance.76  Raymond VI’s return to Provence 
with his son after attending the mid-war council of Lateran IV stimulated patriotic support 
in the cities of the Midi.  The counts chose to reenter their lands at the port of Aigues-
Mortes near Montpellier, and then proceeded to tour Provence, visiting and reinforcing 
allegiances in the major cities that remained loyal to them. 
Perhaps on account of its brutality, the Albigensian crusade served the function of 
breaking a stalemate between the houses of Toulouse and Barcelona.  In the political 
reorganization following the violent episodes and the Treaty of Meaux-Paris, the cities of the 
Midi discovered that they could not maintain a united front against the Capetians and papal 
allies.  In Avignon, a vacant see coupled with dissident voices in the commune prevented the 
city from properly responding to its need for sustenance, clean water, and internal peace 
during the siege.77  To combat the disorder created by multiple vying agendas, the municipal 
governments of Provence relinquished their authority in the 1220s and instituted the Italian 
model of the podestà.  Derived from the Latin word for “power” (potestas), the podestà was an 
agent permitted by Roman law to wield supreme authority for one year, in order to achieve 
                                                
75 The lands in question formed the eastern part of his western domains: those held by the viscounts of 
Trencavel, i.e., Albi, Béziers, and Carcassonne—those viscounties struck most harshly by the crusade.  The 
Treaty of Paris also prohibited all political protection of Cathars. 
76 Mazel, op. cit., p. 407. 
77 The legate Roman Frangipani was responsible for appointing the new bishop, Nicholas of Corbie, thus 




results that would have been impossible with the inevitable halts and roadblocks resulting 
from factionalism and decentralized authority.78  In other words, as with martial law, a single 
will could bring a city out of crisis while a multitude of voices could not.  The earliest podestà 
were of Italian origin; the most skilled of these had already gained experience among the 
city-states of their native country, since the office had been in place since the twelfth century 
when Frederick I began stationing imperial agents in northern Italy.  These magistrates, 
often with renowned military backgrounds, rotated annually between the major cities of 
Provence—Avignon, Arles, Marseille—and struggled to organize, contain, and pacify them.79  
For example, the Milanese podestà Spino de Sorrexina served in Avignon from 1225-26, then 
moved to Marseille to effect the same improvements there; Torello di Strada of Pavia (in 
office 1222-24 and 1236) and the Genoese Perceval Doria (1231-34) likewise moved 
between Arles and Avignon.  Eventually, Provençal men came to fill the position, altering it 
to fit their own needs—for example, by electing two podestàs rather than one.80  
In the post-Albigensian years, the sense of urgency indicated by the installation of 
podestàs in place of communal government was aggravated by a change in papal regime.  
Pope Honorius III’s death in March 1227 brought the aging Gregory IX to the apostolic 
throne.  Turning his attention to new priorities, the octogenarian Gregory’s focused on 
blocking Frederick II’s goal of uniting northern and southern Italy under his crown, an act 
                                                
78 On election, see Leroy, p. 206 and Mazel, op. cit., p. 133. 
79 For a full list of the podestàs in Arles, Avignon, and Marseille from 1221-50, see Aurell, p. 121. 
80 The first single Avignonese podestà was Isnard Audigier in 1240, who replaced Gauthier de Paléar when Zoen 
Tencarari came into power.  He also held office for two years rather than the typical single-year term.  This 
latter pro-imperial podestà ceased to appear in the record as of November 1240, which Leroy has considered as 
evidence of Zoen’s regime change from an offensively pro-imperial ruler to a local who never showed 
particular allegiances to the Emperor.  In 1241, Guilhem Augier joined Isnard as a second Avignonese podestà—
unusual for this office (Leroy, pp. 202-06). 
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that would cramp the Papal States between muscular imperial territories.  As a result, his 
attention to the situation in Provence was limited.  Six months after becoming pope, 
Gregory excommunicated Frederick because he had continued to evade his promise to go 
on crusade, which he had solemnly sworn in July 1225; because he had fomented trouble 
with his father-in-law, the pope’s friend John of Brienne; and because he had welcomed 
ambassadors of the sultan Malik al-Khamil, eldest son of Saladin and persona non grata in 
Christendom.81  These pressing issues kept the pope’s attention on Germany and Italy, and 
the disorder in Provence was increasingly left to ferment. 
1.3.2.  The Commune and the Church in the Thirteenth Century 
The major cities of Provence looked to late eleventh century Italian city-states for the 
model for communal government.82  Although the exact structure and components varied, 
the general push for regulatory statutes and the involvement of new political players from 
among the populace was a commonality across Provence.  In the first quarter of the twelfth 
century, the cities of the Midi began to collectively organize municipal self-governance, 
creating sworn corporate entities (communes) that joined the original duality of bishop and 
aristocracy.83  In their nascent years, communes were variable and fluid, becoming codified 
and standardized only with time in regards to election processes, calling civic councils, and 
passing decrees.  In Italy, communal power competed with and gradually superseded 
episcopal power; in Provence, despite early episcopal support for the commune, this 
                                                
81 Frederick II remained excommunicated until August 1230, when he was reconciled at the peace of St 
Germano. 
82 The first recorded consuls appeared in Pisa in 1085.  On the rise of the communes, see Waley, op. cit., pp. 25-
54. 
83 The consulate was in place at the latest in October 1129 and, as such, was the first example of this kind of 
municipal arrangement west of the Alps (Leroy, p. 29). 
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progression was far less clear in part because of external interference by the Capetians in 
1251.84  In Avignon, the commune gained traction after Count Guilhem III of Forcalquier 
relinquished his official jurisdiction over the city in 1129 in favor of a composite group of 
knights and well-to-do citizens under the oversight of the bishop.  The bishop thus served as 
the praeses (president, protector) until the commune outgrew the need for episcopal support, 
building up the legal structures that enabled it to legislate in its own name.85  Avignon had 
four, and later eight, consuls elected by a small group of electors who appointed half from 
among the eligible knights, and half from the reputable bourgeois (probi homines).  Alongside 
the consuls, a judge and a council of citizens were authorized to help in more serious 
deliberations.  In special cases, the commune convoked a public parliament at the escalier 
Sainte-Anne to include the townsfolk.86   
The commune of Avignon was an independent juridical and legislative body.  It had 
the right to use the bull seal (a symbol of complete jurisdictional independence) and it passed 
and revised laws and statutes (indicating full legislative authority).  In addition, it possessed 
its own profitable properties in Sorgues, Vedènes, and Villeneuve; it maintained an army 
composed of urban knights, a bourgeois militia, and their vassals; and it minted its own coin 
with its seal on the obverse.  Its statutes comprising the penal code, tax system, and civil laws 
were compiled in 1243 and 1251 and have been edited by René de Maulde.87  As the 
commune consolidated its power and regularized its administration, it pressured the urban 
                                                
84 Miller, “Urban Topographies.” 
85 On 23 November 1157 and 22 June 1161, Frederick I granted charters to Avignon confirming its rights and 
privileges in the bishop’s name (ADV 1G 8 fols 17 and 28v and GXN VII no. 262).  The same month in 1161, 
he extended these confirmations to the “consulibus et universo populo Avinionensi” (GXN VII no. 263). 
86 Girard, Avignon: histoire sommaire, p. 11. 
87 De Maulde, Coutumes et règlements. 
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aristocrats into a slow attrition beginning in the 1140s.  The counts moved out of their 
palace on the Rocher des Doms in favor of rural estates, from which they still participated in 
Avignonese politics but from a greater distance, and, increasingly, with the mediation of the 
civic officials of the independent republic of Avignon.  The commune occupied the old 
comital palace, marking the redistribution of municipal power as civic officials elbowed their 
way into a position of authority both figuratively and literally at the side of the bishop.88  The 
changed status of an heir to the viscounty concretized this shift: he appeared in charters first 
without a title, and then among the ranks of city consuls.89  The leading families of the city 
thus transferred legitimacy from lineage to elected official.  
Ecclesiastical developments kept pace with the dynastic shifts of the late eleventh 
century.  Provence experienced the growing pains of the Gregorian reform movement, 
which ultimately increased the status of prelates within their metropolitans.90  The bishops of 
the late eleventh century seized this opportunity to consolidate authority under the 
encouragement of the pope and the people, who called for the censure of simony, 
nicolaitism, and substandard education, seeking the replacement of warlords in Church 
offices with sanctioned ecclesiastical figures.91  As these ideals took root, the secular clergy 
found new expression as the mediator between spiritual and temporal roles.  By serving 
                                                
88  Evidenced by the move from signing official charters in the bishop’s residence to their own space: for 
example, in 1216, a charter was signed in the staircase of the “domus consulum.”  Claude-France Hollard, 
Cartulaire et chartes de la commanderie de l’hôpital de Saint-Jean de Jérusalem d’Avignon au temps de la commune (1170-1250) 
(Paris, 2001), p. 58 no. 17. 
89 Leroy, pp. 43-45. 
90 See supra, p. 55 n. 56.  
91 From the ecclesiastical angle, see Blumenthal, op. cit.; from the popular angle, see Head and Landes, op. cit. 
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these aims, the bishops of Provence gained unprecedented power over their dioceses, from 
increasing their temporal holdings to having a heavier hand in municipal government. 
The Avignonese episcopate begins to come into focus in the mid-twelfth century, 
though the active presence of bishops can be reliably traced back to the year 439.92.  Avignon 
was one of seven dioceses that were suffragan to the archiepiscopal see at Arles, alongside 
Carpentras, Cavaillon, Vaison, Orange, Apt, and St-Paul-Trois-Châteaux.93  Hagiographic 
accounts of the late antique and early medieval episcopate are studded with saintly figures 
like St Ruf (c.70), the “first” bishop of Avignon, whom tradition has conflated with St Rufus, 
a disciple of the Apostle Paul.94  Like Martha’s involvement in the foundation story of Notre 
Dame des Doms, this fusion with St Rufus created a lineage for the city of Avignon that led 
back to the immediate followers of Christ.  Another saintly bishop, Agricol (660-700), 
became a patron saint of Avignon after building seven parish churches, including one named 
for him to which his relics were translated from the cathedral in the early fourteenth 
century.95  Thus the revered figures of Avignon’s history marked the territory in a tangible 
way with buildings, adornment, and relic-translations in real architectural space. 
Before the arrival of Zoen Tencarari, the last effective bishop was Guilhem I of 
Montélier, who was elected in 1209.96  Bishop Guilhem had followed tradition by serving as 
the provost of the cathedral chapter before his election, which meant that he had been 
                                                
92 Georges de Manteyer, Les chartes du pays d’Avignon, 439-1040 (Mâcon, 1914). 
93  In the fifteenth century, the diocese was temporarily raised to an archdiocese, but then reverted to a 
suffragan of Arles. 
94 François Nouguier, Histoire chronologique de l’Eglise, évesques et archevesques d’Avignon (Avignon, 1660), p. 12.  
95 Clark, “Sacred Space,” pp. 115-18. 
96 GXN VII no. 347.  His description as de Montiliis most likely refers to Montélier, near Valence, north of 
Avignon on the Rhône.  He has elsewhere been called Guilhem de Monteuil. 
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groomed personally by his predecessor.  This contrasted to Zoen’s experience as an outsider, 
a status that gave him the freedom to pursue a course of governance undirected by the 
prelate he replaced.  In the early 1220s, Guilhem participated in several crucial local events: 
he appeared as a signatory in Count Guilhem of Forcalquier’s charter of renunciation of 
power over Avignon, attended councils, and worked against heresy.97  In addition, in 1210 
Bishop Guilhem supervised the oath of fidelity sworn to the consuls by the men, abbot, and 
monks of St André across the Rhône after some episodes of violence, and helped Pope 
Innocent III resolve a dispute regarding Peter II of Aragon’s marriage to Marie of 
Montpellier.98  Clearly a proficient ruler, he also maintained a solid rapport with his cathedral 
chapter, granting them a church in nearby Graveson.99  Holding tenure for thirteen years, 
Bishop Guilhem served as a model of long-term control, which was a difficult but necessary 
precondition for effecting change in Avignon.  As a precursor to Zoen, Bishop Guilhem set 
a pattern of active political involvement and the expression of episcopal power on local and 
catholic levels.  This consolidation of authority lapsed under Guilhem’s successors and was 
taken up again by Zoen fifteen years later.   
The problems facing the episcopate began in 1222, when Bishop Guilhem’s death 
precipitated a four-year vacancy.100  In 1224, Pope Honorius III authorized the provost and 
                                                
97 Ibid., nos 355 and 359. 
98 “Propter inobedientiam, et enormes excessus, et pessimam conversationem, quam homines ville Sancti Andree contra civitatem 
Avinion., et contra consulatum, quem jamdudum ipsi, et eorum antecessores juraverant, comiserunt; videlicet milites et alios 
homines Avinion. civitatis capiendo, et in captione et carcere detinendo, occidendo, et etiam vulnerando, et homines per stratam 
publicam ad civitatem Avinion. venientes, rebus eorum per rapinam spoliando; tale mandatum abbati et monachis, et hominibus 
memorate ville, fecerunt, ut abbas, et totas conventus monasterii Sancti Andree[. . .] jurent.” (ibid., no. 358).  On Marie de 
Montpellier, see ibid., no. 373. 
99 The bishop granted them the church of Graveson with its appurtenances “attendens et considerans beneficia que 
Avinionensis ecclesia a pueritia huc usque michi impendit, at non habens unde ea sufficienter retribuere valeam” (ibid., no. 371). 
100 November 18, 1222.  GXN III no. 407. 
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chapter of the cathedral of Notre Dame des Doms to elect a new bishop.  However, Eugène 
Duprat has discounted the tenure of a Bishop Peter whom the Gallia Christiana novissima 
claimed was in power from 1224-25, arguing that the see remained vacant or, less likely, 
there was an individual who held the title though we know nothing about his identity and he 
did not appear in any acts for the period 1222-26.101  If this were the case, the see was empty 
during the three-month siege of Avignon when King Louis VIII blockaded the city after it 
refused to permit his armies to cross the Pont Saint Bénézet.  The subsequent bishop 
Nicholas of Corbie was elected sometime in 1226 but appeared in the record only in the 
month that the siege ended.102  Though the cathedral chapter would have been authorized to 
make decisions in the name of the episcopate, internal dissent and multiple voices denied the 
chapter the efficacy of a single powerful bishop.  This vacancy inaugurated fifteen years of 
increasingly short-term and transitory bishops, marking a decline in episcopal power that 
Zoen fought to restore.103  
The repercussions of the vacancy likely derailed the city during the crescendo of 
southern resistance to the Albigensian crusade (1215-25).  In the shifting tides after the 
landmark violence of the crusade, the supporters of the Raymondine dynasty began to regain 
their strength, and successfully reconquered many of the territories that had been 
temporarily taken by Simon de Montfort and the Capetian forces.104  A strong bishop was 
also needed to compensate for Honorius III’s vacillating attitudes towards the Albigensian 
crusade.  After 1223, the pope sent contradictory messages that alternated between 
                                                
101 Eugène Duprat, “Un faux évêque d’Avignon,” Annales du Midi 102 (1914): 3-30. 
102 September 1226. 
103 Leroy, p. 201. 
104 See Wakefield, op. cit., ch. 7. 
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pressuring Louis VIII to action and abruptly turning his attention elsewhere.105  In Provence 
at large, anticlericalism had space to grow unchecked: in 1229, the citizens of Marseille 
destroyed a palace that symbolized comital control and forced their bishop into exile, crowds 
in Arles vandalized the archiepiscopal palace, and in the three major cities confraternities 
resurfaced to take matters into their own hands.106  These moments of upheaval and violence 
exacerbated episcopal weakness.  In Avignon, the seven bishops who briefly held office 
between the death of Bishop Guilhem in 1222 and the arrival of Zoen Tencarari in 1239 
paved the way for lay powers to push the limits of their authority in the city.  This 
hemorrhaging of episcopal power must have frightened the pope, who renewed his efforts 
to rebuff the Emperor’s claims on Provence by sending a delegation to Provence in 1239. 
Deeply rooted anxieties about the status of the two swords of spiritual and temporal 
authority manifested in the thirteenth century in the form of territorial struggle exacerbated 
by the particular personalities of the emperor and pope.  Despite revisionary work, Emperor 
Frederick II has persisted in historical memory as a scintillating ruler with a penchant for 
scandal and an indiscriminately cosmopolitan flair.107  Popes Gregory IX and Innocent IV, 
on the other hand, have borne the reputation of being intractable, dogmatic older men (for 
example, Gregory was already in his eighties).  Though David Abulafia has emphasized the 
                                                
105 Most notably after the defeat of Amaury de Montfort, which spelled the worst for the French armies.  In 
addition, Honorius was preoccupied with Frederick II’s crusade to the Holy Land, which was still in the works 
in March 1224.  See the classic work of Jonathan Sumption, The Albigensian Crusade (Boston, 1978), pp. 212-13 
and Wakefield, op. cit., p. 124. 
106 This was the palace of Tholonée, a former site where the road tolls were collected (Aurell, pp. 109-10).  
Councils in Arles in 1234 and 1236 outlawed the confraternity to no avail (GXN III no. 988). 
107 David Abulafia has challenged laudatory modern assumptions (such as those seen in the works of 
Kantorowicz or Tierney) about the precocious and indiscriminate nature of Frederick II.  He nonetheless 
praises Frederick’s involvement with intellectual leaders of Islam and Judaism, his effective rule in Sicily, and 
his achievement of gaining back the Church of the Holy Sepulcher.  Frederick II: a Medieval Emperor (New York, 
1988), esp. the Introduction.  Abulafia’s goal is to see Frederick II as a continuation of the Norman and 
German systems he inherited rather than as “the messiah-king” (p. 55) suggested by Kantorowicz and others. 
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periods of peace between these parties, nonetheless the last decades of Frederick’s reign 
were marked by an inflammation of papal sentiment against the imperial cause—as much 
through Frederick’s own doing as by that of his supporters.108  In Italy in particular, the 
Guelph (pro-papal) and Ghibelline (pro-imperial) factions drastically intensified the tender 
equilibrium between the two potentates, a circumstance that spread into Provence as well. 
Frederick II’s greatest threat to the papacy was his ostensible intention to establish a 
universal empire, uniting Germany, northern Italy, and Sicily—and, if he could acquire it, 
lower Burgundy and Provence.109  Pope Innocent III had attempted to stave off the 
possibility by eliciting a promise from Frederick that he would abdicate the throne of Sicily, 
which he had inherited from his mother Constance, before accepting the imperial crown.  
For unknown reasons, Innocent’s successor Honorius III did not enforce this, and Frederick 
was able to govern massive holdings that effectively surrounded the Papal States.  To stem 
Frederick’s power, Gregory IX and Innocent IV used all the weapons in the papal arsenal: 
condemnations, denunciations, and excommunications for “heresy, sacrilege, and 
immorality, for perjury and blasphemy, for not going on crusade when he had vowed to do 
so and then for presuming to go when he had been excommunicated.”110  Pope Gregory IX 
excommunicated Frederick in 1227, condemned him in 1236, and excommunicated him 
again 1239.  Frederick’s increasing antipathy drove him to renew his quest for Italy.  
Immediately after his election, in fact, Pope Innocent IV was forced to flee from Rome; he 
                                                
108 Abulafia, op. cit., p. 294.  On the Italian factions, see Lauro Martines, Violence and Civil Disorder in Italian Cities, 
1200-1500 (Berkeley, 1972). 
109 Frederick’s ownership of the Romagna, march of Ancona, duchy of Spoleto, Sabina, the Campagna and the 
Marittima, in addition to the Tuscan land immediately surrounding Rome, would hem in the papal states.  On 
Frederick’s Norman (Sicilian) and German patrimonies, see Abulafia, op. cit., part I.  




installed himself and his coterie in Lyon in order to be free from imperial coercion.111  Only 
Frederick’s death in December 1250 and the ineffectual rule of his illegitimate son Manfred 
granted the papacy respite from the indefatigable, ambitious, and idiosyncratic Hohenstaufen 
dynasty. 
These tensions between the Holy Roman Emperor and the papacy leached into the 
relationships between the local Provençal lords who supported and served as proxies for 
each party. 112  The emperor’s adherent Count Raymond VII and the pope’s ally Count 
Raimon Berengar V found themselves at odds over more than just disputed comital borders, 
urban decisions, and the actions of their own vassals.  Interference by the major leaders of 
Christendom also sparked hostility in the small-scale interactions between the counts, 
precipitating bouts of anarchic and chaotic behavior that, without the pressures from on 
high, may have been more easily dealt with on the local level.  In other words, the 
overarching strain between empire and papacy bled into the local affairs of Provence, 
serving to increase the strife in the city and hinterlands of Avignon and its neighbors. 
1.3.3.  A Culmination of Crisis (1229-39) 
The decade of mounting crisis, bookended by the Albigensian crusade and 
Frederick’s renewed claim on the cities of Provence, developed in three areas: the large scale 
conflict between the Holy Roman Emperor and the pope; the local disputes between their 
proxies; and municipal striving against external lay potentates on the one hand and the 
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Church on the other.  As a result of the intertwined nature of the conflicts between the pairs 
of counts (Toulouse and Barcelona) and international actors (emperor and pope), Avignon 
became a forum for exploring these struggles.  When he arrived in Avignon in 1239, the 
future bishop Zoen Tencarari encountered complicated political conditions that he would 
have to subvert in order to actualize the tasks with which the pope had invested him. 
Simmering conflicts between the counts of Toulouse and Barcelona, and between 
the emperor and the pope, exploded into live flame in the 1230s, jolted by the Albigensian 
crusade and its concomitant territorial readjustments, lingering violence, dynastic changes, 
inquisition, and the arrival of the mendicant orders.  In addition to local repercussions, the 
siege of Avignon in 1226 effectuated a larger shift in French leadership: King Louis VIII 
died from a disease contracted during the siege and his son Louis IX (r. 1226-70), a potent 
ecclesiastical ally and the only French king to be canonized, took the throne.113  The 1230s 
witnessed multiplying disorder in both political and ecclesiastical spheres.  This time of trial 
became a true crisis in 1239 when Frederick took the cities of Provence under his protection, 
and ultimately culminated in the dismantling of the commune (1251) and a takeover by the 
house of Anjou (1245-51) that later orchestrated the sale of the Comtat Venaissin to the 
papacy.114  In this decade of stress following the Albigensian crusade (1229-39), four 
individuals were closely involved with the rule of the city of Avignon: the marquis of 
Provence Raymond VII (house of Toulouse); the count of Provence Raimon Berengar V 
(house of Barcelona); Emperor Frederick II; and Bishop Zoen Tencarari.  The personalities 
                                                
113 On Louis IX, see the classic work by Jacques Le Goff, Saint Louis (Paris, 1996). 
114 In 1348, permanently ending any possibilities for independent rule.  Anne Marie Hayez, “Le conseil de ville 
supplie la reine Jeanne de ne pas vendre Avignon (1347),” in Avignon au Moyen Âge: textes et documents, ed. Hervé 
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and agendas of these four potentates directly shaped Avignon’s development in the period 
approaching and bridging the annexation by the Capetians.   
The house of Toulouse’s strict support for the Holy Roman Emperor came from 
territorial, political, and personal sources.  Most fundamentally, the alliance was based on a 
mutual desire to rebuff kings and popes from Provence.  In the aftermath of the Albigensian 
crusade, imperial backing staved off Capetian claims on Languedoc—albeit temporarily—
where the counts of Toulouse intended to hold supreme sway.  In 1234, for example, 
Frederick ignored the stipulations of the Treaty of Meaux-Paris and reinstated Raymond 
VII’s rights over the Comtat.115  A domain rich in wine and wheat, the South of France had 
long eluded royal dominion, and the counts of Toulouse instead maintained an occasionally 
tendentious relationship with their distant relatives, the Plantagenet kings of England.  In 
addition, an anti-papal stance naturally strengthened the counts of Toulouse’s pro-imperial 
stance.  During the Albigensian crusade, the House of Toulouse became an enemy and 
victim of the Church after Innocent III declared Count Raymond VI a heretic-sympathizer, 
if not an outright Cathar adherent.116  The reparations demanded in 1229 further soured the 
already tense relationship.117  For these reasons, the strong imperial bent of the House of 
Toulouse inevitably created friction with the pro-papal counts of Barcelona. 
                                                
115 Aurell, p. 352. 
116 At Lateran IV (1215), Innocent III used Raymond VI’s protection of Cathars to wrest from him his 
territories, though he could retain the lands across the Rhône (i.e., the marquisate) for his son, as well as his 
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Toulouse in Raymond VI’s place. (Wakefield, op. cit., p. 115). 
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Though the first decade of the thirteenth century spurred violence, disorder, and 
municipal reorganization during the Albigensian crusade, the political crises of Provence 
became magnified in the subsequent decade and culminated in the year 1239, when the 
impasse between the emperor and pope escalated.  In some ways, the imperio-papal 
relationship in the early thirteenth century was highly reactionary.  For each supportive 
action taken by the emperors—rights confirmed, taxes exempted, oaths of loyalty exacted—
the pope counteracted with moves intended to strengthen ecclesiastical authority in 
Provence.  The two agendas to claim Provence meant that an advance for one party signaled 
a defeat for the other.  The city was a prize, but also a place to compete. 
Some causes for the increase in friction were pointedly partisan maneuvers.  For 
example, Emperor Frederick II fomented new ruptures between himself and the pope, and 
between the lords of Provence, when he restored Raymond VII’s rights in the Comtat in 
1234.118  Two years later, Frederick was deeply embroiled in the clash against the Lombard 
League, which threatened to erupt into war and which occupied the pope’s attention with 
conciliatory efforts.119  The animus between Frederick II and Gregory IX became explicit 
five years later when Frederick II resurrected the claims of his grandfather Frederick I on the 
former kingdom of Arles.  In January of 1239, Frederick officially took Apt, Avignon, 
Marseille, and Tarascon under his protection and renewed their rights and privileges, 
                                                
118 Aurell, p. 109; in 1234 and 1236, the archbishop of Arles Jean Baussan convoked a council to deal with the 
persisting Cathar heresy.   The canons issued at these councils echoed those given at Lateran IV (1215) and the 
council of Toulouse (1229), placing greater responsibility on bishops to inspect their own dioceses for 
suspicions of heresy. 
119 For a summary of Frederick’s stance vis-à-vis the Lombard League, see Abulafia, Frederick II, pp. 290-320. 
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winning their favor.120  In September, he wrote to Raymond VII in thanks for his support 
against the pope and Raimon Berengar, and three months later to the people of Avignon in 
praise of their continued fidelity.121  Thus the year 1239 thus marks major gestures made by 
Frederick, which required reprisal from a Church seeking to uphold its stance against the 
empire. 
Other tensions between empire and papacy were less direct, and their consequences 
harder to anticipate.  In the 1230s, Pope Gregory IX established the legal process of 
inquisition, a construction predicated on the achievements of legal studies in the 
universities.122  The inquisitorial process responded to the failure of preaching campaigns and 
warfare as a viable means for excising heresy, particularly in the Midi.  Based on Roman law, 
the inquisitio intended to systematize the earlier accusatio by providing a governing body to 
evaluate the accusations, rather than relying on the accusing party to carry out its own 
judgment.123  Building upon earlier papal bulls, Gregory institutionalized the labeling and 
punishment of suspected heretics and transformed a personal offense into a criminal one.124  
                                                
120 “Inde est quod nos ad supplicationem universitatis civitatis Avinionensis nostrorum fidelium [. . .] sub nostra et imperii 
protectione recipimus speciali.”  Huillard-Bréholles, Historia diplomatica Friderici secundi (Paris, 1857) V, p. 275-77. 
121 “Gaudemus fidei vestre jugiter experiri constantiam et a necessitatis experientia comprobare quanta sit vestrorum fidelitas 
animorum quamqua prompta devotio que vos reddit solicitos et attentos circca nostrum servicium et honorem.”  (ibid., pp. 404-
06); “Munificentie nostre gratia communis omnibus debet esse fidelibus, sed ad supplicationes illorum potissime benigna debet 
assurgere quos fervor fidei et devotionis integritas laude dignos et premiis nostris aspectibus representant.”  (ibid., pp. 543-45). 
122 In 1231, Gregory invested a Dominican with the task of questioning suspected heretics in Germany, then 
extended this appointment to inquisitors in Languedoc.  In 1233, he granted Dominicans the right to choose 
their own inquisitors to deploy in their provinces.  The first inquisitorial tribunal appeared four years later in 
the heretical hotbed of Carcassonne. 
123 Christine Caldwell Ames, Righteous Persecution: Inquisition, the Dominicans, and Christianity in the Middle Ages 
(Philadelphia, 2009), p. 2. 
124 Pope Lucius’ decree Ad abolendam (1184) and Pope Innocent III’s Vergentis in senium (1199) contributed to an 
identification of heresy as treason, thereby justifying secular legal steps against heretics in terms of 
imprisonment, seizure of property, and disinheritance.  The 1207 bull Cum ex officii nostri included confiscations 
to be divided among the parties responsible for a heretic’s imprisonment, which became especially relevant two 
years later during the Albigensian crusade. 
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He delegated the task to the Dominicans, who, alongside other mendicant orders, were in 
the early stages of spreading and establishing houses in the cities of the South.125  Inquisitors 
appeared in Avignon after June 1235 and held positions of influence in the region.126  The 
dissemination of mendicants and inquisitors, joining the ranks of legates already scattered 
throughout Christendom, enabled the Church to penetrate society to a new depth.127  This 
new assessment of bishops as juridically driven protectors of orthodoxy provided a new 
avenue towards expanding the presence and power of the urban bishop, a route different 
than the traditional one related to feudal status.  In other words, a new way of exercising 
spiritual power had become available to bishops who, in many cases, were struggling to keep 
order in their dioceses and, in some cases, fighting for their own personal safety.128 
In terms of local power, the arrangements made at the Treaty of Meaux-Paris served 
to hasten the end of independence in Provence by inviting the Capetians into the South, 
resulting in the vanquishing of the two major dynasties in Provence at the end of the 1240s.  
The treaty labeled the Comtat a “confiscated estate” that the French crown would rule in the 
pope’s name.  The disenfranchisement of the houses of Toulouse and Barcelona after the 
respective deaths of Raymond VII and Raimon Berengar V made this shift permanent.  
According to the treaty, Raymond VII’s daughter Joanna would marry Louis IX’s brother 
Alphonse of Poitiers, while Raimon Berengar V’s daughter Beatrix was promised to his other 
                                                
125 On the use of the Dominicans (founded 1216) as inquisitors, see Ames, op. cit., and C. H. Lawrence, The 
Friars: the Impact of the Early Mendicant Movement on Western Society (New York, 1994). 
126 Bertran Malferrat, for example, was the provost of Arles and successor to Archbishop Jean Baussan in 1258 
(Mazel, op. cit. 407).   
127 Under Pope Gregory IX, legates increasingly took on the responsibilites of carrying out inquisitiones, 
particularly in Southern France (Ames, loc. cit.). 
128 Even the archbishop of Arles was run out of town (1236-1239 and 1245 after the death of Raimon Berengar 
V).  See infra, p. 136 for examples in Avignon. 
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brother Charles of Anjou.  The municipal governments of Provençal cities initially resisted 
the arrival of these counts, forming an anti-Capetian coalition and goading rebellions against 
French rectors.  However, Counts Alphonse and Charles responded with aggressive military 
strength; their siege of Arles in 1251 and dismantling of Provençal communes represented 
an end to independent rule by the houses of Toulouse and Barcelona alike.129 
From a Raymondine perspective, the injustices of the Treaty of Paris laid the 
groundwork for another decade of fighting to regain the patrimony that had already been, or 
would be, ceded to the Capetians.  Surrounded by ambitious allies like Barral des Baux, 
Raymond VII consolidated his efforts to reclaim his lost territories.  When the marriage of 
his daughter to Alphonse of Poitiers did not bring about this desired end, the count set 
about trying to take them by force (1232-36).130  Pope Gregory IX responded with 
excommunications but Raymondine energy seemed unflagging.131  In fact, the pope’s efforts 
to dispel imperial presence from Provence by disenfranchising the emperor’s strongest 
Toulousan supporters had the opposite effect: the Provençal nobility responded by uniting 
with Raymond, whom they viewed as the only power equipped to resist the Church and its 
Capetian supporters.132  These unintended consequences contributed to two decades of 
unresolvable relations. 
The year 1239 denoted the culmination of the decade of crisis in Provence, marking 
the emperor’s final claims on the region and pushing the papacy to respond.  Early in the 
                                                
129 Stouff, p. 80. 
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year, Frederick II confiscated the county of Forcalquier from Raimon Berengar V and 
granted it to Raymond VII despite limits on the Raymondines after the Albigensian 
crusade.133  Frederick helped to reinstate the office of podestà with the aid of his imperial 
vicar, Bérard de Lorette, who arranged for the citizens of Arles to take an oath of fidelity to 
Frederick.134  Such overtures appeared to Raimon Berengar V as threats of imperial 
encroachment on his own territories; in response, he made a defensive alliance with the 
exiled archbishop of Arles.  These two planned to expel Bérard de Lorette from Arles and to 
replace him with one of Raimon Berengar’s own men, to occupy the town, and to reinstate 
the archbishop.135  Yet the impulsive action of Raymond VII obviated the need for delicate 
political maneuvering: the count of Toulouse simply broke the peace accord and attacked the 
count of Barcelona.136  The archbishop, whose primary goal was to reclaim his place in Arles, 
proclaimed an excommunication against Raymond VII and took a public oath of fidelity to 
Raimon Berengar.137  However, these retaliations on the part of Raimon Berengar 
compounded the animosity.  When it became clear by August 1240 that Bérard de Lorette 
could not effectively maintain his post, Raymond VII named himself podestà.138 
Yet this new perceived ecclesiastical strength fomented new problems, too: for 
example, in 1243, the citizens of Toulouse cast out the inquisitors who had settled and 
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worked in the city for two years.139  This hasty move incensed the pope, and spurred a 
renewed cry for a crusade.  Even attempts at reconciliation ended in increased violence and 
tension.  When he heard the news of the Toulousan expulsion, Raymond VII—playing 
either the repentant or the diplomat—came to the pope’s defense: he enforced papal 
dictates, confiscated goods from the citizens who were accused of offering asylum to 
heretics, and even delivered some accused to the inquisitorial tribunal.  Though this seems to 
be precisely the kind of action that would ingratiate him with the pope, once again the count 
wound up in the pope’s worst graces when his rigor prompted revolts and assassinations of 
inquisitors in his southern cities.  Accordingly, in 1246 Raymond VII was excommunicated 
again for being “responsible” for these revolts, even indirectly!140  Raimon Berengar saw an 
opportunity to strike Raymond VII in a moment of weakness, as the latter count could not 
manage war on two fronts.   Raymond VII appealed to Louis IX for arbitration, and they 
signed a treaty on 9 May 1236 near Marseille.  For several months, relative peace reigned in 
the South.   
Some historians have viewed foreign intervention in the municipal governments of 
the Midi as a sign of internal crisis; yet we should remember that the active rule by non-local 
magnates was in fact the norm in this place in this period.  Accordingly, we should look at 
the particularities of interference rather than attributing extra weight to the fact that many of 
these political officers were Italian.  Local contenders like Barral des Baux also indicate 
instability, as they constantly shifted alliances.  Leroy has argued that Zoen purposefully 
permitted aberrations in municipal government—such as the podestà keeping office for 
                                                




longer than his allotted term, or the rightful sharing of power among a corpus of 
bureaucrats—in order to provoke instability in the city.  From a point of disorder, Leroy has 
claimed, it would be easier to bring the city to heel.141 
Foreign intervention by the Italian canon lawyer Zoen Tencarari in the year 1239 
began a new phase in Provence, in which the Church responded to imperial and 
Raymondine claims via powerful ecclesiastical agents.  In autumn of that year, Pope Gregory 
IX dispatched two men to achieve two goals across the Alps: to limit the power of Count 
Raymond VII over the Comtat Venaissin, and to strengthen the local church.  The cardinal 
legate Giacomo Pecoraria (1170-1244) led the delegation for a brief time, after which his 
vice-legate Zoen Tencarari (c. 1200-61) shouldered the mission.  The level of the pope’s 
anxiety emerges in his choice of deputies.  The fact that Gregory chose such a high-ranking 
cleric as a cardinal legate indicates the seriousness of the delegated task; indeed, Giacomo 
Pecoraria had already been involved on the pope’s behalf in the pacification of Frederick’s 
vendetta against the Lombard League.142  It is not clear exactly what the pope’s intentions for 
Zoen were, once the two arrived in the Midi, but as the second most influential person on 
the delegation, Zoen was certainly intended to be the cardinal’s second-in-command.  When 
Giacomo returned to Rome for the council in 1241 (during which journey he was captured 
and imprisoned by Italian agents of the emperor), Zoen took up the task in his place. 
The introduction to the political and religious situation in medieval Avignon leading 
up to the crisis decade of 1229-39 set the stage for Zoen Tencarari’s arrival.  The city that 
Zoen inherited was the heart of the politically and geographically advantageous Comtat 
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Venaissin, and thus was fraught with competing claims on a finite space.  The secular 
authorities jockeying for room in the highly contested Midi left room for only the most 
effective of diplomats, as Avignon was the nexus for competition from local levels as well as 
on high.  By successfully navigating the traditions, alliances, and joint ownership of 
Avignonese spaces, both built and natural, Zoen as bishop provides a case study for the 
ways in which contemporary theories about religious power (formulated by canon lawyers) 
could be implemented in the practical sphere to accomplish a precise set of tasks.  Indeed, 
he accomplished the papal directives of tempering Raymondine strength and supporting the 
church of Avignon.  Yet Zoen deployed power within a religious landscape that already had 
meaning for Avignonese citizens before his arrival.  His actions during his twenty-year 
tenure reveal changes made to this landscape during his efforts to centralize power and 
govern a city in upheaval.
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Section I.  The Bishop’s Macro-Program: Centralizing Catholic Power 
The office of bishop was inherently complicated, comprising a seemingly 
contradictory blend of powers, responsibilities, and ideologies.  As Anna Trumbore Jones 
has argued, an attempt to view the office at large “should be embraced in all its untidiness 
and difficulty.”1  Fabricated divisions enable study of the expansive, intricate episcopate 
while simultaneously limiting our overarching view of a position that functioned in real, 
quotidian life.  For this reason, this project traces episcopal power in the realms of the 
universal and the local, enabling the native categories of these sources of episcopal power—
consecrated status (potestas ordinis) and administrative lordship (potestas jurisdictionis)—to be 
viewed as they functioned together.  By dividing the study of Zoen’s episcopate across these 
lines, it may become possible to view Zoen’s joint use of these two powers in order to 
achieve the monumental tasks set before him by the pope. 
Section I addresses Zoen’s catholic powers, which pertained to his involvement in 
the ecclesiastical hierarchy at large, and related to the inherent prerogatives of priesthood.  
These powers of the bishop qua bishop, termed “catholic” in the sense of being universal 
and permanent, were powers expressly reserved for and used by thirteenth-century bishops 
in matters both spiritual and temporal.  In the context of this study, these catholic powers 
ensued from Zoen’s participation in events outside his diocese, as during councils; his 
involvement in major political situations that had ramifications for the entire Church, such as 
resolving the problematic status of Count Raymond VII; and his enforcement of theoretical, 
doctrinal, or abstract stances that the Church upheld on matters like heresy or the use of 
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spiritual sanctions.  An effective bishop required both spiritual and temporal authority in 
order to address fully each of these scenarios.  Without financial support from his temporal 
domains, for example, a bishop could not afford to travel halfway across France to oversee a 
council; without his prerogative to absolve sins, a bishop could not relieve an inexpedient 
sentence of excommunication.  The catholic powers explored in Section I thus implicate 
both swords of a bishop’s power, viewing them as two sides of the same universal authority 
over properties and souls alike. 
In Zoen’s case, his status as a papal agent facilitated his recourse to these catholic 
powers.  From his initial position as an archpriest of Bologna, Zoen ultimately achieved the 
office of legate and served as an apostolic vicar for Provence, advancements that encouraged 
a lifelong focus on the major politico-religious events that shaped policy and action in Rome, 
Germany, and Provence.  In addition, Avignon’s position as a center of the Comtat 
Venaissin necessitated Bishop Zoen’s involvement in an increasingly expansive capacity.  For 
example, when the superior archbishop of Arles fled into exile, Zoen was drawn into a wider 
orbit when he levied sentences on the archbishop’s behalf.  While Zoen’s capable use of 
catholic, overarching powers reinforced his status in his capital city of Avignon, his 
centralizing local efforts simultaneously provided him with a stronger base from which to 
engage with the most powerful magnates in Christendom in the mid-thirteenth century.  
As a papal delegate pursuing Pope Gregory’s two-pronged agenda, Zoen 
concentrated his catholic powers on two objectives: first, the pacification of Provence and 
the limitation of the powers of the House of Toulouse; second, the management of heresy in 
the South.  In both cases, Zoen addressed various components of spiritual and temporal 
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Fig. I .1: Overview of Zoen’s Cathol ic  Powers 
 
Chapter Two traces Zoen’s evolving administrative statuses and his identity as a 
foreign bishop, beginning with Pope Gregory IX’s delegation to Provence that first put 
Zoen in contact with the universal sphere and justified his early claims on authority across 
the Alps.  Zoen’s Italian origins, his education as a canon lawyer, and his ascending 
experience as a papal delegate in the 1230s all shaped his understanding and deployment of 
power in Provence.  The shifting terminology of his official status further highlights Zoen’s 
self-determined claims on authority in the pursuit of Pope Gregory’s directives to defend 
Avignon and its church.  Chapter Three addresses Zoen’s successful campaign to limit the 
viability of two groups of perceived enemies of the Church: disturbers of the peace 
belonging to the pro-imperial party (namely the Raymondines) and heretics whose continued 
presence undermined ecclesiastical sovereignty in suspected dioceses.  Because his initial 
presence in the South of France engaged with international politics, Zoen’s tenure in 
Avignon provides a case study of catholic power that became localized, rather than the 
typical narrative of little known men who rose to positions of great authority.  With a focus 
on Zoen’s early years and the mid-point of his tenure when the arrival of the Capetians 
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threatened the status quo, tracking Zoen’s catholic powers alongside his local powers 




2.  The Making of a Bishop: Zoen Tencarari from Bologna to Avignon 
Zoen Tencarari was born around the year 1200 to a notable bureaucratic family in 
Bologna: the Tencararis ranked among the top twenty-three most influential families in the 
late thirteenth-century oligarchy.1  His father may have been a notary, and Zoen likely 
received the benefits and respect for the law accorded by a literate parent.2  That he was 
ambitious seems evident; from a start as a bureaucrat’s son, Zoen pursued the canon law 
track at the University of Bologna, the premier medieval center for law, and rose through the 
ranks of canon, archpriest, and papal agent until Pope Gregory IX (1227-41) selected him to 
accompany a delegation across the Alps in 1239, which was designed to rebuff the Holy 
Roman Emperor’s escalating claims on Provence.  Three areas of examination—Zoen’s 
education, his first actions in Avignon, and his unstable status between 1239 and 1243—
yield information about Zoen’s program of consolidating power over a region still reeling 
from a siege in 1226, a weakened episcopate between 1222 and 1241, and political tensions 
caused by an increasingly powerful commune.  At the end of his career, Zoen’s testament 
crystallized his vision for the future through his legacies. 
In January 1239, Frederick II intensified his claims on Avignon by taking the 
commune under imperial protection.3  In response, Pope Gregory IX enlisted his cardinal 
legate Giacomo Pecoraria, bishop of Palestrina, to pursue a course in Provence that would 
                                                
1 Sara Rubin Blanshei, Politics and Justice in Late Medieval Bologna (Leiden, 2010), p. 125. 
2 My thanks to Jacques Chiffoleau for alerting me to the fact that Zoen’s father appeared in Bolognese charters, 
though to date I have not located them.  On notarial culture in Bologna, see Brian R. Carniello, “The Notaries 
of Bologna: Family, Profession and Popular Politics in a Medieval Italian City-State” (Ph.D. Diss., University of 
California, Santa Barbara, 2005). 
3 “Inde est quod nos ad supplicationem universitatis civitatis Avinionensis nostrorum fidelium, [. . .] sub nostra et imperii 
protectione recipimus speciali.”  (Huillard-Bréholles, Historia diplomatica Friderici Secundi V, p. 276). 
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bring financial and diplomatic support to the Church’s beleaguered allies, the archbishop of 
Arles and Count Raimon Berengar V of Provence.4  The Cistercian, Giacomo Pecoraria, was 
a senior prelate who had already aided the papacy as an ambassador and peripatetic legate, 
whose involvement rankled Frederick II.5  In June 1239, Frederick attacked Bologna, 
creating circumstances so treacherous that, according to the contemporary chronicler 
Riccardo di San Germano (c. 1170-1243), Giacomo Pecoraria and a single companion 
(namely, Zoen) had to escape Bologna disguised as pilgrims (in specie peregrini).6  This dramatic 
departure illustrates the explicit dangers that fueled intellectual discussion in Bologna, a city 
that experienced tangible aggression and violence resulting from the papal-imperial conflict.  
The pope’s two agents absconded to Genoa, where they sailed along the Mediterranean 
coast to Provence.  On 10 November 1239, Giacomo Pecoraria, Zoen, and three other 
magistri initiated their campaign by arranging a meeting in Aix, a city north of the port at 
Marseille, where they obtained a pledge of support from the pope’s local collaborator Count 
Raimon Berengar V.7 
This delegation to Provence cemented Zoen’s opportunity to rise in the ecclesiastical 
hierarchy.  When he departed Italy in 1239, he held the status of archpriest of Bologna.  In 
                                                
4 Gregory IX elevated the Cistercian to the office of cardinal legate and bishop of Palestrina in June 1231 (cf. J. 
F. Böhmer and J. Ficker, Die Regesten des Kaiserreichs V (Innsbruck, 1881), no. 6853).  On the subject of Giacomo 
Pecoraria, see Gaetano Tononi, Storia del Cardinale Giacomo Pecoraria: Vescovo Di Preneste, 1170-1244 (1877; 
reprinted by the Kessinger Publishing Co., 2010).  The city of which Giacomo Pecoraria was bishop is 
variously called Préneste, Prenestina, and Palestrina.   
5 On one occasion, the pope sent the bishop of Sora in Pecoraria’s place when Frederick objected (Labande, p. 
70).  See infra p. 126 for the later role of the bishop of Sora. 
6 “Mense Octobris Prenestinus episcopus legatus a papa ad principes mittitur occidentis, qui in specie peregrini cum uno tantum 
socio per terram usque Ianuam vadit, et inde navigio transfretavit.”  Riccardo di San Germano, Chronica, in Monumenta 
Germaniae historia, Scriptores XIX, p. 378.  See also Labande, pp. 68-70. 
7 These were master Tedaldus, master Paul of St Helia, and master Cardone, the chaplain of Giacomo Pecoraria 
(GXN VII no. 482). 
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1240, Zoen acted as the vicar to the legate.  By 1241, he was the bishop-elect of Avignon.8  
Two years later in July 1243, Pope Innocent IV promoted him to apostolic legate, a position 
that lasted just under four years.9  He was confirmed as bishop between 7 September 1243 
and 28 January 1244.10  In spite of the delay in his official episcopal status, Zoen’s actions in 
his early years across the Alps reveal that he quickly set about consolidating power and 
working within the confines of the authority he was either directly granted, or could 
reasonably access of his own accord.  This program elicited support from the four popes 
whose tenures he outlasted: Gregory IX (1227-41), the pope of sixteen days Celestine IV (25 
October-10 November 1241), Innocent IV (1243-54), and Alexander IV (1254-61).  The 
ideas of papal supremacy that continued from the end of the previous century underlay the 
thrusts of these popes’ tenures, bracing the Holy See against declared enemies like Frederick 
II, Cathar and Waldensian heretics, and disobedient Christians.  The theory of plenitudo 
potestatis became manifest in Gregory IX’s support for the mendicant orders, his installation 
of the medieval inquisitorial process, and an increased use of legates to stimulate papal 
intervention in all corners of Christendom.11  Thus Gregory’s decision to send a delegation 
to the Midi with the explicit aims of limiting imperial sovereignty in Provence and 
strengthening local ecclesiastical power corresponded well to the general trends of papal 
interests in the 1230s.  Tracing Zoen’s rise through unofficial and then official legatine 
                                                
8 27 March 1241.  GXN VII no. 488. 
9 19 July 1243.  Reprinted in M. B. Hauréau, “Quelques lettres d’Innocent IV, extraites des manuscrits de la 
Bibliothèque nationale (no. 1194-1203 du fonds Moreau)” (Paris, 1874), p. 6 [hereafter “Hauréau”].  The title of 
legate ceased to appear after Zoen’s name between 24/25 March 1247 (GXN VII no. 550) and 9 June 1247 
(Hauréau, p. 9). 
10 On 7 September 1243, Innocent still addressed Zoen as “electo Avinionensi, apostolice sedis legato” but by 28 
January 1244 he called him episcopus (ibid., p. 9). 
11 Innocent III (Lotario de Conti di Segni) had raised his cousin Ugolino di Conti, the future Gregory IX, to the 
position of cardinal at the time of his own accession to the papacy in 1198. 
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status, his incipient episcopal authority, and finally the fullness of the office of consecrated 
bishop of Avignon discloses the steps taken by a medieval bishop to centralize, construct, 
and solidify his power.  Underlying and framing Zoen’s actions, however, was a particular 
worldview that developed as a result of his education in Bologna and his early role as a papal 
agent in Eastern Europe, ideas about the future that were annealed in his testament.  These 
intellectual parameters served to shape and drive his concrete action as he matured into the 
position of bishop of Avignon. 
2.1.  Zoen’s Intellectual Heritage 
Zoen’s education in Bologna primed him with civic responsibility, ecclesiastical 
training, and exposure to the principal debates about power that dominated thirteenth-
century politics.  In Zoen’s youth, the northern Italian city of Bologna was a hive of 
academic enterprise due to its prestigious university, ranked first in Europe for the study of 
law, which generated local pride as well as foreign interest.12  The university, which boasted 
the earliest founding date in Europe (1088), developed from “guild-like organizations” 
(universitates) of students, some of whom traveled internationally to pursue education with the 
masters in Bologna.13  Located in the Romagna, which officially became papal territory in 
1278, Bologna was a staunch Guelph city that had actively opposed imperial expansion, first 
against Emperor Frederick I via its participation in the Lombard League (1164-83), and then 
                                                
12 On the importance of the university to civic identity, see Paul F. Grendler, “The University of Bologna, the 
City, and the Papacy,” Renaissance Studies 13, no. 4 (1999): 475-85.  On the attendees of Bologna, see HMCL, 
especially the articles by Pennington, “The Decretalists, 1190-1234,” pp. 285-335, and James A. Brundage, 
“The Teaching and Study of Canon Law in the Law Schools,” pp. 134-64. 
13 Alex J. Novikoff, The Medieval Culture of Disputation: Pedagogy, Practice, and Performance (Philadelphia, 2013), esp. 
ch. 5; here pp. 138-39.  Frederick I provided the University of Bologna with its first set of rights and privileges 
by the decree Authentica ‘Habita’ (c. 1155). 
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against his grandson Frederick II.14  In 1222, Zoen may have gotten swept up in the massive 
crowds that gathered to hear St Francis of Assisi preach.15  The vibrant political culture 
stimulated religious as well as intellectual activity, making Bologna an exciting, animated 
place to get a foothold in the political issues du jour.16  
Zoen’s Bolognese origins and education offer clues to his worldview and intellectual 
disposition.  Though the precise dates of Zoen’s matriculation at the university are 
unknown, his title of magister in December 1226 indicates that he had already advanced to a 
teaching position, placing his schooling years in the late teens (at least seven years prior).17  
As a discipline, canon law gained momentum in the eleventh century after the rediscovery of 
Justinian’s sixth-century Corpus iuris civilis, a fundamental collection of jurisprudence since the 
second century that, in the hands of the canonists, provided a classical model for compiling 
all Church law.  While teaching theology in Bologna in the first half of the twelfth century, 
the canonist Gratian (d. 1140/50) began the project of the Concordia discordantium canonum 
(known as the Decretum) with the purpose of normalizing, standardizing, and harmonizing a 
“common law” for the Christian world.18  The Decretum formed the first part of the Corpus 
iuris canonici, an immense compendium of laws, precedents, and legal theory that medieval 
                                                
14 Though the terminology of “Guelph-Ghibelline” originally described Italian factions, historians of Southern 
France have imported the terms to discuss the parallel political sentiments there, though these lack the same 
motivations as the Italian parties, whose main concerns were papal or imperial expansion in a real, territorial 
sense.  See Jacques Chiffoleau, “Les gibelins du royaume d’Arles: notes sur les réalités impériales en Provence 
dans les deux premiers tiers du XIIIe siècle,” in Papauté, monachisme et théories politiques, ed. Pierre Guichard, Vol. 
II (Lyon, 1994): 669-695. 
15 Lester K. Little, Religious Poverty and the Profit Economy in Medieval Europe (Ithaca, 1978), p. 162.  The account of 
St Francis’ visit was recorded on 15 August 1222 by a cleric, Thomas of Spalato, a contemporary classmate of 
Zoen at the University of Bologna (see Little, pp. 162-63). 
16 Charles Radding, Origins of Medieval Jurisprudence: Pavia and Bologna, 850-1150 (New Haven, 1988); Sherri Franks 
Johnson, Monastic Women and Religious Orders in Late Medieval Bologna (New York, 2014). 
17 Zoen appeared with the title “magister” in GXN VII no. 482, recorded in Aix on 10 November 1239.  
18 Benson, p. 10.  Peter Landau, “Gratian and the Decretum Gratiani,” in HMCL, pp. 22-54. 
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scholars organized and glossed, creating a self-referential legal system that grew exponentially 
in the twelfth and especially thirteenth centuries—a time when legal studies thrilled and 
challenged the generation of scholars to which Zoen belonged.  Wilfried Hartmann and 
Kenneth Pennington have unequivocally claimed that “every important canonist taught [in 
Bologna] in the early thirteenth century.  There were no competitors.”19  Besides bygone 
heavyweights like Irnerius, Huguccio, and the future Innocent III himself, thirteenth-century 
stars of Bolognese canon law included Tancred of Bologna, Raymond of Peñafort, Johannes 
Teutonicus, James of Albenga, and Laurentius Hispanus.20  According to Charles Radding, a 
prime reason for Bologna’s primacy over other medieval universities in the field of canon 
law was its model of teaching law as a science: the canonist Irnerius “provided his students 
with methods of legal analysis by which they could study and teach the law, not simply know 
it.”21  The dissemination of Pope Gregory IX’s Decretals in 1234, which revolutionized legal 
studies by providing a code rather than a theoretical “textbook” of precedents, marked an 
apex in the production and organization of legal texts during Zoen’s life.22 
The university’s reputation drew together a critical mass of canon lawyers and the 
highest quality students in the medieval city, creating a density of intellectual discussions 
about power, the long-standing investiture controversy, and the rights and obligations of the 
                                                
19 Pennington, “Decretalists,” p. 227. 
20 Ibid., p. 228.  Since Innocent III’s produced corpus lacks the polish of his contemporaries, Pennington has 
challenged the assumption that he spent more than two years studying under Huguccio at Bologna.  See ibid., 
“The Legal Education of Pope Innocent III,” Bulletin of Medieval Canon Law 4 (1974): 70-77.  In either case, he 
advanced to the highest position in the Church with at least a minimal canon law background. 
21 Ibid., p. 170.  Radding, op. cit., pp. 159 and 172. 
22 Gratian’s Decretum (c. 1142) was part of a tradition that included Burchard of Worms’ Decretum (c. 1023), 
Anselm of Lucca’s Collectio canonum (before 1085), and Ivo of Chartres’ Panormia (c. 1095).  By contrast, Gregory 
IX’s Decretals were the first to function as an actual code, rather than as a collection.  See Hastings Rashdall, The 
Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages (Oxford, 1892), p. 138. 
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Church in the world.23  Expanding out of Paris in the previous century, the cementing of 
disputation as a fundamental component of education meant that Zoen’s school experience 
was inherently dynamic, vital, and serious.  Scholastic disputationes invigorated university life 
and brought it into the public sphere: during a disputatio ordinaria, for example, students 
gathered to hear bachelors discuss pre-arranged questions; during the much rarer disputatio de 
quolibet, entire university schedules were suspended for the day so that scholars could crowd 
together to hear a master field questions on any topic whatsoever—a high-stakes dramatic 
performance that solidified or dashed academic reputations.24  This stimulating canonist 
culture of the first quarter of the thirteenth century, in which Zoen was matriculated and 
indoctrinated, served as the backdrop for his intellectual growth and activity in Provence.  
We know that Zoen contemplated and absorbed this academic environment during his 
formative years because he recorded his teaching notes and annotations in a gloss on a set of 
papal letters, scratching his intellectual worldview onto the page with quill and ink. 
2.1.1.  Glossing the Compilatio quinta 
As a student, Zoen would have been immersed in the city’s academic world in a 
palpable way, experiencing the architecture of the university when walking under the 
Ravenna Gate, where famed twelfth-century canonist Hugo of Porta Ravennata held his 
classes, or taking a break from Latin lectures under its elegant eleventh-century porticos.  As 
a student of law, Zoen joined the ranks of the educated elite for whom legal studies provided 
                                                
23 See Chapter One for a discussion of the investiture controversy and its thirteenth-century ramifications.  On 
the matriculation of foreign students, see Rashdall, op. cit., and Pearl Kibre, The Nations in the Medieval Universities 
(Cambridge, 1948), esp. chs 1 and 2 on Bologna (pp. 3-64). 
24 Novikoff, op. cit., p. 141-47. 
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leverage in the professional world—even shortlived stints that did not earn a degree.25  For 
clerics, a background in legal studies could improve the odds of promotion through the 
ecclesiastical ranks, as exemplified by Zoen’s case. 
This life of the mind was a strenuous life.  The cost and time commitment for a 
student was intensified by the gauntlet of examinations through which a potential doctor had 
to pass in order to earn that most prestigious degree.  If Zoen followed the standard course 
for study in canon law, he would have spent four to seven years studying liberal arts, and 
another six working his way up to his doctorate.26  Special dispensations could be applied to 
credit time spent in courts or monastic life, but he would not have received his degree earlier 
than his mid- to late twenties.27  Passing through the benchmarks of baccalaureate and 
master, Zoen faced an intense double exam in order to become a doctor of law.  The first 
was a rigorous private exam for the license in canon law (juris canonici licentiatus), which was 
conducted in the cathedral under the oversight of the archdeacon.28  In Zoen’s case, it is 
entirely possible that Tancred of Bologna administered the examination after the latter was 
appointed to the archidiaconate in 1226.29  This trial was followed by an exceedingly costly 
“ritualized disputation” for public attendance in order to gain the doctorate in canon law 
                                                
25 James A. Brundage, The Medieval Origins of the Legal Profession: Canonists, Civilians, and Courts (Chicago, 2008), pp. 
219-23.  
26 Ibid., pp. 262-63. 
27 Hélène Millet, Les Chanoines du chapitre cathédral de Laon, 1272-1412 (Paris, 1982), p. 55.  Statutes from 1215 
pertaining to the University of Paris, for example, restricted the minimum age of lecturing to twenty-one in the 
liberal arts and thirty-five in theology (Novikoff, loc. cit. and Rashdall, op. cit., p. 463) and for a doctorate in 
medicine, twenty years of age (Rashdall, op. cit., p. 248).  This norm may indicate a birth date earlier than the 
generally accepted year 1200. 
28 See Brundage, op. cit., pp. 257-67, for a detailed discussion of the prospective doctor’s requirements and 
prerequisites for the degree. 
29 31 January 1226. 
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(juris canonici doctor).  Labande has suggested that Zoen pursued studies in both canon and 
civil law—which was increasingly common in the thirteenth century—citing his work on 
legal texts by Justinian.30  There is no question as to his excellent reputation as a scholar: his 
disciple and friend (ejus discipulis et amicus), a fellow canonist Johannes de Deo, lauded Zoen in 
a dedication to one of his works.  He praised Zoen’s wisdom among all other Italian scholars 
and his knowledge, discernment, and prudence that were like a light burning (lucerna ardens) 
inside him through his charitable works.31 
By 1224, Zoen secured a position among the canons in the Bolognese cathedral of 
San Pietro, where he began teaching law two years later (1226).32  By 1235, Pope Gregory 
promoted him to an archpriest of Bologna as a reward for his intellectual merits and 
excellent reputation.33  With this promotion, Zoen became a primary priest authorized to 
supervise lesser parishes in the diocese of Bologna and to hold Sunday masses.  Zoen’s 
personal industry and diligence, coupled with his educational background, seem to have 
earmarked him for increasingly prominent duties in the service of the papacy.  Between 1232 
and 1236, Pope Gregory IX entrusted him with resolving three ecclesiastical disputes on the 
Adriatic coast, dispatching the cleric to other parts of Italy as well as Hungary and Croatia to 
                                                
30 Labande, p. 72. 
31 “Venerabili patri ac domino magistro Zoen archipresbitero bononiensi, digno morum copia maiori qualibet dignitate, magister 
Johannes de Deo, sacerdos, ejus disciplus et amicus, salutem, qui est omnium vera salus, idcirco tibi venerabili patri et magistro C. 
[sic] archipresberito bononiensi dignissimo qualibet maiori dignitate, quem Dominus ad maiora sibi conservat providum servitorum, 
quoniam inter sapientes italos, idest italicos, prerogativa scientie, discretionis et prudentie decoravit, utpote tamquam lucerna ardens 
intus per opera caritatis et lucens extra per opera pietatis...”  Reprinted in Sarti and Fattorini, De claris archigymnasii 
bononiensis professoribus a saeculo XI usque ad saeculum XIV II, no. XIX, (Bologna, 1888), p. 171. 
32 GXN VII nos 477-79.  On Zoen’s early positions, see Labande, pp. 72-73. 
33 GXN VII no. 480. 
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resolve issues of simony, capitular conflicts, and other sensitive matters.34  From his presence 
in the manuscript record alone, it is clear that by the age of thirty-five, Zoen had become an 
ambitious and trusted diplomat who steadily climbed the ladder towards growing 
ecclesiastical authority.  This zeal may have been nurtured and facilitated by a patron, though 
the records are silent on Zoen’s social relationships. 
Despite the dearth of documentary evidence for Zoen’s time in the university, it is 
nonetheless possible to glean some information from the work he produced in the context 
of the overarching academic setting of Bologna.  As Zoen advanced from baccalaureate to 
master to doctor, he garnered a work that pertained to texts on which he focused his study 
over the years.  Notes taken during classes served as the foundation for a compendium 
(called a gloss) of commentaries on a text, memoranda, and lecture notes that the magister 
would produce during his education.  Without other extant texts by Zoen (if, in fact, he 
wrote any), his gloss on a collection of Pope Honorius III’s letters, discussed below, serves 
the important role of the written legacy for his academic life.   
As this requisite part of his teaching career, Zoen composed a gloss on part of the 
collections of papal letters, decretals, and legal precedents known as the Compilationes antiquae, 
which he completed c. 1230.  He took as his subject a new papal collection called the 
Compilatio quinta (hereafter the Quinta), which gathered Pope Honorius III’s pronouncements 
on a range of issues from adultery to heresy, from peacemaking to the restrictions on 
                                                
34 These included the task of investigating charges of simony against the bishop of Numana in the eastern 
Italian diocese of Ancona in 1232, and settling a dispute in the cathedral chapter of a Croatian province in 
1236.  See Labande, loc. cit. and Leroy, p. 198 n. 167. 
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returning a woman’s dowry after marriage.35  Zoen’s work, autographed with his siglum (ʒ), 
has been preserved in two available manuscript editions.36  In the act of glossing, Zoen 
embroidered upon the legal text with notes and commentary, drawing upon historical and 
ecclesiastical precedent as well as etymology, natural science, and hagiography—part of a 
tradition that became more intricate and codified during the great flowering of canon law in 
the thirteenth century.37  As a result, the glosses of the Compilationes antiquae can provide a 
pinhole view into some of the debates that stimulated the Bolognese scholars in this period, 
debates which themselves reflected the high-stakes controversies and decisions that drove 
the upper echelons of political and religious culture in this period.38 
As its name indicates, the Compilatio quinta is a fifth collection of medieval papal 
decrees, compiled before May 1226 at Honorius’ request by the canonist Tancred, 
archdeacon of Bologna.39  The Quinta included five books of decretals, organized into ninety-
four titles with a total of 223 canons divided among them.  Of these 223, 210 came from 
Honorius’ letters (though one of these 210 was divided into three by the compilers, resulting 
                                                
35 Lib. 5, t. 8; Lib. 5, t. 4; Lib. I, t. 17; Lib. 4, t. 3, respectively.  Innocent Cironius, Quinta compilatio epistolarum 
decretalium Honorii III. pont. max. (Toulouse, 1645). 
36 The two extant copies of Zoen’s gloss of the Compilatio quinta are Tours, Bibl. Munic. 565, fols 1-42 and 
Douai, Bibl. Munic. 596, fol. 25ff.  In January 2014, Yale University acquired microfilms of these copies as part 
of the collection belonging to the Stephan Kuttner Institute in Munich.  I am grateful to Prof. Kenneth 
Pennington and Danica Summerlin for alerting me to the presence of these copies. 
37 On the Quinta, see Leonard E. Boyle, “The Compilatio quinta and the registers of Honorius III,” Bulletin of 
Medieval Canon Law, n.s. 8 (1978), pp. 9-19.  On glossing, see García y García, “The Faculties of Law,” in A 
History of the University in Europe, I: Universities in the Middle Ages, ed. Hilde de Ridder-Symoens (New York, 
1992), pp. 388-408, especially p. 395.  Three edited versions exist: by Cironius, op. cit.; J.A. Riegger (Vienna, 
1761); and E. Friedberg (Leipzig, 1882). 
38 A detailed study of Zoen’s gloss on the Quinta is outside the scope of the present study. 
39 Tancred’s introduction to the text is dated 2 May 1226, providing a terminus ante quem for the collection.  
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in 214 in the collection).40  Approximately five years after the publication of the Quinta at the 
end of Honorius III’s tenure, it was the sole source that Raymond of Peñafort used to 
compile Gregory IX’s Decretals, indicating its almost immediate status as authoritative.41  
However, the Quinta’s curious unpopularity among canonists is evident from its 
comparatively diminished production (only seventeen copies date from the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries) and its lack of interest from glossators.  Two canonists are known to 
have glossed the complete Quinta: the Ligurian scholar James of Albenga and Zoen 
Tencarari.42 
The Quinta’s false start has puzzled historians.  In fact, two details are unique to the 
collection, making it seem worthy of interest and widespread use among canonists.43  First, 
the Quinta was deliberately commissioned: at the end of his tenure, Pope Honorius III (1216-
27) became the first pope to request that his decretals be collated during his lifetime.44  In 
Honorius’ bull of promulgation, Novae causarum (dated 2 May 1226), the pope unequivocally 
endorsed the collection, displaying “a careful construction of the pope’s role as lawgiver” 
that used the interesting metaphor of a doctor administering medicine for the pope’s legal 
                                                
40 Leonard Boyle has argued that, unlike the compilers of earlier portions of the Compilationes antiquae, Tancred 
of Bologna relied on the original, albeit incomplete, papal register for his collation of texts; thus of 400 extant 
letters gathered for Pope Honorius, only eighty appear in the Quinta.  The final thirteen months of Honorius’ 
tenure also fell outside the scope of the Quinta and were overlooked in Raymond of Peñafort’s compiling of the 
Decretals (Boyle, p. 9, 11-13, 18). 
41 Jane Sayers states that 1,771 of the 1,971 chapters of the Liber extra came from the Compilationes antiquae, 191 
were added for Gregory IX’s first six years in office, and only nine decretals came from another source.  Sayers, 
Papal Government in England during the Pontificate of Honorius III, 1216-1227 (New York, 1985), p. 138. 
42 See HMCL and Kenneth Pennington, “The French Recension of Compilatio Tertia,” Bulletin of Medieval 
Canon Law 53 (1975): 53-71, esp. p. 65.  As many as five or six other canonists might have glossed portions. 
43 On the reception of the Quinta, see Edward Andrew Reno, “The Authoritative Text: Raymond of Penyafort’s 
Editing of the Decretals of Gregory IX (1234)” (Ph.D. Diss., Columbia University, 2011), pp. 43-48. 
44 Rebecca Rist, The Papacy and Crusading in Europe, 1198-1245 (New York, 2009), pp. 121-22. 
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intervention for Christians.45  Such a clear endorsement would logically promote the text as 
authoritative and fundamental to the papacy’s use and view of canon law.  On the heels of 
Innocent’s authorization (but not commission) of the Compilatio tertia, this official support 
would have served to avoid the ill-fated reception of the Compilatio quarta, whose compiler 
and only glossator Johannes Teutonicus left Rome in scandal after Innocent III refused to 
ratify it.46  Second, the Quinta was the first decretal collection to include entries from non-
papal sources, in this case, a condemnation of heretics by Frederick II, whom Honorius 
crowned in 1220.47  Edward Reno has suggested that the decree Hac edictali lege was actually 
composed in the papal curia and disseminated under Frederick’s name as part of an 
arrangement made over his coronation.48  This inclusion broadened the scope of the Quinta 
to bring secular authorities under the mantle of the Church, part of the thirteenth-century 
papacy’s program for sovereignty.  However, in spite of these unique components, for 
reasons that remain unclear, Raymond of Peñafort preemptively limited the usefulness of the 
Quinta by excluding ninety-one of the 221 entries from his compilation of Gregory IX’s 
Decretals.49  It is also possible that the superseding nature of the Decretals, as the summation of 
                                                
45 “Novae causarum emergentium questiones novis exigunt decisionibus terminari, ut singulis morbis, competentibus remediis 
deputatis, ius suum cuique salubriter tribuatur.”  Quoted in Reno, op. cit., p. 44 n. 112.  For an English translation of 
Novae causarum, see Robert Somerville and Bruce C. Brasington, Prefaces to Canon Law Books in Latin Chritianity: 
Selected Translations, 500-1245 (New Haven, 1998), pp. 234-35. 
46 HMCL, p. 314.  Pennington has concluded that Innocent authorized the Tertia without intending to set a 
precedent for papal intervention in the organization of canon law (Pennington, “The Making of a Decretal 
Collection: the Genesis of Compilatio tertia,” in Popes, Canonists and Texts, pp. 67-92).  Sayers has agreed that it 
was not necessarily a conscious decision to shape canon law (op. cit., p. 138).  See also Pennington, “The French 
Recension.” 
47 Rist, op. cit., p. 124.  For a longer discussion of the oddity of this inclusion, see Walter Ullmann, Medieval 
Papalism: Political Theories of the Medieval Canonists (New York, 2010), pp. 185-86. 
48 Reno, op. cit., p. 45. 
49 My thanks to Ken Pennington for pointing this out in a personal correspondence dated 16 December 2014.  
Reno has also noted that the canonist Johannes Andreae commented in the fourteenth century that the text’s 
omissions made it an unreliable source (op. cit., pp. 45-46).  
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canon law through the tenure of Gregory IX, may have rendered the Quinta less compelling 
to the canonist population.50  Though used in the university setting until 1234 when the 
Decretals circulated, the Quinta’s lack of glosses sheds light on Zoen’s decision to choose that 
text for his focus four years after its dissemination.51  It suggests an issue of loyalty: this 
decision evinced Zoen’s support for Honorius III and/or Tancred of Bologna.  The 
dedicated process of glossing the pope’s authenticated compilation, despite the absence of 
other scholars working on it, speaks to the ambitious archpriest’s interest in making a name 
for himself through his scholarly contributions.  If Zoen had become indebted to Tancred of 
Bologna during his school years, glossing the text that Tancred had singlehandedly created 
might have served as a sign of fidelity and support.  In the end, this scholastic aptitude 
factored into Pope Gregory’s granting of a Hungarian readership (lectoratum) to Zoen, whom 
the pope considered worthy because of his intellectual merits and excellent character.52  
Aside from its implicit function as papal support, Zoen’s gloss on the Quinta 
connected the archpriest to the other scholars behind its creation, illuminating an intellectual 
genealogy in Bologna that may have helped pave Zoen’s way towards professional 
promotions.  In 1219, trailing privileges granted to the university of Bologna, Honorius III 
conferred sole degree-giving power to the archdeacon of Bologna.  It is almost inconceivable 
that Tancred, an archdeacon, did not know Zoen during his pursual of his advanced degree 
                                                
50 Gregory IX declared that his decretals would “supersede all of the earlier collections as well as individual 
decretals before 1234 (except, of course, for Gratian).”  Pennington, “The Making of a Decretal Collection,” p. 
78. 
51 Sayers, op. cit., p. 137. 
52 Labande, p. 72.  GXN VII no. 480.  The period between 1220-40 was notorious for egregious donations of 
prebends to Italian aristocrats, a trend that sparked riots in England in 1231.  See Robert Brentano, Two 
Churches: England and Italy in the Thirteenth Century (Berkeley, 1988), p. 6.  See also Katherine Harvey, Episcopal 
Appointments in England, c. 1214-1344: from Episcopal Election to Papal Provision (Burlington, 2014), p. 175. 
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(since he numbered among a smaller minority of doctoral students) or during his attachment 
to the archbishop’s small, personal retinue of cathedral canons.  He continued to live and 
work in Bologna amidst the clerical elite, most of whom had been educated at that very 
university.  Furthermore, during the course of his professional career in Bologna, Zoen 
supervised the Spanish canonist Johannes de Deo, who described himself as a “student and 
friend” of Zoen’s.53  In 1245, this same canonist gave a lecture on the Decretals in Bologna 
that discussed Tancred’s role in composing the Quinta.54  In addition, in 1220 both James of 
Albenga and Zoen wrote commentaries on a set of imperial legal decisions about heretics’ 
ability to inherit goods, which Tancred then incorporated into the Quinta.55  It is even 
possible that such colleagues personally introduced Zoen to the pope, if he had not already 
encountered him during his ecclesiastical missions in the 1220s.  
Zoen’s education in Bologna also promoted a view of the archpriest as a certain kind 
of thinker.  Indeed, Pope Gregory IX, who was responsible for Zoen’s accession to 
increasingly prominent ecclesiastical positions, was also trained at Bologna.  Famed for his 
commission of the Decretals, the creation of the Franciscan order, and for the inception of 
the medieval inquisition, Gregory IX’s legal training connected him to the scholastic settings 
in Paris and Bologna.  In addition to a normalized medieval nepotism, an “old boy” network 
surely factored into the individuals who were chosen to be entrusted with positions of 
authority among the clerical elite.56  Especially in the cases of legates, who effectively were 
                                                
53 “ejus discipulus et amicus” (Sarti and Fattorini, op. cit. vol. II, p. 171). 
54 “...transigus de Bononia archidiaconus composuit quintum librum.”  (Boyle, p. 10). 
55  See Kenneth Pennington, “Pro peccatis patrum puniri: a Moral and Legal Problem of the Inquisition,” Church 
History 47, no. 2 (1978): 137-54, here p. 143. 




vicars of the Vicar of Christ, the pope needed to ensure that the candidates could be relied 
upon to act as the pope himself would act.  For this reason, the common education and 
intellectual climate that shaped Gregory’s ideas about the role of the Church in the world 
also shaped Zoen’s, depicting him as a reliable ally and agent for the pope.   
This particular intellectual milieu of Bologna in the 1220s was the crucible in which 
Zoen forged his ideas about power and the obligations and relationships between the 
Church and the world.  As a maturing scholar, Zoen inevitably became steeped in the 
particularly Guelph politics that flavored the city.  He studied and taught alongside these 
giants of mental and legal prowess who circulated in the lecture halls and very streets of his 
hometown.  As an arch papal supporter, a proclivity that clearly aided his rapid rise through 
the ranks of archpriest, legate, and ultimately bishop, Zoen was also deeply and personally 
involved in the stakes of such discussions.  The university city was a real target for conflict: 
when Frederick II attacked Bologna in 1239, he created shockwaves that reached Milan and 
drove papal supporters to flee the city under cover.57  Zoen faced pressing questions about 
the ways in which contemporary conflicts between emperor and pope—figures well known 
to the inhabitants of Bologna—shaped new attitudes towards ecclesiastical and imperial 
responsibility and supremacy.  What ideas about power crept into Zoen’s mind, as he bent 
over the Quinta, adding his voice to the chorus in crabbed marginal notes?  How did the 
systematic and critical study of law shape or change Zoen’s understanding of the pope’s role 
and, by extension, his own, in this earthly world? 
                                                
57 Recounted by Matthew Paris, Chronica majora III, ed. Henry Richards Luard (London, 1872-83), pp. 621-22. 
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2.2.  Zoen’s Ambivalent Statuses 
Zoen’s fluent adoptions of various statuses permitted him to improvise with a set of 
impressive powers to which lay and religious authorities in Provence were subject.  The 
Bolognese archpriest’s foreign status granted him additional space for operating according to 
the demands of political and religious upheaval in Provence.  Compared with his 
cosmopolitan, urbane hometown, Avignon (whose university was not even established until 
1303) may have seemed like a backwater to the wellbred canon lawyer, whose reputation 
certainly spoke for him.  Yet Zoen successfully consolidated control in Avignon with the 
celerity and freedom that a locally entrenched bishop would have found far more difficult.  
He diplomatically employed whatever authorities available to him—whether canonically or 
opportunistically.  The categories of liberties or rights assumed “by design” or “by default,” 
in Elka Klein’s construction of medieval Jewish autonomy, highlight the process by which 
Zoen accumulated power that was either specially delegated or absorbed as a result of the 
lack of tight oversight by his superiors.58 
2.2.1.  From Archpriest to Vice-Legate (1239-41) 
Entering Provence in his early forties as an archpriest, Zoen’s opportunity for rapid 
professional advancement resulted directly from Pope Gregory’s increasingly hostile 
relationship with Frederick II.  As a result of Giacomo Pecoraria’s inability to fulfill his role 
as legate after early 1241 (discussed below), Zoen was able to take up interim and ad hoc 
authority that superseded his status as an archpriest in a diocese on the other side of the 
Alps.  Some honor and higher status certainly came from Zoen’s inclusion in the delegation, 
                                                
58 Elka Klein, Jews, Christian Society, and Royal Power in Medieval Barcelona (Ann Arbor, 2006), p. 47. 
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which served the crucial function of preventing Frederick II from expanding his empire with 
huge properties in Provence.  In addition, Zoen’s position alongside Giacomo Pecoraria also 
reflected well on the younger archpriest.  The elderly Cistercian was the cardinal bishop of 
Palestrina from 1230 until his death in 1244.  As a cardinal bishop of a suburbicarian see, 
Pecoraria belonged to the highest echelon of the College of Cardinals, the papal advisory 
council that would rule sede vacante.  This elite prelate penned a letter to Zoen on 8 May 1240 
that included a full copy of a letter from Pope Gregory (27 September 1239) laying out the 
parameters of their campaign to the Midi, namely reconciling the politically useful allies of 
Frederick whom the pope had excommunicated, encouraging a peace between the emperor 
and the Church, and otherwise limiting the tightening bond between Frederick and 
Provence.59  In the salutation, Pecoraria called Zoen “our ally” (socio nostro), leading off with a 
statement of solidarity.  He then established Zoen as “our procurator, nuncio, and vicar,” 
indicating that Zoen would be a support and deputy in the event that Pecoraria needed a 
second in command.60 
Zoen received the chance for autonomous decision-making when the pope called the 
well-respected cardinal legate back to Rome shortly the delegation’s meeting with Raimon 
Berengar in Aix (10 November 1239).  Pecoraria’s sudden departure—made permanent by 
the legate’s subsequent imprisonment and death—thrust Zoen into a position of authority, 
requiring him personally to shoulder Pope Gregory IX’s directives towards protecting 
                                                
59 “Ut per traditam tibi a sede apostolica potestatem, in negocio provideatur ecclesie, et eis qui ad viam de invio redire voluerint, 
salubriter consulatur, presentium tibi auctoritate concedimus, ut civitates, et nobiles viros, marchiones, comites et barones, qui relicto 
F. dicto imperatore, excommunicato a nobis, ad mandatum ecclesie duxerint redeundum [. . . .] quod si pacem inter ecclesiam et F. 
predictum contigerit provenire [. . .] etsi ad partes provinciales accedere firmiter proponamus, ad presens tamen non possimus magnis 
ecclesie negociis in regno Francie.” (GXN VII no. 483). 
60 “constituentes te interim nostrum procuratorem, nuncium et vicarium.” (ibid.). 
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Provence from imperial interference.61  At that time, Pope Gregory convoked an ill-fated 
Roman council to advise on his increasingly problematic struggle with Frederick II.  Already 
in his seventies, Giacomo Pecoraria had to make his way back to the Italian peninsula from 
which he had just departed.  However, he and other ultramontane prelates revised their 
travel plans to avoid hazardous areas in northern and southern Italy, which Frederick II 
occupied.  Giacomo and three other prominent papal agents chose a sea route from Genoa, 
just over the Alps, retracing in reverse his departure with Zoen in 1239.62  This decision 
immediately elicited threats from the emperor’s allies, the Pisan and Sicilian fleets, which 
prowled that corner of the Mediterranean.  According to the Annals of Bartolomeo the 
Scribe, the Pisan fleet attacked the Genoese ships on 3 May 1241, near the island of Giglio in 
the Tyrrhenian Sea; the Pisans captured twenty-two out of the twenty-seven ships bearing 
the most influential clerics in Christendom.63  Among those captured alongside Giacomo 
were another cardinal, legates, bishops, abbots, clerics, ambassadors, members of their 
entourages, and a great quantity of treasure.64  Frederick’s forces took the prisoners to 
Naples, and the emperor published a letter that gloated over his “triumphant” successes.65  
                                                
61 See Chapter Three. 
62 These were the papal legate to Northern Italy, the subdeacon Gregory of Romania, and the English cardinal 
Odo of Montferrat. 
63 “Galeae autem nostrae 27, auditis rumoribus de galeis et aliis navigiis hostium in portu Venero, malum consilium habuerunt, 
ut non expectantes aliud subsidium velociter moverent ad concilium properarent.  Cumque hora infelici pergerent iter suum [May 3, 
1241], et essent in aquis Pisanorum  supra Zigium, galeae dicti imperatoris 27, in quibus Andriolus filius Ansaldi de Mari 
praeerat admiratus, et galae et galiotae quam plures Pisanorum, et aliae sagitae Sagonensium, irruerunt contra nostras, et inceopt 
proelio casu infortunio obtinuerunt, et captae fuerunt de nostris galeae 22, quinque tantum evaserunt.”  (Bartolomeo, MGH 18 
p. 196). 
64 “Et in ipsis fuerunt dominus Iacobus episcopus Penestrinae, et dominus Otto de Thoenengo cardinales, et dominus Gregorius de 
Romania legatus, et alii multi prelati, episcopi, abbates, clerici, et procuratores prelatorum, et ambaxatores civitatum, et thesauri 
magna quantitas occupata.”  (Bartolomeo, MGH 18 p. 196). 
65 “una cum fidelibus Pisanis galeas rebellium Januensium patenter et potenter aggressi, tribus eorum galeis in mare submersis, et 
personis et rebus amissis, viginti et duas galeas triumphaliter habuerunt.”  Reprinted in Constantin Höffler, Albert von 
Beham und Regesten Papst Innocenz IV (Stuttgart, 1847), pp. 55-57. 
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After three months of unsuccessful negotiations and threats, Pope Gregory IX died and his 
clerics continued to be imprisoned by his enemy.  Giacomo Pecoraria remained in imperial 
custody until May 1243, and accordingly could not participate in the College of Cardinals’ 
proceedings to elect Gregory’s successor, the shockingly short-lived Celestine IV who ruled 
for sixteen days in 1241.  Never returning to Provence, Pecoraria died a year after his 
release.66  The events that turned out to be calamitous for Pecoraria, however, granted Zoen 
a window of opportunity.  In the cardinal legate’s absence, Zoen as vicar had a unique 
opportunity to try his hand at legatine power. 
By the thirteenth century, the office of legate had become indispensable to the 
papacy as a source of far-reaching deputies that could be tasked with a wide range of duties.  
Popes increasingly resorted to dispatching legates to personally handle matters, a method far 
more effective than repeated letters that lacked compulsory power.  In order to run the papal 
machine, the pope needed troops on the ground.  Legatine representatives thus became an 
essential component of the sprawling papal monarchy that had come to fruition in the reign 
of Innocent III.67  Like their contemporaries the mendicants, legates served as the pope’s 
field agents, extending the pope’s real power in crisscrossing networks across Christendom.  
A general legate performed duties that ranged from simple message deliveries to summonses 
to a council, while the elite cardinal bishops handled the more delicate and tenacious 
                                                
66 Giacomo Pecoraria was in imperial custody from May 1241 until May 1243, and he died on 24 June 1244.  
Cf. Winkelmann, Acta imperii inedita I, nos 662, pp. 528-529, and 665, pp. 530-531.   
67 On the papal use of legates, see Robinson, The Papacy.  In the thirteenth century, canonists described three 
categories of legates were dispatched throughout Christendom: the legatus a latere (“from the [pope’s] side”), a 
papal plenipotentiary who was often taken from the ranks of cardinal; the legatus missus or nuncius apostolicus who 
was a messenger rather than a negotiator; and the legatus natus (“native”), a title that was more often an 
honorific (ibid., pp. 147-48). 
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problems for the Church.68  The fact that Pope Gregory dispatched a cardinal bishop to 
Provence in 1239 indicates that the problem required the extra clout of a higher ecclesiastical 
official.  In September of that year, Pope Gregory granted Pecoraria the authority to use 
ecclesiastical censure against the currently excommunicated Holy Roman Emperor in the 
event that Frederick refused to comply with the legate’s orders.69 
Initially, whatever authority Zoen wielded came from his putative role as a proxy 
legate, since his position as archpriest of Bologna would not have enabled him to exert 
power over Provençal clerics.  Yet this confusion was not remedied until four years later, on 
19 July 1243, when the newly instated Pope Innocent IV granted Zoen the official status of 
legate of the Apostolic See for that region (plenae legationis officium in ipsis partibus).70  According 
to Pope Gregory VII’s Dictatus papae (c. 1075), a legate held supremacy over prelates, even if 
his position was innately lower in the ecclesiastical hierarchy.71  Therefore in the three years 
between the departure of Giacomo Pecoraria and Zoen’s elevation to the status of legate, 
Zoen seems to have operated in a vicarial capacity without papal approval.  In the absence of 
complaints about Zoen’s actions, aside from a single letter from the priory of Bonpas 
(discussed in Chapter Four), presumably the prelates and citizesn of Provence saw him only 
as the pope’s man, above any accusations of abuse of power. 
                                                
68 Ibid., p. 160. 
69 “et si illos prefatus F. post pacem initam molestaret, per sedem apostolicam monebitur ut desistat; ita quod si monitus non 
cessabit, contra eum censura ecclesiastica procedetur.” (GXN III no. 483). 
70 Reprinted in Hauréau, pp. 18-19.  On the letters conferring legatine power, see Bernard Barbiche and 
Ségolène de Dainville-Barbiche, Bulla, legatus, nuntius: études de diplomatique et de diplomatie pontificales, XIIIe-XVIIe 
siècle (Paris, 2007), pp. 145ff. 
71 “4. That his legate, even if of lower grade, takes precedence, in a council, of all bishops and may render a 
sentence of deposition against them.”  Sidney Z. Ehler and John B. Morall, eds., Church and State through the 
Centuries: a Collection of Historic Documents with Commentaries (London, 1954), p. 43. 
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Zoen’s changing status can be charted from the manuscript record, clarifying and 
justifying the powers that he could have rightfully claimed at any given moment during his 
first years in Provence (Appendix 1).  When he departed Bologna, Zoen’s status was merely 
archpriest, gilded slightly by his invitation to join the cardinal legate.  At Zoen’s arrival in Aix 
in November, he functioned alongside Giacomo but retained his original title.  One year 
later, in July 1240, Zoen summoned high-ranking regional clerics to a council, which he 
oversaw in his capacity as a proxy for the cardinal legate: the charter specified that he was an 
archpriest “representing” or “holding the place of” (gerens vices) the papal legate, who had 
traveled north to meet with the French king. 
Zoen’s absorption of the experienced cardinal bishop’s legatine power demonstrates 
a very dramatic career jump for the archpriest.  Therefore, Zoen’s first attested action in 
Avignon—convoking the council of Viviers and excommunicating Count Raymond VII of 
Toulouse—would have been striking, particularly in light of the severity of the spiritual 
sanctions that Zoen levied as a proxy against the most powerful men in Provence.  Calling 
and overseeing the council of Viviers jockeyed Zoen into a position of unprecedented 
authority in Provence, as he served as the voice of the pope in the absence of guidance from 
the experienced senior legate Giacomo Pecoraria.  Was this voice challenged by the superior 
archbishops who attended the council?  Two weeks after Pecoraria died, Pope Gregory 
instructed the archbishop of Narbonne to enforce the decrees that “our venerable brother 
Zoen, bishop of Avignon, then archpriest of Bologna, by the authority of a legate” had 
promulgated against the “oppressor of ecclesiastical liberties,” Raymond of Toulouse and his 
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cohort.72  The phrasing of Zoen’s title indicates that in the span between Zoen’s decree 
(when he was “then” the archpriest) and the pope’s letter, he became the bishop-elect of 
Avignon. 
2.2.2.  The Powers of the Bishop-Elect (1241-43) 
A bishop’s power derived from two places: from his religious orders and from his 
jurisdiction.  The first, the power from his orders (potestas ordinis), referred to spiritual 
authority conferred from sacramental status.  At a basic level, this included general priestly 
functions like celebrating mass (in itself an increasingly sophisticated liturgical activity).73  
Episcopal consecration, however, was necessary to bring the bishop into the full set of his 
powers that included ordination of minor orders and priests, the consecration of bishops 
elect, the consecration of altars, and the blessing of holy chrisms for liturgical ceremonies.74  
The second, the power from his jurisdiction (potestas jurisdictionis), meant that the bishop ruled 
his diocese supremely in both legislative and judicial capacities.  For example, a consecrated 
bishop could convoke an episcopal council, appoint officials, control the taxes and revenue 
from episcopal temporalities, and wield higher disciplinary powers such as ecclesiastical 
censure, interdict, or excommunication. 
                                                
72 “comes Tholosanus, ecclesiastice libertatis oppressor....venerabilis frater noster, [Z.], Avinionensis episcopus, tunc archipresbiter 
Bononiensis, auctoritate ipsius legati...per apostolica scripta mandamus quatinus sententias ipsas usque ad satisfactionem 
condignam auctoritate nostra inviolabiliter observari facias...” (Labande, pp. 316-17).   
73 Particularly after Lateran IV (1215) passed the doctrine of transubstantiation; see, for example, Miri Rubin, 
Corpus Christi: the Eucharist in Late Medieval Culture (New York, 1991). 
74 Benson, p. 9. 
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At the end of the twelfth century, the canonist Sicard of Cremona posed the 
question, “How great is the power of an electus?”75  The title electus, or bishop-elect, refers to 
the specific period between election by the diocesan clergy (and hypothetical lay approval) 
and consecration by a higher prelate (reserved to a consecrated bishop, archbishop, or pope).  
The bishop-elect thus occupied a limbo between his orders.  He was more than a priest, but 
not yet a prelate.  Because it was a prerequisite for a bishop to take priestly orders, an electus 
could perform certain of his duties (e.g., celebrate mass), but his lack of consecration meant 
that he was limited in terms of other episcopal prerogatives.  While the line to cross 
(confirmation and consecration) was solid, the extent of a bishop-elect’s authority before 
crossing this line was varied and vague.  According to Stephen of Tournai, the bishop’s right 
to wield potestas jurisdictionis resulted only from the confirmation of an episcopal election by a 
superior prelate (e.g., an archbishop).  As such, the bishop-elect was barred from 
administering his benefice before his confirmation.  In Pavia, Bernard Balbi further stated 
that “before his consecration in the ‘dignity’ to which he has been elected, an electus cannot 
exercise the powers of that office, for the election does not really take effect before the 
confirmation.”76  As Egidius warned, “the prelate-elect should take care that he does not 
meddle in the administration before he has been confirmed.”77 
The consecration ceremony lay at the heart of the politicized investiture controversy 
that divided the empire and papacy in the last quarter of the eleventh century.78  Once again, 
this key issue fitted into the large-scale discussion of the relationship between the two 
                                                
75 For this section, see Benson, pp. 90-115, esp. p. 102. 
76 Ibid., p. 99.  
77 Ibid., p. 114. 
78 See Chapter One. 
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swords, the spiritual and the temporal.  Derived from Pope Gregory VII’s eleventh-century 
reforms, ecclesiastical restrictions on lay investiture challenged the right of secular rulers to 
fully invest a prelate with both components of his clerical office (spiritualia et temporalia).  
Reformists abolished the Carolingian tradition of secular rulers conferring the symbols of 
bishops’ spiritualia (a ring, a symbol of marriage to the Ecclesia) and temporalia (a crozier, a 
symbol of diocesan and pastoral obligations).  After 1122, although kings could invest the 
bishops with a lance (a symbol of their government of earthly territories), both the ring and 
the crozier remained the purview of clerical investment.79 
Canon law requires proper election procedures to prevent improper disbursement of 
the sacraments and pernicious ramifications thereof.  After the Gregorian agenda to divide 
the clerical world from the lay, canon law articulated that bishops were to be rightfully 
elected by the diocesan clergy (clerus) and then approved by its laity (populus).80  Notably, the 
pope could not simply override local elections.  Accordingly, the canons in the Avignonese 
cathedral chapter of Notre Dame des Doms must have found Zoen acceptable, despite a 
tradition that assumed the capitular provost would accede to the see.  Indeed, Zoen’s 
predecessors typically passed through the cathedral chapter before being elected as bishop.81  
In local documents, Zoen’s name first appeared alongside, i.e., in tandem with, that of the 
incumbent bishop Bernard.  This indicates that Zoen did not fill a last-minute vacancy; 
rather, he eased his way into the position while his predecessor was still alive.  For a period 
                                                
79 At the Synod of 1075, Gregory VII forbad all lay and even regal investiture.  The issue was partially resolved 
in 1122 with the Concordat of Worms. 
80 See Gratian’s Distinctio 63 on limitations of the laity in episcopal elections (discussed in Benson, p. 28). 
81  For example, Guilhem de Montélier (1209-26) and Bernard I (1234).  
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of three years, the charters refer to Zoen in an array of terms, complicating our view of his 
accession and the first years of his episcopate. 
The fluidity of Zoen’s ecclesiastical status during his first three years in Avignon 
requires a reevaluation of the expected activity of an electus.  As an archpriest, Zoen already 
possessed some of his potestas ordinis.  His fundamental priestly status was amplified by the 
diocesan primacy and additional administrative responsibilities carried by an archpriest.  His 
full powers as bishop, however, were theoretically contingent upon his election, approval, 
and consecration.  The ways in which the pope, counts, and other prelates addressed Zoen 
clarifies his mutable status, allowing for a more precise understanding of how Zoen pushed 
the boundaries of his authority while remaining within a sanctioned ecclesiastical framework.  
In spite of arriving from Italy bearing direct papal messages, the charter records reveal 
almost no resistance from the pro-imperial city to this “parachute” bishop.  In the three 
years between his appearance as electus and as episcopus, any resistance to Zoen’s suitability 
could have been raised.  Accordingly, the absence of any records of ecclesiastical disputes 
suggests that the cathedral chapter approved his election; perhaps they relished the attention 
from a papal agent whose reputation would certainly bring importance to the Avignonese 
see.  
The first charter that reveals Zoen operating in an episcopal capacity dates to 2 April 
1241, a month before the naval ambush at Giglio, which described him as “the bishop-elect 
of Avignon, by divine permission” (divina permissione Avinionensis electus).82  In this decree, 
Zoen threatened citizens in his diocese who would risk aiding the excommunicate Frederick 
                                                
82 GXN III no. 489. 
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II via “counsel, help, or favor” (consilium, auxilium vel favorem).83  The the last record referring 
to Zoen as electus was dated to 7 September 1243, suggesting that he was confirmed 
sometime between then and 28 January 1244, the first recorded example of the pope 
referring to Zoen as episcopus.84  However, a local charter dated to 13 October 1243 may 
permit a closer approximation: in that letter, the bishop of Vaison enumerated the damages 
that Count Raymond VII inflicted on the church there, with a plea for Zoen, bishop of 
Avignon, to appropriately restore order.85  In light of the fact that this use of episcopus came 
from a local source who was involved in the ecclesiastical matters around Avignon, the 
existence of the bishop of Vaison’s complaint suggests a narrower span for the date of 
Zoen’s confirmation, namely between 7 September and 13 October 1243.86 
Fluctuations in Zoen’s title as written by leaders in Rome and Provence emerge from 
a close reading of the extant charters (see Appendix 1).  As discussed above, Zoen held the 
status of archpriest (archipresbytero) in 1239.  A charter from April 1241 addressed Zoen as 
“now” the bishop elect of Avignon (iam electus Avenionensis), emphasizing the novelty of that 
title.87  In the next month, the cardinal legate departed Provence and Zoen subsumed his 
authority in the role of vice legate (gerens vices [. . .] J. Prenestrini episcopi).  At this point, the 
discrepancy between Zoen’s title as electus or episcopus (indicating confirmation and 
consecration) began to complicate our view of his status.  On 4 June 1241, Pope Gregory IX 
wrote a letter to Zoen, addressing him clearly as the bishop of Avignon (episcopo 
                                                
83 Ibid. 
84 Hauréau, p. 8. 
85 The bishop of Vaison called Zoen “domine Zoen, dei gratia episcope Avinionensis, apostolice sedis legate” (reprinted in 
Labande, pp. 325-26). 
86 The confirmation would have occurred on a Sunday. 
87 GXN III no. 497. 
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Avinionensis).88  However, on 11 July of the same year, Count Raimon Berengar V reverted to 
the term electus, but added a further sentence that seemed to entrench Zoen in his future 
office, emphasizing the inevitability of his consecration and confirmation.89  He stated that 
Zoen accepted terms “in the name of the Avignonese church” (nomine ecclesie Avinionensis), 
thereby acting on its behalf.  Such language also occurred elsewhere during moments of 
dispute.90  The count then referred more concretely to Zoen’s status, formally recognizing 
his own comital requirement to defend the church by the mandate of the pope, of the pope’s 
special agents, or of Zoen, the electus of Avignon, “for however long” or “so long” (quamdiu) 
as he shall remain the bishop elect, and, most importantly, “moreover, when he will have 
been consecrated and made bishop.”91  Such a use of the future perfect tense suggests an 
expression of future likelihood, perhaps even emphasizing his support for it.  Later in the 
same month, Zoen again appeared defined only as episcopus in a charter from Pope Gregory 
(27 July 1241).92  Six months later in December, in the midst of a conflict with the priory of 
Bonpas on the Durance river, a lament from the prior elicited help from other local powers 
against the attacks of Zoen, the electus.93   
Several aspects may contribute to this conflicting and vacillating label between electus 
and episcopus.  First, these inconsistencies show that the pope repeatedly referred to Zoen as a 
bishop before his consecration.  However, this fact would not result merely from an 
                                                
88 4 June 1241,“venerabili fratri Z. episcopo Avinionensis.” (GXN III no. 490). 
89 “vobis dom. Zoen, Avinionensi electo, nomine ecclesie Avinionensis recipienti.” (GXN III no. 491). 
90 For example, in Zoen’s excommunication of the town of Saze discussed in Chapter Four. 
91 “vel dom. Zoen, Avinionensis electus, quamdiu fuerit electus, et etiam cum fuerit consecratus et factus episcopus...” (GXN III 
no. 491).  
92 GXN III no. 494. 




information lag between Provence and the papal curia.  If that had been the case, local texts 
would surely have referred to Zoen as episcopus while outdated texts continued to use the 
term electus.  Three reasonable explanations come to mind to explain the pope’s consistent 
use of episcopus.  First, misinformation about Zoen’s exact status may have led to premature 
assumptions about his consecration; this, however, seems unlikely since Pope Gregory was 
highly involved with his ultramontane agents, most especially in the wake of the piratical 
attack on his returning prelates.  Second, a lack of concern for specificity in the papal 
chancery may have produced repeated errors; this is also unlikely, because, as Benson has 
shown, these titles carried much practical weight and their precise definitions were still 
heatedly disputed among the intellectual elite.  Third, the pope may have deliberately 
underlaid his letters with a subtle indication of approval or support, thus helping to cement 
Zoen in position before his consecration. 
The equivocation in Zoen’s titles continued until 19 July 1243, when Innocent IV 
officially raised Zoen to the status of legate.94  Though Frederick II had released Giacomo 
Pecoraria two months earlier (May 1243), the pope might have rejected the idea of sending 
the elderly cardinal bishop, in failing health from his prolonged imprisonment, back to 
Provence.  Yet Innocent’s elevation of Zoen to the office of legate was not merely a practical 
placeholder: the pope made it clear that Zoen’s merit and education warranted the 
promotion.  In a letter of 18 July 1243, Pope Innocent directly addressed his “chosen son, 
the bishop elect of Avignon, a man gifted with the knowledge of letters and adorned with 
the integrity of character and prudent in counsel, tireless lover of the Catholic faith and 
                                                
94 “nobis et fratribus nostris accepto sue merito probitatis, plene legationis officium in ipsis partibus duximus committendum, 
concessa sibi libera potestate ut evellat et destruat, dissipet et disperdet, edificet et plantet prout secundum Deum viderit expedire.” 
(GXN III no. 506, col 178.) 
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defender against the siege engine of heresy.”95  Thus the combination of Zoen’s education 
and his work in Provence earned him papal favor.  Innocent’s emphasis on Zoen’s “tireless” 
(indefesso) zeal for defending the faith from heresy connected Zoen’s legatine power to the 
grand-scale issue of combatting heresy in the Midi—a duty that would frame his acts 
through the 1250s.96 
Curiously, the pope accurately referred to Zoen as electus while in the process of 
raising him to a new position of authority.  The ambivalent use of terms ranging from 
archpriest, archpriest with vicarious legatine power, legate, bishop elect, to bishop, illustrates 
the variability and uncertainty of Zoen’s use of power.  The only power he always had was 
linked to his fundamental priestly status.  The rest consisted of a loosely defined web of 
primary and secondary powers that Zoen was excellent at manipulating.  Thus the 
combination of his personal skill set and his ambiguous clerical status created room for 
sudden, occasionally harsh, and highly effective behavior on behalf of the church of 
Avignon and the Church at large. 
2.2.3.  Zoen as a Foreign Bishop 
In addition to his excellent education and his quickly growing experience as a papal 
agent, Zoen also benefitted from his status as a foreigner.  Zoen’s evident foreign qualities, 
such as a salient Bolognese accent, would not necessarily have made the bishop stand out.  
Avignon hosted many Italians even before the arrival of the papal curia 1309, individuals 
                                                
95 “dilecto filio [Z.], electo Avinionensi, viro litterarum scientia praedito et morum honestate decoro ac in consiliis circumspecto, 
catholicae fidei zelatori et propugnatori contra machinamenta haereseum indefesso” (Hauréau, p. 6). 
96 The council of Albi (1254) is discussed in Chapter Three. 
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who followed the Durance westward from its source in the Cottian Alps.97  From the 1220s 
through the destruction of the commune, many of Avignon’s podestàs were of Italian origin; 
they imported Italian ideas about municipal government that the Avignonese consuls 
adjusted to suit their own purposes.98  Increased circulation within Christendom by an 
internationalized Church, a thirteenth-century reality that rendered legates and mendicants so 
effective, also naturalized the movement of clerics between sees.  Accordingly, the citizens of 
Avignon would not have inherently objected to an imported bishop like Zoen.99 
By grace of his foreigner status, though, Zoen reaped the benefits of one major 
advantage that distinguished him from every preceding local bishop: he had no inherent 
familial or traditional ties to the local aristocracy in the city and its hinterlands.  
Prosopographical studies of the families, retinues, and associates of the medieval bishop 
have revealed the deep-seated and inescapable networks of loyalty, obligation, and custom 
that defined higher clerical office.100  While these links served to consolidate power in the 
hands of certain families or factions by means of nepotism and patronage, these same 
supports also inhibited prelates from acting with complete independence.  In this case, Zoen 
was dropped into the city as a free agent, invested only with a general papal directive and no 
explicit restrictions on how he should accomplish it.  Evidently, the four popes under whose 
                                                
97 On the identification of people in the curia and courts, see Joëlle Rollo-Koster, The People of Curial Avignon: A 
Critical Edition of the Liber divisionis and the Matriculae of Notre Dame la Majeur (Lewiston, 2009).   
98 See Chapter One. 
99 cf. Pennington, Pope and Bishops on the issues of outsiders and translated bishops: “The church was becoming 
more national, or even international, and cathedral chapters did not object to an outsider—that is someone not 
native to the local diocese—governing them.” (p. 99). 
100 On the influence of and interaction with the aristocracy on the Church, see, among others, Mazel, La noblesse 
et l’Eglise; Constance Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister; Martin Aurell, La vielle et l’épée. 
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tenure Zoen worked appreciated his deft maneuvering in Provence, because they continually 
granted him increased jurisdiction and new levels of authority.101 
In addition, Zoen’s foreigner status exempted him from being trained by the 
Avignonese cathedral chapter, which produced many of its own bishops.102  In other words, 
he was not shaped by the cultural memory or particular traditions of the corporate body that 
ran the see of Avignon.  Likewise Zoen had no firsthand knowledge of his predecessors, 
whose style of rule may have influenced Zoen’s own interactions with his diocese.  Rather, 
Zoen’s origins in Bologna provided him with a different view of religious life that he 
imported and pursued in Avignon, a view that was heavily tinted by Bologna’s geographical, 
theological, and political proximity to the pope.  When Zoen arrived as an outsider in the 
city that would be his home for the next two decades, how did he conceive of the papal 
mission that he unexpectedly inherited and had to shoulder?  Did he view himself as a loyal 
cog in the papal machine, or as an ambitious freethinker granted new powers?  In what 
contexts were his future decisions made, understood, and enacted?  To what extent were the 
people of Avignon satisfied by his presence?
                                                
101 For example, Innocent exempted Zoen from the jurisdiction of the archbishop of Arles as a privilege (GXN 
VII no. 535), granted him extenuating power to absolve various offenders (ibid., nos 538-42); and reprieved him 
from judicial citations outside his diocese (ibid., no. 546). 
102 See supra, p. 111 n. 81.  It was typical that the members of the cathedral canon were of local origin, though 
this became less standard after the twelfth century when the universities prompted more movement.  See Julia 
Barrow, The Clergy in the Medieval World: Secular Clerics, Their Families, and Careers in North-Western Europe, c. 800-c. 
1200 (Cambridge, 2015), p. 281.  
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3.  Invoking Universal Power against Episcopal Enemies  
Voyaging across the Alps under the banner of the cardinal bishop Giacomo 
Pecoraria, the delegation to Provence shuttled Zoen Tencarari onto a political arena that 
would today be defined as international.  The archpriest of Bologna found himself—perhaps 
happily so—responsible for pronouncing on matters of great bearing for the various leaders 
of the West, from pope to king to count.  His first duties alongside, and then in the absence 
of, the cardinal legate Giacomo Pecoraria included handling cases of excommunication, 
calling councils, and managing the secular powers that stood in the way of peace and papal 
sovereignty in the Midi.  Zoen maneuvered through the political landscape with powers 
officially delegated, as well as ad hoc or assumed, continuing to play an active role in 
mediating, controlling, and supervising the international players whose agendas had become 
increasingly at odds by the late 1230s. 
One of these powers, the episcopal prerogative to call councils, serves as a useful 
marker for tracking the changing role of the pope’s agents in the thirteenth century.  In this 
period, the papacy worked to create an increasingly centralized entity equipped with myriad 
agents to address and intervene in all places under ecclesiastical jurisdiction.  The growth of 
the office of legate, the approval of the mendicant orders, and the creation of the office of 
inquisitor all provided the pope with new corps of delegates to join the bishop in his work.1  
These roving agents repaired the ecclesiastical lines of communication that were damaged by 
heresy, disobedience, or disputes requiring mediation by higher authorities.  The Church’s 
increasing universality, grounded in early thirteenth-century efforts for plenitudo potestatis, is 
                                                
1 See Robinson, The Papacy, and Kriston R. Rennie, The Foundations of Medieval Papal Legation (Basingstoke, 2013). 
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well reflected in the subtle changes in the use and purpose of councils, the control of heresy, 
and the increased frequency of spiritual sanctions.2  
Avignon’s importance as a center of the Comtat Venaissin contributed to Zoen’s 
engagement with the bigger-picture issues, whereas small-town bishops who had the right to 
these powers may never have had the chance to access them.  As a prime embodiment of the 
thirteenth-century episcopate, Zoen Tencarari engaged with catholic powers to pursue the 
pope’s directive to alleviate imperial pressures on Provence.  Zoen’s use of councils served 
to enforce decisions, gain support from colleagues, and endorse his use of spiritual penalties.  
The prerogative to call a council belonged to the medieval bishop.  While ecumenical 
councils convoked clerics from a wide geographic swath, plenary and provincial councils 
handled local issues.3  Two issues that Zoen addressed through conciliar activity serve as 
models for his wielding of universal powers.  First, Zoen began the process of neutralizing 
the political threat of the emperor’s ally Count Raymond VII of Toulouse, by calling and 
presiding over a number of various councils intended to erode Raymond’s power and, 
subsequently, that of Frederick II.  Second, Zoen attacked the lingering Cathar heresy in the 
Midi by convoking a major regional council at Albi in 1254, which reinforced his presence 
and reputation in the universal arena.  With these lofty episcopal powers, Zoen cemented his 
status as ecclesiastical overlord of the city and its environs.  His successes on the universal 
level were mutually enforced by those on the local level, discussed in the next chapter.   
 
                                                
2 Mazel, La noblesse et l’Eglise, pp. 452-58. 
3 Peter Huizing, The Ecumenical Council: its Significance in the Constitution of the Church (Edinburgh, 1983). 
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Letters preserved in the papal registers of Popes Gregory IX (1227-41) and Innocent 
IV (1243-54), in whose name Zoen acted, reveal his significant contributions to the 
delegation led by Giacomo Pecoraria, which he quickly inherited.4  The immediacy with 
which Zoen launched himself into positions of authority, even before receiving official 
approval in some cases, speaks to the pope’s confidence in him.  The pope’s epistolary 
conversation with the archpriest reveals Zoen working within the parameters of approved, if 
not expressly delegated, authority to achieve the pope’s aims.  These same goals shaped 
Zoen’s early relationship with Avignon: as he settled in the region, Zoen used his skillset to 
achieve centralization of local ecclesiastical power and to bend the city to the wishes of the 
pro-papal party to which he staunchly belonged. 
With several well-timed acts, Zoen achieved the reconciliation of Count Raymond 
VII with Raimon Berengar V and the Church, in addition to divorcing Avignon from the 
count they supported so staunchly.  In his first five years in Provence, Zoen helped to bring 
about the aim of three popes.  Yet his universal power did not expire with the resolution of 
the papal directive; instead, Zoen used his power to convoke councils to stay at the forefront 
of political issues at distances from Avignon, which culminated in his mid-career reunion of 
the council of Albi.  Both of these were significant responsibilities of the members of the 
ecclesiastical hierarchy.  From his conciliar and anti-heretical activity, it is clear that Zoen 
continued to actively exercise his potestas ordinis and potestas jurisdictionis. 
                                                
4 Lucien Auvray, ed.  Les registres de Grégoire IX (Paris, 1907); Elie Berger, ed.  Les registres d’Innocent IV (Paris, 
1884).  After Pope Gregory IX’s death in August 1241, Celestine IV was quickly elected but died after only 
sixteen days; an eighteen-month interregnum followed his death until Innocent IV was elected in June 1243. 
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3.1.  Neutralizing Count Raymond VII 
In participating in Count Raymond’s reconciliation, Zoen invoked one of the 
episcopate’s highest and most influential powers.  From Christ’s original investment of 
bishops (in the representative of the Apostle Peter) with the responsibility for immortal souls 
and the right to spiritual punishment, bishops inherited from Scripture the authority to 
condemn a man for sin and the concomitant power to forgive him.  Christ affirmed to Peter 
that, as vicar for the Church, “whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and 
whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.”5  The theologically coded language of 
Biblical scholars came to define “binding” as condemnation and “loosing” as forgiveness.  
Therefore the judgments rendered by earthly vicars of Christ would be upheld as sacrosanct 
in the next life.  In this way, the Church retained ultimate, supreme authority over secular 
rulers, whose immortal souls required absolution from spiritual leaders before death.  
The episcopal prerogative to bind and loose became a cornerstone of Zoen’s 
program to eliminate Count Raymond VII’s influence on the cities of Provence and, in turn, 
to limit the Holy Roman Emperor’s support in the region.  Count Raymond incurred 
ecclesiastical wrath through an inherited stigma of sympathy for Cathars, his unmitigated 
support for Frederick II, and his general misbehavior that frequently resulted in offenses to 
the Church.  In the documentary evidence of ecclesiastical attempts to pummel the 
charismatic, unpredictable count into obedience, particularly the letters from Pope Innocent 
IV, the target of these ecclesiastical sanctions was not heresy but breaking the peace. 
                                                
5 Matthew 16:19; see supra, p. 10 n. 32. 
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In the Beatitudes, Christ blessed peacemakers among the other lowly who will inherit 
the kingdom of God.6  An inextricable link between reconciliation and peacemaking emerged 
as Christian attitudes and control of violence united towards an “ideology of peace.”7  The 
Peace of God movements of the late tenth and early eleventh centuries reinforced the 
Church’s responsibility to pursue peace.8  In their capacities as “good Christian lords,” 
therefore, landed nobility were obliged to protect the unprotected—a concept that became 
more pronounced as it grafted Christianized chivalric ideals onto the military customs of the 
feudal elite.  In the reforming zeal of the Peace movements and their subsequent embrace by 
Pope Gregory VII, bishops quickly realized the potential to be gained by harnessing the 
reformers’ call for peace.  Bishops thus became peace-seekers and protectors who mediated 
between populace and nobility.  In this way, the eleventh-century episcopate absorbed and 
reformulated the role of aristocratic mediator performed by Carolingian bishops, whose 
“complex political act” of making peace gave bishops an extended role as patron, source of 
charity, and pastor.9  Zoen, who had taken priestly orders but not yet acceded to the position 
of bishop-elect, participated in this vocation and, once he came into the fullness of his 
power as a bishop, helped bring to fruition Count Raymond’s reconciliation with the 
Church. 
                                                
6 “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of God.” (“Beati pacifici quoniam filii Dei 
vocabuntur”).  Matthew 5:9. Biblia sacra, p. 1531. 
7 Gilsdorf, “Bishops in the Middle,” p. 58. 
8 This necessity of keeping the peace harkens back to Gregorian Reform ideals in the late eleventh century, 
when the bishops of Southern France (and Germany) took advantage of the demotic Peace of God movements 
that demanded protection for those who were being assaulted without being brought to justice.  For a full 
account of the ideology and events of the Peace of God, see the volume edited by Head and Landes, The Peace 
of God. 
9 Gilsdorf, op. cit., p. 57. 
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Although pernicious charges of heresy loomed large in medieval society, breaking the 
peace warranted equally devastating spiritual punishments.10  In the period between the start 
of the Albigensian crusade (1209) and the fall of Provence to the Capetians (1251), the brunt 
of ecclesiastical intervention in the Midi was actually aimed at establishing peace, rather than 
heresies that were exaggerated by inflammatory rhetoric.11  The case of warfare on the banks 
near Bonpas was just one of many incidents of Raymond’s violence in the Comtat, for which 
he suffered repeated excommunications.  In addition, Count Raymond was an oath-breaker: 
he had publically sworn to protect the pope and the Church as part of the terms from the 
Treaty of Meaux-Paris, which formally ended the Albigensian crusade (1229).  As in the 
eleventh-century case of the reconciliation of Pope Gregory VII and Emperor Henry IV at 
Canossa, the act of forgiving could have tremendous political repercussions and, indeed, 
could be used as a manipulation and demonstration of power.12 
The process of neutralizing Count Raymond’s grasp on Arles, Avignon, and 
Marseille began immediately upon the papal delegation’s arrival across the Alps.  As 
discussed above, the legate, the archpriest, and the other men who accompanied them 
arranged an audience with the pope’s ally Count Raimon Berengar at Aix on 10 November 
1239, where they received the promise of forty knights and ten crossbowmen.13  Such a 
bodyguard suggests that the deputies had reason to fear for their lives as they passed into 
                                                
10 On violence and peace from a political perspective, see Justine Firnhaber-Baker, Violence and the State in 
Languedoc, 1250-1400 (New York, 2014).  For the religious perspective, see Head and Landes, op. cit. 
11 Mazel, op. cit., p. 460. 
12 On Canossa, see Blumenthal, The Investiture Controversy, p. 123-27.  Because Gregory VII did not orchestrate 
the public penance, it forced his hand in forgiving Henry IV. 
13 These included at least the viscount Tedaldus, Master Paul of St Helia, and the chaplain, Master Cardone 
(GXN VII no. 482).  
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imperial territory.  After this initial meeting, Giacomo Pecoraria receded from the recorded 
business of the delegation to Provence and made his way north to address King Louis IX.  
Zoen promptly absorbed the cardinal legate’s duties, whether as intended or by the force of 
his own ambition, and immediately took his place as the legatine embodiment of papal 
power.14 	  
Zoen’s first direct assault on Count Raymond and his supporters came in the form 
of a renewal of a sentence of excommunication that had been levied by the archbishop of 
Arles three months earlier (24 April 1240).  The need to relevy it suggested that it had not 
been observed, and emphasized Zoen’s authority alongside that of the archbishop of Arles, 
who was otherwise the premier ecclesiastical authority in Provence.  On 14 and 15 July 1240, 
Zoen presided over a well-attended council at Viviers, a town on the Rhône nearly forty 
miles north of Avignon.  In attendance were three archbishops, nine bishops, and at least 
nineteen additional abbots, priors, mendicants, and other clerics.  The acts of this council 
referred to Zoen as “the venerable man, Master Zoen, archpriest of Bologna, holding the 
place of the venerable lord [Giacomo], bishop of Palestrina, legate of the apostolic see.”15  
On 8 May 1240, Pecoraria had conferred interim or vicarial authority upon Zoen, though he 
was not confirmed as legate by the pope for three years.  Although neither a formal legate 
nor a bishop-elect at this point, Zoen proceeded to call councils, proclaim on Count 
Raymond’s status, and maneuver behind the scenes to bring about reconciliation with Count 
Raimon Berengar and the Church. 
                                                
14 Robinson, The Papacy, p. 174.  The legate’s primary role was judicial, so as to spare the pope judging the large 
number of less important cases. 
15 “venerabilis vir magister Zoen, Bononiensis archipresbiter, gerens vices venerabilis domini J. Prenestrini episcopi, apostolice sedis 
legati” (GXN III no. 485; reprinted in Labande, pp. 308-13). 
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Recorded over two summer days, the lengthy council proceedings from Viviers 
described the litany of accusations against the count, each crime of which contributed to the 
“heap of condemnation” (sue dampnationis cumulum) that the count generated when he broke 
his oaths to keep peace and to protect the Church.16  Zoen ordered that all of Raymond’s 
sins be gathered together and evaluated one by one so that they could wipe the slate clean 
through a reconciliation orchestrated by the bishop.  The council also sought to repair a 
grievous error made by the bishop of Sora, an erstwhile papal agent, who had “irrationally” 
(irrationabiliter) and improperly absolved Raymond of a previous excommunication.17  At 
Viviers, Zoen restored order: “with all postponement, delay, and pretext put aside,” he 
relegated Raymond to his unforgiven status at the encouragement of the other prelates in 
attendance.18  In addition to the count, Zoen identified and excommunicated ten staunch 
Raymondine supporters, including the militant count Barral des Baux.19  Furthermore, he 
excommunicated the citizens of Avignon and Marseille for their continued loyalty to the 
pro-imperial cause.  As Zoen was elected bishop of Avignon the following year, this 
excommunication of the entire population poses interesting questions for Zoen’s 
relationship to his new diocese: presumably, his role in their excommunication would have 
left some animosity when he came to the episcopal see, although no direct evidence speaks 
to this issue.  With this immediate blow, Zoen cut away at an imperial ally, restored justice by 
                                                
16 Ibid. 
17 “dictum Tholosanum comitem in antiquas excommunicationis sententias, a quibus fuit per Soranum episcopum irrationabiliter 
absolutus” (ibid., p. 309). 
18 “consuluimus eidem archipresbitero bona fide ut, omni dilatione, mora et occasione postpostis [. . .] dictum Tholosanum comitem 
in antiquas excommunicationis sententias [. . .] reduceret.” (ibid.). 
19 Barral des Baux was a lord of Orange, the province immediately north of Avignon, whose sense of family 
rights and adamant support of Raymond VII prompted him to invade the Comtat Venaissin in 1234 (Conso, 
Les seigneurs des Baux).  
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correcting an ecclesiastical error, and enforced his own position as leader—in deed if not yet 
in official name. 
Nine months later, Zoen expanded his condemnation to include anyone in the city 
or diocese of Avignon who gave “counsel, help or favors” (consilium, auxilium, vel favorem) to 
Emperor Frederick.20  The penalty for disobedience was exacted in property: the accused 
would lose everything he possessed from the church of Avignon, in the city, or in the 
diocese.21  It is not specified what kind of “counsel, help or favors” Zoen meant, but these 
likely included practical support, such as providing protection, horses, or arms for imperial 
agents, as well as political support, such as refusing to endorse ceasefire treaties that were 
currently being promoted.22  The terminology suggests that what constituted “help” would 
have been left up to the discretion of the prelate doling out excommunication.  This broad 
declaration contributed to a surprising détente on 2 June 1241, when Counts Raymond VII 
and Raimon Berengar V submitted to the mediation of King Jaume of Aragon and the 
bishops of Riez and Toulouse.23  To underscore this willingness to seek peace, Raimon 
Berengar betrothed his ten-year-old daughter Beatrix to his former nemesis, Raymond VII, 
                                                
20 2 April 1241.  Printed as a supplement in Labande, p. 372.  This condemnation was recorded on the reverse 
of the excommunication of the people of Saze, an interesting mirror since in that rent-based issue, Zoen 
employed spiritual sanctions, but in this obedience-based issue, he opted for property sanctions. 
21 “ammittat quicquid ab ecclesia Avinionensi vel ab aliqua alia de civitati seu dioces Avinionensis habet et tenet, vel habere 
noscitur seu tenere.” (ibid., p. 371). 
22 For example, on 28 January 1244, following the expiration of a treaty between accounts, Raymond VII 
conflicted with Raimon Berenger V, resulting in Innocent IV’s charge that Zoen facilitate and enforce a cease-
fire (Hauréau, p. 12). 
23 GXN III no. 1058. 
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then forty-four years old.  Although this bid for peace ultimately faltered, it nonetheless 
marked a new height in conciliation.24 
Harnessing this spirit of pacification, Zoen’s subsequent tactic for destabilizing 
Count Raymond’s claims on Avignon was to facilitate an alliance between the city and Count 
Raimon Berengar V.25  In order to mutually defend “against the enemies and persecutors of 
the Church,” namely Count Raymond and Emperor Frederick, Count Raimon Berengar 
pledged a solemn oath to Zoen, as the bishop-elect and representative of the church of 
Avignon, and to Isnard Audegarius, the city’s single podestà.26  After Avignon capitulated, 
other cities of the Midi followed suit.  On 22 June 1243, Marseille signed a similar treaty with 
the Count of Provence; Zoen’s name appeared at the bottom, indicating his diplomatic 
involvement outside the walls of Avignon.27  His own successes with the same reconcilation 
may have made him a useful contributor to the Marseillais charter.  In the following months, 
Raimon Berengar, the church of Avignon (in the person of Zoen), and the city (in the 
person of the podestà) renewed their treaty of 1241.28  This time, an impressive 166 members 
of the general council of Avignon appended their names, which they signed in the new room 
in Zoen’s palace.29 
Count Raimon Berengar V’s strengthening allegiance with Avignon alienated Count 
Raymond VII, who continued his depredations of local properties, repeatedly upsetting the 
                                                
24 The marriage never took place because Pope Gregory IX considered Raymond VII to be still married to 
Sancia of Aragon. 
25 11 July 1241.  Reprinted in Labande, pp. 314-16. 
26 “contra inimicos et persecutores Ecclesie” (Labande, p. 314).   
27 Leroy, p. 200 n. 177.  
28 Labande, pp. 320-24. 
29 “Et nos [. . .] consiliarii consilii generalis civitatis Avinionensis [. . . .] Facta fuerunt hec apud Avinionem, in aula nova staris 
episcopalis, presentibus domino Zoen, Avinionensi electe...” (ibid., pp. 322-34). 
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peace that Zoen and his clerical colleagues sought to maintain.  Shortly after the renewal of 
the mutual alliance between Zoen, Count Raimon Berengar, and the commune of Avignon, 
and around the time of a similar letter from the abbot of Grasse, the bishop of Vaison wrote 
to Zoen in the latter’s new capacity as an official papal legate.30  In the charter dated to 13 
October 1243, Bishop Gregory plainly listed his grievances against Raymond VII, who, with 
his seneschal Barral des Baux, had plundered ecclesiastical properties in Vaison, occupied 
their lands with military force, stolen rents and payments due to the bishop, and, when the 
former bishop died, appropriated episcopal rights and justices.31  The bishop calculated 
Raymond’s transgressions year by year, and estimated a total value of eight thousand sous 
and fifty-five Raymondine pounds.32  The bishop of Vaison begged Zoen to intervene, 
appealing to his moral purity and holiness (sanctitati vestre), a framing that cast Raymond’s 
actions as decidedly censurable by contrast.33  Once again, Zoen’s local contemporaries 
endorsed him as the peacemaker in opposition to Raymond VII, an authority Zoen upheld 
both in his capacity as a recognized legate and as an effective centralizing force in Provence 
in his own right. 
With each treaty, the pro-papal party further immobilized Count Raymond until his 
only viable choice was to accept reconciliation.  In December 1243 he voyaged to Rome, 
armed with letters from King Louis IX, who encouraged papal forgiveness.  Raymond VII 
                                                
30 The damages listed by the abbot of Grasse against the Trencavel are in GXN VII no. 509 (dated to 1243 
without specified month). 
31 Reprinted in Labande, pp. 325-26. 
32 “Summa omnium predictorum octoginta milia solidorum et LV. libras raimundensium.” (Ibid., p. 326). 
33  “Unde, supplicat sanctitati vestri, domine Zoen, Dei gratia episcope Avinionensis, apostolice sedis legate, G., Dei permissione 




was reconciled with the pope on 1 January 1244, and Pope Innocent sent the news by letter 
to Provence, charging the archbishops of Arles and Narbonne and the legate Zoen (though 
still called electus) to spread the news throughout the region.34  To commit to his ceasefire 
against Raymond, Pope Innocent stalled certain actions of the Church in a show of good 
faith: for example, he halted Zoen’s investigation of the count’s ally the bishop of Toulouse 
and rewarded the bishop-elect with a set of privileges, signalling the conclusion of the 
affair.35 
Zoen’s final use of councils in the Raymondine affair reveals a discontinuity in his 
successful program.  In the spring of 1244, Zoen convoked three provincial councils in 
Béziers, Manosque, and Romans, which did not achieve their desired purpose of rallying 
support to ensure peace.36  Listed as a “minister of the Church” (ecclesie minister) rather than as 
bishop, Zoen called these two councils in his capacity as an apostolic legate.37  The Southern 
French prelates in attendance twice refused to permit excommunication as a bargaining tool 
to compel signatures on a peace treaty, over which Raimon Berengar V and Raymond VII 
demured because of certain unmet conditions, namely Raimon Berengar’s demand for two 
castles owed to him and the return of several hostages.38  Zoen made his case to the 
                                                
34 “Pacem habere cum omnibus [. . .] Quocirca fraternitate tue per apostolica scripta mandamus, quatinus eundem comitem, quem 
sincera diligimus in Domino caritate, pro Apostolice Sedis, et nostra, reverentia, propensius prosequens affectione paterna, eum sine 
more dispendio denunties, et denuntiari publice, per terras tue legationi commissas, facias absolutum...” (GXN VII no. 520). 
35 Among these were the privileges of freedom from excommunication or interdict for two years given to the 
communes of Arles, Marseille, and Avignon—the first privilege granted to Avignon in a long time, in 
recognition of Zoen’s achievements there (Labande, pp. 101-03; Berger, no. 592). 
36 12 April, 1 May, and 14 May, respectively.  See Labande, pp. 326-28 for the printed text of the vidimus dated 
to July 21, 1244.  (Labande viewed the original with Zoen’s yellow wax seal in ADBdR B 337). 
37 12 April 1244.  At Béziers, the canons list Zoen as “divina permissione Avinionensis ecclesie minister, apostolice sedis 
legatus” (ibid.). 
38 “Cui dedimus nostrum consilium in hunc modum; scilicet quod prefatos compellare non poterat ad treugam ineundam, occasione 
litterarum dom. papel; pro eo quod illa clausula non erat in litteris dom. pape quod consuevit apponi.”  (GXN VII no. 526). 
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archbishop of Narbonne and six regional bishops to enforce the peace treaty based on a 
letter he had received from Pope Innocent.39  The council rejected his orders on the basis 
that Innocent’s letter had not authorized such action against custom, thus undermining 
Zoen’s power to compel the peace treaty by means of spiritual sanctions.  The council 
proceedings from Béziers and Romans were nearly identical, indicating that Zoen had tried a 
second time to convince his fellow prelates of the efficacy of excommunication to compel a 
peace treaty.  The original records of these councils bore the yellow wax seal of Zoen—one 
of the only three extant examples.40 
Two weeks later, Zoen gathered a council at Manosque, a city fifty miles up the 
Durance river from Avignon.41  In addition to the local prelates, Count Raimon Berengar 
and a coalition of procuratores from Avignon were also in attendance.42  The count expressed 
his willingness to forge a peace treaty with Raymond VII, provided the latter count comply 
with unfulfilled stipulations from the Treaty of Beaucaire.  Zoen convoked a council in 
Romans a month later, collecting an entirely different set of prelates (including three 
archbishops) to try to convince a new constituency to enforce the treaty with threat of 
excommunication.43  Again, however, the council argued that Innocent’s letter did not imply 
the use of ecclesiastical sanction in the name of a forced peace. 
                                                
39 “nos dictus dominus legatus consuluit utrum auctoritate litterarum dictarum haberet potestatem compellendi predictos per 
censuram ecclesiasticam ad treugam ineundam” (Labande, p. 327). 
40 Labande, pp. 279-80 and 326. 
41 1 May 1244 (ibid., pp. 328-29). 
42 These procuratores were Magister Bernard and the soldier Cabescia [a pseudonym for Raymond Moutonnier] 
(ibid., p. 328). 




This series of councils show Zoen’s agenda, even if it is not actualized according to 
his expectations.  Before the councils, Zoen received papal letters (mentioned in the council 
notes) that he sought to use in an expansive capacity, perhaps beyond what could be justified 
by precedent or Innocent IV’s perceived intentions.  When the local prelates objected to 
Zoen’s interpretation of the clause about excommunication, Zoen responded by calling a 
second council with different members, whom he might have expected to be more lenient or 
open to his viewpoint.  Even though both Béziers and Romans resulted in veto, this series 
permits a look inside Zoen’s methods, revealing his tenacity, diplomacy, and confidence in 
his interpretation of the papal agenda. 
The clause that Zoen interpreted as authority to invoke spiritual sanctions was one in 
which the pope apparently gave Zoen the right to protect the count’s lands from any 
disturbances (non permittas terram...molestari ab aliquo).44  Yet according to the attendees at the 
council, who sought to limit this use of ecclesiastical sanction, the papal letter lacked the 
customary additional line about the acceptable use of excommunication or interdict against 
“opponents, rebels or agitators” (contradictores et rebelles seu molestatores).45  This resistance to 
Zoen’s unbridled use of excommunication clearly points to a general anxiety about the use 
of spiritual sanctions in the thirteenth century.  In fact, a year earlier, Pope Innocent had 
instructed Zoen and the bishop of Carcassonne to nullify several improperly levied interdicts 
and excommunications, which may have been promulgated extemporaneously in the midst 
of panic about heretical threats.46  The destabilization following the Albigensian crusade 
                                                
44 Labande, p. 328. 
45 “illa clausula non erat in dictis domini pape litteris que consuevit apponi: ‘contradictores et rebelles seu molestatores hujusmodi 
per censuram eccelsiasticam compescendo.’” (ibid.). 
46 18 July 1243.  Innocent’s letter reprinted in Hauréau, pp. 2-3. 
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aggravated the relations between branches of the Provençal aristocracy, both as a result of 
interference from external northern forces and from an increasingly oppositional Church 
hierarchy active in the region.47  Intensified conflict prompted those same prelates to wage 
spiritual war—not over heresy but for peace.  Thus the local use of spiritual sanctions 
escalated during the first half of the thirteenth century, notably in cases in which 
excommunication or interdict forced the laity to heed ecclesiastical orders, as in the manifold 
cases in the Midi in which archbishops, bishops, and papal legates strove to subdue the 
grand aristocratic families of the South (e.g., the Baux and Simiane families).48  Such use was 
not always effective: cases revealed the repeated onslaught of excommunications that 
ultimately had no traction, such as the five excommunications of Barral des Baux between 
1236 and 1250.49  Some charters, such those demanding annual oaths of peace, even included 
clauses stipulating automatic excommunication in the event of an unperformed oath.50  
The final act necessary to end the Raymondine affair was the pope’s official claim on 
Avignon.  On 3 February 1245, Pope Innocent wrote directly to the consuls and populace of 
Avignon, praised the city for its loyalty, and took it under the special protection of the Holy 
See.51  In June, Innocent presided over the Council of Lyon, at which he deposed the newly 
excommunicated Holy Roman Emperor, although his replacements were unsuccessful and 
                                                
47 Mary C. Mansfield, The Humilation of Sinners: Public Penance in Thirteenth-Century France (Ithaca, 1995). 
48 Mazel, p. 455-56. 
49 In 1236, 1240, 1246, 1249, and 1250 (Mazel, op. cit., p. 455). 
50 As in the case of Barral des Baux, who was responsible for swearing peace to Charles of Anjou every year 
after 1251, a missed oath would result in the archbishop of Aix immediately excommunicating him (ibid., p. 
456). 
51 “dilectis filiis consulibus et populo Avinionensibus.”  (Labande, pp. 330-31).  
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disorder continued until Charles of Anjou claimed the crown of Sicily.52  Thus in 1245, the 
papacy finally accomplished the decades-long task of subduing the Raymondine dynasty and 
reclaiming control of the major cities of Provence.   
3.2.  The Universal Power of An Itinerant Bishop 
In broad strokes, scholars have viewed Zoen’s episcopacy as sort of sine curve: a 
galvanized launch period (1239-45) followed first by a steep decline (1245-51) and then by a 
span of relative ineffectiveness (1251-61) aimed at regaining former authority.53  One reason 
for this analysis stems from the slimmer evidentiary base for the period after Count 
Raymond VII made peace with Count Raimon Berengar V and the Church.  However, the 
resolution and elimination of Zoen’s premier task naturally would have led to a reduction in 
the number of the popes’ letters to Zoen, which constitute much of the source base for 
Zoen’s activity in the earlier period.  In his recent work on the legal history of Avignon, 
Nicolas Leroy has also interpreted the reappearance of a confraternity under the leadership 
of Barral des Baux as evidence for the bishop’s sudden loss of power in 1245/46, causing 
Zoen to regress to the fragile episcopal status of his predecessors.54  Finally, Zoen’s more 
frequent activity outside Avignon than inside the city has prompted Leroy to overemphasize 
                                                
52 On the first council of Lyon (1245), see Norman P. Tanner, Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils I (Washington, 
D.C., 1990), pp. 278-301.  Innocent excommunicated Frederick again in April 1248, but the emperor died (on 
13 December 1250) before any satisfying conclusion came about.  See Powell, op. cit., p. 490 n. 11.  Philippe 
Pouzet, “Le pape Innocent IV à Lyon.  Le concile de 1245,” Revue d’histoire de l’Eglise de France 15, no. 68 (1929): 
281-318. 
53 Labande ended his encomium to the bishop with a poignant discussion of thefts of his testamentary bequests 
and the “ingratitude” of the Avignonese who “demolished and rebuilt the edifices where he lived” so as to 
obliterate the memory of him (Labande, p. 253), while Leroy marked the year 1245/46 as the beginning of 
decline for Zoen, whom he stated was forced to spend the next five years in a sort of exile from Avignon so as 
to avoid anticlerical confraternity violence (Leroy, pp. 215ff). 
54 Ibid., p. 207. 
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the confraternity’s control by suggesting that the bishop did not stay in Avignon during the 
five years between the end of the Raymondine affair and the arrival of the Capetians in 1251.  
Rather than focusing on a lacuna in the evidence—which, as is often the case for medieval 
sources, may simply reflect the vicissitudes of documentary preservation over the last eight 
centuries—concentrating on the surviving evidence argues instead for a continuation of 
Zoen’s itinerant episcopacy, which had marked his early years as a vice-legate and bishop-
elect (Fig. 3.1).  As seen in this image, Zoen’s delegated tasks as well as those of his own 
initiative carried him as far afield as Hungary, central Italy, and the Languedoc.  This 
peripatetic action promotes a view of the bishop’s continued agency during a period of 
challenges, rather than presuming that his entire modus operandi shifted in the face of 
resistance. 
 




The bishop’s position was indeed threatened in 1248/49, though the actual 
repercussions of an uprising led by Barral des Baux at that time remain unclear in terms of 
Zoen’s location and his access to management of the city.  According to a letter written by 
Pope Innocent IV on 24 May 1249, the bishop and the church of Avignon suffered 
“damages, injuries, and offenses” (dampnis, injuriis et offensis) at the hands of the podestà and his 
supporters, resulting in the pope extending a sentence of excommunication via the bishop of 
Psalmodie (a coastal town between Montpellier and Arles).55  Among his criticisms of Barral 
des Baux and the rebels, the pope listed the occupation of the episcopal palace, the 
confiscation of the bishop’s wine and wheat, and the refusal to pay the appropriate fees 
owed to him.56  In itself, this language does not indicate a long-term exile from the episcopal 
palace; the complaint lacks any temporal dimension.  One moment of heightened hostility 
nevertheless stands out: according to the pope’s account, the podestà threatened any citizens 
who supported the bishop “in word or deed” (verbo vel facto) with punishment and monetary 
forfeiture, despite their annual oaths of protection to the bishop—to which the crowds 
shouted “Fiat! Fiat!”57  Anticlerical violence followed: the anti-episcopal party in Avignon 
laid waste to Zoen’s northeast domain of Bédarrides, burning his arbors and vineyards, 
                                                
55 ADV 1G7 no. 5, reprinted in Labande, pp. 347-54. 
56 “Item, cum constet quod Avinionensis curia, [. . .] occupavit domum episcopi et res que ibi erant, bladum, vinum, et alia, et 
prohibuerunt curiales redditus episcoaples reddi episcopi vel bajulo suo...” (Labande, p. 351). 
57 “Item, cum constet quod consules et rectores et potestates quicumque sint in civitate Avinionensi annis singulis jurent in publico 
parlamento in manu episcopi Avinionensis se defendere et manutenere personam episcopi et personas canonicorum et aliorum 
clericorum in civitate et diocesi Avinionensi commorantium et omnia castra et res episcopi, contra que veniendo judex civitatis 
Avinionensis vel potestatis ipsius dixit in public contione quod quicumque defenderet episcopum verbo vel facto aut ei in aliquo 
obediret capite puniretur vel in certa pecunia multaretur, cui non fuit per aliquem contradictum, immo responsum ab aliquibus: 
‘Fiat! Fiat!’” (ibid.). 
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attacking the people there, and setting fire to his mills.58  Barral des Baux’s men repeated this 
stratagem at another episcopal domain in Barbentane, extending southwest of Avignon at 
the confluence of the Rhône and Durance rivers.  Inside the city, they occupied the 
“religious sites” (loca religiosa) of the house of St Bénézet and the hospital of Durand Ugo, 
which belonged to Zoen and would serve three years later as the new site for the convent of 
St Catherine.59  In this way, the opposition to the Church and Zoen made a declarative and 
compelling display of their conviction for independence. 
In spite of this letter, however, evidence argues for Zoen continuing to engage with 
the powers he had amassed through his roles as legate and bishop.60  Whereas Leroy has 
considered Zoen’s participation in councils exterior to Avignon as proof of his 
unwelcomeness in the city, this approach ignores the fundamental significance of calling and 
attending councils.  Zoen’s handling of the Raymondine affair already indicated his skillful 
maneuvering with councils; his continued activity in local councils, culminating in the 
council of Albi in 1254, reveal a continuity rather than a break with his already explored 
political method.  Over the course of his career, Zoen periodically attended councils 
throughout the Midi (Fig. 3.2), showing that he was widely engaged with neighboring 
dioceses. 
                                                
58 “exivit etiam Avinionensis civitas in exercitum contra castrum Biturrite, quod est episcopi et ecclesie Avinionensis, et ibi arbores 
et vineas inciderunt et homines dicti episcopi ceperunt et vulneraverunt et ignem in molendino episcopi posuerunt; item, exivit 
hostiliter comune civitatis ipsius in exercitum contra castrum Berbentane, quod est similiter episcopi et ecclesie Avinionensis.” (ibid., 
p. 352). 
59 “Item, cum constet Avinionenses occupasse, propria auctoritate, loca religiosa, scilicet domum Sancti Benedicti et hospitale 
Duranti Hugonis” (Labande, p. 352).  See Chapter Five for a further discussion of the hospital of Durand Ugo 
and the convent of St Catherine. 
60 Zoen’s status as legate ended by 9 June 1247, when Pope Innocent IV redefined the terms of Zoen’s 





Fig. 3.2: Counci ls  Attended by Zoen 
 
Although it is certainly clear that Zoen’s power fluctuated in this period, his 
continued participation in regional councils and his local actions during the late 1240s and 
1250s nonetheless indicate a drive to retain the power that had not faded.61  Zoen was first 
and foremost a papal agent; as such, his responsibilities to Provence at large did not cease 
when he became bishop of Avignon.  In 1245, leading up to the council of Lyon, Innocent 
IV named Zoen an apostolic vicar over increased territories to the north of his original 
                                                
61 See Chapter Five for Zoen’s foundation of St Catherine as an example of continuing authority in Avignon. 
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realm.62  This additional recognition helps to justify Zoen’s free movement outside of 
Avignon, since his responsibilities were demanded more broadly than ever.  Charting Zoen’s 
movement over his tenure compared to the years in question illustrates a continued pattern 
rather than a break in his normal activity (Figs. 3.3-3.5).  These images emphasize Zoen’s 
frequency of visits to cities outside of Avignon, both over the span of his entire career (Fig. 
3.3) and over limited portions (Figs. 3.4-3.5), aiming to show that his motion during years of 
proposed exile was not uncharacteristic. 
 
Fig. 3.3: Overview of Zoen’s Known Movement  
 
                                                
62 Reprinted in Berger, op. cit., no. 1106.  See also Hauréau, p. 18, and Labande, pp. 109-11.  Zoen’s vicarate 




Fig. 3.4: Frequency o f  Zoen’s Movement,  1244-50 
 
Zoen’s appearances outside Avignon repeatedly showed him to be performing 
important duties concerning the wellbeing of his diocese and supporting the Church.  He 
managed religious houses; he visited with the pope.  In other words, these absences from his 
homebase actually support a view of Zoen as a perpetual legate working in the catholic 
sphere.  In July 1244, signed acts placed Zoen in Noves.63  A month later, he was in Arles.64  
                                                
63 21 July 1244.  Vidimus of the council of Romans (reprinted in Labande, pp. 327-28). 
64 27 August 1244 (GXN VII no. 534). 
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Yet between that charter and early 1248, the only evidence of Zoen’s activity comes from 
papal letters that are addressed to him.  He reappeared again in January 1248 when he 
reduced the number of sisters permitted in the Benedictine convent of St Laurent of 
Avignon, but he did so from Tarascon.65  In November, charters attested to his presence in 
Noves again.66  The following month, Zoen presided over a council at Valence.67  He then 
traveled to Lyon, where Pope Innocent IV was in residence.68  In October 1250, he appeared 
again at Tarascon; in May 1251 in the city of Beaucaire.69  During these seven years, 
therefore, charters attest to Zoen’s location a total of seven times, with an average of one 
attestation per year.  Such skimpy appearances in these years before the suggested exile cast 
doubt on the conclusion that an absence of charters signed in Avignon indicates Zoen’s 
substantive absence from his capital city.  Further information must come from additional 
local descriptions that would argue for prolonged anti-episcopal sentiments.  Indeed, the 
attack on his palace may have been an act of opportunism marked by Zoen’s absence from 
Avignon, rather than the impetus for his apparent departure. 
                                                
65 2 January 1248; reprinted in Labande, p. 331 (incorrectly labeled as 1247). 
66 15 November 1248.  ADV 1G 658 fol. 36. 
67 Mansi, op. cit., XXIII, cols 769-78. 
68 May 1249.  ADV 1G 7 no. 5. 









Fig. 3.6: Frequency o f  Zoen’s Appearances in Provence ,  Per Manuscr ipt Attestat ion  
 
Similarly, during the first five years of his episcopacy (1239-44), Zoen traveled to 
Aix, Viviers, Béziers, Manosque, Romans, and Noves, each attested by a single document.  
Furthermore, no charters explicitly mark the end of Zoen’s position as legate; we know only 
that Innocent IV stopped addressing him by this title by 9 June 1247.  Indeed, the evidence 
of Zoen’s presence in those cities outside his diocese results from his continued activity 
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there, proving that his movements were related to his still-productive and viable office.  In 
reevaluating Zoen’s movement against the theory of exile, the limited manuscript record 
tempers an argument for abrupt change and endorses a view of continuity.  Zoen’s past 
experiences as a papal legate supported a conceptualization of his power as being universally 
applicable.  Accordingly, continued forays outside the capital were in agreement with a 
peripatetic version of the office of bishop.  
3.3.  Targeting Heresy  
In the earlier part of his tenure, Zoen called councils for varied reasons: to 
promulgate papal ordinances, to levy spiritual sanctions, and to compel his colleagues to 
support his decisions about handling political issues.  From his first council six months after 
his arrival to his consummate council of Albi in 1254, Zoen drew upon his varied statuses as 
bishop-elect, bishop, and papal legate to gather the ecclesiastical powers of Southern France.  
In summoning these councils and managing the influential prelates who attended, Zoen 
reinforced his important role in the universal arena.  Towards the end of Zoen’s role in the 
resolution of Raymond VII’s dispute with the Church, he turned his invocation of councils 
from peacemaking towards the extirpation of heresy in the Midi.70 
When the House of Toulouse became implicated in the Cathar sect, at the very least 
protecting Cathars in Raymondine territories, the problem of heresy in the Midi became 
drastically politicized.  Protecting suspected heretics necessarily branded Count Raymond VI 
and his heir Raymond VII as disobedient to Church authority, since their protection flouted 
ecclesiastical attempts to extirpate this heresy via confiscations, imprisonments, forced 
                                                
70 See Chapter One for a broader discussion of the Albigensian crusade and the Cathar heresy. 
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confessions, and ultimately the Albigensian crusade.71  As is well covered in the literature on 
the Albigensian Crusade, the murder of papal legate Peter of Castelnau in 1208 provided the 
spark that lit the powder keg of Capetian military might.  Justified by the assassination, 
which contemporary chroniclers circumstantially linked to Count Raymond VI, the Capetian 
forces under the notorious knight Simon de Montfort descended on the Midi and left it in 
ruins—assaulted fortresses, bloody fields, mass graves of heretics and Christians alike, from 
which “God will know his own,” in the words of the Cistercian abbot and papal legate who 
dismissed indiscriminate killing during the razing of Béziers.72  Pope Innocent specified that 
whosoever fought against the internal enemy of the Cathars in a Christian land would receive 
the same benefits as the crusaders who died liberating Jerusalem. 
After the outward violence against heretics during that proclaimed holy war, the fight 
against heresy became endemic and institutionalized by the inquisitons launched by Pope 
Gregory IX.  Initially, the pope invested bishops with the authority to carry out 
investigations (inquisitiones) pertaining to heresy in their dioceses.  Under this mentality, the 
bishop was responsible for keeping his own diocese pure and orthodox.  These inquisitiones 
referred to the process of pursuing suspicions of threats to the Church.  Theoretically, true 
heresy had to fulfill four categories: a heretical idea had to come from human opinion; it 
must be contrary to Scripture; it must be publicly preached; and it must be staunchly 
defended.73  When inquisitors encountered potential heretics, their primary goal was to 
                                                
71 See Chapter One. 
72 Arnaud Amalric [or Amaury], “Caedite eos; novit enim Dominus qui sunt eius.” 
73 Stated by Robert Grosseteste, during questioning by the Dominican John of St Giles: “Haeresis est sententia 
humano sensu electa, Scripturae Sacrae contraria, palam edocta, pertinaciter defensa.”  Recorded by Matthew Paris, op. cit. 
V, p. 401. 
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reeducate the offender and reintroduce him to the Church.  Only after a heretic continually 
rejected this correction would the inquisitor turn the heretic over to secular authorities to be 
punished—as members of the Church were prohibited from spilling blood.74   
Zoen’s incentive to push for tighter control of heresy in Provence was the pursuit of 
his campaign to strengthen episcopal power and to display it in recognizable, concrete ways.  
Indeed, it was his responsibility to broadcast definitively that his own diocese was free from 
suspicion.  Adding his voice to anti-heresy activity would serve to challenge Raymond VII’s 
power in the Comtat Venaissin as well as to exercise the episcopal prerogative of overseeing 
inquisition, judgment, and the reconciliation of a repentant heretic back to the flock.  Zoen’s 
role in controlling heresy in Southern France began early and culminated in his convocation 
of the council of Albi (1254).  While still bishop-elect in 1243, Zoen joined the bishop of 
Carcassonne to regulate the flagrant misuse of excommunication in heresy cases on the other 
side of the Rhône.  Pope Innocent IV commanded Zoen and his colleague Bishop Clarin 
(1226-48) to annul excommunications and broadly levied interdicts that were the result of 
anti-heretical zeal rather than legally sound decisions.75  Regarding this issue, therefore, Zoen 
appeared in a corrective role vis-à-vis the other bishops of Provence.  Because this event 
followed five days after Zoen renewed his alliance with Count Raimon Berengar and the 
Avignonese podestà (13 July 1243), the commitment to repairing places in the province that 
had fallen under suspicion of heresy became part of Zoen’s political agenda.  A month later, 
                                                
74 Lateran IV, canon 18 (1215).  “Sententiam sanguinis nullus clericus dictet aut proferat, sed nec sanguinis vidictam exerceat 
aut ubi exercetur intersit.”  (“No cleric may decree or pronounce a sentence involving the shedding of blood, or 
carry out a punishment involving the same, or be present when such punishment is carried out.”)  Ed. and 
trans. Tanner, Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils I, pp. 243-44.  This injunction may have contributed to the choice 
of fire for heretics’ executions.  In 1252, Innocent IV sanctioned the use of torture to elicit testimony in the 
absence of eyewitnesses. 
75 18 July 1243.  Innocent’s letter reprinted in Hauréau, pp. 2-3.  
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Pope Innocent enlisted Zoen to oversee elections in the Midi that were in areas suspected of 
Catharism.76  Once again, Zoen served in a supervisory duty over his superiors while still 
merely a bishop elect.  In these capacities, he sought to endorse and preserve an increasingly 
stable political situation among Provençal authorities.77   
In 1254, Zoen’s conciliar power reached new heights when he convoked and 
presided over the council of Albi, which was aimed at putting an end to the lingering issue of 
Cathars and Waldensians in the Midi.78  In the edited canons, J. D. Mansi stated that the 
council was “factum a domino Zoen, Avenionensi episcopo, ASL,” or apostolice sedis legatus, though 
this term dropped from Zoen’s name in 1247.79  The council was well attended: “many 
bishops and prelates of the provinces of Narbonne, Béziers and Bordeaux gathered to Albi 
to celebrate the council,” whose specific aim was “exterminating heretical depravity and for 
strengthening the Catholic faith.”80  Zoen convoked the Council of Albi in order to outline 
the specific mechanisms for uncovering, redeeming, and punishing heretics in the Midi.  The 
canons from Albi pertained exclusively to issues of exterminating heresy in the South. The 
Council opened with an exhortation to all local powers, both secular and lay, to “diligently, 
faithfully, and frequently” monitor possible cases of heresy in select parishes.81 
                                                
76 7 September 1243.  “Hinc est quod nos futuris periculis obviare volentes, auctoritate praesentium districte inhibemus ne, cum 
in locis tuae legationis suspectis vel infamatis de haeresi vacabant ecclesiae cathedrales, electiones ineis sine tuo consensu et assensu 
aliquatenus observentur.” (Hauréau, p. 7). 
77 Treaty reprinted in Labande, pp. 320-24. 
78 Mansi, op. cit., XXIII col. 832. 
79 Ibid., cols 829-30.  The entry header for the Council of Albi misrecorded the date as 1244.  The first letter 
from Innocent IV to Zoen without the term legatus is dated 9 June 1247 (reprinted in Hauréau, p. 18). 
80 “Multis episcopis et prelatis Narbonensis, Bituricensis, et Burdegalensis provinciarum ad cocilium celebrandum apud Albiam 
congregatis, quaedam pro exterminanda heretica pravtiate ac roboranda fide catholica.”  (Mansi, loc. cit.). 
81 Canon 1: “Statuimus, ut archiepiscopi et episcopi in singulis parochiis, tam in civitatibus, quam extra, unum sacerdotem, et 
hominem unum loci, laicum bonae famae, sine mora constituant, qui diligenter, fideliter, et frequenter inquirant haereticos in 
parochiis supradictis.” (ibid.). 
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The timing of this council should be viewed not only as part of the persisting efforts 
to extirpate Cathar and Waldensian shadows in the Midi in the decades after the Albigensian 
Crusade, but also as part of Zoen’s overall program to strengthen the power of the Church 
and specifically his own power in Avignon.  As a result, the undertaking of the council at 
Albi shortly after the arrival of the Capetians provided Zoen with an opportunity to exercise 
the universal episcopal authority to convoke regional councils. In this way, Zoen’s presiding 
over the council of Albi in 1254 worked in tandem with his foundation of the convent of St 
Catherine (discussed in Chapter Five) to bolster his presence in the eyes of incoming 
Capetian overlords, to remind diocesan and international players of his consecrated status, 
and to explicitly display his participation in and support of the framework of inquisition 
established by his benefactor, Pope Gregory IX.82  Zoen’s decisive convocation and 
management of the leading prelates of Provence effectively kept him at the energetic 
forefront of a new phase under the Capetians.83 
This major manifestation of episcopal authority followed on the heels of a letter 
written by the Angevin brothers of Louis IX, who took control of the Comtat Venaissin in 
1251.84  As a manifestation of their plans for their new territories, Count Charles of Anjou, 
Provence, and Forcalquier, and Count Alphonse of Poitiers and Provence, promised to 
support Zoen’s task of undermining heresy in the Comtat.  In return for his ardent work, 
they would uphold and defend the privileges of the Church of Avignon.  These statements 
                                                
82 Gregory IX instituted inquisition in the 1230s. 
83 Essentially the arrival of the Angevins spelled the end of independent communal rule and changed the 
infrastructure of the region by placing the Comtat under the rule of a vicar, who reported remotely to the 
Angevins.  Leroy is one of the main proponents of the 1251 reversal of episcopal power.   
84 1G 8 fol 88 (vidimus); 1G 6 pc. 22; 1G 430 pc. 34 (copy). 
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of support were further echoed by Alphonse of Poitiers and Charles of Anjou, who publicly 
endorsed Zoen’s mission as revealed through the council of Albi.  In 1251, the Capetian 
princes addressed a letter to Zoen promising that they would reinforce anti-heretical 
programs in Provence.85  In the same letter, the princes swore their support of the church of 
Avignon.  Furthermore, they attested that the vicar, whom the Capetians chose to oversee 
Avignon in the aftermath of the disbanded commune, would swear an oath of loyalty 
directly to the bishop.  This letter again harmonized the episcopal duty of protecting against 
heresy and the centralized power of a bishop to whom a princely rector would subject 
himself.  This letter firmly reveals Zoen’s achievement of retaining his central place and 
value to the new overlords of Provence.  
The primary powers discussed in this chapter explain only part of Zoen’s success in 
regulating Avignon.   His decisive and effective claims on local space also bolstered his 
reputation and position in Provence more broadly.  Section II telescopes the focus into the 
local arena, namely Avignon and its environs.  The less dramatic expressions of power upon 
citizens and the landscape in the diocese of Avignon not only contribute to, but compete 
with, the grand powers as ways in which Zoen tested the boundaries of his control.
                                                
85 1251.  ADV 1G 8 fol. 88 (vidimus). 
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Section II.  The Bishop’s Micro-Program: Centralizing Local Power  
The medieval bishop who was a powerful force on the stage of Christendom also 
had to manage the metropolitan space in his own backyard.  Narrowing from the universal 
episcopal powers that Zoen Tencarari exerted in his attempts to neutralize the threats of 
Count Raymond VII and Emperor Frederick II and to curb the Cathar heresy in the Midi, a 
closer analysis of local episcopal authority reveals the specific ways in which Zoen expressed 
his authority on the individuals and establishments, both secular and sacred, that were 
immediately under his local control. The deft maneuvering in the arenas of high and local 
politics enabled Zoen to test the boundaries of his authority and to play a role in bringing 
both Avignon and Provence to the reality desired by the pope. 
The bishop’s local powers derived from Zoen’s authority over the spiritual welfare of 
his diocese and his jurisdictional obligations over the components of his episcopal income 
(mensa episcopalis).1  Zoen’s use of both powers in tandem enabled him to successfully 
accomplish his papal directives as well as to augment, consolidate, and enjoy his own 





                                                
1 The mensa episcopalis is the set of territories, taxes, and rights that were held by the bishop in the Church’s 
name, all of which provided for the bishop’s “table” (mensa), i.e., which provided the bishop with financial 
stability and enough of an income to carry out his duties and live at least in relative comfort.  For a detailed 
discussion of the mensa episcopalis especially vis-à-vis the mensa capitularis, see Everett U. Crosby, Bishop and 
Chapter in Twelfth-Century England: a Study of the Mensa episcopalis (New York, 1994). 
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Spiritual Power (pote s tas  ord in i s) Temporal Power (pote s tas  jur i sd i c t ion i s) 
 
Prerogative to excommunicate 
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bridges and roads) 
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Prerogative to provide financially for religious 
houses  
 
Fig. II .1: Overview of Zoen’s Local Powers  
 
Zoen’s local attention fits into a thirteenth-century trend towards “a new 
administrative mentality,” which Adam Davis has identified in Zoen’s contemporary, 
Archbishop Eudes Rigaud of Rouen.2  These prelates, members of one of the first episcopal 
cohorts to take full advantage of the combined progresses of Gregorian reform and papal 
monarchy, operated in a world of increasingly refined episcopal bureaucracy with widespread 
repercussions for a bishop’s daily duties.  Like Archbishop Eudes’ register, Zoen’s local 
activity clarifies the ways in which bishops implemented their understanding of their 
authority in a practical sense.  In Zoen’s case, his choice to respond in certain consistent 
ways to stimuli in Avignon reveals the patterns of thinking that produced his reformative 
program aimed at centralizing episcopal power in the city, both for his own sake and for that 
of the papacy. 
                                                
2 Davis, The Holy Bureaucrat, pp. 4-5. 
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Chapter Four explores Zoen’s involvement in two local disputes.  He 
excommunicated a town for delinquent rents (1241) and attacked a priory under his 
jurisdiction (1242) for reasons that pull the bishop’s temporal and spiritual authorities into 
close contact with each other.3  In both cases, Zoen’s alacrity turned a minor infraction into 
an opportunity for the bishop to lay claim to a territory on the outer edges of the diocese of 
Avignon.  In the first part, the excommunication of a border town called Saze illustrated 
how Zoen wielded ecclesiastical weapons to correct feudal transgressions; in the second part, 
the bishop’s attack on a local priory tapped into ideas about stewardship, charity, and a 
Christianized natural landscape.  Unlike Zoen’s activity on behalf of the pope in Section I, 
the two cases here concern properties under Zoen’s immediate control, and as such they 
demonstrate his own ambitions, conceptualizations of his role in both religious and secular 
society, and the nuances of his relationships with other powers in Avignon.  These two 
events occurred before Zoen’s official confirmation as bishop, and thus represent an attempt 
to explicitly display his new but incomplete episcopal power. 
Through repeated tactics like emphasis on his diocesan borders, Zoen translated 
intellectual ideas about power into concrete reality, resulting in actual engagement with the 
various communities under his control.  Amid the panoply of Zoen’s activities as a high-
ranking deputy of the Church—e.g., combatting heresy, excommunicating powerful men, 
and calling large councils—these two scenarios show another side of Zoen’s power that 
derived from his status as a local landowner and a religious figure on the parochial level.  
Thus these two incidents, which historians have treated as simple feudal transactions, must 
be plumbed for information regarding concomitant religious ideology, notions of ownership 
                                                
3 Ott and Jones, pp. 5-18; Jones, Noble Lord, p. 221. 
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and space, and the articulation of the bishop’s double authorities (secular and spiritual).4  
When not cloaked in his rich robes of episcopal power, Zoen selected how and when he 
would react to resistance to his authority.  These local expressions of power are integral to 
understanding the deeper and subtler ways in which Zoen conceived of himself and his 
power.  These local powers were as influential as the catholic ones, if not more so, for 
Zoen’s “success” as a bishop. 
In Chapter Five, Zoen’s foundation of a convent highlights an advanced claim on 
space.  The convent’s origin in the outskirts of Avignon and Zoen’s subsequent role as 
patron and protector framed the relocation of these Cistercian nuns as an attempt to depict 
the bishop as a particular type of religious leader, channeling the ancient saint-bishops of 
Avignon who built the city’s churches.  By endorsing a reformed community of women, by 
establishing it in the shadow of his own palace, and by nurturing the convent’s growth in 
wealth and prestige, Bishop Zoen permanently contributed to the religious landscape of the 
city in the very moment that his power was threatened by the intervention of the Capetian 
princes Alphonse of Poitiers and Charles of Anjou.  By establishing St Catherine’s, Zoen 
reminded these new counts, as well as his flock, that his power was still vital. 
In the examples of Saze and Bonpas, Zoen’s suitability to the office of bishop 
demonstrates, in a concrete sense, how the local details of his episcopate factored into his 
ultimate success.  Though universal episcopal powers like convoking councils and battling 
heresy certainly revealed the strength of Zoen’s position, the local powers that he exhibited 
in the Avignonese arena bolstered his authority in the eyes of the inhabitants subject to his 
                                                
4 What Labande calls “the severity of Zoen” (p. 223). 
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jurisdiction in spiritual and temporal matters.  Both levels of power together ensured that 
Zoen could centralize and manage the city.
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4.  Episcopal Claims on Border Spaces: the Cases of Saze and Bonpas 
As a landowning lord, the medieval bishop necessarily engaged in feudal 
relationships with his tenants and those who owed him taxes.  Zoen’s wide temporal domain 
extended from the regions around Châteauneuf-Calcernier (Châteauneuf-du-Pape), upriver 
on either side of the Rhône, to territories on the left bank of the Durance.  These lands had 
long composed the episcopal domain managed by Zoen’s predecessors, and it was 
imperative that their borders be protected from usurpation in order to generate the kind of 
income needed to fund the cathedral and the bishop’s table (mensa episcopalis).  At the time of 
Zoen’s succession, the five segments of episcopal territories comprised approximately one-
tenth the total land of the diocese of Avignon.  Zoen’s management of his local spaces 
enabled him to create a solid base in Avignon, which was able to survive bouts of civic 
uprising and a major regime change.  This base provided Zoen with the stability to intervene 
in universal events, which in turn reinforced his local authority.  
In spite of Zoen’s foreign status, much of the management of this temopral domain 
naturally proceeded from his election and confirmation as bishop.  The majority of tenants 
seem to have respected old charters that had been upheld for centuries between their 
ancestors and the bishops of Avignon.  Others renewed their allegiances by paying homage 
to Zoen directly.1  In two cases, however challenges to Zoen’s authority impelled him to 
respond with force.  These moments of disorder reveal Zoen’s particular conceptualization 
of episcopal ownership, rights, and justice.  The dispute over the ferry at the priory of 
Bonpas (20 December 1241) and the punishment of late rents from the town of Saze (26 
                                                




November 1242) manifest latent religious and ideological components within the context of 
Zoen’s systematic control of Avignon.  Both of these events transpired within the first three 
years of Zoen’s arrival in Avignon, before he was officially consecrated as bishop—a point 
that makes them especially valuable as demonstrations of Zoen’s dominance over a new 
space. 
4.1.  Appropriating the Priory of Bonpas  
After gaining the title of bishop-elect in March 1241, Zoen quickly marked his 
territory and continued the papal directive to centralize the power of the church of Avignon.  
A dispute in the winter of that year provides an opportunity for a closer examination of 
Zoen’s attempt to lay claim to certain loaded sites in the Avignonese landscape.  In this year, 
Zoen disrupted and confiscated a free ferry being operated by the monks of a small religious 
house called the priory of Bonpas, which was located seven miles southeast of Avignon on 
the right bank of the Durance river.  This dispute, discussed in detail below, serves as an 
example of the ways in which Zoen relied on decisive, explicit, recognizable displays of 
power in order to gain control of certain spaces in the religious landscape.  At the moment 
of this dispute, Zoen remained an unconfirmed bishop-elect, bound by limitations on his 
potestas jurisdictionis, which theoretically prevented him from exercising full dominion over the 
properties associated with his new office.2  As mentioned earlier, Zoen arrived in Avignon at 
the nadir of episcopal strength, illustrated by the passage of eight bishops in fifteen years—a 
circumstance that would have made any decisive action of a bishop especially salient to the 
                                                
2 See Chapter Two for a discussion of the powers of a bishop-elect and Zoen’s changing status in his early 
years in Provence. 
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population and municipal government who had increased their power at the expense of hte 
waning bishops.3 
The particular case of the dispute of 1241 appears only as a brief mention or a 
footnote in the major monographs of medieval Avignon.  In his four-hundred-page opus on 
Zoen, Labande discussed Bonpas over the span of only two pages.4  Joseph Girard likewise 
devoted two pages to Bonpas, mentioning in brief the bridge and the ferry but omitting 
mention of the dispute or Bishop Zoen.5  In a seven-hundred-page work on the legal history 
of Avignon, Leroy relegated Bonpas to three footnotes, none of which mention the dispute 
of 1241 or anything about the priory’s position in relation to the see of Avignon.6  In these 
cases, scholars have typically considered it as a clear-cut feudal conflict in which a religious 
house impinged upon the bishop’s temporal domains at Noves, seven miles from Avignon.7  
Yet such an interpretation takes into account only a portion of the factors that motivated 
each party, ignoring the deep-rooted spiritual import of the Bonpas priory, its bridge, and 
the river crossing it owned.  Zoen’s financial benefits from this dispute do not preclude the 
impact of other factors on his decision—particularly those which medieval charters were not 
in the habit of recording.  Thus this dispute serves as an example of Zoen’s deliberate action, 
                                                
3 Leroy, pp. 189-90. 
4 Labande, pp. 221-23. 
5 Girard, Evocation, pp. 360-61. 
6 Leroy, p. 26 n. 71 (a mention that it owned a port only), p. 49 n. 222 (a mention in Frederick I’s confirmation 
of the bishop’s rights), and p. 315 n. 411 (a mention of the notary who recorded the 1212 document).  Damien 
Carraz mentioned the part of the story involving Count Raymond but did not delve into the reasons for Zoen’s 
involvement in L’Ordre du Temple dans la basse vallée du Rhône, 1124-1312: ordres militaires, croisades, et sociétés 
méridionales (Lyon, 2005). 
7 Robert Michel has noted that the priory’s ownership of a port “suffisait à exciter la jalousie des seigneurs du 
pays, laïcs ou ecclésiastiques,” certainly a reference to Bishop Zoen (Robert André Michel, “Les constructions 
de Jean XXII à Bonpas,” Mélanges d’archéologie et d’histoire (1911): 369-92, here p. 371).  Labande likewise 
described the confrontation occurring after the monks “se trouvaient sur le domaine sneurial de l’évêque 
d’Avignon,” a situation that evidently justified Zoen’s intervention (Labande, p. 222). 
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revealing his early, concrete methods for acquiring control, the function of the extended 
religious landscape of Avignon, and the working relationship between bishop and prior, both 
in 1241 and as part of a broader story. 
 
Fig 4.1: Location of  Bonpas 
 
The topography of the Durance also provides context for the appeal of the priory to 
Zoen in particular.  The priory of Bonpas, now a picturesque winery, occupies the right bank 
of the Durance river seven miles southeast of Avignon (Fig. 4.1).  The priory’s strategic 
value, at a part of the river that was narrower in the thirteenth century, resulted from its 
ownership of a bridge across the Durance, which, between at least 1166 and 1241, permitted 
a stable crossing point to the bishop’s secondary palace at Noves.8  The territory and town of 
                                                
8 Girard, Evocation, p. 360 and Michel, op. cit., p. 369.  The bridge may have been in place as early as 1059, since 
Isidore Gilles mentioned a letter from the archbishop of Arles among the manuscript collection of Polycarpe 
de la Rivière, whose veracity has been questioned elsewhere.  This letter (dated April 27, 1059) allegedly refers 
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Noves, on the left bank of the Durance, immediately across from Bonpas, constituted 
approximately one-sixth of Zoen’s episcopal domains.9  Zoen clearly spent time there, since 
he signed several charters in the chapel of Noves.10  Certain new rooms, called so in charters 
around the time of Zoen’s death, suggest that he might have renovated portions of the 
palace there; furthermore, Labande has suggested that Zoen patronized Italian artists, who 
appear in the context of Avignonese ateliers in the next decades, to decorate the palace.11  In 
addition, Zoen sought refuge there when briefly exiled from Avignon in 1248.12  And in 
1241, Zoen invoked the bailiff and men of Noves to occupy the port of Bonpas.  This 
evidence suggests that Zoen’s proclivity for the particular space of Noves heightened his 
interest in establishing an episcopal presence there.  However, after the destruction of the 
bridge, the passage at Bonpas no longer offered security; instead, the bishop might have 
found it more reliable to cross at the ferry of Rognonas, directly south of Avignon, so that 
                                                                                                                                            
to “Pons Bonipassus, magnum et laudandum opus laborisque et materie multe super Durentiam a vivo saxo constructus.”  (see 
Le pays d’Arles, p. 308).  This charter is not included in GXN III on Arles. 
9 Refer to Fig. 1.3. 
10 For example, in 1251 Zoen signed the agreement for the sale of Belvezet “in castro de Novis in capelli” (ADV 
1G 15 fol. 92). 
11 Labande took Zoen’s architectural improvements as evidence that the bishop preferred the palace in Noves 
to that in Avignon (p. 226).  See Labande, p. 228 and ibid., Les miniaturistes avignonais et leurs oeuvres (Paris, 1907) 
for a list of thirteenth-century painters active in the region. 
12 He was in Noves on 15 November 1248 (ADV 1G 15 fol. 91; 1G 59 no. 29).  A letter from Innocent IV (24 
May 1249) lists the offenses against the bishop, which Labande has interpreted as a bona fide exile (reprinted 
pp. 347-54).  In 1248, the podestà and his agents occupied the episcopal palace, seized Zoen’s possessions (e.g., 
wine and wheat), and refused to pay any taxes on them (Labande, p. 125).  However, Zoen’s continued 
movement outside of Avignon in the late 1240s is consistent with his earlier habits.  Accordingly, it is not self-
evident that the lack of charters signed in Avignon denotes an appreciable or prolonged exile.  See supra pp. 
134-44 for a more detailed discussion of his travels. 
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he could travel through his own temporal domains on the left bank of the Durance.  Did he, 
like many bishops before him, intend to rebuild the bridge under his own name?13   
In addition to economic elements related to feudal boundaries, the details of the 
dispute are convoluted, enigmatic, and laden with unarticulated information about 
Christianized space, protection of Christians, and control of culturally valuable structures like 
bridges and ferries.14  The Bonpas priory had a century-long relationship with the bishops of 
Avignon, framed by Bonpas’ identity as the site of a miracle and its function as a bridge-
keeper.  Bonpas’ actions over a century and a half, however, indicate that the installation of 
the ferry in 1241 was not the first perceived challenge to episcopal control.  Rather, far more 
than a submissive target for a domineering new bishop, Bonpas sought to distance itself 
from the bishops of Avignon and to carve their own space out of the religious landscape of 
medieval Provence, between the first mention of the priory in 1149 and its conversion to the 
Carthusian order in 1320 at the request of Pope John XXII.  Fomented by the military 
activity of Count Raymond VII, whose destruction of the Bonpas bridge set these factors 
into play, the dispute of 1241 served as a crescendo in the contest between Bonpas and the 
bishop to dominate that strip of land between rock and river.  The specific details of the 
controversy bring the control of space, in both a literal and spiritual sense, into the heart of 
                                                
13 In a charter from 1316, Pope John XXII, the former bishop of Avignon and the second pope in residence 
there, alluded to a project to rebuild the bridge for the benefit of the diocese: “cum vos ad opus pontis quem super 
flumen Durentie pro generali bono et utilitate communi facitis edificari de novo quosdam lapides de pilis pontis veteris Bonipassus 
dicte diocesis omnino jam fracti et ad transeundum inutilis ab illa parte...” (reprinted in Michel, op. cit., pp. 384-85).  Gilles 
noted that Charles II had also attempted a reconstruction in 1290 but it is unclear whether this gained traction 
(Le pays d’Arles, p. 309).  In 1348, a charter concerning Queen Jeanne of Naples’s sale of Avignon to the popes 
described the dilapidated remnants of the bridge: “Arcus qui erant constructi supra pillas sistentes in flumine Durentie, 
inter Nostram Dominam Bonipassus et territorium de Novis, erant fracti et demoliti taliter quod nulli hominum patebat transitus 
supra dictos arcus.” (ibid., p. 310).  The remnants of the bridge were still attested to in 1500, 1618, and 1624, 
suggesting that it was never successfully rebuilt (ibid.). 




the issue.  Both the dispute at Bonpas and the excommunication of Saze, discussed below, 
show Zoen’s successful attempts to control both the borders and the movement of people 
throughout the spaces belonging to him and to the church of Avignon.  Furthermore, these 
incidents reveal Zoen’s use of spiritual authority to restore or reinforce control of the local 
spaces at the edges of his diocese. 
4.1.1.  The Dispute of 1241 
On 20 December 1241, Guilhem, prior of Bonpas, circulated a letter to various high-
ranking Provençal prelates, disparaging the behavior of Count Raymond VII and the new 
bishop-elect Zoen Tencarari.15  In addition to Prior Guilhem’s publicized complaint, some 
details of the conflict can be found in a charter from Zoen’s successor Bishop Robert 
d’Uzès, which readdressed the charges against Zoen twenty-six years later.16  According to 
the prior’s account, the trouble began around mid-November, when the armies of Count 
Raymond VII of Toulouse illegally garrisoned the bridge of Bonpas against the armies of 
Count Raimon Berengar V of Provence.17  Such clashes were common along the Durance 
river, which served as a fluvial boundary between the Comtat Venaissin and county of 
Provence, and the bridge of Bonpas seems to have been collateral damage in the long-term 
                                                
15 The letter was addressed to “venerabiles patres nostros in Christo et dominos archiepiscopos episcopos et aliarum ecclesiarum 
rectores principes et omnes alios viros honestos per universas provincias constitutos” (reprinted in Labande, pp. 317-19).  Two 
eighteenth-century copies have been preserved in ADV 21H, Annals of Bonpas, fols 72ff and 21H 5, fols 4ff.  
Unless otherwise noted, I have used Labande’s edited version because it was copied from the original in the 
AD Bouches-du-Rhône (outdated call number H265, possibly now C-502), and noted any significant 
discrepancies. 
16 A vidimus dated to 1311 reveals the intervention of Zoen’s second successor, Robert d’Uzès, in 1267 (ADV 
21H, Annals of Bonpas, fol. 77). 
17 Prior Guilhem counted the occupation as lasting “five weeks or longer” (per quinque hebdomadas et plus) 
(Labande, p. 318). 
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strife between these two lords.18  Without recourse to military action, Prior Guilhem and the 
brothers of Bonpas responded by circulating a condemnatory letter to the Archbishop of 
Arles, nearby prelates, and “all other honorable men” (omnes alios viros honestos) in which they 
begged for aid against the depredations of Count Raymond VII, who held their bridge “for a 
long time, against our will” (contra voluntatem nostram diu), and either rendered it impassable or 
caused it to collapse—the ruins later pillaged by inhabitants of Noves.19  Though it is unclear 
whether this particular occupation or a later event destroyed the bridge, charters in the next 
generation ceased to address the priory as “the house of the bridge of Bonpas” and instead 
reverted merely to “the house of Bonpas.”20  Given the intrinsic significance of the Bonpas 
bridge, its destruction by feudal warfare understandably precipitated a crisis of identity for 
the priory.   
In order to compensate for the loss of the bridge to usurpation and violence, Prior 
Guilhem and the monks of Bonpas installed a ferry, apparently without receiving additional 
permissions to do so, which operated from a pier set up on the left bank of the Durance 
near Noves.21  Ferries on the Durance were common and inexpensive, valued for their 
flexibility that could accommodate the rapid and drastic changes in the water level.  In this 
time and place, people most likely made flat-bottomed cable ferries, which required hand-
                                                
18 See Chapter One for a discussion of the treaty of 1125.  
19 “Nos frater Guillelmus humilis prior domus pontis Bonipassus et omnes fratres loci ejusdem videntis et percipientes damnum 
gravamen et periculi nostri et transeuntium tam peregrinorum quam aliorum hominum per pontem Bonipassus quem comes Tholose 
contra voluntatem nostram diu munitum tenuit et adhuc detinet violenter”; and: “Iterum humiliter et generaliter deprecantes 
venerabiles patres nostros in Christo et dominos archiepiscopos episcopos et aliarum ecclesiarum rectores principes et omnes alios 
viros honestos per universas provincias constitutos...ut eorum persecutiones ab ipsis nobis inormiter factos intuitu pietatis et 
misericordiae pia devotione desistant.” (Labande, pp. 317-18).  
20  The last known reference to Bonpas as “the house of the bridge of Bonpas” occurred in 1277 (ADV 21H, 
Annals of Bonpas, fol. 81).	  
21 An early modern depiction of the locations of Bonpas, the ferry, and Noves (oriented south-north) is 
preserved in BMA MS 2442, fol. 368. 
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over-hand pulling on a rope suspended from bank to bank.22  Yet ferries were also 
treacherous, prone to rapacious ferrymen and the worse fate of capsizing, a reality that 
increased the value of the stone bridge at Bonpas.  The establishment of a ferry may have 
represented an attempt to restore Bonpas’ purpose and significance as the coordinator of the 
river passage.  It was not uncommon for ferries to replace defunct bridges, as seen in the 
parallel example at Lyon, where monks claimed the right to run a ferry during a period when 
the bridge was under construction.23  From the prior’s designation of the specific boundaries 
of their port and the twelfth-century papal privileges that Bonpas retained, it is clear that the 
prior believed that Bonpas had the right to establish this ferry.24  However, Prior Guilhem 
repeatedly asserted that they collected no fees from travelers, again reinforcing the charitable 
underpinnings of Bonpas’ place on the riverbank.  It should be noted, however, that offering 
a ferry free from the pedagium might have served to alleviate competition with the other 
ferries established up- and downriver: travelers lured by the prospect of a ferry without a toll 
might well leave a donation in thanks.  
Yet in spite of Bonpas’ explicitly pious intentions, its ferry was shortlived.  Prior 
Guilhem’s plea for aid presented a dramatic account of the violence that unexpectedly befell 
the priory.  After spending several lines describing how the brothers operating the ferry 
                                                
22 These were common in this period and functioned especially well on more lively rivers: due to the looped 
overhead rope that was anchored on either side of the bank, threaded through a “mast” in order to enable 
hand-over-hand pulling, this kind of ferry was perhaps less likely to overturn or be washed downriver.  A 
nineteenth-century illustration can be found in Barruol, La Durance, fig. 7 (p. 61). 
23 Powell, op. cit., p. 92 n. 24. 
24 “Portum nostrum in flumine Durencie ad podium posterle, vel Isnardi de Novis versus arenarios apud Novae preparavimus, et 
ibidem navem nostram adduximus festinanter, ut per eandem navem Domini nostri Jhesu Xpisti et omnium ipsius fidelium et 
honorem et servientium [sic] faceremus.  Omne dictum portum qui a Barasta incipit et in portu Rognonacii finitur, et multa etiam 
magna et infinita pedagia quae antiquitus per dictum portum a transeuntibus extorquebantur, ubicumque dictus portus transiret 
per flumen Durencie, infra vero duobus terminis supradictis, antecessores quondam nostri a dominis predicti portus .LXX.VIII. 




spared the pilgrims from fees, as well as other men “who desired to cross [the river] out of 
love for the Almighty” (qui vellent amore Altissimi transmeare), Prior Guilhem turned to the vivid 
moment of confrontation: 
Meanwhile, there came against us the bailiff of Noves, namely Nicholas, with 
certain other men, namely Petrus Johannes Masana, Isnard Faraone, and 
Petrus Macellario, who, these aforementioned three along with Raymond 
Masana, partner and sharer in their evil, held their own ferry in our port 
against our will and prohibition, for five weeks and longer—and even until 
now they haven’t in any way stopped clutching that port in which those 
sailors and servants of the Devil brought themselves to reproach and set 
themselves to the detriment of the church of Notre Dame de Bonpas, 
plundering the pilgrims and others crossing in that place on their ferry, and 
wrenching away from them money without measure—as much as they 
desired. 
 
Truly the aforementioned bailiff, with the certain other men, savagely 
snatched away our port and ferry, our oars, our ropes, and all the other 
things necessary for that port or ferry, with great violence to us, saying to us 
that they did all these things by the authority and mandate of Lord Zoen, 
bishop-elect of Avignon. 25 
 
This scene clearly set up a contrast between the actions and motives of the prior and 
those of Zoen.  In his formulation, Prior Guilhem attached the bailiff’s aggression to Zoen, 
who had sanctioned it with his authority and mandate (auctoritate et mandato).  While medieval 
agents did sometimes misuse episcopal authority, in the absence of charters condemning the 
bailiff, which would be expected to follow such a transgression, we should take the bailiff’s 
                                                
25 “Praeterea, cum nos, dictus prior, in dicto portu nostro et navi cum nostris fratribus Guillelmo Gasaihato et Raimundus Rufus 
et Giraudus Autrico, operario tocius operis domus et pontis Bonipassus, essem [sic], dantes vero liberum transitum per navem 
nostram predictam, sine aliqua extortione peccuniae omnibus hominibus peregrinis et aliis qui vellent amore Altissimi transmeare, 
venit interim contra nos bajulus castri Novarum, videlicet Nicholao [sic], cum quibusdam aliis, videlicet Petro Joanne Masanna, 
Isnardo Faraone et Petro Macellario, qui tres predicti, cum Raimundo Masana, consorte et participe in eorum malitiam, contra 
voluntatem et prohibicionem nostram, in portu nostro predicto, navigium suum per .V. ebdomadas et plus tenuerunt et adhuc 
ibidem tenere ullo modo non desistunt, in quo portu nautores et servientes diaboli se fecerunt in op[p]robrium et detrimentum 
ecclesiae Beatissime Virginis Marie Bonipassus, expoliantes transeuntes ibidem peregrinos et alios in navigio eorum, et extorquentes 
sine mensuram [sic] ex eorum peccunia et quantum volunt. [. . .] Qui vero bajulus predictus cum quibusdam aliis portum et navem 
nostram predictam, semas, cordas nostras et alia que ad dictum portum sive navem erant necessaria, cum magna violencia nobis 
atrociter abstulerunt, dicentis nobis quod auctoritate et mandato domini Zoen, Avenionensis electi, hec omnia faciebant.” 
(Labande, p. 318). 
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assertion seriously.26  In addition, in the charter that readdressed this issue sixteen years later, 
the dispute was framed exclusively as between the bishop and the priory.27  No mention of 
misbehavior on the part of the bailiff appears in that text, reinforcing our understanding of a 
long-term enmity between the see of Avignon and the shoreline priory.28  Finally, the bailiff’s 
invocation of episcopal power, even if it had not been explicitly granted, reveals that such 
actions would have made sense to the prior, brothers, bailiff, and bishop as being 
appropriate within the episcopal purview.  In other words, the fact that the Zoen was said to 
have commanded the bailiff’s action meant that such a command would have been 
conceivable. 
When thus confronted, the brothers retrieved and brandished their papal bulls, 
which expressly confirmed Bonpas’ complete ownership of the bridge and that space, as well 
as their freedom from taxes, but Zoen’s agents blatantly disregarded the authority of the 
Holy See—a curious position for Zoen to have upheld, since he was unflaggingly loyal to the 
papacy in his time.  When the brothers displayed these charters, “all those items, truly, were 
scorned and spurned by the aforementioned bailiff.”29  To the great distress of the monks, 
the bishop’s men “refused to cease that violence or injury” and even threatened that if the 
brothers used their own ferry to help any other folk, the bailiff and his men would inflict 
                                                
26 On the paradoxical difficulty of controlling delegated powers, see Robert F. Berkhofer, Day of Reckoning: 
Power and Accountability in Medieval France (Philadelphia, 2011). 
27 8 August 1267.  ADV 21H, Annals of Bonpas, fol. 77.	  
28 The only mention of the bailiff in the text is his capability of collecting the one-eighteenth tax owed to the 
bishop (“in manu domini episcopi Avenionensis vel bajuli sui de Novis se fideles extitisse praedicto domino episcopo in 
perceptione, conservatione, et in restitutione dictae decimae octavae partis”). 
29 “Ostendentes, appellacione autem predicta et nostris dictis privilegiis dicto bajulo a nobis ostensis; omnibus vero hiis a dicto 
bajulo spretis sive s[per]nitis, a dicta violentia sive injuria predictus bajulus cum aliis desistere noluerunt, et iterum, si ibidem cum 




even greater punishments.  When met with this aggression, the prior stated that instead of 
violence, he and his brothers “tearfully begged Omnipotent God, and the Blessed Virgin 
Mary, his mother, that he open the ears and hearts of those men and [of] others who did, or 
who will have done, detriment to us and to our aforementioned house of Bonpas.”30 
In this way on behalf of his brothers, the self-described “humble prior of the house 
of the bridge of Bonpas” protested two specific injustices that they had suffered at the hands 
of two major regional players.31  Count Raymond VII first destroyed their bridge, then Zoen 
sent men to seize their ferry.  Despite the fact that Count Raymond directly harmed the 
priory in both financial and ideological ways, it was Zoen’s response that drove the prior to 
reach out to the other powerful men of Provence who offered the only possibility of justice.  
The account preserved in the prior’s letter provided a very specific form of complaint, 
framed by a patent bias and a goal of invoking external powers to reprimand the bishop of 
Avignon.  By depicting the priory as a piteous victim of depredation, the prior’s letter 
provides the only explicit verbalization of sentiments behind local resistance to Zoen’s 
micro-program, his effort to bolster territorial borders around his diocese, and his claims on 
the religious landscape in and around Avignon.  In spite of its bias, Prior Guilhem’s letter is 
the only source for his grievances.  The episcopal charters from the church of Avignon make 
no references to Bonpas.  Likewise, Count Raymond’s infraction does not appear in any 
other known text, though his panoply of offenses against the Church was well documented 
                                                
30 “Supplicamus lacrimabiliter Omnipotenti Deo et Beatissime Virgini Marie, matri ejus, cujus servi indigni et infideles pauperes 
et miserrimi fuimus, ut aures et corda illorum et aliorum qui hec detrimenta et alia nobis et dicte nostre domui Bonipassus faciunt 
vel fecerint, aperiat, ut eadem dampna dignentur per Dei misericordiam, ad honorem gloriose Virginis, nobis et domui Bonipassus 
puro corde et animo restaurare.” (ibid.).  
31 “humilis prior domus pontis Bonipassus” (ibid., p. 317). 
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over the course of the late 1230s and early 1240s.32  Without such documentary evidence it is 
impossible to determine whether the archbishop of Arles or any other prelates came to 
Bonpas’ aid.33   
Prior Guilhem’s account first raises questions about Count Raymond VII’s role in 
damaging the Bonpas bridge in the late autumn of 1241.  When Raymond seized the bridge, 
he likely stationed his armies on it according to medieval custom, so as to prevent Count 
Raimon Berengar from using the river or the crossing there.  Yet Prior Guilhem specifically 
charged Raymond with fortifying the bridge (munitum tenuit), an action that directly violated 
the terms of charters made between the bishop of Avignon and Bonpas in the previous 
century.34  For example, in 1166 Bishop Gaufredus had asserted that the see of Avignon 
retained (retineo) the rights of dominion over the crossing and the prerogative to prohibit any 
construction or building on it, rights that Frederick I reconfirmed before 1189, upholding 
that any fortification required the express permission of the bishop of Avignon.35  Since such 
permission from Zoen was unthinkable, Count Raymond’s flouting of this prohibition put 
him in a prime position for Zoen to censure him for disobeying episcopal regulations.  As 
                                                
32 For example, the “heap of condemnation” (dampnationis cumulum) enumerated at the Council of Viviers, 14-15 
July 1240 (Labande, p. 308ff). 
33 Likewise there is no pertinent record of Bonpas in the Arlesian tome of the Gallia christiana novissima (vol. III). 
34 “Nos, frater Guillelmus, humilis prior domus pontis Bonipassus, et omnes fratres loci ejusdem, videntes et percipientes 
dampnum, gravamen et periculum nostri et transeuntium, tam peregrinorum quam aliorum hominum, per pontem Bonipassus, 
quem comes Tholose contra voluntatem nostram diu munitum tenuit et adhuc detinet violenter.” (Labande, p. 317). 
35 “Retineo tamen michi et successoribus meis et Avinionensi ecclesie in perpetuum dominium et dominationem in ipso ponte et pilis 
et in aqua et in solo et in hiis que ponti subjacent et adjacent ut, tam ego quam successores mei, si quando utilitas sive necessitas 
ecclesie nostre exegerit, possimus in ipso ponte vel juxta vel circa pontem, in pilis, terra, vel aqua pro arbitrio nostro, absque ponte 
et comeantis prejudicio, construere et edificare et alios quoslibet ab edificando vel construendo prohibere.” ADV 1G 15 fol. 85r.  
Though undated, the fact that the charter referred to the site as “Maupas” and to Bishop Gaufredus by name 
places it before 1189, when the name of the site changed to Bonpas (ADV 1G 5 fol. 38, vidimus dated to 1376; 
see also Boyer, p. 647 n. 67).  This imperial charter is listed in the ADV inventory as belonging to Frederick II 
but this date can be rejected. 
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discussed above, these years were already marked by a tightened allegiance between 
Raymond and Frederick II, targeted by the papal mission that Zoen had undertaken.36  
Under the circumstances, punishing Raymond would have been a clear option for Zoen, in 
keeping with his previous behavior towards the count: he had already sanctioned Raymond 
at the council of Viviers a year earlier for a parallel despoliation of Provençal ecclesiastical 
properties.37  However, Zoen ignored the chance to condemn Raymond VII’s clear 
transgression of both episcopal and imperial prohibitions, and his agents instead attacked the 
ferry that was operated by monks with a valid claim on that passage.38  Moreover, Zoen did 
not come to the priory’s defense after Raymond VII challenged their local monastic power.  
Why did Zoen ignore a chance to castigate his enemy in favor of allowing the aggression of a 
religious house whose mission was bound up, as Prior Guilhem and the popes depicted it, in 
the charitable protection of Christians? 
The prior characterized Bonpas’ motive behind the ferry as exclusively charitable and 
pious, failing to mention the inevitable financial losses of the priory’s main source of income.  
The letter carefully avoided any lament of uncollectable bridge tolls, which would have 
                                                
36 See Chapter One.  In 1239, the newly excommunicated emperor renewed the privileges and rights of pro-
Raymondine cities like Avignon, Arles and Marseille; he also confiscated the county of Forcalquier from Count 
Raimon Berengar and granted it to Raymond VII. Raymond had already been excommunicated in 1225 at the 
Council of Bourges; see Richard Kay, The Council of Bourges, 1225: A Documentary History (Burlington, 2002), p. 
138. 
37 The council of Viviers is discussed in detail in Chapter Three. 
38 Prior Guilhem stated that the priory had once purchased it from unknown “lords of that port” for the 
exorbitant sum of 78,000 Melgorian sous, for which they had proof (see supra, p. 163 n. 24).  The length of the 
river passage went from the unknown location of “Barasta” to Rognonas (a stopping point three miles before 
the confluence of the Durance and Rhône).  According to an 1178 charter from Frederick I, the emperor had 
restored the bishop of Avignon’s possession of the stretch of the Durance from the location of “Rometa” to 
the Rhône.  This suggests that the portion owned by Bonpas was not included in the imperial gift (ADV Pintat 
66 no. 2222).  See also Catherine Lonchambon, Les bacs de la Durance du Moyen Age au XIXe siècle (Aix, 2001), pp. 
246-47, as well as her article “De l’originalité des bacs de la Durance,” Médiévales 36 (1999): 43-52, esp. p. 44 for 
the possible location of Rometa as northeast of Barbentane and Baraste as in the vicinity of Cavaillon. 
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spelled a serious blow to the priory’s economic wellbeing.  Instead, Prior Guilhem deplored 
the injuries inflicted on the pilgrims and other Christians who crossed at Bonpas.  This angle 
is clear from the prior’s continued references to the individuals who used the bridge in terms 
such as “pilgrims and other men crossing by means of the Bonpas bridge,” “all men, 
pilgrims and others, who sought to cross for love of the Almighty,” and “paupers and the 
other faithful of Christ.”39  Although the 1166 charter from Bishop Gaufredus specifically 
referred to merchants (mercatores) as well as pilgrims who were subject to the pedagium, Prior 
Guilhem’s focus occludes other traffic, such as that of the merchants, heretics, Jews, and 
soldiers who comprised the wide variety of people constantly in motion.40  In the absence of 
well-known markets or celebrated saints’ cults to encourage visitors to cross the Durance to 
Avignon, it is difficult to gauge the amount and kind of traffic that would have used the 
Bonpas bridge.  The creation of the Pont St Bénézet in 1177-88 would only have increased 
movement in this area by establishing a new crossing point into France.41  A medieval person 
could walk twenty miles a day, and Roman roads, though falling into ruin, still provided the 
skeletal network of fifty thousand miles of passageways.42  There were roads described by 
their direction to Bonpas, presumably because it was a crossing site: for example, the 
archbishop of Arles attested to a road stemming from the priory in 1190.43  For these 
                                                
39 “transeuntium tam peregrinorum quam aliorum hominum per pontem Bonipassus,” “omnibus hominibus peregrinis et aliis qui 
vellent amore altissimi transmeare,” and “pauperes vel alios Christi fideles” (ibid., p. 317).  
40 “cetero peregrini, mercatores et quilibet transeuntes” (ADV 1G 15 fol. 85r).  A lazar house is attested in 1185 (GXN 
VII no. 298). 
41 On urbanization and increased mercantile activity in Provence, see Pécout, L’invention de la Provence, pp. 84-90. 
42 Richard Holt and Gervase Rosser, The Medieval Town in England, 1200-1540 (New York, 2014), p. 60. The Via 
Domitia ran from the Alps to Spain, following the path of the Durance for part of its way, and the Via Agrippa 
hugged the left bank of the Rhône, bringing voyagers through Avignon en route to Arles and the 
Mediterranean. 
43 “viam illam que erat inter domum milicie Arelatis et domum Boni Passus” (GXN III no. 675). 
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reasons, traffic was probably dynamic and continuous.  However, the absence of any 
mention of other categories of people using the bridge indicates a deliberate framing of 
Bonpas’ loss: the defunct bridge inhibited the movement of specifically pious traffic.  As 
such, the letter shifted victimization from the monks to God’s faithful, to the church of 
Notre Dame of Bonpas, and by extension to God and the Virgin themselves—the highest 
offense.  By casting the transgression as one against divinity, Prior Guilhem removed it from 
a realm where it could be challenged or questioned by man.  In turn, this rendered Prior 
Guilhem’s own attempts to reclaim his ferry as appropriate and proper in light of the 
casualty. 
According to the prior, then, Bonpas suffered an interconnected series of offenses.  
First, the charitable structure of the bridge became prey for violent local lords, who damaged 
religious property and undermined Bonpas’ identity and status as the controller of the 
passage over the perilous Durance.  Second, Zoen sent his agents to violently confiscate and 
occupy the priory’s rightful port, an act that prohibited Bonpas from providing any 
semblance of safe passage to pilgrims, who instead became the targets of depredatation and 
coercion.  Third, the bailiff and his men refused to acknowledge the papal charters that the 
priory had preserved, no doubt for use in the event of such a menace.  Framed in Christian 
imagery and vocabulary, the prior cast the brothers as the devout, pure servants of God and 
the Virgin, while the offenders embodied the “servants of the Devil” (servientes diaboli).  In 
this fashion, Prior Guilhem depicted his own peaceful action that starkly contrasted with, 
and commented on, the perceived harshness of Zoen. 
By framing the offense as in this way, Prior Guilhem reinforced the view of Bonpas 
and its bridge as an essential religious foundation in the dangerous natural world.  Through 
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the prior’s eyes, Zoen’s activity was decidedly unchristian, and requiring correction from 
other prelates and lords in the region.  When he seized the ferry, Zoen connected his 
episcopal authority to the religious activity at Bonpas that predated him, enabling him to 
bring the bridge and priory under his immediate jurisdiction in order to reap the benefits of 
association with that loaded space.  As will be discussed below, Bonpas was a significant part 
of the religious landscape, but it also represented a subordinate religious house that strove to 
elude episcopal domination.  In the context of Bonpas’ longer history and relationship to the 
bishops of Avignon since the eleventh century, claiming the priory also permitted Zoen to 
make a clear statement about his own authority over all of his dependents—even those that 
sought distance and independence.  For both these facets of the priory’s identity, Zoen’s 
suppression of Bonpas in 1241 enabled a straightforward reformulation of the bishop’s 
unassailable spiritual authority over his entire diocese, right to its edges. 
4.1.2.  Bonpas Within the Religious Landscape 
Bonpas was on the border of the diocese of Avignon and its suffragan diocese, 
Cavaillon.44  As such, Zoen had an undisputed prerogative to oversee and regulate the status 
of Bonpas either directly as its bishop or indirectly as its superior over the bishop of 
Cavaillon.  The division line between the dioceses, however, is difficult to place in the period 
in question.45  Historically, the bishop of Avignon (as well as the fourteenth-century popes in 
Avignon) interacted more frequently with the priory.  The bishop of Cavaillon appeared 
                                                
44 C. F. H. Barjavel, Dictionnaire historique, biographique, et bibliographique du département de Vaucluse, vol. I 
(Carpentras, 1841), entry for Bonpas on pp. 259-61. 
45 Only one contemporary document from the fonds of Bonpas (its transfer to the Hospitallers) makes a 
mention of the priory’s diocesan affiliation: “domus de Bono Passu Cavallicensis diocesis” (ADV 21H 4 1278). 
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once in an advisory capacity in a charter from 1212 in which Bonpas joined itself to the 
abbey of St André of Villeneuve, though his presence is complicated by the fact that he is 
called a “friend” of Bonpas and evidently intended as support against the bishops of 
Avignon.46  The priory’s position on the edges of the bishop of Avignon’s rightful territory 
may help explain its reason for drawing episcopal censure; no religious transgression 
appeared in the documentary record. 
As a religious house, in which prayers, liturgical activity, and charity transpired as 
fundamental components of monastic life, the space of Bonpas was inherently sacred.  In 
addition to its function as a holy building, several factors fed into this understanding of the 
priory: first, its proximity to a large hill, part of the western ramblings of the Alps, where 
Christians fell in battle against Saracens; second, a miracle attributed to the founder of Notre 
Dame de Bonpas; third, the priory’s guardianship of a dangerous river passage and 
concomitant charitable responsibilities to travelers; and fourth, its ownership of a bridge 
over that passage.  In light of these additional layers of sacrality that overlay the priory and 
the ground on which it was built, Bonpas was perceived as a spiritually and culturally loaded 
site.  As such, more was at stake in the dispute than a landholder’s straighforward imposition 
on a riverbank belonging to the bishop. 
First, Bonpas occupied the foot of a massif that linked the holy space of the priory 
with an ancient narrative of holy war.  Located in a region that had been a site of eighth-
century clashes between Muslims from Spain, who sought a foothold in the Midi, and 
Franks attempting to extend their authority southward, Bonpas abutted a hill where a battle 
                                                
46 “precibus et interventione Domini B. Cavellicensis episcopi et aliorum amicorum domus Bonipassus.”  (ADV 21H, Annals of 
Bonpas, fol. 69). 
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had occurred in 736.  In this period, the cities of Provence endeavored to elude both Muslim 
and Frankish invasion, and as a result they occasionally made seemingly counterintuitive 
coalitions.  As exemplified in the story of El Cid, the stark “Christian versus Muslim” 
narrative was not always dominant; instead, local patricians maneuvered vacillating alliances 
intended to increase their own power amidst the disorder caused by the absence of 
centralized rule.47  In 736, the Avignonese duke Maurontus asked the Umayyad governor of 
Narbonne for support against the Carolingian paterfamilias Charles Martel, who was already 
distinguished as a Christian general by his famous defeat of Muslim armies at Tours/Poitiers 
in 732.48  The battle resulted in a devastating defeat of Maurontus’ men: Charles Martel 
successfully reclaimed Avignon, Arles, and Marseille and “used the situation to present 
himself as the champion of Christianity.”49  Nonetheless, literary retellings like Fredegar’s 
Chronicle recast Maurontus as an adversary to the Franks whose unwise decision to ally 
himself with ‘Saracen invaders’ justified the massacre upon the hilltop behind the site that 
would become Bonpas priory.50  In such narratives, the Frankish armies, whose legacy 
became an origin story for France, were understood as valiant Christian martyrs who met 
their deaths while staving off Muslims.  This conversion of the story meant that the 
Christian blood shed upon that hill sanctified it and helped establish a tradition of holy space 
on the right bank of the Durance. 
                                                
47 On the Provençal aristocrats who sought Muslim allies to defend themselves against the Franks, see Patrick 
Geary, Before France and Germany: the Creation and Transformation of the Merovingian World (New York, 1988), pp. 
204-05.  On the view of Muslims as a viable “counter-balance” to Frankish rulers, see Abulafia, The 
Mediterranean in History, p. 161. 
48 Geary, op. cit., p. 205. 
49 Ibid., p. 207. 
50 Fredegar’s Chronicle, IV.  The Fourth Book of the Chronicle of Fredegar, with its Continuations, ed. J. M. Wallace-
Hadrill (New York, 1960). 
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Sometime between the Carolingian period and the twelfth century, a hermit named 
St Siebert wandered out of the wilderness and found his way “by God’s command” (Dei 
mandato) to the site that would become Bonpas.51  St Siebert does not appear in Jacob de 
Voragine’s thirteenth-century hagiographical collection The Golden Legend or in the early 
modern encyclopedia the Acta sanctorum, which suggests that he was of primarily local 
interest.  In the short vita of St Siebert, the narrator immediately defined the site as being 
liminal: the first words of the entry describe a place “on the limits” (in finibus) of the Comtat 
Venaissin.52  The hermit-saint was himself a foreigner who sought out that place as a result 
of divine guidance.53  The site was treacherous: a robber’s den (receptacula latronum) was 
concealed in the great hill already marked by Charles Martel’s foray.  These villains subjected 
travelers to “thefts, murders, and the innumerable oppressions of women”—a frightening 
situation that prompted locals to refer to that place as “Maupas,” emphasizing its nefarious 
passage.54  Prompted by a divine mandate, St Siebert began to build a basilica dedicated to 
God and the Virgin, which drew the censure of local domini, who forbade it.55  One of these 
unidentified lords seized the construction tools and hurled them into the river—but St 
Siebert knelt on the riverbank and prayed, and the tools miraculously rose out of the rushing 
                                                
51 “Vita S. Siberti eremitae,” in Benoît Gonon, Vitae et sententiae (Lyon, 1625), p. 225.  An early modern copy is 
recorded in BMA MS 2398, fol. 191. 
52 “In finibus Comitatus Venaysini, erat locus in descensu montis, inter quem, & Durentiae alveum, modicum erat intervallum.” 
(ibid.). 
53 “Tandem divina clementia virum sanctum Sibertum nomine, ab exteris nationibus in praedictum locum destinavit.” (ibid.). 
54 “Receptacula latronum, qui latrocinia, caedes, et mulierum oppressiones innumeras exercebant: ideo locus Malipassus 
vocabatur.” (ibid.). 
55 “Qui in dicti loci declivo, Dei mandato, coepit basilicam aedificare, in honorem Dei et B. Mariae Virginis, cuius rei fama 
ubique convolavit.  Adveniunt Domini praediorum illorum, interdicunt opus.  Unus illorum furibundus instrumenta aedificantium 
rapit, in flumen proiicit.” (ibid.). 
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water so the holy man could take up his pious work again.56  After witnessing this miracle, a 
peasant gave St Siebert a mule to help him with the process of building the basilica of Notre 
Dame de Bonpas, where the monks of Bonpas would later celebrate the mass. 
This miracle story establishes the link in popular imagination between the Durance 
river and the sacral site on which Bonpas was built.  Since St Siebert’s prayers miraculously 
brought the tools to the surface of the river, the Durance functionally played a part in this 
consecration of the ground and the establishment of a house of prayer there.  The miracle 
itself echoes one that Pope Gregory the Great (540-604) attributed to St Benedict (c. 480-
543/7), in which a dejected Goth came into St Benedict’s service.  One day St Benedict 
tasked the Goth with clearing some ground for a garden near a lake, but when the latter set 
to work with his billhook, “by chance the head of the bill slipped off, and fell into the water, 
which was so deep, that there was no hope ever to get it again.”	  57  	  When St Benedict arrived 
and saw the Goth without his tool, he put the handle into the water and the iron part 
“ascended from the bottom, and entered again into the handle of the bill, which he delivered 
to the Goth, saying: ‘Behold, here is thy bill again, work on, and be sad no more.’”58  In the 
cases of both St Benedict and St Siebert, the body of water enabled the miracle, which then 
permitted pious labor to continue.  This miracle inextricably and actively connected the 
Durance river with the character and development of Bonpas. 
                                                
56 “At St. Sibertus, flexis in litore genibus, orat, supernatat ferrum, hoc recepit sanctus vir, artificibus restituit, continuatur opus.” 
(ibid.). 
57	  My thanks to Prof. Lester Little for pointing out this apt parallel to Book II, ch. 6 of Gregory the Great’s 
Dialogues.  Reprinted in translation in Edmund Garratt Gardner, ed., The Dialogues of Saint Gregory (London, 





The Bonpas priory made its name from owning a bridge over the capricious 
Durance, which it preserved for nearly a century (before 1166-1241).  Controlling and 
protecting the bridge provided Bonpas with a charitable function as a hospital for travelers 
and pilgrims.  This reality inevitably shaped Bonpas’ identity—both to the travelers who 
benefited from the bridge’s stalwart presence above dangerous waters, and to the brothers 
who perceived their religious duty to be bound up in regulation and protection of Christians 
in the outside world.  In the manuscript record, the priory almost always received the title 
“the house of the bridge of Bonpas,” leaving no uncertainty as to its purpose and value.  
Thus the priory building itself, the bridge, and control over the river all contributed to the 
identification of Bonpas as sanctified space.  Count Raymond VII’s occupation of the bridge 
of Bonpas in 1241 effectively removed it from the priory’s control and prohibited it from 
fulfilling its vocation as a safe passage for Christians.  This loss irrevocably altered the 
identity of Bonpas, which, after time, lost its descriptor “house of the bridge of Bonpas” and 
became known only as the “house of Bonpas.”59 
The bridge at Bonpas was the only one of its kind for fifty miles of riverbank 
between Avignon and Mirabeau, which contributed to its necessary role at the perilous 
Durance crossing.  The fact that it persisted for nearly a century was in itself almost a 
miracle.  The unpredictability of the volatile Durance river led to its reputation as the “fourth 
plague of Provence.”60  In Hannibal’s War, Livy described the army’s difficulties navigating 
this “most difficult” river, which “is not navigable because it has no banks to confine it” so 
“it never remain[s] the same, [. . .] continually forming new shallows and new pools, making 
                                                
59 “domus de Bono passu.”  ADV 21H 4 1278.  
60 Barruol, La Durance du long et large. 
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passage hazardous.”61  Flowing westward from its origin in the Alps, the Durance rushes into 
the Rhône at a confluence just south of Avignon.  From there, it descends through Arles and 
into the Mediterranean.  Before the installation of regulatory locks in the twentieth century, 
the Durance was a scourge: it fluctuated between bouts of extreme low water levels and 
periods of catastrophic flash floods, which resulted from melting Alpine snowcaps that 
glutted the river until it violently jumped its banks.  Measurements of the river’s flow range 
from 40 to 6,000 cubic meters per second—an increase of one hundred fifty fold—revealing 
the arduousness of maintaining a passage across the river, for even stone bridges could be 
swept away by flood.62 
The bridge at Bonpas was almost certainly made of stone, an expensive structure that 
was intended to be permanent, which would have made back its original cost in tolls over 
the years.  Though no archeological evidence of stone remains on either side of the Durance 
banks, an act dated to 1316 indicates its composition: in this text, Pope John XXII, himself a 
former bishop of Avignon and the second pope to live there, threatened to exile the men of 
Noves who pillaged rock from the abandoned abutments of the Bonpas bridge.63  The lack 
of any mention of a bridge or building campaign at Bonpas after Count Raymond VII’s 
garrison, coupled with the continued existence of a Bonpas ferry that operated at that same 
crossing at least into the eighteenth century, suggests that the abutments in Pope John 
                                                
61 “Is et ipse Alpinus amnis longe omnium Galliae fluminum difficillimus transitu est; nam cum aquae uim uehat ingentem, non 
tamen nauium patiens est, quia nullis coercitus ripis, pluribus simul neque iisdem alueis fluens, noua semper <per> uada 
nouosque gurgites—et ob eadem pediti quoque incerta uia est—ad hoc saxa glareosa uoluens, nihil stabile nec tutum ingredienti 
praebet.”  Livy, loc. cit.  For a translation, see J. C. Yardley, Hannibal’s War (New York, 2006), p. 32. 
62 Barruol, op. cit., p. 24. 
63 22 November 1316.  “Cum vos ad opus pontis quem super flumen Durentie pro generali bono et utilitate communi facitis 
edificari de novo quosdam lapides de pilis pontis veteris Bonipassus dicte diocesis omnino jam fracti et ad transeundum inutilis ab 
illa parte [. . .] vos in diversis pecuniarum summis sententialiter condempnarunt et fecerunt nichilominus de dicto comitatu sub 
penis gravibus forbaniri.” Reprinted in Michel, op. cit., pp. 384-85. 
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XXII’s decree belonged to the bridge of 1241, the final one to stand at that spot.64  Without 
evidence of building projects, it is impossible to conjecture whether any bishops or locals 
attempted to rebuild the bridge.  When Bonpas requested Zoen’s successor Bishop Robert 
d’Uzès to revisit the dispute in 1267, he granted the priory the right to operate a ferry in 
perpetuity—an act that undermined episcopal control over the priory.65  This ferry continued 
to function through the French Revolution, providing the backdrop for the heroic actions of 
Joseph Agricol Viala (1780-93) who sacrificed his life to cut the ferry ropes at Bonpas to halt 
a rebel army.66  Eighteenth-century maps also depicted a ferry still active between Bonpas 
and Noves, suggesting that the bridge was never rebuilt.67 
The symbolism of bridges in Christian ideology reaches back to the early papal 
adoption of the Roman religious title of pontifex maximus, or “greatest bridge-builder.”68  The 
conceptualization of medieval bridges as pious works derives from multiple characteristics, 
including the labor of religious communities who built and maintained bridges, testamentary 
donations to the building projects, support from papal and episcopal indulgences, religious 
architecture attached to the bridge, and texts that emphasize the bridge’s miraculous nature, 
                                                
64 In 1891, a suspension bridge was constructed at Bonpas.  Currently, a modern bridge called the Pont de 
Bonpas crosses the Durance a half-mile downriver from the priory (Route départementale 907).  The new 
location likely compensates for changes in the Durance’s morphology.  See Philippe Auran, et al., D’une rive à 
l’autre: les ponts de Haute-Provence de l’Antiquité à nos jours (Forcalquier, 2006), p. 47. 
65 ADV Pintat 66 no. 2211. 
66	  The death of Viala echoes that of the revolutionary Joseph Bara (1779-93), whose portrait by Jacques-Louis 
David (1794) cast him as a child martyr cut down by war.	  
67 Unknown author, from the Cabinet des estampes de la bibliothèque nationale de France, eighteenth century.  
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/14/Carte_de_la_Durance_au_Bac_de_Noves.jpg 
(accessed 15 March 2015). 
68 The conservative Christian writer Tertullian (c. 160-c. 225) used the term in a satirical capacity against Pope 
Callixtus I (217-23), suggesting that it was recognizable as satire and therefore already in use at this time.  
(Tertullian, De pudicitia, ch. 1).  Pope Innocent IV included this play on words in an inscription he 




such as founders’ hagiographies.69  The widespread account of St Bénézet constructing his 
eponymous bridge over the Rhône, a mere seven and a half miles from Bonpas’ bridge 
across the Durance, typifies the milieu in which the creation of the latter bridge took place.70  
For Avignon, this was a popular narrative that magnified a sense of local pride, further 
reflected in the creation of a chapel dedicated to St Bénézet in the cathedral.  According to 
the contemporary story recorded in Provençal and Latin, God ordered the peasant boy (uns 
enfans/puer) named Bénézet (a diminutive for Benedict) to build a bridge over the Rhône with 
the help of the Holy Spirit.71  On his way to carry out God’s mission, Bénézet was harrassed 
by an extortionate Jewish ferryman, scorned by the bishop of Avignon, and threatened by 
other the vicar and provost of Avignon.72  In a miraculous display, Bénézet then raised a 
cornerstone so heavy that thirty men could not lift it, and placed it in its proper space on the 
bridgehead.73  The Avignonese authorities were so delighted that they kissed his hands and 
                                                
69 Though no records of testamentary donations to Bonpas in this period have survived (perhaps a casualty of 
the “cleaned up” archives that remain), the similar example at Lyon provides a model for how donations to the 
bridge were distributed across status, gender, and profession.  In Lyon, the first chapel was “at the head of the 
bridge on land,” while later examples were built directly onto the bridge span, as is the case of the chapel of St 
Nicholas on the Pont Saint Bénézet.  See Powell, op. cit., especially the section “Bridging the Rhône as Pious 
Act,” pp. 95-113, and Boyer, Medieval French Bridges, esp. p. 54. 
70 La vie de Saint Bénézet, fondateur du pont d’Avignon: texte provençal du XIIIe siècle, ed. J.-H. Albanès (Marseille, 
1876).  Text in Latin and Provençal with French translation.  Bénézet’s short vita also appears in the Acta 
Sanctorum II, ed. J. Bollandus, (Paris, 1865), 4 April, p. 256. 
71 God spoke to Bénézet: “Jeu vole que tu laisses las fedas que gardas, quar tu mi faras un pont sus lo flumi de Rose [. . .] Et 
va li dire l’angels: ‘Non aias temor, car lo Sant Esperit es en tu’” / “Ego volo ut dimittas oves matris tuae, quas custodis; quia es 
facturus mihi pontem super Rhodanum fluvium [. . .] Cui angelus dixit: ‘Noli timere, quia Spiritus Sanctus est in te’”(Albanès, 
op. cit., pp. 1-2). 
72 Bishop Pons (1176-79) responded to Bénézet: “L’evesques ausent sa vos, regarda lo per grant esquern et per grant 
deresyon, et va trametre al prebost, viguier de la vila, que vengues et que l’escortegues, et que li tolgues los pes et las mans, que 
malvais oms es.” / “Episcopus audiens vocem illius, et respiciens personam ipsius, causa derisionis, misit eum ad prepositum villae, 
ut excoriaret eum, vel abscinderet sib pedes et manus, quia pessimus et gladiator erat.” (ibid., pp. 4-5). 
73 Bénézet performed the miracle: “Benezetz pres la peira sieva que trenta homes non pogron moure de son loc [. . .] et mes 
la al loc on lo pont a son pe.  Las gens vesent aiso, agron grant meravilhas, et disient que grant [et] poderos es nostre Senher [. . .] 
et adoncs lo Viguiers va lo premier sonar sant Benezet, baisant li las man et los pes, va li uffrir tres cen sous.” / “Benedictus, 
accepit suum lapidem, quem triginta homines non possent movere a loco suo [. . .] et posuit in loco ubi pons habet pedem suum.  
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feet and offered him money.  This miracle story encapsulates the major themes that 
connected bridge building to holy activity.  In the more or less unique case of Bénézet, the 
act of physically constructing a bridge was the mechanism for transforming an ordinary 
peasant into a saint, because building the bridge was quite literally performing God’s work. 
A “bridge theology” began to develop, in which a “bridge of stones built by a bridge 
of souls should elicit gratitude from Christ.”74  Bridges brought Christians safely across 
impassable landscapes, including the visionary landscapes in which pure Christian souls were 
tested and tried.75  Purgatory itself often took the imagined form of an “otherworldly 
bridge.”76  St Bénézet’s act of laying the cornerstone opened a new opportunity for the 
Avignonese to act charitably by donating to the new bridge.  Donors to bridges participated 
in the practical improvement of the landscape; those who maintained the bridges, too, 
played an important role in the upkeep of this sanctified topography.  By the mid-twelfth 
century, papal and episcopal support for bridges appeared in an increasingly institutionalized 
fashion through the development of bridge indulgences, which both sanctified and helped 
finance these structures under the aegis of the Church.  Pope Urban III (1185-87) decreed 
that funds be raised to build a bridge at the Italian priory at Altopascio (whose Latin name, 
                                                                                                                                            
Quae videntes, admirati sunt, dicentes, quod magnus est Dominus, [. . .] et tunc praepositus primus vocavit sanctum Benedictum, 
et obtulit ei CCC solidos, osculans ei manus et pedes.” (ibid., pp. 4-7).  
74 Powell, op. cit., pp. 113-14, based on Innocent IV’s inscription on the bridge at Lyon. 
75 For example, in the Tractatus de Purgatorio Sancti Patricii, translated into Old French at the turn of the 
thirteenth century, the knight Owein happens upon a bridge guarded by demons over a hellish river, which he 
must cross using the name of Jesus.  See J. P. Migne, Patrologiae cursus completus, series Latina 180 (Paris, 1891), 
cols 975-1004 (Powell, pp. 116-20). 




Altus passus, echoes that of Bonpas).77  Likewise, when Urban encouraged financial support 
for a bridge in Bologna, he set a precedent that would likely have been familiar to the 
Bolognese native Zoen in his dealings with Bonpas.  In this same spirit, Urban’s successor 
Clement III (1187-91) praised the monks at Bonpas for their pious work of constructing the 
bridge, and accordingly granted them confirmation of all their possessions and privileges, as 
his successor Lucius had done.  Thus the cases of Bonpas and its corollaries at Lyon, 
Altopascio, and Bologna, as well as many other sites, reveal the ecclesiastically endorsed 
concept of bridges as pious work. 
Religious confraternities—such as the group of brothers attached to the Pont Saint 
Bénézet—began to make this link more explicit.  They installed chapels in the stone 
bulwarks, creating religious houses that were grafted to the stone of the bridgehead to better 
keep vigil over the bridges and over those who crossed them.78  Both the Pont Saint Esprit 
and the Pont Saint Bénézet installed chapels dedicated to St Nicholas, patron saint of 
merchants and sailors.  By the twelfth century, hospitals began to appear in conjunction with 
the bridges at Bonpas, Lyon, and Saint-Esprit.79  In 1166, the bishop of Avignon referred to 
the “hospitallers” (hospitalarii) who worked at Bonpas.80  The hospitals mentioned in twelfth-
century bridge texts were little like modern medical facilities; the closer word in English 
would be “hostel,” which is a variant derivative of the same Latin noun for “guest” (hospes, 
                                                
77 See Nikolaus Paulus, Indulgences as a Social Factor in the Middle Ages, trans. J. Elliot Ross (New York, 1922), p. 
73 and Ephraim Emerton, “Altopascio—a Forgotten Order,” American Historical Review 29, no. 1 (1923): 1-23.  
Clement III: “Ea propter dilecti in Domino filii laudabile piumque propositum quod de constructione pontis Bonipassus et 
suscipiendis pauperibus et egenis vos habere audivimus attendentes ad exemplar felicis recordationis Lucii praedecessoris nostri vos et 
domum vestram sub Beati Petri et nostra protectione suscipimus” (ADV 21H 4 1189). 
78 For example, the chapel to St Nicholas was installed on the Pont St Bénézet between 1234 and 1237 
(Labande, p. 227 n. 6). 
79 Powell, op. cit., pp. 95-113. 
80 ADV 1G 15 fol. 85r. 
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hospitis).81  As the term was employed in the thirteenth century, the hospitale primarily served 
as a shelter for travelers, the needy, and the ill.82  These hospitals were houses of charity, 
necessary fixtures in a world of practically lawless roads, upholding the values of community 
and hospitality.83  These hospitals provided travelers with a roadside haven where they could 
rest, refuel, and worship—a Christian bulwark in an unpredictable landscape.  
In the nineteenth century, historians oversimplified the documentary mentions of 
religious groups connected to bridges, presuming the existence of a coherent religious order 
of bridge-builders called the fratri pontifici, who traveled to riverside cities like Lyon, Avignon, 
and Pont-Saint-Esprit to perform the charitable work of constructing bridges.84  The 
documents from the Bonpas bridge illustrate the complications of naming this group: 
Bishop Gaufredus granted partial tolls to “hospitallers or constructors” (hospitalariis seu 
fabricatoribus), though it is unclear how these individuals were affiliated.  Nineteenth-century 
accounts depicted Bonpas as the motherhouse of the fratri pontifici, and after St Bénézet 
finished the bridge over the Rhône he retired to Bonpas to oversee other construction work.  
Though more recent work has since discredited the concept of an itinerant fraternity 
building bridges in the South of France, the conflation of a religious brotherhood 
responsible for the widely acclaimed Pont Saint Bénézet and the lesser-known bridge at 
Bonpas nonetheless depicts a sustainable link between spiritual activity and bridge-building.  
                                                
81 The Oxford English Dictionary provides the following definition for the medieval word: “A house or hostel 
for the reception and entertainment of pilgrims, travellers, and strangers; a hospice.” 
82 The concept of the bridge as a liminal space—a literal gateway into the city—rendered it appropriate as a 
symbol of social liminality, i.e., interaction with marginal figures like lepers and the poor (Powell, p. 126). 
83 Olivia Remie Constable, Housing the Stranger in the Mediterranean World: Lodging, Trade, and Travel in Late 
Antiquity and the Middle Ages (New York, 2003). 
84 See Boyer, “Bridgebuilding Brotherhoods,” and Powell, op. cit., for evaluations of the nineteenth-century 
understanding of the fratri pontifici and a revised interpretation.  
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At Lyon, a similar case in which the pope compared the bridge to the Pont Saint Bénézet 
indicates the potency of the sacred foundation story in local, contemporary understandings 
of bridgebuilding. 
At Bonpas, an etymological shift in the priory’s name embodied these developing 
ideas of bridges as sacred, charitable havens.  Bishop Gaufredus of Avignon’s charter from 
1166 provided the first extant mention of the priory, referring to “the bridge called ‘Maupas’ 
by the common people.”85  The name Maupas (Malipassus), “bad step,” evokes the dangers 
associated with the robber’s hideout that St Siebert encountered, as well as the Durance river 
that made travel treacherous.  By 1189, Pope Clement III called the priory only by the name 
Bonpas (Bonipassus), “good step.”86  The existence of the bridge and the growth of the priory 
at the Durance crossing directly led to a major shift in local understanding of that space: 
from the ominous sense of the term Maupas to the secure, protected sense of Bonpas. 
This understanding of Bonpas as sacred space rendered it a particularly compelling 
target for Zoen, who conspicuously displayed his power over the spiritual touchstone in the 
hinterlands of his capital city.  By capitalizing on the miraculous, sanctified, and protective 
site of the Bonpas priory and bridge, Zoen made an assertive statement about his brand of 
episcopal power, a combination of lordly and spiritual authority.  The relatively quick act of 
laying claim to Bonpas enabled Zoen to harness a wealth of deeply rooted sacred power that 
was inherent in the site.  As medieval bishops commonly asserted dominance over their 
dependencies, the new diocesan population under Zoen’s authority would certainly have 
                                                
85 “remito [sic] ministris et magistris et hospitalariis sive fabricatoribus pontis vulgo nominati Mali Passi” (ADV 1G 15 fol. 
85r). 
86 ADV 21H 4 1189. 
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recognized it as a display of spiritual power akin to the bishop’s rectification of wayward 
dependent houses on episcopal visitations.  In effect, Zoen’s response to the prior and 
brothers of Bonpas served as a correction of what he perceived as illegitimate behavior 
beyond the scope of their proper authority, a correction that further reinforced Zoen’s role 
as Avignon’s spiritual leader par excellent.  
4.1.3.  Subduing the Wayward Priory 
Between its earliest reference in 1145 and its conversion to a Chartreuse in 1320 at 
papal behest, the Bonpas priory displayed a protean, almost unstable, agenda regarding its 
affiliations with other religious houses in Provence and, by extension, its relationship to 
bishops of Avignon over the eleventh through thirteenth centuries.  As a result of its shifting 
status vis-à-vis the episcopal see, Bonpas occasionally challenged the bishop of Avignon’s 
power over it.  Though the deeper connotations of Bonpas’ location, history, and identity as 
a bridge-owner shaped Zoen’s response to its ferry in 1241, it is also possible that the ferry 
incident served as an apt opportunity for episcopal domination of a religious house that 
never quite conceded to the bishop’s control. 
In three cases, priors of Bonpas requested papal confirmation of their rights and 
possessions.87  In 1189 and 1197, Popes Clement III (1187-91) and Celestine III (1191-98) 
repeated a set of privileges accorded by Pope Lucius (1181-85) in a charter that has not 
survived.88  These charters indicate that on at least three occasions, Bonpas bypassed local 
                                                
87 Because these charters do not relate to any dispute involving the higher Church that would have called 
Bonpas to the pope’s attention, we can reasonably infer that the priory requested them, as was typical.  
88 Clement III’s charter preserved in 21H 4 1189; Celestine III’s charter in ADV 21H, Annals of Bonpas, fol. 64 




authority and appealed to the Holy See for confirmation of its lordship over the 
Christianized space of the river passage.  Common sense tells us that the request for charters 
indicated an interest in protection and self-preservation; in this case, Bonpas’ increasing 
properties likely prompted the decision of Prior Guilhem’s predecessor Raymond to solicit 
the pope’s blessing so that Bonpas would have theoretical recourse to a higher authority in 
the event that their properties were threatened.89  It is even possible that the priory had the 
bishop of Avignon in mind, since the 1166 charter made it clear that the bishops perceived 
Bonpas as belonging exclusively under their jurisdiction. 
Despite an apparent lack of a wealthy patron, in the twelfth century Bonpas gained 
proprietary churches, incomes, and several properties and houses as far away as Arles.  In 
1166 when Bishop Gaufredus declared his right to Bonpas, the priory had no recorded 
sources of income aside from half the pedagium on the bridge.  Twenty-three years later, 
however, the brothers owned two proprietary churches, four houses, a mill, and a handful of 
vineyards and agrarian properties.90  Eight years after that, Bonpas owned an additional 
church and more properties.91  These papal privileges extended beyond confirmation of 
possessions, however: the popes praised Bonpas’ charitable and pious work on account of its 
hospital and bridge, confirmed all of the priory’s possessions, and took the priory under the 
                                                
89 The charters from Clement III and Celestine III were both addressed to “dilectis filiis Raymundo Priori domus 
pontis Bonipassus ejusque fratribus,” but without the full text of Lucius’ charter it is unknown whether Raymond 
solicited all three, or whether he renewed a preexisting charter requested by his predecessor. 
90 “Ecclesiam Sancti Andreae de Lutmarin cum pertinentiis suis, ecclesiam Sancta Fidei de Castro Numentaneis, [domum] de 
Mormoiron, cum terris vineis et aliis pertinentiis suis, domum de Pazernis cum suis pertinentiis, terras et vineas de Laisle, 
molendinum et domum de Airage cum vineis et aliis pertinentiis suis, domum de Graveson et domum Arle cum terris et aliis 
pertinentiis suis, terras et vineas de Bolbon.” (ADV 21H 4 1189). 
91 In addition to the properties listed in Clement’s charter, Celestine added the “ecclesiam Sancte Marie de Cabaynes 
cum omnibus pertinentiis suis.”  (ADV 21H 5 1197). 
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special protection of the Holy See.92   Furthermore, they granted Bonpas complete tax 
exemptions on everything they owned, a boon for the priory that would have rankled the 
bishops who had grown accustomed to half the tolls on the bridge.93  
With the requests for these papal privileges, the prior of Bonpas challenged the 
bishop of Avignon’s provisional claims on Bonpas, using the popes’ protection to temper 
the strict hold that the bishops of Avignon had on the priory.  Whereas Bishop Gaufredus 
had explicitly stressed his ownership of spaces around the bridge, even including its 
supportive pillars, the shoreline, and the water beneath it, these papal confirmations seem to 
have nullified previous episcopal claims to the religious house and the topographical site of 
Bonpas.94  Prior Raymond’s decision to pass over the bishop to gain papal support suggests 
an attentiveness to the precarious nature of Bonpas’ increasing wealth.  By gaining the 
approval of the bishop’s superior, the priors of Bonpas signaled their willingness to protect 
the priory’s assets at the risk of offending its local overlord.   
A parallel contemporary case at Lyon reveals the benefits of such papal charters in 
moments of encroachment.95  In the late 1180s, the archbishop of Lyon misappropriated 
income from the bridge, which was owned by monks and built on land belonging to an 
abbot.  The archbishop found himself limited by a papal bull that had likewise taken the 
bridge brotherhood of Lyon under the special protection of the Holy See, which prompted 
him to pursue “ways to deny [the bull’s] spirit by harassing the Bridge Brothers and 
                                                
92 “laudabile piumque propositum quod de constructione pontis Bonipassus et suscipiendis pauperibus.” (ADV 21H 4 1189). 
93 “Locum ipsum in quo domus vestra constructa est cum ecclesia ab omni exactione liberam cum omnibus aliis pertinentiis suis.”  
(ibid.). 
94 “in ipso ponte et pilis et in aqua et in solo” (ADV 1G 15 fol. 85r). 
95 Powell, op. cit., p. 102. 
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reasserting his authority.”96  In order to combat the archbishop’s attempts to dominate the 
regular clerics who owned the bridge, they requested another papal charter from Clement 
III, which, identically to the case at Bonpas, reaffirmed his predecessor’s privileges and 
added that the bridge’s construction costs would no longer be subject to the decima.  Powell 
has noted that further aggression would have to be taken up in Rome; the prohibitive cost of 
taking an appeal to the papal curia served as a useful threat in the case of Lyon, and may 
suggest a similar expectation in Avignon.  
In addition to increased wealth and the evasion of taxes owed to the episcopate, 
Bonpas’ changing affiliations between 1149 (in a backdated reference) and 1320 illustrate a 
program of attempted distance from the bishop of Avignon, who took on a new threat in 
the person of Zoen Tencarari.  Between 1149 and 1320, the priory sought out, adhered to, 
and rejected affiliations with other religious establishments across a broad swath of 
Provence—particularly in the period after its loss of the bridge.  Over the century and a half 
for which records exist, Bonpas changed its religious affiliation a total of ten times—
averaging more than once a generation.97  What motivated these changes?  What benefits or 
drawbacks did they entail?  How do they explain Zoen’s interest in Bonpas in 1241?  In light 
of these efforts, Zoen’s campaign against Bonpas suggests an attempt to clamp down on an 
erratic, independence-seeking religious house that did not comply properly with its superior’s 
view of appropriate behavior.  As the priory actively sought to define its own place amidst a 
historically strict relationship with the see of Avignon, Zoen’s response functioned to restore 
the priory to episcopal control. 
                                                
96 Ibid. 
97 Carraz also discusses this “péripétie” (L’Ordre du Temple, pp. 474-76). 
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Though sparse, the records of Bonpas suggest a prolonged ambivalence between the 
priory and the bishop of Avignon, creating a precedent for Zoen’s intervention in 1241.  As 
a general rule, the originals of the charters pertaining to Bonpas have not survived.  Nothing 
of the raw, unbound folios inscribed with grants, wills, and donations of religious houses like 
St Catherine exist for Bonpas.  In their absence, documentary evidence comes from the 
Annals of Bonpas (ADV 21H), a large, neatly bound set of copies, punctuated with a grandly 
decorated carpet page.  Between the lines of the few extant charters, the priory’s institutional 
changes bespeak Bonpas’ attempts to maneuver into alliances that would be the most 
advantageous, at the expense of its relationship with the bishops of Avignon.  In the silent 
periods between these charters, repudiations and broken bonds in turn permitted new 
affiliations.  Between 1149 and 1320, the ten shifts in Bonpas’ allegiances marked dramatic 
reorientations between self-rule, the Order of St Benedict, the Canons Regular of St 
Augustine, the Knights Templar, the Knights Hospitaller, and finally the Carthusian Order.  
On two occasions, amidst these shifts, Bonpas achieved autonomous rule.98  Such a track 
record indicates a purposeful and deliberate renegotiation of Bonpas’ status in relation to the 
powers around it, contextualizing Zoen’s interest in controlling the priory in 1241. 
Some of the changes in affiliation reveal Bonpas’ willingness to wager its financial 
assets against its independence, suggesting that the priory considered their relationship to a 
particular religious house as untenable.  For example, when the impressive Benedictine 
abbey of St André of Villeneuve received Bonpas as a dependent in 1149, the abbot granted 
Bonpas ownership of two churches with their appurtenances in Lourmarin, a region in the 
                                                
98 They moved from the Benedictine Order (1149) to the Canons Regular of St Augustine (after 1149/89), back 
to the Benedictines (1212), then to the Canons Regular again (1221), then to independent rule, then they 
became interested in joining the Templars (1277) but were reconciled with the Hospitallers (1278), and after a 
brief independent stint, Bonpas found lasting stability in the Carthusian order (1320).   
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Durance valley approximately twenty-five miles upriver of Bonpas.99  These proprietary 
churches provided Bonpas with some level of financial security apart from their bridge 
funds, although the distance between them likely indicated little contact besides the 
collection of annual rents.  The agreement stipulated that Bonpas’ decision to leave St André 
would require it to relinquish these churches.100  For reasons that the charter has not made 
explicit, Bonpas subsequently opted to quit St André in order to join the church of St Michel 
de Frigolet in Tarascon.  Because the church of St André of Lourmarin still numbered 
among the possessions of Bonpas in Clement III’s charter, this event likely occurred 
between 1149 and 1189.  As a result, the abbot of St André produced the charter of 1212 to 
revoke their connection with Bonpas.101  Interestingly, the abbot remarked that a “large part” 
(major pars) of the brothers of Bonpas were responsible for realigning the priory with St 
Michel de Frigolet, suggesting that not all members had agreed.  Thus the priory sacrificed 
economic gains in favor of spiritual or political independence from the powerful abbey, 
revealing possible Bonpas’ alternative agendas.  Yet in 1212, Bonpas sought to rejoin the 
massive abbey and receive back its two proprietary churches—a grant that required Bonpas 
                                                
99 “Dominus Poncius bonae memoriae monasterii Sancti Andreae tunc abbas, concilio et voluntate capituli, duas ecclesias quas 
monasterium Sancti Andreae apud Lucum marinum habebat scilicet ecclesiam Sancti Andreae et ecclesiam Sancti Trophimi cum 
pertinentiis ipsarum ecclesiarum fratribus Bonipassus ut nomine monasterii Sancti Andreae haberent eas et possiderent...” (21H, 
Annals of Bonpas, fol. 68). 
100 “Ut si fratres Bonipassus ad alium ordinem se transferre, et domum Bonipassus in subjectionem et potestatem alterius domus 
submittere vellent, ecclesiae praedictae cum omnibus pertinentiis suis in commissum caderent, et monasterio Sancti Andreae libere et 
absolute exinde remanerent.” (ibid.). 
101 “Propter hoc igitur quia prior et fratres Bonipassus se ipsos et domum suam, ut dicebatur, ecclesiae Sancti Michaelis de 
Frigo[le]t conferebant et de ordine et de domo Sancti Michael[is] de caetero esse volebant, ita quod major pars fratrum Bonipassus 
priori Sancti Michael[is] obedientiam fecerat; dominus Bermundus abbas Sancti Andreae et monachi ejusdem monasterii [. . .] 
ipsas ecclesias sicut suas occupaverunt et detinuerunt.  Deinde revocata et in irritum deducta convictione sive conventione habita inter 
domum Sancti Michaelis et domum Bonipassus super causa praedicta.” (ADV 21H, Annals of Bonpas, fol. 68). 
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to elicit allies to speak on its behalf, resorting to “prayers and the intervention of Lord B., 
bishop of Cavaillon and other friends of the house of Bonpas.”102 
By giving up the income from Lourmarin, Bonpas undermined its economic status in 
favor of something else.  Without explicit rationale behind the monks’ majority decision to 
leave St André’s protection, there are nonetheless several plausible explanations.  First, St 
André was at this point a redoubtable presence in the religious landscape of Avignon.  
Founded in the tenth century, the Benedictine abbey occupied the fortified promontory of 
Mont Andaon, directly across the Rhône from Avignon, and it amassed territories on both 
sides of the river. After the siege of 1226, St André made a treaty with King Louis VIII that 
shifted its allegiances to the Capetians, whom the bishops of Avignon also supported.103  The 
abbey also owned a chapel in Belvezet, one of the properties that belonged to the bishop of 
Avignon, for which Zoen renewed his oaths of homage in 1241.104  If Bonpas had been 
motivated to enter St André’s protection as recourse to episcopal encroachment, did the 
priory find that the abbey was too closely linked to the see of Avignon?  Though the extant 
data prevents pinpointing the priory’s motivations, nonetheless these series of interactions 
with St André speak to Bonpas’ deliberate and purposeful decisions to pursue or discard 
affiliations in order to achieve its own ambitions.  
After leaving St André in favor of the Canons Regular (followers of the rule of St 
Augustine) at St Michel de Frigolet in Tarascon, Bonpas returned to St André (1212), left 
again to join the Canons Regular at St Symphorian in Caumont (1221), and then achieved a 
                                                
102 “precibus et interventione domini B., Cavellicensis episcopi et aliorum amicorum domus Bonipassus” (ibid.). 
103 Girard, Evocation, p. 363. 
104 Including a chapel in Belvezet, a location south of Avignon that was held in the name of the bishop of 
Avignon.  See Zoen’s confirmation in ADV 1G 15 fol. 90. 
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period of independent rule.105  In 1277 they sought to enter the order of the Knights 
Templar (1277), were assigned to the Hospitallers instead (1278), and then had another 
independent stint.106  Finally, Pope John XXII designated the independent priory part of the 
Carthusian order in 1320, where they remained until the early modern period (Fig. 4.2). 
 
 
Fig .  4.2: Bonpas’ Aff i l iat ions  
 
                                                
105 “Anno 1221, cal. Novemb. in presentia ejusdem Bertrandi [bishop of Avignon], fratres Bonipassus, priusquam canonicis S. 
Symphoriani de Cavo monte ses adjungant, S. Andreae et S. Trophimi de Luco-Marino ecclesias in manibus Bermundi de 
Clauzona abbatis S. Andreae, cui eas acceptas referebant, restituunt.”  (GX I col. 946). 
106 On the relationship between Bonpas and St Symphorian in Caumont, see Labande, “Saint-Symphorien de 
Caumont,” Mémoires de l’Academie de Vaucluse 19 (1900): 179-99, esp. pp. 187-90. 
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Among these changes in affiliation, both the order and the geographical location of 
new alliances are consistent with the theory that Bonpas sought a connection that would 
simultaneously allow it relative liberty and offer it protection from the bishop of Avignon.  
For example, pursuing two communities following the Rule of St Augustine may suggest an 
interest in a religious model that offered more flexibility than the Rule of St Benedict or its 
reformed Cistercian version.  Without the vision of a living founder, particularly a magnetic 
personality like St Francis in the case of his mendicants, those who followed the Rule of St 
Augustine lacked a unified center.  Disparate eremitic communities had adopted the Rule of 
St Augustine but retained regional and stylistic variation based on the desires of the various 
founders; Pope Alexander IV coercively united these various communities in 1256 under the 
name Order of St Augustine (OSA).107  Yet other orders like the Dominicans followed the 
same Rule with very different results.  This was the case for the order of Canons Regular 
(CRSA), whose members bound themselves to an Augustinian Rule that they turned towards 
pastoral care and activity in the world.  This vocation centered on administering to 
Christians in the world may have set the Canons Regular in stronger opposition to the 
bishop, who was responsible for the cura animarum and pastoral oversight in his diocese. 
Geography may have played a part in Bonpas’ independence as well.  In its 
realignment from St André to St Michel de Frigolet, Bonpas received a closer and more 
protective mother church.  Nine years after the switch from St Michel back to St André, the 
priory again broke with St André, joining the Canons Regular at St Symphorian, a church 
less than a mile from Bonpas in the town of Caumont.  This switch brought the overseeing 
                                                
107 For an overview of the Order of St Augustine, see David Gutiérrez, The Augustinians in the Middle Ages, 1256-
1356, I (Villanova, 1984). 
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church even closer, and for the first time on the same side of the river.  It is worthy of note 
that the date of this transfer occurred in the midst of increasing violence in the region, 
resulting from the continued distresses caused by the Albigensian Crusade.  The northern 
armies unfurled bloody banners at their victories in Béziers and Minerve, and the siege of 
Avignon, the culmination point in this prolonged time of tension, was just around the corner 
in 1226.  Likewise, Caumont belonged to the diocese of Cavaillon, whose bishop had 
appeared in the charter of 1212 as a professed “friend of Bonpas.”  Judging from Prior 
Rostaing’s hope to elicit favors from that bishop, this adjacent diocese may have provided 
support against the threats of the violence on the other side of the Rhône.  Furthermore, the 
long-term bishop of Avignon Guilhem de Montélier had recently died, and while the 
overbearance of bishops like Gaufredus and Zoen Tencarari threatened the priory, so did 
the absence of any powerful figure whose claims on Bonpas might have protected it from 
the vast numbers of highwaymen and released soldiers that followed the Albigensian 
Crusade.  As a result, a proximal episcopal ally may have been a favorable situation for 
Bonpas at this point.108  
While Bonpas’ earlier maneuverings suggested a desire for autonomy, its actions after 
1241 offer a trend towards seeking protection.  In 1277, Bonpas forsook seven years of 
independence and begged the pope for entry into the Order of the Knights Templar. 109  The 
Templars offered an impressive aegis, and were answerable only to the pope.  This time, 
getting papal attention required one of only four brothers at Bonpas to travel the four 
                                                
108 Interestingly, later, the bishop of Cavaillon spoke out against Bonpas’ acceptance into the Templar order. 
109 “et specialiter ad supplicandum dicto domino papae, et postulandum humiliter et devote pro eis et eorum nomine a dicto domino 
papa translationem fieri de dictis domo, ecclesia, et hospitali, cum omnibus eorumdem juribus et rationibus, in domum et religionem 
militiae templi” (ADV 21H fol. 81). 
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hundred miles to Rome.110  Curiously, the pope rebuffed Bonpas’ request; instead, he 
suggested an alliance with the Knights Hospitaller—perhaps due to the fact that Bonpas’ 
status as a hospital made it more appropriate to join the latter order.111  In 1278, Bonpas 
accepted this substitute.112  Seeking protection from the military orders, who answered to the 
papacy rather than local bishops, suggests that Bonpas felt threatened and required 
additional support aside from, or even against, the episcopate.113  The dispute of 1241 would 
certainly have created an atmosphere of competition, aggression, and distrust between priory 
and bishop. 
In light of Bonpas’ longer history of renegotiating its status between 1249 to 1320, 
achieving two independent periods in addition to affiliating with multiple orders, Zoen’s 
acerbic treatment of the priory served to remind the brothers that they were indeed subject 
to episcopal control as a dependent of the see of Avignon.  Arguably, Zoen’s claim on 
Bonpas treated two sorts of perceived infringements: a claim on a ferry passage that 
challenged Zoen’s ownership of that space, and the tradition of resisting stable allegiances to 
churches in its nearest major city in favor of transition and autonomy.  As Bonpas gained 
prestige through its possessions and its bridge, it became more valuable to the bishops o 
Avignon.  Yet the priory repeatedly appealed to other the powers in its reach: the popes, the 
military orders, neighboring bishops and archbishops, and various churches, all of whom 
                                                
110 The cost of taking an issue to the curia was prohibitively expensive, which speaks to the importance of this 
mission for the brothers of Bonpas (Powell, op. cit., p. 102). 
111 Carraz, op. cit., p. 476. 
112 As to the Hospitallers of Avignon, their cartulary indicates only one transaction being signed at Bonpas, 
though dealing exclusively with the sale of another location (Hollard, Cartulaire et chartes de la Commanderie, pp. 
83-84). 
113 Carraz has noted that Bonpas most likely felt threatened, hence its desire to join a military order in 1277 (op. 
cit., p. 475). 
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enabled it to evade a potentially onerous bond to the bishops of Avignon.  The evidence 
speaks to the fact that each change of affiliation was a deliberate choice, not a happenstance: 
the brothers made financial exchanges and sacrifices accordingly.  Thus Bonpas sought to 
protect its rights over the bridge and ferry that made it important enough for the bishop to 
try to control.  
The case of the Bonpas priory provides a model for inspecting the complicated 
power relations between a bishop and the abbots and priors who promoted and controlled 
religious activity in their common suburban arena.  As a consecrated space on the eastern 
edge of the diocese of Avignon, Bonpas marks Zoen’s immediate intention to shore up the 
borders of his property.  In the following year, the dispute at Saze offers another example 
for Zoen’s program of centralizing his local power through seemingly drastic displays of 
prowess and religious authority over border spaces.  
4.2.  Excommunicating the Town of Saze 
Across the Rhône, six miles west of Avignon, the town of Saze formed one of the 
five fiefs belonging to the Avignonese episcopate, confirmed by Pope Adrian IV in 1155.114  
The town came under Avignonese control in the Carolingian period, while the lords of Uzès 
had paid homage for Saze to the bishops of Avignon since at least 1157.115  Aside from the 
incident with Zoen, the town of Saze appears in thirteenth-century charters mainly in the 
                                                
114 René Breton, Saze: histoire, vie et description d’un village du Gard (Saze, 1987), p. 10. 
115 The first independent record of Saze aside from lump confirmations dates to 1157, when Bermond d’Uzès 
and Bishop Geoffroy of Avignon settled a dispute about Bermond’s ownership of a house in Saze: “Controversia 
que erat inter Gaufredi Avinionensis episcopum et Bremundum de Uzetica [. . .] Gaufredus episcopus appellabat Bermundum de 
Uzetica de domo quam idem Bremundus habet apud Sadum que est edificata partim in cimiterio partim in curia Bernardi 
Marzani que est de iure episcopi.” (ADV 1G 15 fol. 1 and 1G 264).  This text also attests to the existence of 
fortified structures in Saze (castri Sadi).  
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context of renewal of homage or rights held by the Uzès family.  As was the case for the 
properties of the church of Avignon, bishops periodically ratified the lords of Uzès holding 
Saze from the church: they received confirmations of homage in 1164, 1199, 1217, and 
1231.116  Zoen prompted the town’s next appearance in the manuscript record.  In 1242, 
after the harvest season, the expected rents owed by the people of Saze never reached the 
bishop.  In response, Zoen excommunicated all of the inhabitants and placed Saze under 
interdict.  These sanctions represented the Church’s exclusion of certain members from the 
corpus Christi with the purpose of admonishing and warning them to change their behavior in 
order to rejoin the social and religious life of the rest of their community.  While severe, 
Zoen’s actions display a desire to respond decisively to an infringement of financial 
obligations to the church of Avignon by the lay population of a border town.  Unambiguous 
censure of the people of Saze served to reinforce his commitment to support the church that 
provided his own livelihood and to guarantee the edges of the diocese. 
                                                
116 In 1164, Bishop Geoffroy I received homage from Decan d’Uzès for Saze (ADV 1G 8 fol. 138v); in 1199, 
Bishop Rostaing received homage from Raymond d’Uzès for Saze and its dependencies (ADV 1G 8 fol. 135 
and 1G 15 fol. 1v); in 1217, Bishop Guilhem de Montélier received homage from Bermond Rascas d’Uzès for 
the castle and city of Saze (ADV 1G 5 fol. 3 and 1G 15 fol. 3); in 1231, Bermond Rascas d’Uzès paid homage 
to Bishop Bernard for the castle and city of Saze (ADV 1G 15 fols 4 and 6).  Copies of these are located in 




4.3: Location of  Saze 
 
The record of this excommunication exists in a thirteenth-century copy in the 
Departmental Archives of Vaucluse.117  The incident has not been treated in historical 
accounts.  For unknown reasons, the farmers of Saze delayed paying their annual rent of 
barley (ordeum) that the bishop collected either for his own mensa or for other uses of the 
church complex.118  In an earlier charter outlining rents due in 1157, Bishop Geoffroy (1150-
67) had specified that the townsfolk were responsible for transporting the grain to Avignon, 
obviating any chicanery regarding the payment of their dues.119  When these rents did not 
arrive at his palace as specified, Zoen sent his tax collectors to remedy the problem.  When 
they, too, were unsuccessful in bringing back the appropriate sums, the bishop continued to 
                                                
117 ADV 1G 15 fol. 6. 
118 “scilicet bracerius unam eminam ordei et ille qui terram colit cum bestiis unum sextarium ad mensuram Ucetie.” (ADV 1G 
15, fol. 6). 
119 “Omnis habitatores Sadi [. . .] hoc ordeum [. . .] deportabunt ad portum Rodani apud Avinione vel ad domum episcopi 
Avinioni” (ibid., fol. 1).  
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wait for an extended duration despite multiple requests that the amount be paid.120  The 
reasons for this resistance have not been recorded, but Zoen’s mention of a preexisting 
contract in the manuscript record—likely the transaction from 1157 by his predecessor 
Geoffroy—indicates that all parties were complicitly aware of an organized and accepted 
method for paying this fee to the bishop.121  Finally, Bishop Zoen convoked his cathedral 
chapter, either to advise him or to sanction a decision, already made, to censure the 
farmers.122  The sentence was recorded in the chapterhouse of the cloister, presumably 
before these supportive witnesses.  At last, on 26 November 1242, Bishop Zoen 
excommunicated “all the men of Saze” and all others who “gave counsel or aid in this act 
against the church of Avignon.”123  This general excommunication, which became more 
common as the thirteenth century progressed, went against the rule upheld by Gratian that 
the Church could not take official action (whether blessing, baptism, or condemnation) 
against people who were not known by name.124  After excommunicating the specific men 
who did not pay what they owed and those who helped them elude their duty, Zoen levied 
ecclesiastical interdict on the entire castrum of Saze.125   
Zoen’s reliance on his chapter in this case stands out as one of the few times that he 
actively included them in a decision.  The relative absence of disputes in the charters of 
                                                
120 “fuerunt pluries requisiti et moniti ac diutius expectati” (ibid., fol. 6).  
121 “iuxta tenorem carte sue” (ibid.). 
122 “dictus dominus electus in presentia capituli Avinionensis et de consensu et voluntate ejusdem capituli, excom[m]unicavit omnes 
homines de Sado...” (ibid.). 
123 “excom[m]unicavit omnes homines de Sado....excommunicavit omnem hominem quicumque eisdem dederit consilium vel 
auxilium contra Avinionensem ecclesiam in hoc facto.  Item, totum castrum de Sado ecclesiastico supposuit interdicto, donec eidem 
sit plenarie satisfactum.” (ibid.). 
124 Elisabeth Vodola, Excommunication in the Middle Ages (Berkeley, 1986), pp. 28-31.  
125 “Item totum castrum de Sado ecclesiastico supposuit interdicto” (ibid.). 
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either the bishop or the chapter suggests that Zoen had fairly amicable relations with his 
canons.  Only one disagreement was recorded, concerning the selection of a new sacristan, 
and this was resolved quickly and without any acrimonious language in the account.126  In the 
case of Saze, Zoen’s repeated mention of the cathedral chapter’s participation hints at a 
depiction of the excommunication as a joint effort.  While Zoen’s dispute with Bonpas did 
not require any theological retaliation on the part of the bishop-elect, the use of spiritual 
sanctions against Saze was more sensitive since the misuse of excommunication had become 
problematic.  In fact, Zoen himself would take a stance against frivolously levied 
excommunication against heretics in the following year, when Innocent IV sent him across 
the Rhône to remedy misplaced interdicts.127  By invoking the chapter’s involvement in two 
places, the charter depicted the canons as both an audience to and abettors of Zoen’s plan of 
action.  Zoen used a similar tactic at the councils of Béziers and Manosque in 1244, in which 
he tried to convince high-ranking prelates to endorse a radical use of excommunication to 
persuade Provençal intermediaries to sign a peace treaty that Raymond VII had not 
authorized.128 
The escalation of punishments, from affecting those particularly responsible to a 
broader castigation of the entire population of Saze, suggests that Zoen was not merely 
aggravated by the financial delinquency.129  The contumacy of the men of Saze, not their 
                                                
126 ADV 1G 8 fol. 25r. 
127 18 July 1243.  “Quocirca mandamus quatenus, si contra inhibitionem nostram tales sententias proferri contigerit, eas 
auctoritate nostra denunties non valere et contra tenorem hujusmodi jam prolatas, omni contradictione et appellatione cessante, 
provide studeas revocare, cum in magnum vergant periculum animarum et ecclesiarum sacramentorum irreverentiam et 
contemptum.” (Hauréau, pp. 2-3).  
128 See Chapter Three for a discussion of these councils. 
129 General excommunications were considered severe and unfair to wide populations, because the goal was to 
bring the stray sheep back to the flock, not to punish innocents; for this reason, the local interdict was 
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delayed capital, prompted his response.  Debt, in particular, fomented many 
excommunications over the course of the thirteenth century.130  Cases of relatively minor 
infractions against clerics, whether an attack that resulted in no more than a nosebleed or a 
theft that was merely “the filching of a little wood from a churchyard,” resulted in 
excommunication for the intention behind the action—namely, harming the Church.131 This 
theory comes into focus when we examine Zoen’s construction of the injured party: he says 
that the men acted “against the church of Avignon” to which they owed the grain rent.  
Thus Zoen translated the monetary offense into a crime against the church of Avignon—of 
which Zoen himself was the embodiment and protector.  In this way, the delayed rents 
became an attack on Zoen’s own authority, and a financial issue could be treated by invoking 
ecclesiastical sanction. 
Zoen’s reactionary behavior and the severity of the punishment indicate that he took 
this offense very seriously.  In this period, though excommunication and interdict were 
formal spiritual sanctions, prelates employed them frequently against a variety of mundane 
offenses.132  In a case at the turn of the century, the bishop of Lincoln employed 
excommunication to pressure locals to return a lord’s escaped falcon.133  Another bishop 
                                                                                                                                            
instituted to address the problem territorially.  See Edward B. Krehbiel, The Interdict: its History and its Operation 
(Washington, D.C., 1909), pp. 7-8. 
130 Vodola, op. cit., pp. 38-40. 
131 Rosalind Hill, “The Theory and Practice of Excommunication in Medieval England,” History 42, no. 144 
(1957): 1-11, here p. 9.  Even Augustine himself modeled the use of excommunication in response to theft of 
church property (Vodola, op. cit., p. 60). 
132 Peter D. Clarke, The Interdict in the Thirteenth Century: A Question of Collective Guilt (New York, 2007). 
133 Hill, op. cit. 
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excommunicated a fellow who failed to return a borrowed book.134  Invoking this “severest 
process known to church authority” certainly raises questions about the appropriate use of 
theological warnings for worldly results.135  The thirteenth century had already witnessed an 
efflorescence of the use of interdict and excommunication towards political and financial 
ends, a trend that was not free from criticism.  After the papacy of Innocent III, the pope 
stood at an apex of plenary power; the weapons of the Church, therefore, could be used in 
any case that would have fallen under the far-flung jurisdiction of the pope.  However, the 
language used in the excommunication charter constructed a link between Zoen’s own 
person and the entity of the church of Avignon.  The fact that Zoen turned to one of his 
large-scale weapons—namely the episcopal or legatine right to excommunicate enemies of 
the Church—to his own use on a minor level does not require explanation per se.  As seen in 
Zoen’s task of correcting excommunications in 1243, it was a fairly common, if problematic, 
practice.  However, when viewed as part of a larger program during Zoen’s first few years as 
acting bishop of Avignon, the excommunication of Saze served to make his power explicit in 
a way that combined both spiritual and temporal authority in the local sphere.  Thus Zoen’s 
reaction cast the late rents as an affront to the bishop not only as a temporal lord, but also as 
the representative of the church of Avignon, so that the transgression was depicted as an 
attack on the Church itself.  Indeed, the laity viewed its payments of rent to the Church as 
both a contract and a moral duty; breaking this oath would have rightly warranted censure. 
 
                                                
134 Rosalind Hill, “Public Penance: Some Problems of a Thirteent-Century Bishop,” History 36 no. 128 (1951): 
213-26, here p. 214. 
135 Ibid., “Excommunication,” pp. 1-2. 
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In this case as in others, Zoen acted with a swift, caustic response to a perceived 
slight.  While such conduct has led historians to categorize him as acerbic, harsh, or hard-
nosed, Zoen’s actions actually reveal that he was not a leader to permit cracks in the façade 
of his authority.136  In the accounts of the disputes at Bonpas and Saze, the manuscript 
record translated comparatively minor and easily remedied financial infractions into issues 
that drew on spiritual elements.  This interpretation restores an understanding of the bishop 
as operating fluidly within two spheres that were not mutually distinct to the medieval mind. 
In thirteenth-century theory as well as practice, sacred power delimited temporal power and 
spiritual needs impinged on practical ones.  As discussed above, these two swords of power 
were never truly distinguishable or distinct, but rather used in tandem by the successful 
medieval bishop.137  The episodes of Saze and Bonpas illustrate the entangled conceptions of 
episcopal jurisdiction in both spheres.  In the case of Saze, Zoen translated the late rents into 
an affront to the Church, of which he himself was the representative.  The money in 
question was intended for ecclesiastical expenditures, whether those would be categorized 
more accurately as relevant to the soul (e.g., paying for candles for the altar) or to the worldly 
life (e.g., paying salaries in the bishop’s kitchens).  Financial infractions converted into abuse 
of the church of Avignon and its guardian, Bishop Zoen; spiritual sanctions served to 
correct the disobedience and disrespect of a lay population whose duty as dependents of the 
church of Avignon was to support that house of God and its agents.  
                                                
136 An attitude frequently taken; some examples can be found in Labande, p. 223; Leroy, p. 198; and Le Blévec, 
La part du pauvre, p. 336. 
137 See the Introduction. 
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Further clues appear in Zoen’s title in the extant manuscript record.  The charter 
described Zoen as “electus,” once again emphasizing the fact that he had not been 
consecrated at the time of this offense.  This term appeared twice in the charter: in the 
beginning, when it recorded Zoen as the “[bishop-]elect of Avignon” (Z. Avinion. electum) and 
later as “the lord [bishop-]elect” (dominus electus).  Though the pope had not yet officially 
raised Zoen to the status of legate, charters of Zoen’s previous decrees had already 
exclusively called him the vicar of the cardinal legate Giacomo Pecoraria.138  As a result, this 
charter’s use of only electus demarcated Zoen’s catholic and local powers.139  In the case of 
Saze, the use of excommunication came not from Zoen’s powers as an international papal 
agent seeking to limit imperial power in Provence, but rather from his particular role as a 
local prelate who still required consecration and confirmation of his office.  Without the 
implicit papal support for his actions that accompanied the title of legate, or at least legatine 
proxy, Zoen’s actions at Saze suggest that he needed to make a firm display of power at the 
early stages of his career.  He may have faced wariness or suspicion on the part of the 
Avignonese population, who probably viewed him as a foreigner and the pope’s man.  The 
inhabitants of Saze may have taken advantage of a new outsider bishop, who was unfamiliar 
with generations of tradition, to break their longstanding agreement with the church of 
Avignon.  Alternatively, they may have suffered a bad harvest, and perhaps they were even 
starving—though such an explanation evidently did not ease Zoen’s reaction.  In the most 
radical interpretation, the refusal to pay rents after multiple warnings and escalating threats 
may have formed part of the spate of anti-episcopal behavior in Provence in the early 1240s, 
                                                
138 “gerens vices venerabilis domini J. Prenestrini episcopi, apostolice sedis legati,” e.g., in GXN III no. 485. 
139 See Chapter Two for an examination of Zoen’s recorded statuses in the early part of his tenure. 
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in the vein of the ecclesiastical exploitations carried out by the church’s dependents in the 
Comtat, which also included withheld payments of owed dues.140  With acts like the 
excommunication of Saze, Zoen effectively reminded the populace that a firm bishop was 
again sitting in the cathedral after a line of anemic bishops. 
 
Fig.  4.4: Saze as an Episcopal Domain 
 
Saze’s location on the western border of the ring of episcopal domains may provide 
further clues about why Bishop Zoen treated the incident with such sternness.  On the 
                                                
140 Such as those listed in bulk at the council of Viviers in July 1240 (Labande, pp. 308-13). 
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western side of the Rhône, the dependent domain of Saze was within territories due to come 
under the purview of the Capetians as a result of the disenfranchisement of the house of 
Toulouse after the Albigensian crusade.  By the middle of the thirteenth century, the 
brothers of King Louis IX had acquired the counties of Toulouse and Provence; when 
Alphonse of Poitiers died without heirs, the former lands of the house of Toulouse ceded to 
the crown.  Accordingly, the southward expansion of the kings of France would have posed 
a threat to Bishop Zoen.  By strictly expressing authority over this small, western region, 
Zoen reminded both the men of Saze and the inhabitants of his other more distant 
territories that he was an able, active ruler with a strong hand to wield over his possessions.  
Although medieval churches often owned proprietary properties at surprisingly great 
distances, these farther assets were more likely to elude direct control and could easily pose 
problems for remote rulers.  In order to continue the program of centralization as outlined 
by the pope, Zoen had to keep control over the borders of the Avignonese episcopate.  In 
this light, it would have been in Zoen’s best interest to strike quickly and hard, to remind 
those under his jurisdiction that he ruled them in both temporal and spiritual capacities. 
There is no record as to whether the inhabitants of Saze ultimately paid their rent, 
but Zoen’s response sums up well the bishop’s behavior when confronted with resistance, as 
seen also at Bonpas and the councils in 1244.  Instead of sending judicial deputies as in the 
case of deploying his bailiff to Bonpas, Zoen chose excommunication and interdict from his 
array of weapons.  By invoking spiritual sanctions, Zoen demonstrated two important facts: 
first, that he would countenance no challenge to his rightful authority as bishop-elect of 
Avignon; second, that he capably and authoritatively selected how to respond to the men of 
Saze from the variety of options at his own disposal.  In this case, sweeping together the 
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delinquent farmers and their uninvolved neighbors put greater pressure on the town as a 
whole, whereas at Bonpas the pointed issue was handled by a coalition of a handful of men.  
The spiritual sanctions fit into place once Zoen conflated his own person with the church of 
Avignon, reinforcing his position as the new arrival and to stress the increasingly strong 
episcopal power now acting in the city.  
 
Concluding Ideas 
Both the Bonpas Priory and the town of Saze served as targets for Zoen’s 
centralizing efforts in his first years in Provence.  In the case of Bonpas, medieval 
connotations of charity, protection, and piety helped conceptualize the priory as sacred 
space, an idea supported by evidence pertaining to Bonpas’ location, origins, religious 
functions, and commitment to pilgrim traffic.  The excommunication of Saze provides one 
case study of Zoen shoring up political borders on the western edge of his diocese, where his 
property lay flush with Toulousan and French land.  In their way, both cases are about 
controlling the boundaries of Zoen’s jurisdiction, whether Christianized bridge crossings or 
communities on the outskirts who reneged on their contracts with the episcopal see. 
While dependent religious houses are too often dismissed as mere economic 
outposts, the example of Bonpas encourages a view of an active, lively religious entity that 
drew the attention of the bishop for its importance beyond financial advantages.  
Reconsideration of religious motivations in conflicts that have been treated as feudal adds 
subtlety and nuance to the relationship between the secular and regular clergy.  Both the 
bishop of Avignon and Bonpas wielded religious authority in an overlapping space centered 
around the bridge.  Both had a duty to the corpus Christi, yet the actions of Bishop Zoen seem 
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at odds with the goal of Prior Guilhem to protect the devout on the road.  At base, this 
conflict was both about ownership of rights to a river passage and about the religious duty to 
move Christians across a perilous space.  When Bishop Zoen’s men lashed out against the 
priory, they did not simply extort money from the brothers of Bonpas; rather, they went 
through the extra trouble of establishing a ferry of their own.  Controlling this topography 
may have contributed to a bolstered view of Zoen’s spiritual authority as bishop of Avignon, 
as perceived by his community.  In interpretations of negotiations of shared space and 
dominance over the Durance, deeply embedded self-conceptions and religious missions 
must not be ignored.  
The interpretation promoted in this chapter restores an understanding of the bishop 
as operating fluidly within two spheres that were not mutually distinct to the medieval mind.  
In thirteenth-century theory as well as practice, sacred power delimited temporal power and 
spiritual needs impinged on practical ones.  As discussed above, these two swords of power 




5.  Episcopal Claims on Central Spaces: the Case of the Convent of St Catherine 
Over the course of his episcopate, Bishop Zoen responded quickly and definitively 
to various challenges by the Avignonese populace, both lay and religious.  In 1251, halfway 
through his tenure, the political makeup of the city shifted radically: two brothers of the 
sainted Capetian king Louis IX asserted their claims to the former counties of Toulouse and 
Provence, dismantled the Avignonese commune, and installed a system of rectors to oversee 
municipal government.1  At the same time, Bishop Zoen contributed to the developing 
politico-religious and architectural landscapes of Avignon by relocating and installing a 
convent near his own palace.  Writing a century apart, the historians Nicolas Leroy and 
Léon-Honoré Labande have viewed the years just prior to 1251 as the start of the decline of 
meaningful episcopal power, citing in support a papal letter describing hostility towards the 
bishop and the absence of charters signed in Avignon in those years.2  However, Zoen’s 
behavior in the immediate wake of the Capetian takeover reveals not only a stabilized, but a 
heightened, expression of his influence.  Further reinforcing his consolidated authority 
garnered by reconciling Raymond VII with Raimon Berengar V and by buttressing the 
temporal borders of the bishop’s possessions at Saze and Bonpas, in 1251 he established the 
female convent of St Catherine inside the city walls.3  An examination of the convent’s origin 
story, its location, and Zoen’s prolonged engagement with it (culminating in his burial there) 
clarifies the ways in which the bishop used the convent to claim, shape, and redefine the 
                                                
1 On the transition to Capetian property, see Mouliérac-Lamoureau, Le Comtat Venaissin pontifical and Jean 
Dunbabin, Charles I of Anjou: Power, Kingship, and State-Making in Thirteenth-Century Europe (New York, 1998). 
2 Innocent IV’s letter of 24 May 1249, discussed infra p. 218 n. 26. 
3 See Chapter Three for a discussion of Zoen’s handling of the comital rivalries between Raymond VII and 




religious landscape of Avignon in a period of sudden disenfranchisement and disorder.4  The 
details of this action highlight new facets of Zoen’s power, especially of the particular power 
that he sought to display, in the face of a new political threat from the North. 
The political rupture that occurred in 1251 provides the context and stimulus for 
Zoen’s foundation.  Alphonse II of Poitiers (1220-71) and Charles I of Anjou (1227-85), the 
younger brothers of King Louis IX (1226-70), inherited the Comtat Venaissin by means of 
provisions in the Treaty of Meaux-Paris, which concluded the Albigensian Crusade in 1229, 
and in dynastic marriages that presaged the formal end to Count Raymond VII’s authority in 
Provence.  Alphonse of Poitiers, who married Raymond’s only daughter Joanna in 1234/41, 
received the County of Toulouse and its possession, the marquisate of Provence, upon 
Raymond’s death without a male heir.5  In this way, the Capetian dynasty finally absorbed the 
Raymondine properties in the Midi.  Similarly, though effectuated for very different reasons, 
the Capetians also claimed the County of Provence when their ally Count Raimon Berengar 
V died in 1245.  With the support of the pope who was in Lyon in that year, who sought 
French backing, Raimon Berengar’s youngest daughter and heiress Beatrix, countess of 
Provence, quickly married Louis’ youngest brother Charles of Anjou (1246).  This marriage 
helped cement a tightening claim on Provence, since Louis had already married Beatrix’s 
elder sister Marguerite in 1234. 
In 1251, the joint rulers Alphonse and Charles returned from crusade, occupied 
Provence, and abolished the commune of Avignon, disenfranchising its consuls and judges 
                                                
4 See Emilia Jamroziak’s chapter “Centres and peripheries,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Cistercian Order, ed. 
Mette Birkedal Bruun (Cambridge, 2013): 65-79. 
5 The betrothal received papal approval in the wake of the Treaty of Meaux-Paris, but the date of the actual 
wedding is disputed. 
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and installing their own vicar.6  A spate of resistance arose from Provençal parties who 
sought to retain their autonomy, in the vein of the uprisings led by Barral des Baux in the 
late 1240s that prompted anti-episcopal behavior, factionalism, and bloodshed.  Arles, 
Marseille, and Avignon formed an anti-comital coalition underscored by Barral that drew the 
censure of the new Capetian overlords.  Alphonse and Charles worked together to keep 
steady control of both provinces, a policy that offered the only promise of eliminating rebels 
who could then find no safe haven in nearby territories.  In the spring of 1251, the 
insurgents in Arles expelled their archbishop again, assaulted members of the military orders 
and despoiled ecclesiastical properties.  The princes responded with an aggressive siege on 
the city, bringing it to heel in April of that year.7  In the following month, Avignon swore 
loyalty to the Capetian brothers; Marseille capitulated in 1252, though periodic uprisings 
continued into the next decade.8  Historians studying the rise of the modern state have 
treated this monumental turn as the lamentable defeat of civic representation—the first link 
in a chain of events that ended in papal ownership of the city.9  Yet Zoen’s concurrent 
activities argue for a still-vibrant episcopate and a deliberate shaping of the city, to which 
citizens responded with active, if measured, attitudes.  In fact, the intervention of foreign 
rulers may have helped to reorient loyalty to the episcopate, which represented the only 
stable local power in 1251. 
                                                
6 On the particularities of Charles of Anjou’s impact on Provence, see Dunbabin, op. cit., pp. 41-54. 
7 Accusations of treachery have confused the issue.  When Arles fell under siege, Barral des Baux was charged 
with abandoning the city, opting instead to make a favorable deal with the new lords. 
8 Edouard Baratier, Histoire de Provence (Toulouse, 1969), pp. 170-73.  The first orders by the Capetians to their 
new dependents in Avignon in May 1251 are reprinted in Labande, pp. 354-55. 
9 Particularly nineteenth-century works, e.g. De Maulde, Coutumes et règlements. 
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Following the model of Caesarius of Arles, who founded a convent for his sister in 
the sixth century, Zoen participated in a tradition of fostering female spirituality in the midst 
of a city rather than on its edges, where convents were frequently constructed, especially 
when real estate inside walled cities was already occupied.10  Zoen’s convent thus engaged 
with the new urban religiosity espoused by the mendicants who, in the first quarter of the 
thirteenth century, transposed corruptive cities into a locus for a new spirituality rooted in 
the vita apostolica.11  In response to encroachment from the northern rulers, Zoen 
demonstrated his power as a patron and protector of Avignon by moving a group of nuns 
under his direct control and by providing them with a safe, new building for their religious 
practice.  The responses of the community to the new convent as a pivotal structure in the 
parish of St Symphorian revealed how deeply St Catherine infiltrated the religious landscape 
and community of Avignon.  
5.1.  Creating St Catherine of Avignon 
Zoen’s relocation of the convent of St Catherine represents a substantial 
counterclaim on intramural Avignon.  Despite its testimonial to episcopal vitality and its 
great impact on the parish of St Symphorian, however, the convent scarcely features in most 
accounts of the city.  In 1060, the Avignonese countess Oda established a convent 
approximately four miles east of the city, on a hill called Mont Lavenic in the suburb of 
                                                
10 Jo Ann McNamara, Sisters in Arms: Catholic Nuns through Two Millennia (Cambridge, 1996), p. 290; on 
Caesarean-style abbesses, see Felice Lifshitz, “Is Mother Superior?: Towards a History of Feminine 
Amtscharisma,” in Medieval Mothering, ed. John Carmi Parsons and Bonnie Wheeler (New York, 1996), pp. 117-
31. 




Montfavet.12  As a result of the convent, the hill became called “Montdevergues”: the mount 
of the virgins (mont des vièrges, from mons virginum).13  Nineteenth-century accounts have 
attributed to the sisters some work related to hospital care, perhaps considering the nuns as a 
precursor to Montfavet’s psychiatric hospital that incorporated appurtenances still called St 
Catherine’s.14  In some versions, a rash of violence—unspecified but certainly not an 
outlandish claim—threatened the safety of the cloistered women.  Accordingly, in 1251 
Bishop Zoen chose to relocate the community of nuns from their exposed hilltop to a new 
site inside the city walls. 
 
                                                
12 Tellingly, an “Avenue de Sainte-Catherine” still links the area of Montdevergues with Avignon. 
13 A.-M. Hayez has stated that the Avignonese convent of St Laurent had also occupied that same hill before 
moving inside the city in the eleventh century, though I have been unable to find supporting evidence.  See 
Hayez’s “La paroisse Saint-Symphorien au temps des papes d’Avignon,” Annuaire de la société des amis du palais des 
papes et des monuments d’Avignon (1997): 25-50. 
14 Granget stated that the nuns served “aliénés” (mentally ill), which is most likely connected to the later 
psychiatric hospital (Centre hospitalier de Montfavet), which was built on the same hill, and was made famous 
by the three-decade-long institutionalization (1914-43) of Camille Claudel, sculptor and lover of Rodin.  See 
Etienne Granget, Histoire du diocèse d’Avignon et des anciens diocèses dont il est formé (Avignon, 1862), p. 453 n. 1. 
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Fig. 5.1: Original and New Location of  St Catherine 
 
Without extant charters from St Catherine’s original location in Montdevergues, the 
convent’s story must be pieced together through its records after its settlement in intramural 
Avignon.  Such surviving charters are, in the words of Constance Berman, “the most 
accurate sources” for understanding a religious house’s inner mechanisms precisely because 
their only audience was the personnel of the monastic community, rather than an audience 
in need of convincing or conversion.15  An eighteenth-century copy of the convent’s 
necrology has been preserved in the municipal archives of Avignon.16  The bulk of the 
convent’s records were removed from the convent and deposited in the Departmental 
Archives of Vaucluse, where they were joined with the other parish records from St 
Symphorian as Series 71H (fonds de Ste-Catherine).17  Series 71H comprises original charters 
dating from the early thirteenth century through the Revolutionary period; for the period 
1203-99, more than one hundred charters have survived and pertain in varying degrees to 
the convent or its transactions.  Charters written between 1203 and 1253 provide 
information about the space that St Catherine would come to occupy in the parish of St 
Symphorian.  As of 1253, when the refounded community welcomed its first novice, the 
documentary record became more varied to include testaments, exchanges of properties that 
passed through the convent’s possession, and professions from women entering into 
                                                
15 Constance Berman, The Cistercian Evolution: the Invention of a Religious Order in Twelfth-Century Europe 
(Philadelphia, 2000), pp. 165-66. 
16 A mid-eighteenth century copy, prepared by Léon Ménard, in BMA MS 2466, fols 1-6; a twentieth-century 
copy edited from the original archives of St Catherine by Dom Jean Martial Besse, “Quelques antiquités 
bénédictins,” Revue Mabillon (1905), pp. 55-60. 
17 Besse received permission from the abbess to examine the charters, confirming that they were still in the 
convent’s possession in 1905. 
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monastic life there.  The parish records that do not specifically name St Catherine 
nonetheless provide indirect contextual information about the spaces immediately 
surrounding the convent, yielding data about family and interpersonal relations, institutional 
affiliation, powerbrokering, and religious behavior. 
These data help address questions about Zoen’s decision to establish St Catherine 
within the city walls, particularly those related to his decision to relocate a community from 
the suburbs.  If he had been interested in founding a female religious community, why did 
Zoen reach out to a preexisting convent instead of creating a new religious house in his own 
name?  Why did he choose to uproot the women and resettle them inside the city walls, 
rather than financing fortification at the original site?  In itself, the decision to move the 
sisters was not unusual: it fit with early medieval precedent and continued to be a pressing 
concern even three centuries later, when it was addressed at the Council of Trent (1545-63).18  
In context, however, the decision speaks volumes about Zoen’s treatment of the only cadre 
of women under his direct control—nuns.  Thus the relationship between the bishop and 
the nuns reveals a well-timed, wide-reaching change in the urban religious landscape, 
resulting in Zoen’s integration of himself and his authority into the space and memory of his 
capital city.  Parallel to the situation at Bonpas, Zoen’s claims on religious space in the center 
of Avignon reinforced a particular version of his power in the eyes of his diocese and of the 
attendant Capetian princes. 
                                                
18 An injunction to move monasteries inside cities appears in Chapter V of Session 25 of the Council of Trent, 
namely: “that the enclosure of nuns be carefully restored, wheresoever it has been violated, and that it be 
preserved, wheresoever it has not been violated; [...] And forasmuch as those convents of nuns which are 
established outside the walls of a city or town, are exposed, often without any protection, to the robberies and 
other crimes of wicked men, the bishops and other Superiors shall, if they think it expedient, make it their care 
that the nuns be removed from those places to new or old convents within cities or populous towns, calling in 
even, if need be, the aid of the Secular arm.”  Translated by J. Waterworth. The Canons and Decrees of the Sacred 
and Oecumenical Council of Trent (London, 1848), pp. 240-41. 
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The violent conditions in the mid-thirteenth century Midi probably played some role 
in Zoen’s choice to refound the community rather than to patronize a new house.  The nuns 
of Montdevergues may have simply needed immediate security.  Even in the absence of 
specific evidence for that site, the accounts of post-Albigensian disorder make a plausible 
case for the threats to the sisters isolated on their hilltop.19  In addition, the depredations of 
anticlerical parties in Avignon may have menaced the nuns; two years earlier, for example, 
crowds led by Barral des Baux set fire to episcopal properties.  If it had been Zoen’s 
intention to found a new convent, he surely was not limited by financial realities.  A glance at 
his will written three to four years later in 1257 would assure the reader that he was wealthy 
enough to lay the groundwork for a new house.  Instead, the transfer of a ready-made 
community arguably enabled Zoen to modify the urban religious landscape in a quick, 
effective way and to tap into the preexisting composition of the city at a moment when his 
power was potentially threatened by a new regime.  The expectation that the Capetian 
princes theoretically would support the Church, following the precedent of their saintly 
brother Louis IX, certainly did not obviate any restrictions, changes, or challenges to 
episcopal norms in their new provinces.  Likewise, the death of Emperor Frederick II a year 
earlier had eased political clefts between pro-papal and pro-imperial parties, making 
previously reliable alliances considerably more uncertain.  Aiding a convent—one 
recommended by its antiquity and possibly a connection to a celebrated reformer—Zoen 
made a clear statement about his position as lord of the city and protector of local women.  
In light of potential Capetian threats to his status, Zoen furthemore counted on the tacit 
                                                
19 Firnhaber-Baker, Violence and the State in Languedoc, esp. pp. 24-56.  Paul Achard specifically attributed the 
threat to the Albigensians in Guide du voyageur, ou dictionnaire historique des rues et des places publiques de la ville 
d’Avignon (Avignon, 1857), p. 144. 
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approval of locals whose daughters and widows professed at St Catherine.  In this way, the 
foundation of St Catherine’s was Zoen’s vehicle for staying afloat the rapid political changes 
of 1251. 
5.1.1.  Refounding St Catherine 
Individuals who established religious houses sought ways to direct, enforce, and 
shape piety and power.20  Accordingly, the specific details of foundation stories provide 
deeper insight into how patrons intended religious houses to function.21  In cases like that of 
St Catherine, bishops who used their political and spiritual clout to found female rather than 
male monasteries entered into a power dynamic with the only women whom they could 
directly control.  In this way, a prelate’s control over a population of nuns paralleled 
aristocrats’ use of marriage for accomplishing political desires.  Without recourse to 
politically expedient marriages resulting in titles or dowries, Zoen relied on the religious 
women of his diocese to achieve certain aims.  Moreover, unlike their marriageable lay 
counterparts, nuns also provided spiritual benefits to their donors—most importantly, the 
nuns prayed for their benefactor.  When Zoen transferred a former hospital building to the 
use of the nuns of St Catherine, he took on the role of protector of those women and, by 
extension, of the saint they venerated and the religious virtues they espoused.  Such a 
foundation necessarily shaped Zoen’s public image in the eyes of a city that already enjoyed a 
flourishing religious culture, which St Catherine joined.  For example, the southwestern 
parish of St Agricol boasted the Benedictine convent of St Laurent—the oldest intramural 
                                                
20 See Sean L. Field, Isabelle of France: Capetian Sanctity and Franciscan Identity in the Thirteenth Century (Notre Dame, 
2006); Rosenwein, To Be the Neighbor of St Peter; inter alia. 
21 Remensnyder, Remembering Kings Past. 
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monastery, made prestigious by the enrollment of the daughters of the wealthy citizens of 
Avignon.22  Sites like St Laurent were already invested with meaning, occupied by 
longstanding communities, and shaped by the donations and prayers of generations of 
Avignonese before Zoen’s arrival in the city.  By contrast, the construction of St Catherine 
gave Zoen a new opportunity to extend his own sphere of influence beyond the Rocher.  In 
particular, choosing to patronize a female, rather than a male, institution made Zoen a 
competitor with other established and traditional religious options for Avignonese women. 
 
Fig.5.2: 1402 Façade o f  St Catherine (Photo by Author) 
 
                                                
22 The oldest Avignonese structure is the abbey of St Ruf, located outside the city walls to the south.  In 




The convent suddenly appeared inside the walls of Avignon between 1251 and 1256, 
according to histories of the city.23  The terminus ante quem can be attenuated slightly, since 
charters in the convent’s own archive indicate that it was already operating and accepting 
new members in 1253.24  Upon their arrival, Zoen granted the sisters an old hospital for the 
poor in the parish of St Symphorian, which belonged to one Durand Ugo.25  This property 
had come under the bishop’s ownership sometime in the first half of the thirteenth century, 
and in 1247 the commune seized it, evicted the clerical staff, and occupied it until 1251.26  
After the Capetians dissolved the commune, the building reverted to Zoen, who immediately 
repurposed it as the fledgling cloister for the nuns of St Catherine.27  Thus the manifestation 
of Zoen’s power literally as well as figuratively replaced that of the commune.  Since the 
bishops of Avignon owned abundant properties, Zoen’s decision to reclaim Durand Ugo’s 
hospital for his nuns may even suggest an interest in “whitewashing” those spaces 
                                                
23 Among the various origin dates, Hayez suggested 1252 or 1253 (“St-Symphorien,” p. 29).  Pansier wrote 
“vers 1253” (op. cit., p. 223).  Labande estimated 1253/4 but acknowledged the inexact nature of the dates (p. 
236).  Echoing GX I, col. 889, the date was presumed to be 1254 by Granget (op. cit., p. 453), Cottineau 
(Repertoire topo-bibliographique des abbayes et prieurés (Mâcon, 1935), p. 228), and Ulysse Chevalier (Repertoire des 
sources historiques du moyen âge, topo-bibliographie, Part II (Montbéliard, 1903), col. 2789).  Girard (Evocation, p. 283) 
attributed the foundation to 1351-53, clearly a typographical error that seems to favor the earlier estimates of 
1251/3. 
24 The first woman to join St Catherine after its arrival in Avignon was Farauda Moutonnier (ADV 71H 43 
1253^2).   
25 This building first appears in a charter dated to July 1203, in which the Carbonelli brothers sold property 
located near the cemetery of St Perpetua to one Marie Cancelle, who was involved in the operation of Durand 
Ugo’s hospital for the poor: “Ego Ugo Carbonellus, et ego Petrus Carbonellus frater eius, nos duo pariter vendimus et 
venditionis titulo tradimus tibi Marie Cancelle et per te hospitali Duranti Ugonis et pauperibus et fratribus et sororibus eiusdem 
hospitale presentibus et futuris, stare nostrum cum domibus cum curte et cum aliis omnibus pertinentiis eiusdem staris quod situm 
est apud Sanctam Perpetuam.” (ADV 71H 53^2 1203). 
26 In a bull from 24 May 1249, Innocent IV condemned the commune of Avignon and its leader Barral des 
Baux for rebellious behavior, counting among their offenses the occupation of Durand Ugo’s hospital: “Item, 
cum constet Avinionenses occupasse, propria auctoritate, loca religiosa, scilicet domum Sancti Benedicti et hospitale Duranti 
Hugonis, ponentes custodes seu rectores ibidem et non permittentes ibi esse priores canonice institutos, decernimus eos ab 
excommunicationum seu interdicti sententiis in ipsos propter hoc promulgatis absolvendos non esse.” (Labande, p. 352). 
27 Leroy, pp. 217-18 n. 251. 
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illegitimately occupied by the commune, thus restoring the outward expression of religious 
power in the neighborhoods near his own palace. 
Durand Ugo’s former hospital was located in the parish of St Symphorian, a district 
that comprised half of the northern segment of the city and adjoined the parish of St 
Stephen to the west.  This latter parish was the metropole; its parish church dedicated to the 
first martyr St Stephen was wedged into the crowded religious architecture topping the 
Rocher, holding ground next to the cathedral and episcopal palace.28  The parish of St 
Symphorian abutted Avignon’s ring of defensive walls on its northern and eastern sides.  
The street occupied by Durand Ugo’s hospital intersected with these walls, newly rebuilt 
several years earlier, at a distance of less than two hundred yards.29  The public road that 
passed behind the hospital building then continued eastward straight out of the city and 
towards the very suburbs from which the nuns of St Catherine moved.  Geographic 
information about the hospital coupled with an examination of the street toponyms in the 
parish suggest that the hospital and its corollary properties had occupied the approximate 
site where the convent was established (today, 8, rue Ste Catherine).30  Rather than being a 
temporary site, then, Durand Ugo’s hospital was built up and transformed into the convent 
                                                
28 On the occasionally tendentious relationship between St Stephen’s and the cathedral, see Clark, “Redefining 
Space.” 
29 These walls were new or in progress at the time of Zoen’s arrival in Avignon (Leroy, p. 563). 
30 The façade dating to 1402 remains and the convent was listed as a monument historique in 1974.  It has since 
been renovated as the theater Chêne noir.  Hayez has stated that the exact original floorplan of the convent is 
unknown “en raison de l’imprécision des textes,” but also because in the fourteenth century a cardinal built a 




building whose façade from 1402 still looms over the bow-shaped street.31  Over the years as 
the convent became entrenched in that spot, the abbesses of St Catherine molded Durand 
Ugo’s hospital into a fully functioning monastic complex complete with a parlor, where the 
abbess mediated interaction with the outside population, a cloister, a cemetery, and a nascent 
apparatus of donations and gifts from Avignonese citizens.32 
 
Fig .  5.3: St Catherine in the Parish o f  St Symphorian 
 
                                                
31 The church of St Perpetua mentioned in the charter of the Carbonelli brothers (ADV 71H 53^2 1203) 
referred to a priory that occupied a lot across from Durand Ugo’s hospital.  A small alley named rue Sainte-
Perpétue connects rue Sainte-Catherine with rue Banasterie, recalling the erstwhile religious house. 




Zoen’s chosen location for the convent speaks loudly: the former hospital stood just 
over five hundred feet from the toes of the Rocher des Doms, on the same side as the escalier 
Sainte-Anne, which provided quick access to the summit—a five-minute walk.  This altitude 
difference between the bishop’s palace and St Catherine created a topographical hierarchy.  
From the peak of the Rocher, the episcopal palace loomed over the convent.  At sunset its 
long shadows stretched eastward in St Catherine’s direction, and the bishop gained a bird’s 
eye view of St Catherine.  Lucy Grig has classified the bird’s eye view as a dominant gaze, 
because of a “totalizing” quality that permits “the omniscient viewer [to] take in—indeed, 
possess—a whole area, cityscape, or landscape, [which] favors an inherently imperialistic 
view [. . .] whereby this ‘totalizing’ vista works ‘to convey conquest.’”33 
                                                
33 Lucy Grig, “Competing Capitals, Competing Representations: Late Antique Cityscapes in Words and 
Pictures,” in Two Romes: Rome and Constantinople in Late Antiquity, ed. Lucy Grig and Gavin Kelly (New York, 




Fig. 5.4: View of St Catherine (Center) from the Rocher des Doms (Photo by Author) 
 
Without modern buildings in the way, the sisters below would have had a clear 
upward view of the Rocher, perhaps even being able to see cathedral and episcopal towers 
from their cloister.  A later incident speaks to the subliminal values placed on altitude and 
spatial relations: in 1327, the nuns rebuffed a neighbor’s construction project that proposed 
to build walls higher than those of the convent, violating the nuns’ privacy with an outsider 
male gaze.34  To a smaller extent, this case echoes the relationship between St Catherine’s 
                                                
34 In 1405, the sisters again protested against a neighbor who was able to gain access their roof and see into 
their cloister, dorter, and cells from his higher house (Hayez, “St-Symphorien,” p. 30). 
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and the elevated, dominant episcopal palace that served to extend the physical space claimed 
and occupied by the prelate.  By the early Middle Ages, the bishop’s palace had become “a 
prominent locus of the holy,” made more so by urban development around the cathedral 
and palace that, deliberately or inadvertently, reoriented the city around an episcopal heart.35  
This nexus between space and power suggests that Zoen’s placement of St Catherine 
functionally increased the density of religious architecture in that area of the city.36  This 
proximity inaugurated a reciprocity between the two entities: as Zoen encouraged the 
convent, the abbess and sisters lent Zoen a certain holy distinction. 
 
Fig. 5.5: Proximity o f  St Catherine to Episcopal Palace 
 
                                                
35 Miller, Bishop’s Palace, p. 126 and especially ch. 4, “Urban Space and Sacred Authority.” 
36 Margot Fassler, “Liturgy and Sacred History in the Twelfth-Century Tympana at Chartres,” The Art Bulletin 
75, no. 3 (1993): 499-520. 
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By bringing the nuns of St Catherine into the heart of the city, Zoen added his name 
to the list of powerful benefactors and builders of the urban landscape of medieval Avignon.  
This list included St Ruf and St Agricol, the venerated saint-bishops of the late antique 
period, and St Bénézet, the twelfth-century shepherd who miraculously laid the cornerstone 
of his eponymous bridge over the Rhône.37  In this way, the high-ranking legate and bishop, 
sent by the pope himself as a defender of orthodoxy, became immortalized in the very stone 
of the convent and, as revealed by the necrology, in the prayers of generations of sisters. 
In addition to the hierarchy inherently established by the topographies of palace and 
convent, Zoen’s role as an active patron defined his relationship with the nuns of St 
Catherine and buttressed his public position as a certain type of religious leader.  As their 
patron, Zoen inevitably operated within a trope of protecting endangered Christian women, 
particularly religious women.  The Aristotelian understanding of the female body as passive 
and inferior, and therefore in need of protection, developed through Late Antiquity into a 
conceptualization of women as open vessels, whose porous natures made them particularly 
attuned to religious experience on the one hand, but especially corruptible on the other, 
when compared to their male counterparts.  As early Christian martyrs like Saints Thekla, 
Perpetua, and Felicity converted this “subordinate” status into a source of power, they 
provided a model of female spirituality that was adopted and reframed by cloistered 
medieval women.38  The convent served as an enclosure into which the open vessel of a 
female body could be placed safely, though holy women like Rose of Viterbo and Claire of 
                                                
37 St Ruf (c. 70) is the namesake for the reformed eleventh-century abbey located south of the city; according to 
legend, St Agricol (c. 660-700) built seven churches in Avignon.  See Clark, “Sacred Space,” pp. 115-18. 
38 On the model of femininity transformed into “virile honor” in the martyrdom of St Perpetua, see Brent D. 
Shaw, “The Passion of Perpetua,” Past and Present 139 (1993): 3-45. 
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Assisi struggled to realize their urban religious vocations within the limits of claustration.39  
While convents provided a sanctuary for families to deposit and safeguard unmarried or 
unmarriable women, they were also venues for flourishing female religious experience in 
which weaker female bodies, steeled against sin, could outshine masculine religious 
institutions.40  The urban convent was particularly potent in light of its sanctity maintained in 
proximity to the corruptive influences of city life, which, in the thirteenth century, received 
abundant censure from the newly sprung mendicant orders seeking holiness on its street 
corners.  As a result, Zoen’s choice to endorse a female urban convent branded him as a 
very specific type of patron connected to centuries of ideas about proper female religious 
life. 
By establishing an urban female religious house, Zoen evoked the well-known model 
of Caesaria of Arles at the turn of the sixth century.  Convents in cities “placed sanctity in 
the very heart of the profane world.”41  St Catherine’s new location differed drastically from 
the exposed site at Montdevergues: now surrounded by a bustling city on all sides, voices in 
the streets and even the clang of parish church bells would have intruded on the sisters’ 
solitude.  The temptations, noise, and disorder of urban life turned a convent like St 
Catherine’s into a “powerhouse of prayer” that rendered the experience of nuns in the city 
particular and distinct from the Cistercian convents that operated on the edges of 
                                                
39 On Rose of Viterbo, see Darlene Pryds, “Proclaiming Sanctity through Proscribed Acts: the Case of Rose of 
Viterbo,” in Women Preachers and Prophets through Two Millennia of Christianity, ed. Beverly Mayne Kienzle and 
Pamela J. Walker (Berkeley, 1998), pp. 159-72.  On Clare of Assisi, see Catherine M. Mooney, “Imitatio Christi 
or Imitatio Mariae?: Clare of Assisi and Her Interpreters,” in Gendered Voices: Medieval Saints and Their Interpreters, 
ed. Mooney (Philadelphia, 1999), pp. 52-77. 
40 Elliott, Proving Woman. 




settlement.42  In terms of his decision to refound St Catherine’s in the city, Zoen’s Bolognese 
origins may have shaped his expectations or norms for female sanctity.  For example, his 
exact contemporary, the holy woman Diana degli Andalò (1201-36), struggled to establish a 
Dominican convent in Bologna just as Zoen’s career began to take shape.43  By bringing his 
Cistercians from a field into the hectic center of Avignon, in the midst of Benedictine and 
mendicant space, Zoen contributed to an established tradition of urban sanctity. 
Moving St Catherine’s meant moving her relics, too.  Without more precise data, we 
operate under the assumption that the convent was dedicated to St Catherine since its 
original founding; only the nineteenth-century historian Etienne Granget has referred to the 
nuns at Montdevergues as the “dames de St Charles” despite a lack of contemporary data 
indicating continuity or change of the vocable.44  We likewise presume that the convent was 
dedicated to St Catherine of Alexandria rather than a local saint named Catherine, in light of 
the general flowering of the former’s cult after the launch of the crusades.  Every medieval 
Christian altar was required to house a relic that would sanctify it, a requisite that developed 
from ancient masses performed in catacombs or, as the third-century Pope Felix I decreed, 
on martyrs’ tombs.45  As Patrick Geary has shown, whatever relics the small convent 
possessed would have been treated as authentic despite problems of provenance or 
                                                
42 Ibid. 
43 Diana degli Andalò founded a convent to St Agnes, intended to serve as an inspiration to her fellow women 
in Bologna.  On the religious lives of women in Zoen’s hometown, see Johnson, Monastic Women.  
44 Granget, loc. cit. 
45 My thanks to Stephen D. White for this observation. The Liber pontificalis reports in the biography of Pope 
Felix that “he instituted the celebration of masses over the sepulchers of the martyrs.” The Book of the Popes, 
trans. Louise Ropes Loomis (New York, 1916), p. 33.  See also G. J. C. Snoek, Medieval Piety from Relis to the 
Eucharist: a Process of Mutual Interaction (New York, 1995), pp. 175-86. 
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attribution, so the logistical unlikelihood of the convent acquiring veritable relics from St 
Catherine of Alexandria would had have no bearing on its devotion to her.46 
Relocating these relics would have constituted a carefully ritualized translation replete 
with liturgical trappings.  Translations occurred in the form of processions with clerics 
bearing the saintly relics, even over extended distances.47  Townsfolk gathered to observe the 
relics approach their place of honor in a new altar while bells rang, candles glimmered, and 
witnesses sang hymns.  Relic processions received attention in medieval exempla that aimed 
to show the living power of the saint in this moment of potent liminality.48  As the supreme 
religious authority in Avignon, Zoen himself may have presided over the procession.  This 
act would have publicly displayed his sacred power and connected him even more deeply to 
the saint and her faithful caretakers, the sisters.49  By effecting this translation, presider or 
not, Zoen reinforced his patronage of the nuns of St Catherine as well as of the saint whom 
they venerated. 
5.1.2.  The Question of Affiliation 
Founded as a Benedictine convent in the late eleventh century, the community of St 
Catherine reformed and adopted a more rigorous Cistercian rule at a later date, perhaps 
during Bernard of Clairvaux’s twelfth-century reforming missions.  Records pertaining to the 
convent provide convoluted attestations, with inconsistent use of the term “Cistercian.”  In 
                                                
46 Patrick Geary, Furta Sacra: Thefts of Relics in the Central Middle Ages (Princeton, 1978). 
47 Snoek, op. cit., p. 252. 
48 On performative religious displays, see Miri Rubin, Corpus Christi; Kathleen Ashley and Pamela Sheingorn, 
“Sainte Foy on the Loose, Or, the Possibilities of Procession,” in Moving Subjects: Processional Performance in the 
Middle Ages and the Renaissance, ed. Kathleen Ashley and Wim N. M. Hüsken (Atlanta, 2001), pp. 53-68. 
49 Snoek, op. cit., pp. 250ff; on later processions in Avignon, see Venard, “Itinéraires de processions.” 
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addition to shedding light on the practice and experience of reforming, the question of St 
Catherine’s valid affiliation within the Cistercian order also helps to contextualize Zoen’s 
support for the convent, clarifying both his religious allegiances and his diplomatic use of a 
newly reformed order that the Capetian dynasty also patronized.  In the thirteenth century, 
affiliation within the Cistercian order was bound up in conversations about the role of 
religious women, the responsibilities of monks towards nuns, and the order’s self-definition.  
By reforming, St Catherine’s participated in a period of transition in which communities 
could exist in perfect orthodoxy yet outside an approved rule. 
In the thirteenth century, the growth of unregulated female religious groups, such as 
the beguines, prompted the Church to become increasingly specific and restrictive about 
female religious life.50  In 1298, Pope Bonifce VIII’s decretal Periculoso officially reaffirmed 
claustration for all nuns, though historians have recently challenged the understanding of the 
directive as an inevitable acme in the Church’s efforts to restrict female religious 
expression.51  For example, Erin L. Jordan has considered tendencies towards stricter 
claustration to be an attempt by the Cistercian order to distinguish its orthodox observers 
from the growing number of uncloistered women who, during this period, threatened the 
status of religious women within the ecclesiastical order.52  While “the beguine roved and 
roamed, the Cistercian nun was deliberate and measured in her movement outside of the 
                                                
50 Tanya Stabler Miller, The Beguines of Medieval Paris: Gender, Patronage, and Spiritual Authority (Philadelphia, 2014). 
51 Elizabeth Makowski, Canon Law and Cloistered Women: Periculoso and its Commentators, 1298-1545 (Washington, 
D.C., 1997).  
52 Erin L. Jordan, “Roving Nuns and Cistercian Realities: the Cloistering of Religious Women in the Thirteenth 
Century,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 43, no. 3 (2012): 597-614. 
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cloister.”53  The efforts at clearer identification illustrate some of the tensions around the 
status of unmoored women. 
The issue of female affiliation with the Cistercian order is fraught with contemporary 
and current problems of definition, omission of formal recognition, and discrepancies 
between the ideals envisioned by the upper echelon of clerics and the practices adopted by 
self-described adherents to the new order.54  First, in the earlier stages of the order’s growth, 
the process by which nunneries were affiliated was looser and less formal.55  Second, many 
communities of nuns perceived of themselves as reformed, i.e., returning to the rigors of the 
original Rule of St Benedict, despite never officially being affiliated into the order.  
Explanations for this incongruity range from the unwillingness of male Cistercians to 
supervise their sisters to a more misogynistic rejection of female attempts at the new order 
across the board.  As this was frequently the case in the 1230s and 1240s, it would not have 
been abnormal for the sisters of St Catherine to subscribe to a Cistercian-style Rule without 
formally being joined to the order.  It has been suggested that Bernard of Clairvaux visited 
Montdevergues and personally reformed the sisters during a massive preaching campaign in 
                                                
53 Ibid., p. 610. 
54 On female affiliation in the Cistercian order, see especially Anne E. Lester, Creating Cistercian Nuns: the 
Women’s Religious Movement and its Reform in Thirteenth-Century Champagne (Ithaca, 2011); Brigitte Degler-Spengler, 
“The Incorporation of Cistercian Nuns into the Order in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries,” in Hidden 
Springs: Cistercian Monastic Women, ed. John A. Nichols and Lillian Thomas Shank, Vol. 3, Book I (Kalamazoo, 
1995), pp. 85-134; and Constance Berman, Cistercian Evolution, pp. xi-xii, and “Were there Twelfth-Century 
Cistercian Nuns?” Church History 68 (1999): 824-64. 
55 See Lester, op. cit., pp. 7-12; McNamara, op. cit., p. 301; Bruce L. Venarde, Women’s Monasticism and Medieval 
Society: Nunneries in France and England, 890-1215 (Ithaca, 1997), pp. 175-76. 
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the Midi beginning in 1145.56  Such a story would have conferred authenticity and approval 
on the sisters of St Catherine even in the absence of documentation. 
Several errors in thirteenth-century records further exacerbate the confusion over the 
convent’s affiliation by continuing to categorize the sisters as Benedictines after they 
elsewhere appear as Cistercians.  In June 1268, for example, Pope Clement IV wrote a letter 
to Zoen’s successor that anachronistically referred to the sisters as part of the order of St 
Benedict after they had already been called Cistercian.57  Modern corrections in the margins 
of the inventory for ADV 71H imply that over the centuries, further complications arose 
from an interchangeable use of the terms Benedictine and “Bernardine,” a name adopted out 
of praise for the Cistercian order’s saintly propagator Bernard of Clairvaux.  In local 
documents, the convent’s affiliation generally went unremarked, most likely because it would 
have been evident to which “St Catherine” an Avignonese charter referred.58  For example, 
when granting the sisters a financial gift, Zoen neglected to name the order and instead used 
a geographic descriptor: he called them “the nuns of the monastery of St Catherine of 
Avignon, which is in that place where the hospital of Durand Ugo was formerly said [to have 
been].”59  In his will, he merely left bequests to the nuns of St Catherine of Avignon.60  Since 
                                                
56 For example, by Granget, loc. cit.  Beverly Mayne Kienzle identified 1135-60 as a period of great expansion of 
the Cistercians in Languedoc; she noted that twenty-four monasteries were founded then.  It is possible that in 
this spreading ‘cistercianization,’ other foundations were made more informally, such as concerning the 
convent at Montdevergues.  See Kienzle, Cistercians, Heresy and Crusade in Occitania, 1145-1229: Preaching in the 
Lord’s Vineyard (Rochester, 2001), esp. pp. 90-93 on St Bernard’s movements in the Midi. 
57 “Sancte Caterine Avinionenis ordinis Sancti Benedicti” (ADV 71H 30).  Hayez notes that the convent was “parfois 
qualifié à tort, même dans des textes anciens, de Bénédictines.” (“St-Symphorien,” p. 29). 
58 When Zoen referred to the convent of St Laurent specifically as Benedictine, he may have done so because 
he was in Tarascon rather than Avignon at the time of writing the charter. 
59 “Monialibus monasterii Sancte Catharine de Avenione quod est in loco illo qui hospitale Durandi Hugonis antiquitus 
dicebatur.” (Labande, p. 356).  
60 Ibid., pp. 358-59. 
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papal letters, not local charters, seem to have given birth to the Cistercian/Benedictine 
confusion—an error subsequently picked up by some archivists and early historians of 
Avignon—this misattribution can most likely be dismissed either as a direct error, or as a 
discrepancy between the convent’s official (Benedictine) and practiced (Cistercian) 
affiliations. 
In fact, St Catherine’s affiliation with the Cistercian order might have elicited Zoen’s 
interest because it was both new and unique in Avignon.  Before the mid-thirteenth century, 
the only major female houses inside or just outside Avignon belonged to the Benedictine 
order: the centrally-located convent of St Laurent, established c. 1100 in the old Roman 
forum, and the extramural convent of St Véran, less than a mile east of the city walls.61  St 
Catherine, which quickly achieved popularity and wealth, may owe some of its success to the 
fact that it was the only Cistercian institution within Avignon.  The Cistercians, founded in 
1098 by Robert of Molesme but popularized by Bernard of Clairvaux, aimed to strip away 
the worldly aspects of the Cluniac brand of the Benedictine order, which had far outgrown 
its original promise of freedom from lay influence.  By returning to the austerities of the 
original Rule of St Benedict, the Cistercians offered a renewed spirituality that was incredibly 
appealing to medieval Christians. 
Recent work on the growth of the Cistercians, and particularly the place of nuns 
within it, has depicted the newly reforming order as the reinvigorated version of the 
cenobitic life, appealing to a diverse host of patrons from the mid-twelfth century onwards.62  
                                                
61 See Hayez, “St-Symphorien” and “Les religieuses avignonnaises au temps de la papauté,” Annuaire de la Société 
des amis du palais de papes et des monuments d'Avignon (1992): 29-56. 
62 Especially the work of Constance H. Berman, Constance Brittain Bouchard, Anne E. Lester, Beverly Mayne 
Kienzle, John A. Nichols and Lilian Thomas Shank. 
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The multifold benefits of establishing a Cistercian nunnery ranged from the spiritual cachet 
from endorsing a new reform movement, to financial successes via the order’s stakes in wine 
and wool, to the new swell of donations from patrons and laity interested in attaching 
themselves to a renewed piety.63  Zoen’s endorsement of St Catherine painted him as a clear 
ally to the Capetians, a dynasty whose interest in and patronage of the Cistercian order was 
consummate during the reign of St Louis (1226-70).64  Implicit support for the new rulers, 
suggested by his foundation of a Cistercian convent in the year that the Capetian princes 
seized political control of Avignon, may have helped Zoen perdure the civic upheaval in the 
wake of the deaths of the two major Provençal forces, Raymond VII and Raimon Berengar 
V, and the harsh elimination of the commune.65 
5.1.3.  Supporting St Catherine 
By bulking up St Catherine’s holdings, dealing with its antagonists, and ultimately 
consecrating it with his own burial, the foreign bishop Zoen successfully entrenched an 
outsider religious entity in the city’s built landscape.  Because he was integral to its existence 
in Avignon, St Catherine’s victorious growth into a staple of religious life in the city reflected 
back onto Zoen, cementing his presence as a constant and still-powerful bishop despite the 
dramatic political changes that rocked the city in the middle of the thirteenth century.  His 
                                                
63 Berman discussed nuns’ involvement in economic activity in “Noble Women's Power as Reflected in the 
Foundations of Cistercian Houses for Nuns in Thirteenth-Century Northern France: Port-Royal, Les Clairets, 
Moncey, Lieu, and Eau-lez-Chartres,” in Negotiating Community and Difference in Medieval Europe, ed. Katherine 
Allen Smith and Scott Wells (Boston, 2009): 137-50, esp. p. 140.  See also Werner Rösener, “Household and 
Prayer: Medieval Convents as Economic Entities,” in Crown and Veil: Female Monasticism from the Fifth to the 
Fifteenth Centuries, ed. Jeffrey F. Hamburger and Susan Marti (New York, 2008), pp. 245-58. 
64 Field, op. cit. 
65 On Capetian support for the Cistercians, see Le Goff, Saint Louis, pp. 746 and 869. 
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provisions for the monastery, his protection of its interests, and his burial there are three 
major factors that promoted Zoen’s episcopal authority through the convent.  
The Cistercian General Chapter required after 1225 that all new Cistercian convents 
be more or less financially self-sufficient.66  Zoen’s ability to provide for the convent thus 
filled a need that was simultaneously practical and charitable.  Embracing this role of patron, 
Zoen continued to act on St Catherine’s behalf until his death in order to strengthen, 
protect, and enrich the community he had refounded.  With episcopal endowments and 
favorable legislation, he promoted a long-term relationship with the convent that culminated 
in his entombment in the sisters’ chapel.67  Patrons of monasteries had an enduring personal 
stake in the foundation they established, using wealth and status “to ensure that ‘their’ 
monasteries embodied all that was best and most beautiful” in their world.68  It was in the 
patron’s best interest that the institution succeeded because “the greater the holdings and 
influence of a house, the more beautiful its buildings, the holier its inhabitants, the more 
reflected glory the patrons enjoyed.”69  Accordingly, protracted financial support and a better 
reputation benefitted Zoen as much as the nuns of St Catherine. 
The earliest records of St Catherine’s reveal that Zoen played an immediately active 
role after he moved the convent into the city.  In 1253, possibly as soon as the sisters settled 
into his gift of Durand Ugo’s old hospital, the bishop contributed a financial grant culled 
                                                
66 This stricture was aimed at upholding claustration by preempting the need to seek alms outside the cloister 
walls (Rösener, op. cit., p. 252). 
67 Zoen’s burial specifications are outlined in GXN VII no. 611.  The convent has now been converted into a 
theater and the location of Zoen’s tomb is no longer known.  
68 Carola Jäggi and Uwe Lobbedey, “Church and Cloister: the Architecture of Female Monasticism in the 
Middle Ages,” in Crown and Veil, pp. 109-31, here p. 120. 
69 Penelope D. Johnson, Equal in Monastic Profession: Religious Women in Medieval France (Chicago, 1991), p. 41. 
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from his own episcopal income.70  As a bequest “in pure and perpetual charity” (in puram et 
perpetuam eleemosinam), Zoen donated to St Catherine the annual rent he received from the 
nuns at the church of St Vincent in Gigognan, a fortified site approximately six miles 
northeast of Avignon.71  The comparably sizable rent, amounting to thirty measures of grain, 
would have contributed to the administration of the convent or the specific needs of the 
sisters.72  Zoen’s identification of the convent as occupying “that place” (loco illo) once known 
as Durand Ugo’s hospital indicated its new or intermediary status.  It is worth noting that 
Zoen executed this transaction from a distance: he was conducting business in the Italian 
commune of Montefiascone at the time.73  Even while handling other duties, therefore, Zoen 
prioritized making provisions for the incipient convent. 
The gift of rents from St Vincent would have helped the sisters on an annual basis, 
but Zoen increased their financial security in the second portion of the same charter.  He 
stipulated that when the five remaining sisters of St Vincent died, the church and all its 
appurtenances would move under the control of St Catherine.74  This decision would outfit 
the convent of St Catherine more permanently and more completely than the annual rents, 
                                                
70 The vidimus is dated to 22 August 1262.  Reprinted in Labande, p. 356.  
71 “Nos, Zoen, permissione divina episcopus Avinionis, in puram et perpetuam eleemosinam damus et concedimus monialibus 
monasterii Sancte Catharine de Avenione quod est in loco illo qui hospitale Durandi Hugonis antiquitus dicebatur, censum 
triginta manganeriorum, quod nobis solvere tenentur pro ecclesia Sancti Vincentii de Gigognano.” (ibid.). 
72 A manganaria was a Provençal measure of grain, amounting to approximately one-sixteenth of a bushel.  The 
sum given to St Catherine would have rendered approximately fifteen gallons or 67.5 liters of grain (dry 
measure), probably enough to make between fifty and sixty loaves of bread (at 1.5 pounds of flour each).  W. 
H. Maigne and J. P. Migne, Lexicon: Manuale ad scriptores mediae et infime Latinitatis ex glossariis (Paris, 1858), col. 
1359. 
73 “Actum in palatio Montefiasconis.” (ibid.). 
74 “Dulcia de Ponte, Perapia, Lucia et Alleluia de Cavo monte et Raimonda Tartarie, moniales in ecclesia supradicta [. . .] ita 
tamen quod post mortem predictarum monialium Sancti Vincencii ecclesia ipsa ad dictum monasterium Sancte Catherine, cum 
omnibus juribus et pertinentiis ipsius ecclesie, deveniat in perpetuum libere possidenda, salva tamen nostra et successorum nostrorum 
semper canonica justicia.” (ibid.).  
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since the abbess would absorb all the legal rights and possessions of the former 
establishment.  These might typically include properties, rents owed from smaller proprietary 
churches, or other gifts.  Such an inheritance would provide the abbess of St Catherine with 
the opportunity to control not only an annual lump sum, but also the sources of that income 
in perpetuity. 
This type of episcopal patronage for the convent continued throughout the 
remainder of Zoen’s tenure.  In July 1256, the bishop elicited a display of support from Pope 
Alexander IV (1254-61), who formally took St Catherine under the special protection of the 
Holy See.75  Signed by nine cardinals, the charter also confirmed St Catherine’s ownership of 
all its possessions, present and future, and relieved the sisters from paying taxes on certain 
recultivated territories.  In terms of the community, the pope granted the sisters liberty to 
receive any members they desired, to impose punishment on members who tried to leave 
without the abbess’ permission, and to celebrate the divine office regardless of regional 
prohibitive interdicts.76  Pope Alexander also permitted the sisters to have their own private 
chapel, to elect their own abbess, and to bury their dead in their own cemetery.  At the time 
of the papal bull, the convent of St Catherine already possessed the aforementioned annual 
payment from St Vincent of Gigognan, a barn and vineyard near their original site of 
Montdevergues, and another vineyard in Avignon near the Pontfract Gate.  In addition to 
this outright financial and political support, Zoen also oversaw more quotidian transactions 
pertaining to the convent, indicating that he was deeply invested in the convent’s ventures.  
                                                
75 8 July 1256.  Labande has noted that the original retained its seal in 1908, and could be found in ADV H Ste-
Catherine, dossier 30 (p. 237).  Due to dramatic changes in the filing codes since the early twentieth century, I 




He gave the final seal of approval to a donation made by a professing sister, Beatrix, in 
1257.77  In the following year, Zoen facilitated the division of a childless widow’s goods 
between her family and the sisters of St Catherine, reserving only a fifth for himself despite 
his right to claim more.78  These surviving details reveal Zoen’s personal involvement in the 
small-scale governance of St Catherine, and his repeated willingness to help the convent 
grow. 
Zoen’s last decisions concerning St Catherine provide a final outlook on the bishop’s 
attitude towards the crown jewel of his legacy.79  He amply provided for the sisters in his 
testament, and sealed his support through burial in their chapel.  In his will, recorded three 
years before his death, Zoen granted the sizable sum of one hundred fifty pounds to St 
Catherine for the purpose of purchasing possessiones, most likely houses or properties.80  By 
contrast, Zoen gave the same amount collectively to the priors of St Agricol and the mendicant 
orders to be divided up and disbursed according to specific requests.81  Aside from these 
differences in quantity and purpose, Zoen’s arrangement of the bequests also indicates his 
preference for supporting St Catherine.  The order in which a testator treated his bequests 
correlates to a hierarchy in his topographical imaginary, privileging certain sites not only by 
the numerical amount of a bequest but by the primacy of the testator’s attention.82  Thus it is 
                                                
77 ADV 71H 43 1257, Beatrix. 
78 22 May 1258, BMA MS 2465, fol. 192.  The fifth was an imperial privilege that had been granted to the 
bishops of Avignon on 22 June 1161 (Labande, p. 237 n. 5). 
79 See Chapter Three for a discussion of Zoen’s will and other relevant testamentary bequests. 
80 “Item, [. . .] reliquid ecclesie Sancte Caterine de Avinione centum quinquaginta libras toronensium, pro emendis possessionibus 
pro dicto monasterio.” (ibid., pp. 358-59). 
81 “Item, [. . .] reliquid centum et quinquaginta libras toronensium per manus prioris Sancti Agricoli et prioris Predicatorum et 
guardiani Fratrum Minorum de Avinione expendendas hoc modo: [etc.]” (ibid., p. 359). 
82 Lester, “Crafting a Charitable Landscape.” 
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telling that Zoen recounted his gift to St Catherine very early in his list of bequests to 
Avignonese religious institutions: the convent was second only to the bishop who would 
succeed Zoen. 
As an Italian, Zoen lacked the organic attachments felt by a native for the cityscape; 
the parish of his childhood was far across the Alps.  His selection of a burial site thus 
indicates an active choice, one uninfluenced by familial or traditional expectations.  In 
choosing St Catherine, Zoen rejected his episcopal prerogative to be buried at the more 
exclusive cathedral of Notre Dame des Doms, where previous bishops and even saints were 
interred.83  Though there is some discrepancy over the date of Zoen’s death, estimates of 
which range from 1261 to 1273, the earlier date seems most appropriate because Pope 
Urban IV (1261-64) referred to Zoen “of blessed memory” in November 1261; in addition, a 
successor named Stephen appeared on the record that same year.84  On a more local level, a 
vacancy precipitated two canons to act as the procuratores of the absent bishop during a 1262 
dispute; these men also recalled a sale made by Zoen “of blessed memory.”85  During a trip 
to his hometown of Bologna four years earlier, Zoen had recorded his will but, unlike other 
wills preserved in the archival collection of St Catherine, Zoen did not specify a precise 
                                                
83 St Agricol (d. 700) was buried in a chapel in the cathedral (Clark, “Sacred Space,” p. 118), as were Bishop 
Rostaing in 1209 (GXN VII, no. 345) and the fourteenth-century Avignon popes John XXII and Benedict XII 
(Clark, loc. cit.).  Bishop Guilhem of Avignon (will recorded 1212, d. 1226) was buried in the church of St Pierre 
(Duprat, Cartulaire du chapitre, p. 188).  Bishop Robert d’Uzès (1267-79) chose the cemetery of Notre Dame des 
Doms (see infra, p. 238 n. 88). 
84 By 5 November, Pope Urban IV (1261-64) referred to him as “bone memorie Zoenne, episcopi Avinionen.” and 
addressed the executors of his will (GXN VII no. 612).  In addition, the records from the cathedral chapter list 
two canons, Peter of Morières and Hugues Bermond, as “procurors of the bishopric during the episcopal 
vacancy” between 7 June and 13 July 1262 (Duprat, Cartulaire du chapitre, p. 209).  However, Mansi’s 
transcription of an Avignonese council in 1270 clearly refers to “Zoen Avenionensis” in the list of present 
bishops, despite the fact that his tenure had been over for nearly a decade (op. cit., XXII, col. 15ff).  Since he is 
listed among the bishops, however, a dating error seems most likely. 
85 “pro emptione quam fecit bone memorie Zoen, quondam Episcopus Avinionensis” (Duprat, op. cit., pp. 209-11). 
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location for his sepulcher.86  Typically, inhabitants of St Symphorian who chose to be buried 
in St Catherine recorded specific testamentary instructions for the placement of their 
tombs—often near the altar or in proximity to another architectural landmark within a 
church.87  The will of Zoen’s successor Robert d’Uzès (1267-1281) likewise included no 
remark as to where he wanted to be buried, while an earlier predecessor Guilhem de 
Montélier (1209-1226) specified very clearly that he was to be buried in the cathedral near an 
altar dedicated to St Peter.88  We may attribute some of the discrepancies to the fact that 
Zoen’s cathedral chapter may have already known his testamentary wishes. 
Two obituary charters preserved at the municipal archives of Avignon state that after 
dying in Avignon, Zoen was buried in the first chapel on the right of the church of St 
Catherine.89  The necrology of St Catherine memorialized Zoen on 15 August (auspiciously 
the feast of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary), and honored him as “our father and the 
builder of this monastery.”90  Holding the place of honor as father and builder, Zoen was the 
                                                
86 Conrad Eubel has suggested that Zoen died in Bologna on 5 November 1261 in his massive work Hierarchia 
catholica Medii Aevii I (Regensburg, 1898), p. 123.  However, no conclusive evidence supports either the location 
or the date, since his memorial is 15 August according to the necrology of St Catherine (infra, n. 90). 
87 For example, the testament (dated 16 April 1275) of the procurator of St Catherine’s, one Alfantus de Mercato 
Novo, specified that he wanted to be buried “next to the altar of St Catherine”: “eligo michi sepulturam in ecclesia 
Beate Katerine juxta altare Beate Katerine ubi feci fieri sepulcrum meum.” (ADV 71H 36^4 1275). 
88 For the published version of the testament of Robert d’Uzès, see Laville, “Robert d’Uzès, évêque 
d’Avignon.”  Guilhem de Monteil’s will stated: “Refficiatur insuper quod sacerdos unus perpetuo constituatur, qui singulis 
diebus, in missis quotidianis in altari Sancti Petri, juxta quod sepulturam meam eligo, specialem memoriam anime mee et 
predecessorum meorum habeat, et post missam, me ad sepulturam meam absolvat.”  (GXN VII no. 371). 
89 GXN VII no. 611.  Jean Raymond De Véras’ Recueil des épitaphes et inscriptions qui sont dans les églises d’Avignon 
(BMA MS 1738, fol. 243v) preserved this location.  See also Labande, p. 216. 
90 On the eighteenth kalends of September (15 August): “obiit dominus Zoen, bone memorie episcopus Avinionensis, 
pater noster, et hedificator istius monasterii” (Ménard’s eighteenth-century transcription of the obituary found in 
BMA MS 2466 fol. 3v).  Besse’s version has several errors.  First, he misrecorded the bishop’s name: “XVIII 
CALENDAS SEPTEMBRIS, obiit Reverendus dominus et bonae memoriae Joannes, episcopus Avenionensis, frater noster et 
aedificator istius monasterii” but provided a footnote that this referred to “Zoen, qui fonda ce monastère vers 
1254, mort en 1273” (p. 58 n. 1).  As Ménard’s version clearly wrote out “Zoen,” it is possible that Besse 
worked from an altogether different copy in which the abbreviation “Z.” or “Zo.” may have been mistaken for 
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first bishop to be buried in St Catherine, a practice that other bishops ultimately imitated.91  
Such a burial symbolically and physically incorporated Zoen into the architecture of the city, 
which he had altered and remodeled to his purposes.  His tomb, probably a marble effigy, 
became a permanent fixture in the sanctified space of the convent’s church, where the nuns 
worshipped, where a parish priest celebrated the Eucharist just feet away from Zoen’s tomb, 
where holy silence and holy song alternated throughout the canonical hours. 
Through this endorsement of St Catherine, culminating in eternal enclosure in the 
convent, Zoen participated in an established episcopal tradition of reshaping the religious 
landscape that was under his control.  In this way, he simultaneously empowered local 
religiosity and bolstered his own authority by symbolically attaching the convent to his own 
sphere of sacred space.  St Catherine’s proximity to Zoen’s palace, its clout as a new 
Cistercian community, and its success as a well supported home for local religious women all 
brought honor to its father and builder, Bishop Zoen.  As a stone structure knitted to the 
parish of St Symphorian—increasingly inextricable from the possessions, mentalities, and 
religious experiences of the surrounding inhabitants—St Catherine survived even the 
architectural overhaul of the popes in the fourteenth century, serving as the most enduring 
evidence of Zoen’s imprint on Avignon. 
                                                                                                                                            
a “J.” or “Jo.”  Sarti and Fattorini have also noted the tendency of some sources to render “Zoenus” as 
“Johannes” (De claris archigymnasii, p. 339).  Second, Besse transcribed the bishop’s title as “frater noster,” not 
“pater noster,” perhaps eliding Zoen’s entry with the following memorial to “Hugonorus Bermon, frater noster.”  See 
also Labande’s calculation of Zoen’s death date, p. 216 n. 1. 
91 On the use of necrologies for reconstituting religious communities, see Margaret C. Schaus, ed., Women and 
Gender in Medieval Europe: an Encyclopedia (New York, 2006), p. 607, and Charles Hilken, Memory and Community in 
Medieval Southern Italy: the History, Chapter Book and Necrology of Santa Maria del Gualdo Mazzocca (Toronto, 2008). 
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5.2.  Embracing St Catherine: a Postscript of Lay Responses 
The relocation of St Catherine inside the walls of Avignon reveals Bishop Zoen’s 
exercise of explicit local authority according to an appropriate model of medieval religious 
patronage that was recognizable and appealing to his community—both the populace and 
the new Capetian rulers.  In addition to a passive view of the citizens of Avignon as 
witnesses to Zoen’s sponsorship of vulnerable women, the fledgling convent of St Catherine 
also yields information about contemporary urban sanctity, namely, the ways in which a 
population responded to a new Cistercian convent.  Nearly one hundred thirteenth-century 
charters show the warp and woof of the religious material of Avignon: donations, sales, and 
rentals of properties, testaments, and the professions of novices entering the convent.92  
These records, both the explicitly religious and those concerned with exchanges of property 
or rights, illustrate the fundamental place that this convent grew to hold in the parish of St 
Symphorian, as well as in Avignon at large.  In its first decade, interest in St Catherine 
prompted Pope Clement IV (1265-68) to restrict the thriving number of women in residence 
there, in order to prevent the convent from becoming financially unstable.93  Over the course 
of the next century, St Catherine became the most renowned female convent in the city, 
both in terms of largesse from testamentary bequests and the status of the women who 
                                                
92 These are located in the records of St Catherine, ADV 71H. 
93  Pope Clement notes that the number of sisters was not sustainable on their financial holdings: “sustentari non 
possunt aliquem congruum monalium” (ADV 71H 30 1268).  This was not an uncommon restriction: for example, 
Gregory IX limited the Florentine convent of Santa Maria de Monticelli and the Perugian convent of Santa 
Maria di Monteluce to thirty-three nuns; the later had nearly double the amount fifteen years later (Diane Watt, 
Medieval Women in their Communities (Toronto, 1997), p. 160).  In northern France, the convents of Port-Royal 
and Longpré were restricted to sixty sisters, the former by a visiting abbot (Berman, “Noble Women’s Power,” 
p. 142) and the latter by Pope Celestine III “lest the anxiety of material things either restrain them from their 
purpose or, God forbid, diminish the vigor of sacred religious life.” (Venarde, Women’s Monasticism, p. 150). 
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entered religious life there.94  These successes in finances and recruitment highlight the ways 
in which Zoen’s foundation took flight without his direct involvement, through the agency 
of the people who supported, joined, and provided for it. 
The exchanges of property recorded in the archives of St Catherine reveal the 
mechanics of melding the convent to the preexisting parochial networks and religious 
community in the parish of St Symphorian.95  Viewed through the lens of Lester’s 
“topographical imaginary,” the experiences of the individuals who exchanged properties with 
the convent altered the religious or charitable valences of those places.  Traversing the 
landscape of the thirteenth-century Midi entailed confrontation with markers of Christian 
space: hospitals, rustic priories, leprosaria, country chapels, and bridges, to name a few.96  
When these spaces appear in charters, they are not in a vacuum.  Each contributes to an 
overlay of sacralized space on the urban and rural topography of Avignon, and each had an 
impact on the spaces adjacent to it. 
The convent’s growth in the parish of St Symphorian prompted lay responses, which 
indicate that in spite of any hypothetical wariness about Zoen’s expression of power, the 
people of Avignon sought to make St Catherine part of their religious landscape.  Although 
this embrace is visible in many components of the relationship between convent and 
community, two angles in particular illustrate the depth of St Catherine’s integration into the 
urban scene.  First, competition with the parish church of St Symphorian reveals the gravity 
and pressure of the new convent’s presence; second, the growth of St Catherine—
                                                
94 Hayez, “St-Symphorien,” pp. 29-30. 
95 These are beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
96 James William Brodman, Charity and Religion in Medieval Europe (Washington, D.C., 2009), esp. ch. 3. 
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particularly in the professions of women who entered religious life there—quantifies the 
support and interest with which the community considered it.  In both of these angles, 
Zoen’s foundation bore its own fruit in becoming a dynamic religious entity that influenced 
and altered the neighborhood and the city. 
5.2.1.  The Convent and the Parish Church  
Relationships between medieval parish churches and new religious houses often 
displayed a certain amount of tension because they shared a limited space with a limited 
number of parishioners.  In such cases, the interest of the laity had marked impacts on the 
vigor and even surivival of those religious institutions.  In thirteenth-century intramural 
Avignon, the parish of St Symphorian was fairly small: in area, it measured just over three-
quarters of a square mile, making it only the fifth largest among the city’s seven parishes.97  
Within this constricted area, the parish church and the convent—the original and the 
newcomer—attempted to retain and exert a level of autonomy.  The stakes of this 
competition were high because “any building program or expansion of functions on the part 
of one would directly encroach on the space of the other.”98  Likewise, the two houses vied 
for the attention and fidelity of the parishioners of St Symphorian, as well as those in 
Avignon’s other parishes who also contributed to the convent’s growth.  Testamentary 
bequests could be shared, but other details could not—most notably the choice of burial site, 
a permanent display of support with concomitant fees and honors. 
                                                
97 After the fourteenth-century walls were built, the parish nearly doubled in size, expanding from an 
approximate area of 0.8 to 1.45 square miles. 
98 Ashley and Sheingorn, “Discordia et lis,” p. 421. 
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Little evidence exists about the small parish church dedicated to St Symphorian, a 
second-century martyr from Autun.99  An act dated to 1217 is perhaps the earliest reference 
to the church, and it would be overshadowed by St Catherine’s within the next half-
century.100  Anne-Marie Hayez has posited the original site of the parish church to be 14, rue 
Banasterie, at the southern border of the parish, in a small plaza marked today by a lone 
enclosed staircase.101  The church had its own cemetery to the northeast (abutting rue du 
Gal), from which it raised important income in the form of funerary fees (Fig. 5.6). 
 
Fig.  5.6: Parish Church of  St Symphorian 
 
                                                
99 On St Symphorian, see Acta Sanctorum, August, IV, 530-35.  There were chapels or churches dedicated to St 
Symphorian in Paris, Versailles, Tours, Givry, Alsace, and of course Autun (as patron saint). 
100 Hayez, “St-Symphorien,” pp. 25-26. 
101 The remains of the structure were destroyed in the French Revolution. 
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Within the first two decades of St Catherine’s presence in the parish of St 
Symphorian, the convent and the parish church clashed over the issue of parochial rights 
related in part to this cemetery.  In the mid-thirteenth century, a canon from the cathedral 
chapter who was in charge of patient care also served as the prior of the parish church, and 
collected funerary fees from the parish cemetery.102  These important revenues, which went 
towards the income of parish priests, were a standard parochial right that frequently caused 
friction when parish churches found themselves confronted by new religious establishments, 
in particular the mendicant houses, which drew lay attention and financial support away 
from them.103  In 1274, the canon-prior Egidius Rosier appealed to the bishop with a 
complaint (questio) about the managerial conduct of Tiburga, the long term abbess of St 
Catherine who was responsible for its early expansion in Avignon.104  The convent had its 
own cemetery, where the sisters and potentially other donors could be buried.  Rosier argued 
that by keeping the payments for these interments, St Catherine’s had usurped the funerary 
fourth, a quarter of the fees for burial service (quartam portionem de oblationes) that was legally 
owed to the prior church.  The bishop, Zoen’s successor Robert II (1272-87), decided in 
favor of the priory; he may been additionally inclined to support the prior since as a 
cathedral canon, Rosier served as the bishop’s advisor and lived adjacent to his palace, where 
                                                
102 “dominum Egidium Reserii, canonicum Avinion. infirmarium” (ADV 71H 35^2 1274).  Hayez referred to him as 
the “chanoine infirmier du chapitre de Notre-Dame des Doms,” and by the fourteenth century the canon 
holding this position generally delegated the care of the church to secular priests (“St-Symphorien,” p. 27). 
103 See a similar case of parish rights usurped by a priory in Sélestat in Ashley and Sheingorn, “Discordia et lis,” 
pp. 419-446. 
104 “Cum questio verti posset inter religiosum virum dominum Egidium Reserii, canonicum Avinion. infirmarium Avinion. 
rectorem seu priorem ecclesie Sancti Symphoriani civitatis Avinionis, ex una parte, et religiosas domin[a Tiburga abbatissa 
monas]terii Sancte Katerine eiusdem et conventum predicti monasterii ex altera, super iure parrochiali quod dictus dominus Egidius 
dicebat [se] habere et habere debere in dicto monasterio Sancte Katerine.” (ADV 71H 35^2 1274). 
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this charter was recorded.105  Abbess Tiburga, the prioress Guiamas, the sacristan Raymunda 
of Eyguières, and seventeen other nuns conceded to pay the prior of St Symphorian the 
funerary fourth as well as an annual tax.106 
The seriousness of this grievance is indicated by its recording on a very large charter 
from which the impressive lead seals of the bishop of Avignon and the Holy Roman 
Emperor were suspended by decorative moss-green thread.107  Though accusations of this 
sort about usurped funerary fees were by no means unusual, the argument made by Egidius 
Rosier nevertheless suggests that enough donors sought burial at St Catherine’s to make the 
complaint worthwhile and to be treated with such solemnity.  The two cemeteries in 
question were quite near to each other, approximately one hundred meters apart but perhaps 
considerably less, since the parish cemetery bordered the church on the north side that was 
closest to St Catherine’s (above, Fig. 5.6).  Thus a donor’s choice, rather than geographical 
convenience, was the conclusive factor in burial in St Catherine’s cemetery rather than that 
of the parish church. 
This case gives a glimpse into the ways in which these two religious entities battled 
for elbowroom in their limited, shared space.  A similar case of appropriated funerary rights 
in the Alsatian town of Sélestat, for example, led to a dispute between a priory and a parish 
church that transformed their shared space into one of hostility, creating multiple layers of 
                                                
105 “in palacio episcopali Avinionis in camera juxta pratum” (ibid.). 
106 “Et predicta domina abbatissa et moniales predicte dicti monasterii de mutua ipsarum voluntate et de consensu expresso dicti 
domini episcopi predictam remissionem juris parrochialis a dicto domino Egidio priore predicte ecclesie Sancti Symphoriani sibi et 
per eas dicto monasterio factam recipientes et acceptantes assignaverunt et dederunt nomine monasterii supradicti dicto domino 
Egidio et per eum dicte ecclesie Sancti Simphoriani decem sol. turon. de Tors censuales.”  (ibid.).  The distinction of 
obedientiaries (such as a sacristana) among the nuns indicates an increasingly detailed administration compared 
to St Catherine’s earliest days, when the community lacked even an abbess. 




meaning.108  The rapid growth and spread of the mendicant orders in the first half of the 
thirteenth century spurred this hostility among the parish clergy, who quickly found their 
traditional rights and duties to be usurped by Franciscan and Dominican newcomers.  Given 
that the parish clergy were already stretched thin, it is reasonable to assume that the loss of 
funerary fees and the attendant implications of declining local support would have 
destabilized the parish church of St Symphorian.  The tense, proximal relationship between 
the established parish church and the new convent thus promotes a view of dynamic change 
within the diocese, whereby local individuals were given new, meaningful choices about how 
to express their religious sentiments. 
In fact, St Symphorian is the only parish church that no longer exists in situ.  The 
building fell into desuetude in the fourteenth century and the last remnants were ultimately 
destroyed by the French Revolution.109  The name of the church, too, was appropriated by a 
group of Carmelites who settled outside the city walls in 1267 (in a zone that would later be 
enclosed in the same parish) since no intramural properties were available to them.  There, 
they constructed a conventual church called St Symphorien-les-Carmes (in the Place des 
Carmes), which was not affiliated with the parish church near the heart of the city.  This 
appropriation of the name coupled with the physical disappearance of the parish church may 
indicate its impotence in the face of the expansion and eminence of St Catherine.  Though 
we cannot state with certainty that St Catherine drove the church of St Symphorian to 
relinquish its claims on the parish, the possibility nonetheless matches the data of a parallel 
example (albeit one showing the success of the parish church over a new religious house).  
                                                
108 Ashley and Sheingorn, “Discordia et lis,” p. 421. 
109 Hayez, “St-Symphorien,” p. 26. 
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In the context of a similar dispute between the Knights Hospitaller and the parish church of 
St Peter in Avignon in the following century, Katie Clark has propounded that there exists a 
peak sacred density for any given urban area: after a certain point, a religious site (e.g., a 
church or place of miracles) could become so central and powerful that it discouraged rival 
religious entities.  She has described the theory as follows:  
As the parish church [of St Peter of Avignon] asserted its rights with regard 
to the Knights Hospitaller, [St Peter] grew heavier and heavier until the 
Hospitallers vanished from the parish altogether—it is interesting to think 
that perhaps there is a threshold for the centrality and importance of a sacred 
site, and once crossed, other locations cannot exist in close proximity; they 
are either sucked into the pull of the ‘heavy’ site or have to move further 
away.110 
 
In addition to St Catherine’s increased religious footprint and the parish church’s 
efforts to preserve its status vis-à-vis the new convent, the growth of the community of 
sisters there also belied its citywide endorsement.  Though the number of nuns who traveled 
from Montdevergues into Avignon has not been recorded, there were seventeen sisters plus 
an abbess in 1257—a number probably supplemented by conversae and other personnel.111  
One decade later, the count was essentially steady with fifteen sisters, a prioress, and an 
abbess.112  A decade after that, in 1277, the convent counted twenty-two women.113  At that 
rate, St Catherine grew to hold prestige beyond the parish in the city more broadly. 
The growth of St Catherine contrasted tellingly with the slow decline of another 
intramural convent, its major competitor for Avignonese religious women.  Before the 
                                                
110 Clark, “Sacred Space,” pp. 204-05. 
111 ADV 71H 43 1257, Beatrix. 
112 ADV 71H 36^4 1267 [1268], Novas. 
113 ADV 71H 47 1277^4, Aimeric.   
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arrival of Zoen’s new convent, the Benedictine house of St Laurent since the tenth century 
had the prestigious status of being the only major female monastery in Avignon.114  The 
women who populated St Laurent were of aristocratic stock, affiliated with the grand 
families of Provence.115  When the rising power of the commune shunted the viscounts to 
the hinterlands and fomented conflict in the city in the mid-twelfth century, wary sentiments 
towards the families linked to St Laurent led to a devolution in the convent’s popularity.  In 
1248, in order to balance the community with its waning income, Zoen granted the abbess 
permission to restrict the number of nuns to thirty.116  The patriarchs of those lineages that 
had viewed St Laurent as an appropriate place to deposit politically ineffectual daughters and 
sisters objected to Zoen’s limitation.  They solicited letters from Pope Innocent IV to 
override Zoen’s restriction so that additional women could join the community in spite of 
the bishop’s ruling.117  Since the abbess had requested this change in number, the 
interference of families with waning influence reveals a disjuncture with the practical needs 
of the convent, which could no longer survive on dwindling donations and weakening 
financial arrangements.  Twelve years later, the convent’s prestige suffered a further insult.  
In 1260, the dependent house of St Véran rejected St Laurent’s traditional prerogative of 
selecting an abbess from among its own sisters to govern St Véran. 
                                                
114 The only other nearby Benedictine convent at the time of Zoen’s episcopacy was that of St Véran, situated 
one mile east of Avignon. 
115 Labande, p. 234. 
116 2 January 1247 [1248], written from Tarascon.  “Videntes quod de bonis vestris ultra quam triginta monialibus non 
valeant vita necessaria ministrari, certum monialium numerum, tricesimum videlicet, in vestro monasterio deliberatione prehabita 
statuistis.”  Reprinted in Labande, p. 331. 
117 Ibid., pp. 234-36. 
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This repudiation marks St Véran’s interest in separating itself from its superior 
convent, instead consolidating its authority within its own community.  In 1260, Zoen 
excommunicated the nuns of St Laurent and granted St Véran the right to choose their own 
abbess from St Laurent rather than merely receiving an appointment.118  The scandal of 
excommunication, atop an already somber state of affairs regarding enrollment and financial 
independence, may have contributed to a general sense that St Laurent was no longer a 
viable option for some religious women.  In addition to its expansion into the parish 
church’s purview, St Catherine also certainly benefitted from the flagging interest in St 
Laurent.  In this way, it became a weighty addition to the religious landscape of Avignon. 
5.2.2.  The New Sisters of St Catherine’s 
As shown in the extant charters from St Catherine, the lay population accepted and 
supported the new foundation in the parish of St Symphorian.  Families wove themselves 
into the community of nuns by tendering daughters, nieces, and sisters for profession.  Their 
donations enfolded St Catherine into their routine Christian practice and bound them to it 
permanently at their deaths.  Though guided by lessons taught by the clergy about proper 
Christian behavior, the urban laity nevertheless expressed their spiritual sentiments through 
deeply personal, particular actions and attitudes vis-à-vis religious establishments, from 
convent to cathedral to site of a miracle.  Decisions concerning death were pressing matters 
for religious self-expression; preparing the soul and providing for its preservation after the 
                                                
118 Subject to an eight-day grace period in which St Laurent would have to provide the abbess, or else St Véran 
could have unrestricted choosing (ibid., pp. 234-35; BMA MS 2465 fol. 193). 
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death of the body were real concerns for medieval Christians.119  Accordingly, donations to 
monasteries provided concerned Christians with an opportunity to mitigate their 
punishments in Purgatory, the redemptive limbo where their souls would be expunged of the 
tallied and quantified sins committed in life.120  In addition, gifts permitted individuals to link 
their names to religious houses in order to reap the spiritual benefits of the charity and 
prayers generated there.  A patron’s choice of which monstery to endow was thus fraught 
with considerations, all vital to the wellbeing of the soul after departing this world.  In 
addition to straightforward elements like location or family ties, an individual might consider 
the type of Rule that a religious house espoused, the reputation of the nuns or monks living 
there, the institution’s patron, its purported miracles, or even the story of the monastery’s 
founding.121 
During its first half-century in Avignon, the budding convent of St Catherine received 
dozens of donations and bequests from the population of Avignon.  Women are well 
represented in the manuscript record either as donors, in positions of authority (e.g., abbess 
or prioress), or as professing sisters.  When novices entered the convent, their documents of 
profession mirrored testaments in that they required a woman to reevaluate her holdings in 
the real world and dispose of them as though facing death—but a death forging new life 
                                                
119 Jacques Chiffoleau, La comptabilité de l’au-delà: les hommes, la mort et la religion dans la région d’Avignon à la fin du 
Moyen Âge, vers 1320-1480 (Paris, 1980). 
120 See LeGoff, The Birth of Purgatory, for a discussion of the development of the ideological and spatial concept 
of Purgatory appearing in the late twelfth century. 
121 See Johnson, Equal in Monastic Profession, pp. 41-42 for the links between patronage and kinship.  She has 
provided a litany of examples in which goods or money were ‘earmarked’ for the use or support of the relatives 




inside the convent.122  Lester’s “topographical imaginary” describes the way in which a writer 
of a medieval will mentally organized and categorized the world populated by his or her 
possessions and experiences.  The term explains the testator’s understanding of the 
neighborhood that he inhabited as a self-reflective, constructed space that he actively shaped 
as he reconsidered its elements, point by point, for his testament.123  Though formulaic, 
details like the sequential ordering of bequests or the relational links drawn when describing 
pieces of land can provide information as to how medieval people thought about and 
engaged with their world.124  Through these wills, testators constructed their landscape in 
their mind’s eye, often through a veil of religious nuances.  Familiar roads transected a world 
already imbued with layers of emotional, spiritual, and memory-based value from previous 
generations.  In such a landscape, the houses of relatives and friends occupied spaces that 
held different meanings for different people at different times.  The convent of St Catherine 
has not been the focus of any major study, so the testaments pertaining to it in the thirteenth 
century offer a fresh look at the laity’s conception of conventual life.  Framed with the 
topographical imaginary, the wills and charters pertaining to the convent of St Catherine 
help to recreate the religious landscape of the individuals who, for varying reasons, chose to 
be connected to this particular religious house. 
Perhaps the most telling example of support for convents is a woman’s decision to 
take up the veil.  Several of the women who professed at St Catherine have left behind 
documentation that preserved information about their identities, motives, and the process.  
                                                
122 Epstein, Wills and Wealth. 
123 Lester, “Crafting a Charitable Landscape.” 
124 See also Joëlle Rollo-Koster and Kathryn L. Reyerson, eds., “For the Salvation of My Soul”: Women and Wills in 
Medieval and Early Modern France (St Andrews, 2012). 
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Though some women did leave the convent under certain circumstances, in most cases 
joining a religious community was a commitment of the highest order.  In accordance with 
the medieval metaphor of spiritual marriage for a novice joining the Church, a dowry was 
usually granted to the convent to provide for the new nun’s expenses and to offset those of 
the community.125  Women who could not afford the dowry could nonetheless participate in 
religious life as lay sisters (conversae), responsible for the manual labor that kept the convent 
running smoothly; this is the case for a woman named Guillelma, listed among the nuns of 
St Catherine in 1257.126  Motive, though rarely explicitly expressed and frequently described 
in formula, fell on a spectrum that included overpowering spiritual vocation (as in the case 
of many young female saints), the desire for a life of virginity, the avoidance of marriage, and 
protection in widowhood.  These motives are not mutually exclusive, and spiritual interests 
cannot be discounted even from cases of social or financial security.  Once arrangements 
were finalized—as in the case of the formal resolution to Beatrix’s probationary period at St 
Catherine in 1259—the novice professed her vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience.127  
Six extant charters that recount the occasions of women entering the convent, formulaic 
though they may be, reveal these women’s consummate gifts of their lives to St Catherine.128 
The six women who entered the convent in the thirteenth century reveal certain 
continuities.  In three cases, the fathers of the women died prior to their entry; another 
                                                
125 Watt, op. cit., pp. 160-75. 
126 ADV 71H 43 1257. 
127 In 1259, the abbess and the bishop both approved Beatrix’s resolved dispensation of her goods: “dicta 
abbatissa [et sorores] [. . .] laudaverunt, approbaverunt, et expressim confirmaverunt,” and later, “post hoc eodem die nos Zoen 
dei gratia Avinionis episcopus, auctoritate nostram predictis interponimus et assensum.”  (ADV 71H 43 1257, Beatrix). 
128 Farauda in 1253 (ADV 71H 43 1253^2); Beatrix in 1257 (ADV 71H 43 1257); Matheuta in 1265 (ADV 71H 
4 fol. 22); Novas in 1268 (ADV 71H 36^4 1267 [1268]); Raymunda in 1276 (ADV 71H 51 1276); and Dulcia in 
1277 (ADV 71H 47 1277). 
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woman was a widow; two were younger women requiring parental consent.  Though these 
family circumstances may have had bearing on these cases, the lack of a patriarch or 
protector did not necessarily directly result in these women taking the veil.  Since 
contemporary women continued to describe themselves in terms of the men in their lives, a 
single woman attached her father’s name to hers even after his death (ego filia quondam...).  
Thus the charters themselves give no proof that the deaths of male guardians were recent or 
pressing factors in the decision of these women to enter conventual life. 
The first recorded woman to join St Catherine’s, one Farauda, entered the 
community just before Christmas in 1253.  This is the first local charter to attest to the 
construction of a cloister at the site of Durand Ugo’s hospital, and as such this document 
provides the terminus ante quem for Zoen’s relocation and establishment of St Catherine’s 
inside the city.129  By 1265, the convent had acquired a hospital, attested by the financial 
bequests of the novice Matheuta Imberta.130  The women who entered St Catherine brought 
various gifts, some donated for general use and some more specifically delineated.  Farauda 
granted the stare, part of her inheritance, “to God and St Catherine, as charity,” and to the 
prioress, Alixendis.131  Since this property was located in the parish of St Symphorian, 
Farauda might have intended it to be incorporated into the convent’s complex.132  In 1268, a 
                                                
129 “Factum fuit hoc in parlatorio cledar[um] dicti monasterii” (ADV 71H 43 1253^2, Farauda). 
130 Matheuta reallocated the twenty-five solidi previously set aside for the Dominicans to the infirmary at the 
convent, and she granted all her other goods to be used to the hospital’s ends: “Item, viginti quinque solidos 
turronenses quos assignaveram domui fratrum praedicatorum pro anniversario meo post mortem meam, illos dono eadem donatione 
infirmarie dicti monasterii [. . .] Item, alia bona mea omnia dono eadem donatione vobis dictae abbatissae per vos eidem 
infirmariae” (ADV 71H 4 fol. 22r). 
131 ADV 71H 43 1253^2, Farauda. 
132 Labande asserts that the house in the parish of St Symphorian that Farauda gave to the convent was “sans 
doute” annexed to St Catherine (p. 237 n. 2).  Farauda’s stare seems to have been located in the more densely 
inhabited central part of the parish (i.e., rather than near vinyeards or cultivated land), since it was surrounded 
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young woman named Novas provided a sweeping donation of all of her worldly goods.133  In 
the 1270s Dulcia granted the abbess a stare in the parish of St Pierre, while Raymunda 
offered hers in the parish of St Didier, both of which were at a distance from the convent 
and more likely to serve St Catherine’s in a financial capacity rather than direct use by the 
nuns.134 
Farauda’s donation, addressed to the prioress rather than an abbess, points to 
disruptions in the initial phases of the convent’s administration.  The terms for “prioress” 
and “abbess” are not used interchangeably either within the body of charters from St 
Catherine itself, or according to Southern French convention.135  Rather, the prioress 
typically served as the second-in-command, able to fill some duties of her superior.  
However, an important and premeditated event like admitting a new sister—which required 
the confirmation of all professed sisters—would almost certainly not have fallen under a 
prioress’ ad hoc capacities if, for example, the abbess were ill or away on business.  As a 
result, we may conclude that there probably was no abbess in 1253.  The necrology and 
other work on the convent have already yielded a muddled image of the progression of 
administrators in St Catherine’s early years.136  Rapid turnover or changes in this area might 
suggest a period in which the nuns of St Catherine were adjusting to their new situation.  
                                                                                                                                            
by three other houses with a road to the north.  In the fourteenth century, two main roads bound the parish to 
the northwest and northeast, either of which might have been this northern boundary; on the road structure 
see Guillemain, La cour pontificale, Table II, “Avignon pontificale.” 
133 “Omnia bona et iura mea, mobilia et immobilia, seseque moventia, quicumque illa bona et iura sint, et ubicumque sint.” 
(ADV 71H 36^4 1267 [1268], Novas). 
134 “Et etiam dedit eidem domine abbatisse nomine prefati monasterii recipienti [. . .] stare suum [. . .] quod quidem stare est in 
civita[te] ista Avinionensis in parrochia Sancti Petri in carreria speciarie” (ADV 71H 47 1277^3, Dulcia). 
135 “Dono et titulo donationis trado deo et Beate Catherine, pro helemosina, et tibi domine Alixendi, priorisse monasterii Beate 
Catherine...” (ADV 71H 43 1253^2, Farauda). 
136 Besse, op. cit., and Labande, p. 237 n. 3. 
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Any inconsistencies or uncertainties were remedied by 1257, when the long-term abbess 
Tiburga appeared at the head of the community.137 
The confirmations of the gifts of professing women indicate that men frequently 
entered the convent’s properties, often meeting with the abbess in the parlor (parlatorio) of St 
Catherine’s.  In the case of Farauda’s donation, several Avignonese civic leaders witnessed 
the act; in Matheuta’s case, Dominican brothers confirmed the gifts.  In all cases, a notary 
was on site.  This reality of men present in the parlor tempers the view of urban conventual 
life as strictly and inviolably cloistered; even if they did not set foot in the inner spaces, men 
came and went in the public areas of the convent building.138  Though the convent 
represented a closed vessel, it was nonetheless a functioning, efficient business that had to 
broker arrangements, legally incorporate new members, and defend its properties and rights 
in order to keep its place in the city. 
When attempting to uncover a donor’s motivations, we are confronted with the 
problem of reading a transcription of verbally expressed wishes.  The wishes of a donor 
must be taken seriously and, as a rule, we ought to presume that donors indeed stated what 
they meant and meant what they stated in spite of formula or convention.139  Thus pious 
expressions should be understood as a genuine framework for the gift in spite of its 
boilerplate language.  In fact, the development of formulaic terminology around pious gifts 
speaks to the deep-rootedness of the sentiments and expectations that factored into them.  
                                                
137 ADV 71H 43 1257, Beatrix. 
138 “Factum fuit hoc in parlatorio monasterii Sanctae Catharinae, testes presentes interfuerunt frater Petrus de Caseto; frater 
Bertrandus Quintini; frater Olivarius; frater Petrus Vacherius, de ordine praedicatorum.” (ADV 71H 4 fol. 22v).  Jo Ann 
McNamara has argued that cloistered life was “more a state of mind than a physical imprisonment,” citing the 
movement of nuns, their spiritual requirements from male clergy, and their existence on city outskirts, where 
they had access to fields (op. cit., p. 290). 
139 ADV 71H 4 fol. 22v. 
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While Farauda simply described her gift of the stare as charitable (pro helemosina), Matheuta 
more precisely described the unmitigated pious considerations and spontaneous desire that 
led her to make the charitable gift of financial bequests for the convent’s hospital and for the 
clothing of the nuns.140  In both cases, the donations that accompanied the women into the 
convent performed the dual duty of supporting the religious community in some way (e.g., 
by providing rent money from a tenant) and of improving their own spiritual states as 
donors.  In this capacity, the properties and money were not only tangible gifts for the 
earthly wellbeing of the sisters, but also spiritual gifts to God and the saint to whom the 
convent was dedicated.  Donations, though couched in the spiritual terms of grace, piety, 
and charity, provide a more nuanced understanding of how testators actively decided the 
ways in which they would aid a religious community and, later, how they would be 
remembered through those gifts. 
Because of the methodological and linguistic gaps between a donor’s language 
(spoken extemporaneously in the vernacular) and that of a notary (rendered in Latin and 
fitted to a formula), we must be wary in attributing all written words to the donor, though 
notaries certainly strove to capture the appropriate sentiments.  Where, for example, is the 
voice of the woman relinquishing her earthly freedoms to enter a convent in the midst of 
formulaic, coded, and legalistic scribal language?  In 1257, the prolific notary Guilhem de 
                                                
140 “Ego Matheus Imberta, filia quondam domini Rostagni Imberti, ingressa monasterium Sanctae Catherinae nondum professam 
set in tempore probationis existens mera gratuita ac spontanea voluntate mea et intuito pietatis et pro eleemosina, dono et titulo 
trado et quasi trado vobis, domine Tiburgi abbatisse dicti monasterii presenti et recipienti pro vestiario monialium dicti monasterii 
in perpetuum quadraginta mangarios annone censuales [. . .] Item, viginti quinque solidos turronenses quos assignaveram domui 
fratrum praedicatorum pro anniversario meo post mortem meam, illos dono eadem donatione infirmarie dicti monasterii.” (ibid., 
fol. 22r).  Copy of 30 October 1772.  The eighteenth-century transcriber copied her name, recorded as 
“Matheus” in the text (a masculine version), as “Mathièuve.”  I have chosen “Matheuta” as a more appropriate 




Tornone, who frequently produced charters for Zoen, recorded that he had read aloud the 
items of his charter and explained them in the vernacular to Beatrix and her sister so that 
they would understand what they were confirming. 141  It was clearly a priority to produce a 
faithful account in sections in which donors had the chance to express themselves.  As 
Farauda conveyed her desire to enter St. Catherine’s, she used vivid language that stressed 
the immediacy of her entry, twice using the word “now” (iam) in her affirmation that she had 
taken up the nun’s habit and formally joined the community. 142  Novas, in 1268, used 
unusually evocative language to describe how she wanted to dedicate herself to God and the 
Virgin as a “handmaid of the Lord” in perpetuity.143  Even through standardized expressions, 
therefore, certain hints of individuality give shape and color to the sentiments of the 
professing sisters. 
Some of the women were very young.  According to her charter from 1268, Novas 
was twelve years old and therefore required her mother’s permission to take up the veil.  
(Her mother Matheuta is described as a domina and thus can be identified conclusively as a 
different woman than a sister by that same name who professed in 1264.)  In general, twelve 
years of age was sufficient for a young woman to be legally an adult—hence Novas’ 
assertion that she had reached that age.  Nevertheless, she might still have been unequipped 
to declare her own legal status; even when they reached the age of consent, girls “were still 
                                                
141 “Omnibus supradictis et singulis per Willelmum de Tornone, notarius, item lectis et recitatis intelligibiliter et in lingua vulgari 
expositis Beatrix et Bellicens sorores.” (ADV 71H 43 1257, Beatrix). 
142 “Ego Farauda, filia quondam domini Guillelmi Raimundi muletanerii, moniale Beate Catherine et ipsum monasterium iam 
ingressa et monachale habitum iam susceptum.” (ADV 71H 43 1253^2, Farauda). 
143 “Ego Novas filia domini Willelmi de Avinione de Aurone condam confitens in actis me esse maiorem .XII. annis et minoris 
etatis et in integrum restitutionis beneficio renuntians voluntate et assensu domine Matheutis matris mee presentis volens et cupiens 
me et mea dedicare deo et beate et gloriosse virgini Marie eius mater et monasterio beate Katerine, sito in civitate Avinionensis, et 
ibidem perpetuo domino famulari.” (ADV 71H 36^4 1267 [1268], Novas).  
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regarded as being for all practical purposes under the guardianship of their senior male 
relative.”144  Since minors were not viable legal adults, they did not have the right to make a 
will and to dispose of property without the consent of their guardians.145  The goods that 
Novas wanted to grant to the convent could have been tangled up in other legal quagmires, 
such as shared inheritances or properties held in fief.  In 1277, Raymunda, the daughter of 
Peter of Marseille and his wife Austrie, attested to the fact that she was fifteen years old, 
evidently still young enough to make a formal statement about her age.146 
Benedictines, and therefore Cistercians, instituted a probationay period for novices 
before they took their final vows and formally joined the community.  St Benedict described 
the waiting stages for newcomers, who must prove their dedication over the course of ten 
months or longer.147  The followers of St Clare of Assisi adhered to a yearlong probationary 
period.148  At St Catherine’s, not all documents of profession make allusion to this 
probationary period, though some women clearly struggled with it.  In 1257, Beatrix 
described herself as not yet having made her profession (nondum professione facta), which she 
successfully completed after a two-year probationary time (tempus probationis) that culminated 
                                                
144 Johnson, Equal in Monastic Profession, p. 15.  The majority age for boys was typically fourteen.  
145 Penelope Johnson has emphasized the importance of the kin group in any one individual’s ‘decisions,’ 
broadly speaking, to enter conventual life (loc. cit.).  See also Epstein, op. cit., p. 14.   
146 “Ego Raymunda filia Petri de Massilia et Austrie conjugum confitens me esse maiorem .XV. annis minoris etatis.” (ADV 
71H 51 1276, Raymunda). 
147 Benedict of Nursia, The Rule of St Benedict, ed. and trans. Bruce L. Venarde (Cambridge, MA, 2011), ch. 58, p. 
186ff. 
148 The Rule of St Clare states: “Finito vero anno probationis, recipiatur ad obedientiam, promittens vitam et formam 
paupertatis nostrae in perpetuum observare.  Nulla infra tempus probationis veletur.”  Reprinted in Bert Roest, Order and 
Disorder: the Poor Clares Between Foundation and Reform (Boston, 2013), p. 270 n. 156. 
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in Bishop Zoen approving her entry and her donation of property that she had inherited.149  
Like Beatrix, another not-yet-professed woman (nondum professam) named Matheuta Imberta 
endured a probationary period (in tempore probationis) of unspecified length in 1265.150  In 
1277, the widow Dulcia attested that she was part of the way through her yearlong 
probation.151  However, the completion or success rate of these probationary periods 
remains unclear.  The absence of these names in subsequent lists of nuns of St Catherine 
may result from a reversal by one or both parties, or to unknown circumstances, such as 
death.  Farauda reappeared in the list of nuns four years after her entry (1257).152  However, 
neither Beatrix nor Matheuta appeared in subsequent lists of the nuns of St Catherine (even 
two years later), suggesting that they never completed the probationary period or that some 
other event intervened.  In the case of Matheuta particularly, the document was recorded in 
the parlor of St Catherine, but without approval by the abbess or sisters, suggesting that it 
was only a preliminary step related to the disbursement of monetary gifts rather than the 
formal acceptances seen in the documents of Beatrix or Novas. 
These charters by which women committed themselves to St Catherine were not 
merely one sided; the abbess and the nuns formally confirmed their acceptance of the 
novices and the gifts they brought.  In the case of young Novas, the nuns, listed by name, 
welcomed and received Novas into the Cistercian community as a “sister and nun” of St 
                                                
149 31 December 1257, ADV 71H43 1257, Beatrix.  Her delay in entering may have resulted from a 
disagreement with her sister Belliscens, whose husband was a member of the well-connected Mataron family, 
over the divisibility of the inheritance the two women shared from their parents.   
150 28 February 1265, ADV 71H4 fol. 22. 
151 “Dulcia uxor Raymundi Aicardi quondam ingressa monasterium Sancte Katerine de Avinione infra annum probacionis 
existens nondum professa.” (ADV 71H47 1277^3). 
152 ADV 71H43 1257, Beatrix. 
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Catherine.153  In Beatrix’s case, Bishop Zoen ratified the entire transaction in his palace, 
stamping episcopal approval on the woman’s desires to enter religious life at his favored 
convent.154  Zoen’s intervention in this case was consistent with his close, active oversight of 
the other female communities under his jurisdiction, such as his limitations on the size of St 
Laurent (1248) and his reconciliation of the conflict between that convent and St Véran 
(1260), discussed above.155 
The families that endorsed St Catherine’s, through donations as well as through 
professed daughters and widows, provide a glimpse into the larger social networks of the 
parish of St Symphorian and Avignon more broadly.  It is possible that women from other 
locations also joined St Catherine, since the towns Noves, Eyguières, St Laurent, Fos, and 
Tarascon appear among their names.  However, toponyms do not necessarily indicate that 
these women were first-generation immigrants since, in the thirteenth century, such names 
often became attached to families like surnames.156  Women who are listed only by their first 
names offer little information, but those with recognizable Avignonese surnames frequently 
belonged to families that played a substantial role in urban politics.  For example, Farauda’s 
father Guilhem Raymond Moutonnier belonged to an especially active political family, which 
also yielded a consul who served in the 1190s and other participants in municipal 
                                                
153 “Te Novas predictam, cum omnibus bonis et iuribus et rationibus tuis supradictis, recipimus in sororem et monacham dicti 
monasterii Sancte Katerine, volentes et concedentes te decento esse in perpetuum tam in temporalibus quam in spiritalibus [sic] 
beneficus et bonis universis dicti monasterii Sancte Katerine, participem et consortem...” (ADV 71H36^4 1267 [1268], 
Novas). 
154 In 1259.  “Post hoc eodem die nos Zoen dei gratia Avinionis episcopus, auctoritate nostram predictis interponimus et 
assensum.  Factum fuit hoc in palatio dicti domini Avinionis episcopi in sala nova.” (ADV 71H43 1257, Beatrix). 
155 Labande, pp. 331 and 234-35, respectively. 
156 On the use of surnames and identifiers, see Epstein, op. cit., and Benjamin Kedar, “Toponymic Surnames as 
Evidence of Origin: Some Medieval Views,” Viator 4 (1973): 123-29. 
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government throughout the thirteenth century.157  One assiduous kinsman named Raymond 
Moutonnier, called Cabescia in charters, held various civic positions at crucial moments in 
Avignon: he served as consul in 1236/37, as a clavarius in 1241 and 1242, and as a laudator in 
1253/4 (the same year as Farauda’s entry into St Catherine).158  In Matheuta’s case, her father 
Rostaing Imbert had already attached their family to the convent by means of a donation 
(unspecified) in 1257.159  Like the Moutonnier family, the Imberts were heavily engaged in 
local politics: a Rostaing Imbert served as a consul in 1201/02 and 1208/09, though in the 
absence of birth dates is unclear whether this man was Matheuta’s father or another relative 
by the same name from the previous generation.  Women appearing among the nuns of St 
Laurent also attested to the connectedness of these families: Zoen’s aforementioned 
settlement between that convent and St Véran in 1260 revealed the enrollment of a 
Raymunda Moutonnier and a Bertranda Imbert there.160  Among the nuns in St Catherine’s 
community, other familial links attest to the participation of politically active families in local 
religion.  The nun Raymunda Rancurella, who appeared on lists in 1257 and 1268, was the 
daughter of the miles Raymond Rancurel, who served as a consul in 1205/06, held the office 
of syndic in 1243/44, and signed a revolutionary alliance treaty between Barral des Baux and 
                                                
157 A Raymond Guilhem Moutonnier held the office of consul in 1208-09 and Aimeric Moutonnier in 1229 
(Labande, p. 8 n. 1, pp. 259 and 266).  Cabescia also appeared in ADV 71H in 1259, when one Auria sold him a 
stare in the parish of St Peter near episcopal property (witnessed by his kinsman Aimeric): “Ego Auria filia 
quondam Willelmi Ugonis de Gradibus, vendo et venditionis titulo trado tibi domino Cabescie et tuis in perpetuum stare meum [. . 
.] quod est [. . .] inter stare predictam et viridarium domini Avinion. episcopi [. . .] in parrochia Sancti Petri.” (ADV 71H 
50^1 1259). 
158 See the list of municipal magistrates in Labande, pp. 258-75. 
159 Labande cited a charter with an obsolete call number (ADV H Ste Catherine, dossier 82) in which Rostaing 
Imbert made a grant to St Catherine “in curte predictarum dominarum monialium ante cledatum ferreum” (p. 236 n. 3 
and 237 n. 1).  I have not been able to locate the document to which he referred.  
160 22 December 1260.  Reprinted in Labande, p. 365. 
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the communes of Avignon, Marseille, and Arles in 1247.161  Raymunda’s entry in St 
Catherine’s after the collapse of the Avignonese commune may indicate that her family 
revoked its allegiance to the rebel Barral des Baux and made peace with the new political 
order after 1251.  On the other side of those defunct factions, a kinsman of the nun 
Gaufrida Meisona who confirmed the alliance between Avignon and Raimon Berengar V in 
1243 evidently supported Zoen Tencarari, who officiated over that alliance.162  These 
examples reveal the intricate links that connected the convent of St Catherine to the city. 
 
Concluding Ideas 
The convent of St Catherine serves as a window into Avignon after the momentous 
political changes of 1251, during which the longterm factions supporting the Raymondine-
imperial or papal parties gave way to the abrupt invasion by Alphonse of Poitiers and 
Charles of Anjou.  When the Capetians disbanded the commune and disenfranchised the city 
leaders, the church of Avignon under Zoen suddenly bore the semblance of stability.  Zoen’s 
foundation of St Catherine provided him with a new—and renewable—source of local 
spiritual authority that invoked the particular model of the bishop as a patron of monastic 
reform, religious women, and vibrant expressions of urban piety.  In protecting a community 
of women (whether due to actual threats of violence or simply remembered in this way), 
Zoen shouldered the identity of a protector whose purpose was to provide for the Christians 
under his widespread jurisdiction.  Within Avignon, Zoen’s new convent reflected the nuns’ 
dynamic, admired, holy activities onto him, their spiritual father and founder.  By granting 
                                                
161 29 April-26 May 1247 (ibid., pp. 332-44). 
162 13 July 1243, also signed by Zoen (ibid., pp. 320-24).  
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the parish of St Symphorian this new “powerhouse of prayer,” Zoen stimulated lay piety 
among St Catherine’s neighbors, who committed their wealth, energy, and selves to the 
nascent convent.  St Catherine’s enthusiastic growth into a central religious entity, even 
pressuring the former parish church of St Symphorian, confirms Zoen’s status after the 
events of 1251.  He continued to be a viable power, marking the physical landscape of the 
city with the imprint of his might and spiritual authority. 
To the Capetians, Zoen’s foundation served as an assertive, explicit reminder that he 
was the lord of the city and its church.  In setting up the community of dispossessed nuns in 
the hospital that had been overrun by the commune in its desperate last months, Zoen made 
a symbolic display of cultivating charitable activity by giving the old hospital a new lease, and 
of reclaiming spaces that had been taken from him by the bloc of citizens that followed 
Raymond VII’s prime ally Barral des Baux.  In addition, Zoen’s support for the Cistercians 
likely branded him as a friend to the Capetians, a dynasty that poured privileges, wealth, and 
honor into the Cistercians in the Ile-de-France. 
The foundation of St Catherine was the consummate use of local avenues for 
centralizing episcopal power in a year of tremendous political uncertainty and upheaval.  
Zoen drew upon temporal authority by granting the sisters property that belonged to the see 
of Avignon, which was his right to administer through his potestas jurisdictionis.  He made his 
spiritual power abundantly clear in his protection and support for St Catherine’s, which 
became permanent in his decision to be buried in the chapel there.  By using these 
authorities jointly, Zoen exercised his episcopal power in a moment of crisis, and made a 




Epilogue: Zoen’s Legacies as a Vision for the Future 
The factors behind Zoen’s view of religious life—his education, his negotation of 
clerical responsibilities in Provence, and his stance against heresy—emerge in glimpses in his 
testamentary legacies, which offer one of the few direct expressions of his spiritual and social 
mentalities.1  In 1257, four years before his death, Zoen recorded his will while visiting 
Bologna, in the church of St Anthony on the Savena, a river that ran through the southeast 
quarter of the city.2  Whether by Zoen or the notary, the will was recorded in the third 
person singular rather than the first person singular that had elsewhere gained traction since 
the twelfth century.3  Testaments in themselves serve as one of the few comparatively direct 
entry points into a medieval mind, even though the words dictated by a testator were 
inevitably circumscribed by notarial formulas and standards.  Written at or near the time of 
death, testaments reflect the anxieties about the state of one’s soul, which prompted careful 
enumeration and care of relationships, possessions, and duties.  Wills provided medieval 
communities with continuity, and were written in a reflective moment in which “present, 
past, and future were merged as the testator [. . .] decided how best to fulfill hopes and 
concerns for the memorialization of the soul and the future of the family.”4  Zoen’s 
                                                
1 Reprinted in full in Labande, pp. 357-64.  The original is preserved in the Vatican Archives, Château Saint-
Ange, Instr. misc. 1230-1275; a fourteenth-century copy in the State Archives of Bologna, Sezione domaniale, reg. 
M 354/5089; and partial copies in ADV 1G 133 fol. 235 and 1G 23 fol. 1. 
2 “Actum in domo ecclesie Sancti Antonii de Bononia de Savina, in camera in qua ipse dominus episcopus morabatur.” 
(Labande, p. 364).  On this small church, see Gian Paolo Pascariello Mario Fanti, “La chiesa di S. Antonio di 
Savena: origini, vicende, trasformazioni architettoniche dell’edificio,” Strenna storica bolognese (1963): 73-122.  
Mario Fanti mentions Zoen (as “Giovanni”) on pp. 85-85. 
3 Steven Epstein, Wills and Wealth in Medieval Genoa, 1150-1250 (Cambridge, 1984), p. 22. 
4 Shona Kelly Wray, “Women, Testaments, and Notarial Culture in Bologna’s Contado (1348),” in Across the 
Religious Divide: Women, Property, and Law in the Wider Mediterranean (c. 1300-1800), ed. Jutta Gisela Sperling and 
Shona Kelly Wray (New York, 2010), pp. 81-94, here p. 7.  On the concept of continuity see Jacques 
Chiffoleau, La comptabilité de l’au-delà. 
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testament, written four years before his death in 1261, highlights the items and mentalities 
that were of greatest importance to the bishop transplanted from Bologna.  
Zoen’s testament reveals his connections with his natal family and with his 
hometown, despite living in Avignon for twenty-two years.  His parents evidently lived to a 
ripe age, since Zoen, himself in his late fifties, left them a financial bequest that provided 
renewable income (usufruct).  Aside from a sister and other relatives whose identities are less 
precise, some of Zoen’s heirs provide information about his putative retinue in Avignon.5  
Though none of his kin appeared in the initial delegation in 1239, it seems that Zoen was 
able to appoint some of his relatives to posts in and around Avignon.  This immemorial way 
of consolidating power no doubt helped Zoen control the Comtat Venaissin more easily 
than if he were alone.6  Clearly, Zoen retained contact with his extended family throughout 
these two decades: he deliberately accounted for many kinsmen in his final years, cognizant 
of the loved ones he might predecease. 
Aside from his immediate family, Zoen also honored his hometown, providing for 
the university, Bolognese churches of every variety, and dozens of kinsmen and friends who 
still lived there.  Granting legacies to religious establishments and to academic centers was by 
no means unusual, but the specificity of Zoen’s endowment speaks to his devotion to the life 
                                                
5 A “frater Julianus de Tencarariis” appears in Zoen’s will, but since it is in the context of a Franciscan convent, it 
is unclear whether this is a biological brother or another relative who became a friar.  Interestingly, another 
“Zoen” appeared in 1264 serving as the prior of Noves (ADV 1G 15 fol. 8v), a point that Labande considered 
“à coup sûr c’était encore un neveu ou un cousin de notre prélat” (p. 225). 
6 Zoen appointed a Thomas Tencarari to the office of judge; Labande considered Thomas to be Zoen’s 
nephew (p. 224 n. 2).  Another nephew, Peter of Malaspina, received the priory of Senas from his uncle (ADV 
1G 15 fol. 91; he is specified as “nepos [Zoeni] episcopi Avenionensis” in Reg. Vat. 22 no. 837, fol. 293.  In this case, 
Labande asserted that Zoen’s unnamed sister married into the Malaspina family (pp. 71 n. 3, 220, 224).  A “P. 
de Malaspina” also appears as prior Sancti Laurentii de Arboribus canonicus Massiliensis in ADV 1G 15 fol. 8v 
(recorded in 1264 under Zoen’s successor Bertrand). 
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of the mind.  His concern for perpetuating the scholastic advantages that he himself enjoyed 
suggests a particular way that Zoen wanted to be remembered—or even immortalized.   
Zoen’s bequests in his testament help quantify the premium he placed on education, 
and accordingly we receive a glimpse into his worldview.  He made provisions to create a 
world populated with more minds like his own.  Aside from the silent testimony of his own 
extensive schooling, the preeminent place of Zoen’s educational bequests speaks to their 
importance to him.  In fact, these bequests are handled second, preceded only by the generic 
and formulaic donation of all remaining goods to his successor.7  Perhaps reflecting on his 
university days nearly forty years earlier, Zoen established a “college of Avignon” at his alma 
mater, the University of Bologna.  This endowment would have fostered a small Avignonese 
community in the university city by funding a boarding house for students.8  Then as now, 
universities hosted “nations” of scholars from distant regions, who tended to gather and live 
together in fraternities, perhaps even traveling from a home country to the university en 
masse.9  Poorer students required benefactors, who began to make endowments known as 
“colleges” (as distinct from the legal corporation of “university”).10  In light of this necessity, 
Zoen ordered his successor to select, fund, and send eight worthy students to Bologna to 
                                                
7 In contrast, Zoen’s second successor Robert d’Uzès granted an educational bequest only in leaving all his 
books to his nephew of the same name.  See Laville, “Robert d’Uzès, évêque d’Avignon (treizième siècle),” in 
Bulletin du Comité de l’art chrétien (diocèse de Nîmes) (Nîmes: de Jouve, 1881), p. 11.  Bishop Robert referred to the 
church of Avignon’s possessions in Bologna, indubitably resulting from Zoen (p. 13). 
8 Rashdall, op. cit., pp. 197-98.   
9 William J. Courtenay, “Study Abroad: German Students at Bologna, Paris, and Oxford in the Fourteenth 
Century,” in Universities and Schooling in Medieval Society, ed. Courtenay, Jürgen Miethke and David B. Priest 
(Boston, 2000), pp. 7-19. 
10 The first such establishment was the “Collège des Dix-Huit” in Paris, which moved to its own house in 1231.  
See Berthe M. Marti, “1367: The Founding of the Spanish College at Bologna,” Proceedings of the Southeastern 
Institute of Medieval and Renaissance Studies 3 (1967): 70-92, here p. 73). 
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study among the greats.11  He further specified that the prospective students—three canons, 
two secular clerics from Avignon, two secular clerics from Noves, and one from another 
area—should have no benefices that would provide them with an income.  Rather, the fund 
that Zoen organized would provide these eight prospective students with a stipend of 
twenty-four Bolognese pounds for purchasing study materials. 12  These students were 
promised five years in Bologna if they worked zealously and assiduously.13 
Because these charitable endowments tended to provide advantage to students from 
a limited geographic scope, namely those from the founder’s city or territory, Zoen’s 
Avignonese college further linked his hometown and his later home.14  His interest in 
supporting Avignonese students may reflect an appreciation for his episcopacy; yet it may 
also have served to promote a certain memory of Zoen among the students who were 
beholden to him for their education.  Furthermore, students given the opportunity to attend 
the University of Bologna would have become indoctrinated in the same program of study 
as Zoen—absorbing in like manner the ideas about papal and episcopal power that were 
fervidly developed there.  Bologna, in the Romagna region absorbed by the papacy in the 
                                                
11 Similar bequests at the University of Bologna include Gugliemo Corvi’s foundation of the Collegio Bresciano 
(1326), the doctor Guido Ferrarini’s foundation of the College of Reggio (1362), Cardinal Albornoz’s 
foundation of the Spanish College (1367), Pope Gregory XI’s “Gregorian College” (1371), which ultimately 
absorbed the Avignonese and Brescian colleges (1436-37).  Perhaps the most famous endowmen of this sort is 
Robert de Sorbon’s thirteenth-century foundation of La Sorbonne college at the University of Paris. See Marti, 
op. cit., p. 74.   
12 “quod episcopus, qui pro tempore fuerit ejus successor in eclesia Avinionensi, eligat tres de canonicus ipsius eclesie et duos clericos 
secullares de civitate et duos clericos secullares de castro Novarum et unum de aliis castris eclesie Avinionensis, qui sint dociles et 
non habeant aliquod beneficium eclesiasticum, quos destinet Bononiam ad studendum, quorum unicuique provideat in viginti 
quatuor libris bononiensium quolibet anno ex reditibus percipiendis ex dictis poderibus et affaribus, pro expensis causa et gratia 
studiorum...” (Labande, p. 357). 
13 “et possit ibi tenere unumquemque eorum quinque annis vel minus, si ei videbitur expedire.” (Labande, p. 357).  At least in 
the fourteenth century, it was typical for the stipend to last for at least seven years (Marti, op. cit., p. 83).  
14 For example, Pope Gregory privileged students from his hometown of Limoges for entry into his collegium 
gregorianum (ibid., p. 75-78).  
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1270s, remained a staunch Guelph stronghold, committed to papal support.  In other words, 
Zoen’s bequest would have spread the intellectual tradition that enabled him to rise to 
clerical prestige. 
By specifying that only students unsupported by a benefice were eligible, Zoen 
attempted to even the playing field.  As nepotism and selective placement still furnished 
many of the higher offices in the thirteenth-century Church, certain worthy clerics may never 
have received a proper income-generating benefice.  These are the overlooked yet potentially 
dedicated scholars for whom Zoen chose to provide.  Zoen’s selection of his alma mater is 
also telling.  In this period, Bologna offered a matchless education in law—followed only at 
some distance by Paris.  As a result, the bequest was to be taken very seriously, intended as a 
monumental asset for the lucky few who were chosen.  With this act, Zoen accounted for 
the next link in the intellectual chain that both connected him to the great thinkers of the 
past and extended his own contributions.15 
The wills of medieval bishops reveal individual choices, since these prelates did not 
have to operate within traditions of the automatic succession of goods from a sovereign to 
his heir by primogeniture.  Nonetheless, the possessions of a bishop included both personal 
and ecclesiastical rights, territories, and goods.  In this capacity, however, the students to 
whom Zoen provided scholarships serve as his heirs.  Zoen’s detail and care with this 
endowment—making every last contingency plan should the students fail to finish their 
studies well or in a timely fashion—provide a glimpse into his view of how the world should 
operate.  Previous works have depicted Zoen as a harsh and acerbic leader, driven by 
                                                
15 The University of Avignon did not receive its official charter until 1303, although there would have been 
scholastic enclaves and itinerant magistri in the city. 
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ideology rather than by compassion or common sense; this single gift helps yield a broader 
view of Zoen as a childless man facing his impending morality.  The fostering of educational 





A half-century after Zoen’s death, the pope himself moved into the bishop’s palace 
on the Rocher des Doms.  The Avignon that Popes Clement V (1305-14) and John XXII 
(1316-34) inhabited had transformed greatly from the city that Zoen had come to know.  In 
the early fourteenth century, as the Curia grew accustomed to the expanding urban space of 
Avignon, the popes ordered the destruction and renovation of much of the architecture 
from the previous century, the urban landscape that bishops like Zoen had used, occupied, 
and defined during their tenures.  The city’s population spilled over the thirteenth-century 
walls and the popes commissioned a new enceinte to protect and enclose the Curia’s patrons, 
courtiers, and administrative corps.  While these shifting boundaries defined new 
neighborhoods and favored new parts of the urban topography, the heart of the city on the 
Rocher des Doms continued to represent Zoen’s legacy of strong episcopal power. 
By choosing to occupy the episcopal palace, the early Avignonese popes made a clear 
statement about the importance of that space as a religious center and a political bastion.  In 
addition to being the largest building in Avignon, the palace demonstrated both subliminal 
and overt episcopal power and authority: its height, imposing façade, and proximity to the 
cathedral bespoke its fundamental dominance over the city and its inhabitants.  When the 
popes claimed this palace as the new papal center, an act that relegated the bishop to a 
smaller structure situated lower on the Rocher, they absorbed lingering remnants of the 
power that Zoen had helped to aggrandize in the mid-thirteenth century. 
The site of Bonpas Priory also received papal attention that picked up the threads of 
the 1241 dispute with Zoen.  When Pope John XXII condemned men from Noves in 1316 
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for removing stones from the damaged abutments of the former Bonpas bridge, he 
reiterated a claim on the space that Zoen had made a half-century earlier.1  Even though it 
had been in ruins since 1241, the “old bridge of Bonpas” (pontis veteris Bonipassus) still retained 
its beneficiary appeal to the diocese, and as a result was considered worthy of rebuilding.2  
Since he himself was a former bishop of Avignon (c. 1310), Pope John XXII would have 
been intimately aware of the episcopal footprint he filled.  His architectural additions to the 
episcopal palace and to Bonpas, which he converted to a Chartreuse, likewise echoed the 
concrete expressions of power that Zoen pursued.  Thus Pope John XXII was a true heir to 
Zoen, whether consciously or unwittingly upholding the centralizing pattern that the 
Bolognese bishop-legate had pursued during his twenty-year tenure. 
The episcopal-turned-papal palace and the Bonpas priory embody the main themes 
of this project, as touchstones for the joint sacred and temporal authority of the bishops of 
Avignon.  Their continued use and reshaping under the Avignon Papacy draws upon the 
legacy of Zoen’s goals in office, while pointing to the major elements of this examination of 
episcopal power in the medieval Mediterranean.  At base, the control of the topography of 
Avignon and its hinterlands framed how future rulers interacted with the same spaces 
already marked by Zoen.  Renovations of the episcopal palace and Bonpas continued to 
keep these loaded spaces in the forefront of papal activity as well as public memory.  In their 
way, these sites simultaneously promoted clear uses of spiritual and temporal power, in their 
innate sacred value as religious buildings and in their role as monumental stone bulwarks 
that confirmed the authority of the prelate and church of Avignon. 
                                                
1 22 November 1316.  Reprinted in Michel, “Les constructions,” pp. 384-85. 
2 See supra p. 177 n. 63. 
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In seeking to depict faithfully some of the ways in which medieval bishops conceived 
of and deployed their own power, this project has offered new categories for exploring joint 
spiritual and temporal authority.  Reorienting historical study of the episcopate from a 
spiritual/temporal dichotomy to a local/catholic divide encourages an alternative view of 
episcopal history, one perhaps more consonant with medieval opinions about power, the 
right and worthiness to rule, and the place of religious authority in this world.  Zoen’s long 
episcopate, which straddled the two different identities of Avignon divided across the year 
1251, resulted from his joint application of both powers.  As a capable administrator and a 
loyal papal agent, Zoen’s activity in Provence repeatedly displayed his flexible use of the 
array of powers at his disposal.  In his selection of spiritual sanctions for tax evasion or 
violence for a misappropriated pilgrim crossing, Zoen exhibited an internalization and 
personalization of the episcopal authority delegated to all bishops.  Scholarship that pursues 
the ways in which individuals with various backgrounds, educations, and characters molded 
the universal office of bishop to suit their needs, and the needs of their particular 
communities, will do a great service to the study of the episcopate by continuing to draw it 
out of the abstract world into real space and time. 
Reorienting episcopal study to local/catholic spheres also permits a better view of 
the medieval bishop on his own terms.  Instead of enforcing a view of the bishop as a 
divided agent who had to choose between sets of powers, considering these powers as they 
operated on two levels refines our understanding of the scope and impact of this complex 
office.  Bishops who engaged with the higher eccelesiastical politics had a very far reach, a 
viewpoint that helps to describe the thirteenth-century episcopate as dynamic, coherent, and 
well connected across diocesan lines.  The number of councils that Zoen convoked and 
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attended argues for a cosmopolitan Christian office that was informed, receptive, and 
engaged.  On the other side of the coin, bishops brought varied skills, expectations, and 
traditions to the local sees that they occupied, which inevitably gave form and color to each 
individual episcopate in spite of certain commonalities across time and space.  As a case 
study, Zoen illustrated one path towards professional success in the Church.  His particular 
blend of bureaucratic proficiency, elite legal training, and Bolognese brio facilitated his 
seamless movement between universal and local settings.  As such, he personifies the 
thirteenth-century bishop who ran the office like a cog in the international Church while 
pursuing his own vision of a well-ordered Christian society. 
Although much of this study has focused on Zoen’s agency, his responsiveness and 
receptivity also capacitated his success as a centralizing force.  Without the constellation of 
circumstances that created an environment suited to his style of leadership, Zoen’s 
unwavering focus, self-assuredness, and grandstanding may have irrevocably alienated a 
population rather than slowly converting it to his worldview.  For example, the partisanship 
that devastated Provence, culminating in the radicalization of the municipality under Barral 
des Baux in the late 1240s, effectively paved the way for a bishop invested with unilateral 
power, steadfast allegiance, and singular concentration.  In other circumstances, a more 
moderate bishop may have had better luck winning over a foreign diocese, but the 
preconditions of the imperial-papal conflict taken up by Raymond VII and Raimon Berengar 
V befitted Zoen’s zeal for his pro-papal agenda.  This unity of purpose was a factor in his 
successful claims on the Comtat Venaissin.  Furthermore, the arrival of the Capetians 
preemptively forced a detente between the bishop and the commune in spite of the fact that 
the pattern of events leading up to 1251 suggested continued or even heightened violence.  
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Without the interference by Alphonse of Poitiers and Charles of Anjou, Zoen’s retention of 
his central place in Avignon cannot be assumed.  In the wake of Avignonese citizens putting 
his properties to the torch, even his safety cannot be considered a given.  Thus Zoen’s style 
of rule made him the right man for the right time. 
This project has also reintegrated religious factors with an eye to viewing the bishop 
in the fullness of his identity as a spiritual ruler.  To his dependents, Zoen was a living 
representative of the Church, specially approved by the highest power in Christendom and 
responsible for the salvific wellbeing of the souls in his diocese.  In reconsidering the dispute 
at Bonpas Priory through the lens of sacred space, the impact of spiritual ideology and holy 
authority has been restored as a generative force in medieval considerations of power, 
purpose, and ownership.  Thus the laity that witnessed the so-called feudal disputes at 
Bonpas and Saze also experienced the bishop’s invocation of the divine, a bond that was out 
of the daily reach of the flock except through the conduit of that prelate.  Religion must be 
taken seriously as a motivating factor—even in moments of contradiction or 
counterintuition—in the urban communities of the medieval Midi.  This project has sought a 
unity to the office of bishop by viewing his spiritual and temporal powers as “part of a single 
emotional, psychological, and social whole” that was understood by the prelate, by his elite 
colleagues, and by his flock.3  In an effort to heal the spiritual/temporal divide, a 
reconsideration of the individual bishop, his office, and his powers in this world and the next 
helps to restore him to the tightrope between the earthly and heavenly realms, bringing them 
to touch once again.
                                                




1.  Record of Zoen Tencarari’s Clerical Status, 1240-43 
 
Date Stated Status and Source 
10 Nov. 1239 “Magistro Zoeno” 
Conference with Raimon Berengar V (GXN VII no. 482) 
8 May 1240 “Magistro Zoen, archipresbitero Bonon., socio nostro”  
Letter from Giacomo Pecoraria (GXN VII no. 483) 
8 June 1240 “dom. Zoen, archipresbitero Bononien, tenente locum venerabilis in Christo patris dom. 
J., Dei gratia Prenestrini episcopi, apostolice sedis legati” 
Promissory letter from Archbishop of Arles (GXN VII no. 484) 
14 July 1240 “venerabilis vir magister Zoen, Bononien. archipresbiter, gerens vices venerabilis dom. J. 
Prenestrini episcopi, apostolice sedis legati” 
Council of Viviers, first day (GXN VII no. 485) 
15 July 1240 “Nos magister Zoen, Bononien. archipresbiter, gerentes vices reverendi patris dom. J. 
Prenestrini episcopi, apostolice sedis legati” 
Council of Viviers, second day (GXN VII no. 486) 
26 July 1240 “fratri magistro Zoen, archipresbitero Bononien., gerenti vices reverendi patris et dni. J. 
Dei gratia Prenestrin. episcopi, apostolice sedis legate” 
Letter from Archbishop of Arles (GXN III no. 1051) 
27 Mar. 1241 “domino Z., Avinion. electo” 
Charter of homage (ADV 1G 15 fol 90v) 
2 Apr. 1241 “nos Zoen, divina permissione Avinionensis electus” 
Episcopal decree against Frederick (GXN VII no. 489) 
4 June 1241 “venerabili fratri [Z.] episcopo Avinionen.” 
Letter from Gregory IX (GXN VII no. 490) 
11 July 1241  “dom. Zoen, Avinionensi electo, nomine ecclesie Avinionensis recipienti...” and “Zoen, 
Avinionensis electus, quamdiu fuerit electus, et etiam cum fuerit consecratus et factus 
episcopus...” 
Accord with Raimon Berengar V (GXN VII no. 491) 
17 July 1241 “venerabilis frater noster [Z.], Avinionensis episcopus, tunc archipresbiter Bononiensis, 
auctoritate ipsius legati” 
Letter from Gregory IX (Labande, p. 316) 
27 July 1241 “venerabili fratri [Z.], episcopo Avinionen.” 
Letter from Gregory IX (GXN VII no. 494) 
20 Dec. 1241 “domini Zoen, Avinionensis electi” 
Complaint by Prior of Bonpas (Labande, p. 318) 
23 May 1242 “Zoen gratia dei Avinionis electus” 
Charter of homage (ADV 1G 112 fol. 54) 
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26 Nov. 1242 “dominum Z., Avinionensem electum” 
Episcopal decree to Saze (1G 15 fol. 6) 
22 June 1243 “Zoen, electi Avinion.” 
Treaty with Raimon Berengar V (GXN VII no. 502) 
29 June 1243 “electus Avinion.” 
Treaty with Archbishop of Arles, Raymond VII, and Raimon Berengar V 
(GXN III no. 1076) 
13 July 1243  “dom. Zoen Avinion. electo” 
Charter from Raimon Berengar V (GXN VII no. 504) 
18 July 1243 “dilecto filio [Z.], electo Avinionensi” 
Letter from Innocent IV (Hauréau, p. 2) 
19 July 1243 “dilecto filio [Z.], electo Avinionensi” 
Letter from Innocent IV (Hauréau, p. 6) 
1243 “Dei gratia Avinion. episcope, apostolice sedis legate”  
Letter from Abbot of Grasse (GXN VII no. 509) 
4 Sept. 1243 “dilecto filio [Z.], electo Avinionensi, apostolice sedis legato” 
Letter from Innocent IV (Hauréau, p. 8) 
21 Sept. 1243  “Reverentissimo domino Zoe, Dei gratia Avinionensi episcopo, apostolice sedis legato” 
Letter from Chapter of Forcalquier (GXN VII no. 512) 
13 Oct. 1243 “domine Zoen, Dei gratia episcope Avinionensis, apostolice sedis legate” 




2.  Texts from the Convent of St Catherine 
a. Farauda Enters St Catherine  
19 December 1253 
Original: ADV 71H 43 1253^2 
Ego Farauda, filia quondam domini Guillelmi Raimundi Muletanerii, moniale Beate 
Catherine et ipsum monasterium iam ingressa et monachale habitum iam susceptum, et post 
ipsum ingressum, dono et titulo donationis trado Deo et Beate Catherine, pro helemosina, et 
tibi domine Alixendi, priorisse monasterii Beate Catherine, nomine ipsius monasterii et pro 
ipso recipienti et per te ipsi monasterio in perpetuum, stare meum liberum et absolutum et 
absque omni impedimento, quod est in parrochia Sancti Symphoriani, quod michi obvenit ex 
successione paterna et materna et habet consortes: ab oriente, stare Audeberti Rostagni; a 
circio, carreriam; ab occidente, stare R. de Tilia; a meridie, stare Elisardi.  Dans et concedens 
tibi liberam potestatem ut nomine dicti monasterii, et pro ipso auctoritate tuo possessionem 
dicti staris apprehendas et donec apprehendis me constituo ipsum stare tuo et dicti 
monasterii nomine possidere omni exceptioni et iuris auxilio michi competenti et 
competituro renuntians.  Et ego Adalasia, soror dicte Faraude, predictam donationem laudo, 
approbo, et confirmo, et si in predicto stari habeo vel habere debeo aliquod ius vel aliquam 
rationem iure paterne vel materne successionis vel quolibet alio illud quodcumque sit, cedo, 
dono, finio, ac desamparo tibi, dicte priorisse, nomine dicti monasterii et per te ipsi 
monasterio in perpetuum, et quod contra non veniam nec restitutionem petam bona fide.  
Per stipulationem tibi promito, et omnia bona mea inde tibi et dicto monasterio obligo, et 
super sancta dei evangelia a me corporaliter tacta sponte tibi iuro beneficio minoris etatis 
renuntians.  Factum fuit hoc in parlatorio cledar[um] dicti monasterii in presentia Cabescie et 
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B. de Insula, laudatorum.  Testes alii interfuerunt Willelmus Raimundus, prior Sancti Petri; 
Bertrandus Mataronus; Ugo Mataronus, clericus; Johannes de Puieto, clericus; Petrus 
Lambertus; Willelmus Figueria; et ego, Willelmus de Tornone, notarius interfui qui, 
auctoritate predictorum laudatorum et mandato partium, hanc scripsi, bullavi, et signavi. 
 
 
b. Matheuta Enters St Catherine  
28 February 1265 
Copy of 1772: ADV 71H 4 fol. 22r-v 
Ego Matheus Imberta, filia quondam domini Rostagni Imberti, ingressa monasterium 
Sanctae Catherinae nondum professam set in tempore probationis existens mera gratuita ac 
spontanea voluntate mea et intuito pietatis et pro eleemosina, dono et titulo trado et quasi 
trado vobis, domine Tiburgi abbatisse dicti monasterii presenti et recipienti pro vestiario 
monialium dicti monasterii in perpetuum, quadraginta mangarios annone censuales qui 
accipiantur de affari et super affari meo de Rognonario annuatim, et si de ipso affari non 
possent dicti quadraginta mangarii compleri de aliis bonis meis dicti quadraginta mangarii 
suppleantur. 
§ Item sexaginta solidos turronenses censuales; 
§ Item viginti quinque solidos turronenses quos assignaveram domui fratrum praedicatorum 
pro anniversario meo post mortem meam, illos dono eadem donatione infirmarie dicti 
monasterii; 
§ Item alia bona mea omnia dono eadem donatione vobis dictae abbatissae per vos eidem 
infirmariae et in pittanciis faciendis conventui dicti monasterii dans et concedens vobis 
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liberam potestatem aprehendendi possessionem seu quasi possessionem omnium 
praedictorum et singulorum et donec aprehenderitis [sic] me constituo praedicta omnia et 
singula vestro et dicti monasterii nomine possidere vel quasi possidere et quod omnia 
praedicta et singula vobis et dicto monasterio compleam et attendam et contra non veniam 
de jure vel de facto, etiam ob causam ingratitudinis vel qualibet alia; bona fidem per 
stipulationem vobis promitto et super sancta dei evangelia a me corporaliter tacta vobis juro 
omni exceptioni et juris auxilio michi competenti et competituro et illi juri nominati quod 
prohibet donationem excendentem summam .V. aureorum renuncians.  Factum fuit hoc in 
parlatorio monasterii Sanctae Catharinae, testes presentes interfuerunt: frater Petrus de 
Caseto; frater Bertrandus Quintini; frater Olivarius; frater Petrus Vacherius, de ordine 
praedicatorum; et Rancurellus; et ego Guillermus de Carnono [sic for Tornone?], notarius 
interfui qui mandato partium praedictarum hanc cartam scripsi, bullavi, et signavi. 
 
 
c.  Novas Enters St Catherine 
29 January 1268 
Original: ADV 71H 36^4 1267 
Ego Novas filia domini Willelmi de Avinione de Aurone condam confitens in actis me esse 
maiorem .XII. annis et minoris etatis et in integrum restitutionis beneficio renuntians 
voluntate et assensu domine Matheutis matris mee presentis volens et cupiens me et mea 
dedicare deo et beate et gloriosse virgini Marie eius mater et monasterio beate Katerine, sito 
in civitate Avinionensis, et ibidem perpetuo domino famulari, ac servire gratis et spontanea 
voluntate et liberalitate mea, non coacta, non decepta, nec ab aliquo circumventa, nec 
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alicuius fraude vel ingenio seu machinatione ad hoc comonita vel inducta.  Dono, offero, 
atque trado deo et beate et gloriosse Marie semper virgini, eius mater, et monasterio beate 
Katerine sito in civitate Avinionensis, et vobis domine Tiburgi, abbatisse dicti monasterii 
sancte Katerine, presenti et recipenti vice et nomine dicti monasterii et per vos monasterio 
supradicto me in sororem et monacham dicti monasterii et omnia bona et iura mea, mobilia 
et immobilia, seseque moventia, quicumque illa bona et iura sint, et ubicumque sint, et 
quocumque nomine censeantur et valeant appellari, das et concedens vobis domine abbatisse 
predicte plenam et liberam potestatem, ut auctoritate vestra per vos vel pro alium 
apprehendatis possessionem et quasi possessionem bonorum et iurium predictorum nomine 
dicti monasterii Sancte Katerine et pro ipso monasterio ut de eis possitis disponere et facere 
quicquid volueritis et vobis placuerit nomine et utilitate monasterii supradicti et donec 
possessionem bonorum et iurium predictorum apprehenderitis vel quasi, constituo me bona 
et iura predicta vestro et dicti monasterii Sancte Katerine nomine possidere et quasi 
possidere.  Et quod ego omnia et singula supradicta rata et firma perpetuo habeam, teneam, 
et observem et nullo unquam tempore contraveniam, de iure nec de facto, per me nec per 
aliquam interponitam personam, aliquo iure vel aliqua ratione, nec restitutionem adversus 
vos et dictum monasterium Sancte Katerine unquam petam bona fide per sollempnem 
stipulationem et sub obligatione omnium bonorum meorum, presentium et futurorum, vobis 
domine Tiburgi abbatisse prefate et per vos dicto monasterio Sancte Katerine promitto, et 
superscripta dei evvangelia a me corporaliter tacta, vobis iuro, omni iuri scripto et non 
scripto, civili et canonico, promulgato et promulgando, mihi compententi et competituro, et 
omni alii exceptioni et iuris auxilio divino vel humano, per quod contra predictam vel 
aliquod de predictis venire possem vel ea modo aliquo revocare et specialiter et nominationi 
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ex certa scientia senatus consulti velleiam beneficio renuntians penitus in hoc facto.  Et nos 
Tiburgis, dei gratia abbatissa dicti monasterii Sancte Katerine, voluntate et assensu conventus 
nostri et monialium dicti monasterii Sancte Katerine infrascriptarum presentium, volentium, 
laudantium, et approbantium.  Scilicet sororis Guiamas, priorisse; Guillelme de Novis; 
Raimunde de Porta Aquaria; Jordane Alvignassa; Raimunde Ricarde; Jordane de Sancto 
Laurentio; Aigline de Auronis; Faraude Falcone; Raimunde Rancurelle, filie Raimundi 
Rancurelli, militis; Agnetis Dalmasse; Gaufride Meissone; Caterine; Marie de Medenis; 
Alasacie de Foss; Alasacie Raimberte et Raimunde Rancurelle, filie Willelmi Rancurelli.  Te 
Novas predictam, cum omnibus bonis et iuribus et rationibus tuis supradictis, recipimus in 
sororem et monacham dicti monasterii Sancte Katerine, volentes et concedentes te decento 
esse in perpetuum tam in temporalibus quam in spiritalibus [sic] beneficus et bonis universis 
dicti monasterii Sancte Katerine, participem et consortem.  Et nos soror Guiamas, priorissa; 
Guillelma de Novis; Raimunda de Porta Aquaria; Jordana Alvignassa; Raimunda Ricarda; 
Jordana de Sancto Laurentio; Aiglina de Aurone; Farauda Falcona; Raimunda Rancurella, 
filia Raimundi Rancurelli, militis; Agnes Dalmasa; Gaufrida Meissona; Caterina; Marie de 
Medenis; Alasacia de Foss; Alasacia Rainberta et Raimunda Rancurella, filia Willelmi 
Rancurelli, nos inquam omnes sorores et monache supradicte dicti monasterii Sancte 
Katerine, omnia et singula supradicta assensu et voluntate nostra, factam laudamus, 
approbamus, et confirmamus, et ea omnia rata et firma habemus, et habere perpetuo 
promittimus bona fide.  Factum fuit hoc Avinionensis in parlatorio dicti monasterii Sancte 
Katerine.  Testes rogati interfuerunt: Aimericus de Sancto Michaele, iurisperitus; Bertrandus 
de Mala Morte; frater Willelmus Apelenus; Guillelmus de Lode; Raimundus Iumera.  Et ego 
Willelmus Raymundus, Avinionensis et tocius comitatus Provincie et Fulcalquerii publicus et 
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generalis notarius, hiis testis rogatus interfui et mandato dictarum partium hanc cartam 
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